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Message from the Editor
Rueben C. Warren, DDS, MPH, Dr. P.H. MDiv
Professor of Bioethics & Director
The National Center for Bioethics in Research and Health Care
John A. Kenney Hall 44-107
Tuskegee University
Tuskegee, AL 36088
Tel: 334-7252314
Email: rwarren@tuskegee.edu
In late 2019-early 2020, Dr. Vivian Carter, Chairperson of the Department of Sociology and
Psychology, Tuskegee University, approached me about co-hosting a conference on HIV/
AIDS and the Black Community at Tuskegee University. As Director of the National Center
for Bioethics in Research and Health Care (National Bioethics Center), I agreed. We invited a
trans-disciplinary group of non-government agencies and organizations, community advocates,
faith leaders, academicians, researchers, graduate and undergraduate students from historically
Black colleges and universities (HBCUs), predominately-white institutions (PWIs), and people
living with HIV/AIDS to the historic campus of Tuskegee University. They needed a trusted
space and place to discuss the continuing rampage of HIV/AIDS and it disproportionate
burden in the Black population. The infamous legacy of the United States Public Health Service
Syphilis Study at Tuskegee made Tuskegee University and specifically the National Bioethics
Center the optimal place to have this dialogue.
The conference extended beyond the traditional topics of biomedical and behavioral research
advancements and challenges in eliminating HIV/AIDS in the U.S. To have the greatest
impact in the Black community, the conference needed to address additional issues. Thus,
the title reflects the depth and breadth of HIV/AIDS in the Black Community and considers
the legacy of Tuskegee University in addressing matters of health and healthcare in the Black
population. The agreed upon title was, Lifting the Veil of HIV: Addressing the Implications of
Medical Mistrust and Racism on Black Communities Impacted by HIV. Consistent with Black
History Month, February 27- 28, 2020 was selected for the conference. This conference also to
commemorated National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day.
The conference was well attended and the presentations, deliberations, individual and group
engagements were extraordinary. Rather than share the salient deliberations from the conference
in a proceeding document, as is usually done, Gilead Science Inc. proposed publishing a Special
Issue of HIV/AIDS and the Black Community in the Journal of Healthcare, Science, and the
Humanities ( JHSH). The JHSH is a peer review, PubMed journal, owned by the National
Bioethics Center. This Special Issue addresses the plethora of challenges and opportunities,
including public policy development, particularly related HIV/AIDS, and the Black Community.
In each edition of the JHSH, a summary of its contents is included in a section entitled, “From
the Desk of the Editor.” The section summarizes the content of each article published in the
Journal of Healthcare, Science and the Humanities
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specific edition. However, the emphasis of this Special Issue is not only on the content of the
scholarly works included, but also on the importance of ethical partnerships between institutions
and individuals to impact public policy related to HIV/AIDS and the Black Community. The
Special Issue is a continuation of the February 27-28 conference, and a bridge to advance public
policy that will end the disproportionate burden of HIV/AIDS in the Black Community.
Harold J. Phillips MRP, Director White House Office of National AIDS Policy, provides
an extraordinary Commentary entitled, Forty Years of Questions and Answers – What Will It
Take to End the HIV Epidemic. The salient matters that he addresses set the tone the other
materials included in this Issue. He stresses the importance of building trustworthy relationships
between individuals within and outside of organizations, institutions, and agencies. For
example, from the onset, Pema McGuinness, Director and Aquarius D. Gimmer, Associate
Director, Corporate Policy and Alliances, Government Affairs Gilead Sciences, Inc., have been
overwhelming in their support for this Special Issue. Along with the Tuskegee University team,
they initially met bimonthly and more recently weekly, to discuss content and logistical matters
related to the Special Issue. Their connection with the HIV/AIDS advocacy community is
exemplary. The Tuskegee University team included, Dr. Vivian Cater, Chairperson of the
Department of Sociology and Psychology and Guest Editor for this Special Issue, Dr. David A.
Hodge, Senior Associate Editor for the Journal of Healthcare, Science and the Humanities and
Associate Director of Education at the National Bioethics Center and Dr. Delores Alexander,
Assistant Editor of the Journal of Healthcare, Science and the Humanities and Director of the
Integrative Biosciences PhD Program, Dr. Darryl Scriven Dean, School of Arts and Sciences,
Clarkson University, and Dr. Jasmine D. Ward, Assistant Professor, Texas Women University.
Additionally, Dr. Beverley Ebo and Dr Barry Williams assisted Dr. Hodge with logistical and
editorial support. Dr. Davis Banks, served as computer software consultant in developing
webinar support. Dr. Alicia Best, Assistant Professor, School of Public Health, University of
South Florida, completed a literature review of HIV/AIDS and the Black Community.
Since 2012, the JHSH is published biannual editions in the Fall and the Spring, consistent
with two important events: the Annual Commemoration of the 1997 Presidential Apology for
the United States Public Health Service Syphilis Study at Tuskegee which includes, the Public
Health Ethics Intensive Course, and the Public Health Ethics Forum co- sponsored with the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. This Special Issue of HIV/AIDS and the Black
Community required an additional series of tasks and special assignments. Dr. David Hodge
provided the overall leadership for this Special Issue. He coordinated the Call for Papers,
solicited and encouraged manuscript submissions from a broad array of potential authors.
He also facilitated the peer review process between the manuscript submissions from the
authors and Dr. Scriven, organized timelines and updates for the overall publication effort, and
confirmed deadlines for completion and distribution of electronic and hard copies of the Special
Issue. Dr. Scriven managed the peer review process by soliciting a broad array of peer reviewers
and assuring that the reviews were completed and submitted in a timely manner. There were
approximately 28 abstracts submitted resulting in 26 being approved for full manuscript
submission. Twenty manuscripts were approved for publication after a rigorous review process.
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The editorial staff makes every effort to assure the authors can publish their work. New, as well
as more seasoned authors are encouraged to publish their work in the JHSH.
As you read the peer-reviewed article, commentaries, and other material in this Special Issue,
three themes emerge, theology, science, and sociology. From my perspective, theology is the
study of GOD, known by many names. At the National Center for Bioethics in Research
and Health Care, we synergize the sacred and the secular to enhance the well-being of the
individuals, groups, and communities within their physical and social environment. For
example, for the last 5 years, the National Bioethics Center has implemented the Tuskegee
University & Macon County Bridge Builders Program to support and promote the wealth and
well-being of 50 Macon County High School students. The Lilly Endowment Inc. funds the
Program. The program expanded last year to include middle school students and will eventually
become a permanent part of the National Bioethics Center education and community
engagement activities. Science also is the focus of several articles, while acknowledging the
importance of various forms of science they also stress the limitation of science in eliminating
HIV/AIDS in the Black community. Science simply means and strives “to know.” However,
when one knows better, they must do better. There is enough science to eliminate the health
disparity between the Black population and the other racial and ethnic groups, related to
the disproportionate suffering, sickness, and premature death from HIV/AIDS. One of the
foci of JHSH, is science. We extend invitations to transdisciplinary scientists to publish their
scholarship in the JHSH, to maximize what is known, to address the plethora of challenges
and opportunities to improve individual and population health. The last theme, social, is
foundational to address HIV/AIDS in the Black Community. This disease is grounded in social
engagement and in my view, will be resolved by social engagement to assure the well-being of
individuals, groups, and communities, regardless of demographic differences. I hope that this
Special Issues will further advance what we know and what we do to create and advance public
policy related to HIV/AIDS in the Black Community. Please enjoy this Special Issue.
Regards,
Rueben C. Warren
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Forty Years of Questions and Answers:
What Will It Take to End the HIV Epidemic
Harold J. Phillips, MRP
Director, White House Office of National AIDS Policy
“Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health care is the most shocking and inhumane”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.
“There are years that ask questions and years that answer”
- Zora Neale Hurston
The National Center of Bioethics in Research and Health Care at Tuskegee University
has developed this Special Edition of the i and asked me to include a commentary. Tuskegee is
known as the place where extraordinary intellectual thought and leadership, is nurtured and
brought to light. It is also known as the place where the struggle for righteousness, equality
and justice has taken root and grown across the nation and the world. The Special Edition
adds to this extraordinary legacy. The focus of the Special Edition are the factors that drive
the disproportionate and adverse impact of HIV on Black communities and the public policy
recommendations to eliminate this disparity.
As Director of the White House Office of National AIDS Policy, I am spearheading
the development of a new National HIV AIDS Strategy that acknowledges racism as a public
health threat and uses data to illustrate the adverse impact on the Black community. This new
strategy acknowledges the ability to end the HIV epidemic by the year 2030 using the scientific
tools, and innovative work to engage the community and implement services. A key to our
nation’s success will be our ability to address the inequities and systemic factors that place
members of the Black community at risk for HIV infection. These include the poverty, access
to quality health care, access to stable housing, racism, homophobia, transphobia, medical
mistrust and medical misinformation, incarceration, stigma and discrimination including stigma
and discrimination against those who misuse drugs. All of these intersecting factors impact the
health and resiliency of our community as illustrated by the data.
On June 5, 2021, the world marked 40 years since the first five cases of what later
became known as AIDS were officially reported. As part of this commemoration, the world
honored the more than 32 million people globally including the more than 700,000 individuals
in the United States who have died from AIDS-related illness since 1981. There are over 38
million people worldwide, including approximately 1.2 million Americans living with HIV.
The nation’s annual new HIV infections have declined from their peak in the mid1980s, and people with HIV in care and treatment are living longer, healthier lives. In 2019,
the estimated number of new HIV infections was 34,800. Despite this progress, disparities
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still exist. Black, Latino and White gay and bisexual men and Black heterosexual women bore
the greatest burden of new HIV infections between 2015 and 2019. Black and Latino gay and
bisexual men had the highest burden, while the rate of new HIV infections among Black women
was 13 times that of white women from 2015-2019. It is estimated in 2019 that more than half
of the new HIV infections occurred in the South.
In 2019 African-Americans represented 13% of the US population, but 40% of people
with HIV and 43% of the HIV-related deaths.i
President Biden called for accelerated efforts to end the HIV epidemic in the United
States by the year 2030. The Ending the HIV Epidemic in the United States Initiative (EHE)
leverages the scientific advances in HIV prevention, diagnosis, treatment and out-break
response. Additional federal resources and community engagement are combining to help
reduce the number of new HIV infections by 75% by 2025, and by at least 90% by the year
2030. President Biden’s fiscal year 2022 budget requested $670 million for this effort reflecting
his commitment to address this issue.
Nearly 11 months into the EHE Initiative, COVID-19 began its disruptive and
devastating march through communities of color. Viruses attack vulnerabilities. They do
not discriminate but they do take advantage of the outputs produced by years of structural
and systemic racism. Income inequality, lack of access to quality health care, food insecurity,
unstable housing and lack of access to transportation, depression, anxiety and discrimination
intersect creating a nexus for infectious diseases to flourish. In this way, the impact of infectious
diseases such as COVID-19, HIV and even chronic diseases among certain communities is not
equal. The numbers of African-Americans living with chronic diseases such as diabetes, obesity,
hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, those with jobs where telework or social distancing
was not an option and those experiencing incarceration resulted in large rates of COVID-19
infection, hospitalization and death within the Black community. It is these conditions rooted
in both slavery and emancipation that have created a system of medical apartheid that produces
the health inequities we as African-Americans experience today. As I write this in mid-October
over 700,000 people have died in the United States. As of October 6, 2021, around 15 percent
of COVID-19 deaths in the U.S. have been among non-Hispanic Black or African Americans.
Last year, trapped at home due to the COVID pandemic, we saw the murders of
George Floyd and Breanna Taylor on television. We were socially distant, but angry, sad and
grieving, but willing to stand up and demand the promise of America – liberty and justice
for All. Yet, to build a better nation, we must do the work to implement policy and systemic
changes that will enable African-Americans to achieve their full potential for health and wellbeing. We must address the generational injustices that perpetuate racial health inequities.
Our march toward equality must include improving access to both health care and health
information.ii
https://www.kff.org/hivaids/fact-sheet/the-hivaids-epidemic-in-the-united-states-the-basics/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1122369/covid-deaths-distribution-by-race-us/

i

ii
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Increasing access to comprehensive health care through expansion of Medicaid
programs, counseling about private insurance through the Affordable Care Act and the
American Rescue Plan, and implementing programs to support maintaining insurance such as
co-pay and premium assistance are important steps forward. These changes to health policy and
programs will help address the HIV disparities by increasing access to HIV testing, prevention
and care.
The new National HIV AIDS Strategy calls for innovative models and culturally
appropriate approaches that expand access to and availability of HIV testing in various settings
such as routine opt-out testing in clinical settings, testing in retail pharmacies, self-testing,
testing in correctional facilities, mobile testing, and self-testing offered via social networks are
required. Early detection coupled with prompt linkage to care and immediate initiation of
treatment is also critical and can lead to improved individual and community health outcomes.
President Biden’s Administration continues to support strengthening public health
and improving access to health care services in the African-American community. Many of the
investments have been historic. We must also work to improve health insurance literacy in the
African-American community. Health insurance literacy is defined as “a person’s ability to seek,
obtain, and understand health insurance plans, and once enrolled use their insurance to seek
appropriate health care services”. Health insurance literacy is often considered a subset of health
literacy. With expanded access to health care, more health education to help the community
understand the financial and health implications of insurance plans is needed to help close the
health disparities gaps. Health insurance literacy is not taught in school, so we must expand
access to this kind of information in places where we work, play and worship. We must also
engage the community to ensure appropriate messages are delivered from trusted sources.
At all levels, further effort is needed to construct organizations, institutions, systems,
and a workforce that embrace and implement the concepts and principles of health literacy.
Efforts to create more health-literate public and private health systems at the federal, state,
tribal, territorial, and local levels will help patients understand the health care system and the
importance of HIV prevention, care, and treatment, and the benefits of viral suppression.
Patient education is a necessary aspect of people-centered care, but it requires systems and
providers to end the use of jargon, take the time to educate and explain in plain language,
alter websites and brochures, proactively counter medical misinformation, use social media
differently, and consider other culturally appropriate ways to deliver key information.
Understanding HIV, the importance of treatment, the various HIV prevention options and the
risks of transmission to others can also lead to less stigma and shame, which in turn can lead to
increased interactions with the health system and positive health outcomes. Efforts to increase
health literacy can also aid in addressing the mistrust of the medical system prevalent among
many minority groups because of the historical systemic racism in many health care settings.
Another important tool to help address health disparities includes building a diverse
healthcare workforce. Diversity, inclusion, and community representation are key to achieving
creative problem-solving perspectives, and to ensuring the comprehensive cultural spectrum
Journal of Healthcare, Science and the Humanities
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necessary to understand epidemic dynamics. The development of a diverse health workforce,
research that effectively reduces and eliminates health disparities in HIV will require the
participation of all sectors of the community. Inclusion of all sectors is fundamental to better
understand current needs and develop effective actions to mitigate existing gaps in HIV research
and service delivery.
The articles in this special issue will provide additional insights into the issues I
have mentioned as part of this commentary. Their research and scholarship contribute to
a deeper understanding of how race, gender, stigma, discrimination, and homophobia and
the social determinants of health influence HIV health outcomes for the African-American
community. The authors shine a light on these realities by raising questions and in some cases
providing answers. Nearly 400 years of medical apartheid and the resulting health disparities
must be addressed to achieve justice for all. Forty years into the HIV epidemic, we have the
necessary tools and answers to the question of how to end the HIV epidemic. Two years
into the COVID-19 pandemic and we see what happens when equity is not in the center
of our response. The health history of African-Americans includes stories of resilience. Let’s
use that resilience to create a more equitable health care system free from racism, stigma
and discrimination. Let this be the year we answer the call to end the HIV epidemic and we
continue to march on until the battle for health equity and justice is won.
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Let’s Get Serious: Reducing Health Disparities in HIV
Vivian L. Carter, PhD, Department Head,
Department of Psychology and Sociology
Tuskegee University
vcarter@tuskegee.edu
Kenney Hall, Rm. 44-302
Phone: 334-727-8737
The general themes of the articles presented in the special edition of the Journal
of Health Care, Science and Humanities centers around two major bioethical principles,
Autonomy and Justice.
The bioethical principle of “Autonomy” rests on the notion that there must be a
respect for the will of the individual. Individuals have the right to self-determination and
that must be respected. This principle is often referred to as the principle of human dignity.
Respecting autonomy is meant to be an empowerment to the individual with the understanding
that one is competent to make such a decision. Competency is the first step informed consent.
Thus, in the articles presented in this special edition the subject of competency is addressed as
a major barrier to detection and adherence to treatment health protocols within the African
American community. Whether we are addressing the social stigmas attached to HIV/AIDs
or the lack of knowledge regarding the terminology surrounding the diagnosis and treatment
modalities or just the blatant misinformation, the competency of the populations must be
clearly determined and addressed in a manner that provides the individual and not the clinician
or researchers interpretation. This type of clarification involves a targeted community specific
approach that is not obtained from merely reviewing data from aggregated reporting sources. A
community based participatory approach is a necessity to achieving any levels of competency
within those communities considered hard to reach and disadvantaged.
It is often stated, “once people know better they do better.” A partnership between
community, health care researchers and providers can produce result in better health outcomes
with the community. A Community Based Participatory Research (CBPR) model is designed
to engage the community as a partner in the research process from the inception. CBPR
weaves into the study the language and social nuances of the target population and garners
the approval of the community. The core value of CBPR is reciprocity, which stipulates that
community members and academic partners design, implement, analyze, and interpret results
collaboratively—to the mutual benefit of both partners (Figure 3). Inherent to CBPR is the
philosophy that states “if the problem is in the community, then so are the solutions” (Foaud,
Wynn, Martin, and Partridge 2010). In CBPR the community’s voice and expertise are essential.
Undergirded by cornerstones such as trust and communication, CBPR has been used to
examine HIV disparities among various populations. CBPR is a useful philosophical framework
for assessing HIV screening knowledge and behaviors, promoting HIV screening, developing
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National Institutes of Health (NIH), and the Secretary of Health, Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). Yet we still see persistence in the racial disparities
in treatment, access, and health outcomes. According to the CDC, there were 36,801 persons
diagnosed with HIV/AIDS in 2019. Of those persons, the majority were of African American/
Black ancestry (42%). Black men have the highest HIV infection rate among men in general,
and black men who are gay and bi-sexual account the largest population of men diagnosed with
HIV (37%). In addition, black women have the highest rates among females diagnosed with
HIV/AIDS (55%).
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I provide this background to illustrate the discrepancy between the amount of funding
opportunities available and actual distribution focus. The funds are being disproportionately
distributed because the structural entities by which they are administered continue to bypass
the very communities that are in need of the most assistance. Let us take, for instance, the
amount of funding afforded Historically Black Institutions and Colleges to address HIV/
AIDS in their communities. We know that 90% of all HBCUs are located in predominantly
minority communities, yet the finding for research and program development allocated for such
studies is often provided to Predominantly White Institutions (PWIs). Infrastructure grants
are graciously bestowed on PWIs, while HBCUs are vigorously scrutinized, and questioned
before even given consideration to address the health care needs of their communities. Despite
the staggering over-representation of the African American community in the number of
persons diagnosed and at risk of HIV/AIDs, their communities do not experience the same
investment and support as their white counterparts. When funding is made available, it is
usually in conjunction with the supervision of a PWI. I generally describe this as healthcare
sharecropping; as PWIs reap all the benefits form the labor of HBCUs, while the HBCUs
continue to labor without the benefit of the maximum reward. HBCU researchers and students
have long been exploited and overlooked for the contributions they continue to make despite
the glaring lack of funding and professional recognition they so justly deserve for the scholarly
and civic sacrifices they make for the good of their communities.
A more serious and direct approach would be to invest in HBCUs at the same level
as PWIs with purposive programs to strategically support and fund collaborations on an equal
basis, recognizing the strength of the HBCU and the communities they serve as vital to the
successful health outcome in those communities with the greatest need.
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Abstract
This literature review describes the historical impact of HIV and AIDS among Black
populations in United States (US), as well as the misalignment between root causes of HIVrelated inequities and HIV prevention efforts. Specifically, we describe how distal factors
(including structural racism) contribute to the disproportionate rates of HIV infection within
Black communities. Further, we highlight consequences of focusing primarily on proximal
determinants of acquiring HIV. Finally, we share some brief conclusions and recommendations
to help move towards eliminating HIV and AIDS inequities among Black populations.
Keywords: HIV/AIDS disparities/inequities; Black/African American communities; social
determinants of health; distal and proximal determinants, structural racism

Introduction
The United States (US) Census defines Black/African American populations
as persons “having origin in any of the Black racial groups of Africa” (U.S. Census Bureau,
2021). While individuals racialized as Black/African American (hereafter, Black) represent
approximately 13% of the total US population, Black populations account for the majority of
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) diagnoses and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS) deaths in the US, annually (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC],
2019). Importantly, the disproportionate incidence of HIV among Black populations cannot be
explained by individual-level factors such as genetics/ancestry or differences in sexual behavior
(Millett, Flores, Peterson, & Bakeman, 2007; Buot, et al., 2014). In fact, literature indicates that
HIV and AIDS inequities in the US are primarily driven by social rather than biomedical or
behavioral factors (Zeglin & Stein, 2015).
The overarching goal of this literature review is to describe the historical impact of
HIV and AIDS among Black populations in the US, along with the misalignment between root
causes of HIV-related inequities and HIV prevention efforts. We describe how systemic factors,
including structural racism, contribute to disproportionate rates of HIV infection within Black
communities. Further, we describe how most evidence-based interventions focus primarily
on addressing proximal determinants of HIV-related inequities. Finally, we share some brief
conclusions and recommendations to help move towards eliminating HIV and AIDS inequities
among Black populations across the US.
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Evolution of HIV Inequity in the Black Community
AIDS was first recognized in 1981 and HIV was identified as the cause of AIDS
in 1983 (Melhuish & Lewthwaite, 2018; Shampo & Kyle, 2002). In the US, non-Hispanic
White men represented the primary population initially affected by HIV and AIDS in the early
1980s, and male-to male sex was (and still is) the highest mode of HIV transmission (CDC,
2001). Specifically, from 1981-1987, non-Hispanic White populations accounted for 59.7%
of persons living with AIDS, while Black populations accounted for 25.5% (CDC, 2001).
However, in 1992, AIDS-related mortality was recorded as the seventh cause of excess deaths
among Black populations in the US (Satcher et al., 2005). As time progressed, the percentage
of non-Hispanic White populations living with AIDS had decreased to 34%, while this
percentage increased to 44.9% among Blacks populations (CDC, 2001). Notably, highly-active
antiretroviral therapy was introduced as a treatment for HIV in the mid-1990s and AIDS rates
for White populations began to decline, while rates in Black populations increased – a shift that
underscores inequities in access to health care and allocation of HIV treatment within Black
communities (Gebo et al., 2005).
HIV-Related Outcomes among Black Populations
When comparing Black and White US populations, respectively, across HIV
incidence, prevalence, and AIDS-related mortality, Black Americans experience stark disparities
in all categories, including HIV incidence (45.0 vs 5.3 per 100,000), HIV prevalence (1,027.5
vs 153.9 per 100,000), and AIDS-related mortality (16.1 vs 2.5 per 100,000) (CDC, 2019).
Among Black people in the US, populations currently most affected by HIV include gay,
bisexual, and other men who have sex with men (MSM) and Black women (Tillerson, 2008;
CDC, 2019). From 2015 through 2019, Black MSM accounted for more than 36% of new
HIV infections diagnosed annually (CDC, 2019). Furthermore, Black MSM have lower rates
of being retained in HIV medical care and achieving viral suppression in comparison to other
racial/ethnic MSM populations (CDC, 2019), further highlighting disparities along the HIV
continuum for Black MSM. In the US, Black women and adolescents make up only 13% of
the female population, while accounting for up to 55% of new HIV infections diagnosed
between 2015-2019 (CDC, 2019). On the other hand, non-Hispanic White women and
adolescents make up 62% of the female population in the US, while only accounting for 22%
of new HIV infections (CDC, 2019). Black women and adolescents diagnosed with HIV also
die at disproportionately higher rates than their White counterparts (11.6 vs 0.8 per 100,000,
respectively) (CDC, 2019). The evolution of HIV as a health issue primarily impacting Black
populations mirrors the trajectory of most health inequities in the US and globally – that is,
those who are most socioeconomically disadvantaged have disproportionate rates of negative
health outcomes.
Distal Determinants of HIV and AIDS Inequities
The social determinants of health (SDOH) framework posits that “environments
in which people are born, live, learn, work, play, worship, and age” significantly impact their
health outcomes (US Department of Health and Human Services [DHHS], 2010). As such,
social, political, and economic factors greatly influence HIV-related inequities among Black
26
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populations (Braveman, 2014). Another important public health framework, the social
ecological model (SEM), uses a systems perspective to help organize determinants of health
along a continuum from proximal to distal determinants (Baral, Logie, Grosso, Wirtz, & Beyrer,
2013). Distal determinants can be described as structural factors such as economics, policy,
and community infrastructure, which serve as fundamental or root causes of health. Proximal
determinants are often described as the most direct (i.e., easily observable) causes of a particular
heath outcome (Baral et al., 2013). In the context of HIV, proximal determinants may be
individual-level factors such as genetics, culture, and sexual behaviors (Baral et al., 2013).
Research suggests that individual behavior, such as condom use and number of sexual
partners, does not adequately explain differences in rates of HIV infection (Hallfors, Iritani,
Miller, & Bauer, 2007). There is increasing evidence that SDOH play a much larger role, yet
surveillance systems do not routinely collect data on many of these distal determinant (Aral,
Adimora, & Fenton, 2008; Dean & Fenton, 2010). For example, education and housing are
strongly associated with HIV incidence, both of which are inextricably tied to poverty (Zeglin
& Stein, 2015). Poverty affects where individuals live, housing quality and stability, access
to and quality healthcare, and other important social conditions (Adimora, Schoenbach, &
Floris-Moore, 2009). In turn, poverty is at the root of HIV and AIDS inequities (Adimora
et al., 2009). One fourth of all those infected with HIV in the US pass through the criminal
justice system (Kraut-Becher et al., 2008). As such, disproportionate rates of incarceration also
influence HIV-related inequity among Black populations who account for 47% of the prison
population (Kraut-Becher et al., 2008). Additionally, high rates of incarceration among Black
men reduces the male-to-female ratio in many Black communities, impacting risk for HIV
infection (Kraut-Becher et al., 2008).
Structural racism is an important social determinant that undergirds racial health
inequity in general, and HIV-related inequities in particular. Structural racism operates in
the US as the complex interaction of macro-level systems, policies, and institutional practices
resulting in the unfair advantage of non-Hispanic White populations and the simultaneous
disadvantage Black populations (Powell, 2007). Structural racism, like the SEM, is best
understood from a systems perspective which focuses on relationships among multiple
intersecting processes rather than singular linear causes (Powell, 2007). Structural racism
impacts housing, educational and employment opportunities, access to health care, safety, and
social networks, which all influence risk for HIV infection (Aral et al., 2008; Zeglin & Stein,
2015). Structural racism is an important, if not the most important, distal determinant of
HIV-related inequities. For example, neighborhood segregation, which is rooted in structural
racism (e.g., Redlining), helps facilitate unfair policing practices within Black communities and
disproportionate incarceration rates, in turn, increasing risk for acquiring HIV (Kraut-Becher et
al., 2008).
Proximal Solutions to Distal Determinants of HIV-Related Inequity
Despite evidence that SDOH (including structural racism) are at the root of
HIV-related inequities (Dean & Fenton, 2010), most interventions are not focused on
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addressing these distal determinants (Crepaz et al., 2007; Rotheram-Borus, Swendeman,
& Chovnick, 2009; Adimora & Auerbach, 2010; Sipe et al., 2017; Jeffries & Henny, 2019;
Williams, Lawrence, & Davis, 2019). Most evidence-based HIV interventions developed and
implemented among Black populations focus on proximal determinants including knowledge,
awareness, attitudes, sexual behavior, and substance abuse ( Jemmott, Jemmott, & Fong,
1992; Diallo et al., 2010; Kogan et al., 2012; Zellner et al., 2016; Prado, Lightfoot, & Brown,
2013). For example, the Color It Real program is a culturally-tailored intervention designed to
decrease risky sexual behavior, substance abuse, and perceived stress among African American
heterosexual men and women, aged 18–24 (Zellner et al., 2016). While some interventions
address factors at the family and community levels (e.g., Strong African American Families),
strategies focus mainly on enhancing HIV knowledge and modifying related behaviors (Prado
et al., 2013).

Recommendations to Advance HIV-Related Inequity
Research and Practice
Given that HIV-related inequities are rooted in SDOH, failure to address these distal
determinants violates principles of public health ethics such as social justice and beneficence,
as well as negatively shape public perceptions about populations most affected by HIV (e.g.,
perpetuating stereotypes). Furthermore, ignoring SDOH in HIV prevention efforts wastes
valuable resources by developing and implementing interventions that are ineffective at reducing
HIV-related inequities. The following sections provide recommendations to enhance public health
efforts to eliminate HIV-related inequities by addressing structural racism and other SDOH.
Engage and Empower Black Communities in HIV/AIDS Research and Practice
It is essential that power imbalance is addressed at all levels, and within all phases, of
HIV prevention research and practice. Not only is it important to engage Black communities
in HIV prevention efforts, but it is equally important that Black scholars are centered in HIV
inequity research (Best, Fletcher, Kadono, & Warren, 2021). As many Black scholars experience
marginalization in ways that mirror the communities most impacted by HIV, these perspectives
are invaluable for understanding and appropriately addressing HIV inequities. The CDC
provides funding to support Black and Hispanic early career investigators to conduct HIV
epidemiologic and prevention research aimed at reducing racial/ethnic inequity in the US
(Prado et al., 2013). These and other efforts are necessary to address structural racism within the
research process, and to enhance HIV inequity research itself.
Reframe HIV and AIDS Inequity Language
Over three decades ago, the US DHHS noted that racial/ethnic minority populations
in the US “have not benefited fully or equitably” from systems responsible for ensuing health
(US DHHS, 1985). As such, HIV-related inequities are unnecessary, avoidable, and unjust
(Braveman, 2014); and HIV prevention efforts that do not explicitly address SDOH only
serve to perpetuate these inequities. For example, race is commonly listed as a risk factor for
HIV-related and other health inequities (Crear-Perry, Maybank, Keeys, Mitchell, & Godbolt,
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2020). Framing race, rather than racism, as a risk factor for acquiring or transmitting HIV is
problematic and functions to further stigmatize already marginalized populations (Crooks,
Donenberg, & Matthews, 2021). Similarly, framing HIV-related inequities based on proximal
risk factors such as sexual behavior (e.g., men who have sex with men [MSM]) further
stigmatizes and dehumanizes priority populations, which is especially relevant for populations
most affected by HIV (Crooks et al., 2021; Fletcher, Jiang, & Best, 2021).
Develop and Implement Multi-Level Interventions to Address HIV and
AIDS Inequity
Inaccurate framing of HIV and AIDS inequities can also contribute to development
and implementation of ineffective public health interventions – that is, most interventions
to date have largely focused on individual-level factors. Thomas and colleagues (2011)
propose a fourth generation of health inequity research that is grounded in critical race praxis
and utilizes multi-level, structural interventions to address racism and other SDOH. HIV
prevention researchers and practitioners should integrate biomedical, behavioral, and social/
structural factors in their approaches to effectively reduce and eliminate HIV-related inequities.
Currently, there are limited strategies that address SDOH, especially structural racism. The
Expanded Syringe Access Program (ESAP) is one example of a multi-level intervention
which provides health education, referral to community resources, and it permits pharmacy
syringe sales without a prescription within inner-city communities in Harlem, NY (Fuller et
al., 2007). This program leverages existing resources and builds community capacity through
interdisciplinary partnerships with organizations that explicitly address relevant social and
structural determinants (e.g., drug treatment, housing, and job placement). Existing evidencebased interventions could be enhanced by collecting/utilizing data and incorporating strategies
focused specifically on SDOH and structural racism to adequately address a wider range of
HIV-related risk factors (Carter & Jeffries, 2019).

Conclusion
This literature review highlights the misalignment between root causes of HIV and
AIDS inequities and public health efforts to address these inequities in the Black community.
In March 2021, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) launched the UNITE initiative “to
address structural racism and promote racial equity and inclusion at NIH and within the
larger biomedical research enterprise” (NIH, 2021). One of five primary objectives of UNITE
involves addressing racial health inequities in the US through enhanced support of health equity
research (NIH, 2021). To meet this objective, SDOH and structural racism must be at the
forefront of efforts to address HIV-related and other health inequities which disproportionally
impact Black communities. This involves meaningful engagement and empowerment of Black
community members and scholars; reframing stigmatizing language used to describe HIV
and AIDS inequities; and implementing HIV-prevention interventions that comprehensively
address multiple socio-ecological levels to enhance effectiveness.
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Abstract
Despite increased life expectancy, mortality rates among women infected with HIV are 3-15
times higher than those in the overall population, HIV-infected women are also excessively
affected by HPV and have increased risks of HPV-associated developments. This study’s
objective is to examine the relation between the ART treatment, CD4 levels, Pap, HPV and
VIA tests with p16 detection among HIV-infected women. The data used in this study was
collected by survey questionnaire instruments in 2009 in Kenya. Descriptive and explanatory
statistics using frequency and chi-square/fisher’s exact tests were performed for analysis using
SAS-software. The data was stratified by age groups (30-39, 40-49, and 50 years and older).
75.28% of single HIV-positive women between the ages 30-39 participated significantly in
the study, with a p-value of <0.0001. 52.24% of HIV-positive women 30-39 years old were
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most likely to receive ART treatment for less than two years by a margin of 11.2% compared
to those who received the treatment for more than two years and those who were off treatment
by a margin of 2.24% (p-value of 0.03). The HIV-positive women 30-39 years old had lower
CD4 counts of less than 350 cells/μl (44%) and higher CD4 counts of 500 cells/μl or higher
(46.64%). 45.3% of the HIV-positive women 30-39 years old were more likely to have positive
VIA tests with a p-value of 0.05. 65.87% of HIV-positive women 30-39 years old were most
likely to have positive VIA tests with a p-value of <0.05. HIV-positive women 30-39 years
old were most likely to have high-risk HPV compared to their older counterparts. This study
shows that incorporating screening strategies (Pap tests, VIA tests and HPV genotyping) in
conjunction with ART treatment were more effective in preventing cervical cancer in HIVpositive young women 30-39 years old.
Keywords: Cervical cancer, HIV, HPV, VIA, Kenya

Introduction
Since the first reported cases of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in
1981, millions of more cases have been reported. HIV is a sexually transmitted disease that
in its inception affected gay white men primarily, it is now highly associated with its impact
and prevalence in developing countries. The management, reduction, and prevention of the
virus is a public health issue that is being attacked from various angles. Cervical cancer is the
most common cancer among women living with HIV, and according to UNAIDS (2019), the
likelihood of a woman developing invasive cervical cancer is up to five times higher as opposed
to a woman who is not HIV infected. Both diseases are fully preventable, yet both are causing
astronomical instances of mortality in women who reside in low-income, low-resourced, and
developing countries.
In sub-Saharan Africa, HIV predominately affects adolescent girls and young women.
Nearly 68% of people living with HIV/AIDS are women, according to Ruger (2004), nine out
of every ten women living with cervical cancer in low and middle-income countries succumb to
the disease. According to Cancer.net (2020), cervical cancer is most often diagnosed between
the ages of 35 to 44. Invasive cervical cancer can take 10-15 years to develop after infection,
therefore screening and preventative methods are integral to limit and eliminate the progression
of cancer according to Melnikow (1998).
Three effective screening methods that have decreased the rates of cervical cancer are
Papanicolaou (Pap) smear testing, Human papillomavirus (HPV) testing, and Visual inspection
with acetic acid (VIA) testing. To reduce HIV-related morbidity and mortality, Antiretroviral
therapy (ART) treatment is used, the WHO recommends the use of ART in all HIV-infected
individuals with CD4 cell counts of 500 cells/ul or less, the CD4 cell counts are used to indicate
response to treatment (Ayele et al., 2019). The use of p16 immunohistochemistry expression in
HIV-infected women is limited but has been used to differentiate mild cervical intraepithelial
neoplasm (CIN1) from moderate to severe cervical intraepithelial neoplasm (CIN2/3)
(McGrath et al. 2017). The implementation of preventative methods in more developed
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countries has resulted in decreased mortality rates attributable to cervical cancer by more than
70%, in addition, screening women every three to five years has also shown risk reductions of
80-90% of overall lifetime risks according to Eddy (1990).
The goal of this study was to examine the relation between the ART treatment, CD4
levels, Pap, HPV, and VIA tests among HIV-infected women. It was hypothesized that women
30-39 years old would be most impacted due to their increased risk of developing cervical cancer.

Methods
Data used in this study was collected by Chung et al (2013). In the original study, 500
HIV-infected women were recruited from a medical center between June 2009 and December
2009 (McGrath 2017). Eligibility for participation was based on the women: 1). Being between
the ages of 18 and 55, 2). Having an intact cervix, 3). Not previously received treatment for
cancerous or precancerous cervical lesions. The women participated in four types of testing, a
Papanicolaou (Pap) smear, Human papillomavirus (HPV) test, Visual inspection with acetic
acid (VIA), and a Colposcopy-directed biopsy, which is considered the disease gold standard
in Kenya. The performance and use of p16 immunohistochemistry was used to assess the
HPV-associated cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, via use of the pap smears. A standardized
questionnaire was used to obtain demographic and clinical information, the participants
underwent a pelvic examination, and their CD4 cell count information was collected.
The original study used “sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV),
and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of p16 to detect CIN2/3
on histology and the impact of immunosuppression and ART was assessed. Comparisons of
sensitivity and specificity were stratified by CD4 count (_350 and >350 cells/μl), ART (none,
<2 years and _2 years), and age (<40 and _40 years) and compared using chi-square tests.
Statistical analyses were performed using STATA 13 (Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas,
USA).” (McGrath 2017)
The data in this secondary analysis was collected from the questionnaire instruments
used in the preliminary study. Descriptive and explanatory statistics using frequency
distributions, chi-square, and Fisher’s exact tests were performed for analysis using SAS-software
to examine association. The data was stratified by age groups (30-39, 40-49, and 50 years and
older). All p<values were two-sided with a significance of P<0.05. Calculated statistics were
obtained and presented in Microsoft Word tables and bar graphs using Excel functions.

Results
The detailed results of this study are presented in Figures 1-7 and Table 1. The analysis
was comprised of 500 cervical sample cases collected from HIV-positive women, of which 331
cases were the ﬁnal sample size used for analysis. The results show subsequent analysis of the
association between selected demographic and clinical information stratified by age groups of
HIV-positive Kenyan women in 2009.
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Demographics
Marital Status
Single women less than 40 were more likely to have cervical lesions with p16 detection,
with a p value of <0.0001. There was not a significant difference between the age groups
of women with CD4 levels of less than or equal to 350cells/ul. There was not a significant
difference between the age groups of women with CD4 levels of less than 350 cells/ul or more
than or equal to 500 cells/ul. Women younger than 40 who were on ART for less than 2 years
were more likely to have cervical lesions with p16 detection with a p value of 0.03. There was
not a significant difference between the age groups of women with the use of p16 detection and
a Pap smear test. Women younger than 40 years old were more likely to have a positive VIA test
with p16 detection, with a p value of 0.05. There was not a significant difference between the
age groups of women with p16 detection and an HPV test.
As seen in Figure 1, single women between the ages 30-39 comprised 75.28% of the
study. Single women ages 40-49 comprised 21.35% of the study. Single women aged 50 years
and older comprised 3.37% of the study. Married women between the ages 30-39 comprised
66.18% of the study. Married women between the ages 40-49 comprised 30.88% of the study.
Married women aged 50 years or older comprised 2.94% of the study. Divorced/separated
women between the ages 30-39 comprised 28.57% of the study. Divorced/separated women
between the ages 40-49 comprised 67.35% of the population. Divorced/separated women
aged 50 years or older comprised 4.08% of the study. Widowed women between the ages 30-39
comprised 38.60%. Widowed women between the ages 40-49 comprised 38.60%. Widowed
women aged 50 years or older comprised 22.81% of the study.
CD4 Count (<=350 cells/μl and >350 CD4 cells/μl)
As shown in Figure 2, 56% of women between the ages 30-39 had a CD4 count of less
than or equal to 350 cells/μl. 36.67% of women between the ages 40-49 had a CD4 count of less
than or equal to 350 cells/μl. 7.33% of women aged 50 years or older had a CD4 count of less
than or equal to 350 cells/μl. 60.22% of women between the ages 30-39 had a CD4 count of
greater 350 cells/μl. 33.70% of women between the ages 40-49 had a CD4 count of greater 350
cells/μl. 6.08% of aged 50 years or older had a CD4 count of greater 350 cells/μl.
CD4 Count (<=500 cells/μl and >500 cells/μl)
As illustrated in Figure 3, 57.33% of women between the ages 30-39 had a CD4 count
of less than 500 cells/μl. 34.91% of women between the ages 40-49 had a CD4 count of less
than 500 cells/μl. 7.76% of women aged 50 years or older had a CD4 count of less than 500
cells/μl. 60.61% of women between the ages 30-39 had a CD4 count equal to or more than 500
cells/μl. 35.35% of women between the ages 40-49 had a CD4 count equal to or more than 500
cells/μl. 4.04% of women aged 50 years or older had a CD4 count equal to or more than 500
cells/μl.
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Antiretroviral Therapy Treatment
As shown in Figure 4, 64.18% of women 30-39 were on Antiretroviral therapy (ART)
for less than two years. 51.45% of women 40-49 were on Antiretroviral therapy (ART) for less
than two years. 67.78% of women 30-39 were on Antiretroviral therapy (ART) for less than two
years. 26.87% of women 30-39 were on Antiretroviral therapy (ART) for more than or equal
to two years. 42.77% of women 40-49 were on Antiretroviral therapy (ART) for more than
or equal to two years. 25.56% of women aged 50 years or older were on Antiretroviral therapy
(ART) for more than or equal to two years. 8.96% of women 30-39 were not on Antiretroviral
therapy (ART). 5.78% of women 40-49 were not on Antiretroviral therapy (ART). 6.77% of
women aged 50 years or older were not on Antiretroviral therapy (ART).
Papanicolaou (Pap) Smear Test
As seen in Figure 5, 58.27% of women 30-39 received a negative Papanicolaou (Pap)
smear test. 35.25% of women 40-49 received a negative Papanicolaou (Pap) smear test. 6.47%
of women aged 50 years or older received a negative Papanicolaou (Pap) smear test. 58.33%
of women 30-39 received a positive Papanicolaou (Pap) smear test. 34.90% of women 40-49
received a positive Papanicolaou (Pap) smear test. 6.77% of women aged 50 years or older
received a positive Papanicolaou (Pap) smear test.
Visual Inspection with Acetic Acid (VIA) Test
As seen in Figure 6, 54.23% of women 30-39 received a negative Visual inspection
with Acetic Acid (VIA) test. 37.81% of women 40-49 received a negative Visual inspection
with Acetic Acid (VIA) test. 7.91% of women aged 50 years or older received a negative Visual
inspection with Acetic Acid (VIA) test. 65.87% of women 30-399 received a positive Visual
inspection with Acetic Acid (VIA) test. 30.95% of women 40-49 received a positive Visual
inspection with Acetic Acid (VIA) test. 3.17% of women aged 50 years or older received a
positive Visual inspection with Acetic Acid (VIA) test.
Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Test
As shown in Figure 7, 53.55% of women 30-39 received a negative Human
papillomavirus (HPV) test. 36.77% of women 40-49 received a negative Human papillomavirus
(HPV) test. 9.68% of women aged 50 years or older received a negative Human papillomavirus
(HPV) test. 62.50% of women 30-39 received a positive Human papillomavirus (HPV) test.
33.52% of women 40-49 received a positive Human papillomavirus (HPV) test. 3.98% of
women aged 50 years or older received a negative Human papillomavirus (HPV) test.
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Figure 1: Frequency distributions of marital status among HIV-infected women stratified by age
Figure 1: Frequency distributions of marital status among HIV-infected women stratified by age groups
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CD4 count by age group
Figure 2: Frequency distributions among HIV-infected women with CD4 cell counts of less than
350 cells/ul stratified by age groups
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Figure 6: Frequency distributions of Visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA) test results in HIVinfected women stratified by age groups
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Table 1. Selected Demographic characteristics and Cervical Cancer Screening Information of HIV
Table 1.Kenyan
Selected
Demographic
positive
women
in 2009.characteristics and Cervical Cancer Screening Information of HIV
positive Kenyan women in 2009.

Less than 40
years old
(%)

Age groups
40-49 years
old
(%)

50 years and
older
(%)

75.28
66.18
28.57
38.60

21.35
30.88
67.35
38.60

3.37
2.94
4.08
22.81

*<.0001

36.67
33.70

7.33
6.08

0.8000

CD4 count (CD4LT500) <=500 cells/µl and >500 cells/µl
CD4 <500
57.33
34.91
CD4 >=500
60.61
35.35

7.76
4.04

0.5000

Antiretroviral therapy (ART)
<2 yr
>=2 y
Off ART

64.18
26.87
8.96

51.45
42.77
5.78

67.78
25.56
6.67

0.0300

Papanicolaou (Pap) smear
Negative
Positive

58.27
58.33

35.25
34.90

6.47
6.77

1.000

Visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA)
Negative
54.23
Positive
65.87

37.81
30.95

7.96
3.17

0.0500

Variables
Marital status
Single
Married
Divorced/ Separated
Widowed

CD4 count <=350 cells/µl and >350 CD4 cells/µl
CD4 <=350
56.00
CD4 > 350
60.22

p-value

Human papillomavirus (HPV) test
Negative
53.55
36.77
9.68
0.0700
Positive
62.50
33.52
3.98
P* statistically significant difference (chi-square and Fisher Exact tests P-value <0.05).
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Discussion/Conclusion
HIV-positive women 30-39 years old were most likely to have high-risk HPV
compared to their older counterparts. This study shows that incorporating screening strategies
(Pap tests, VIA tests and HPV testing) with p16 detection and ART treatment was more
effective in preventing cervical cancer in HIV-positive women 30-39 years old. This is crucial
due to invasive cervical cancer having a delayed presentation of 10-15 years after infection
(Melnikow 1998). In a French study, researchers found that HIV testing in their general
population led to “decreases in the delay from HIV infection to diagnosis, increases in mean
CD4 count at diagnosis, improves survival among HIV-infected patients, reduces secondary
infections at ten years, and achieves cost-effectiveness ratios” (Yazdanpanah 2010). According
to Chambuso (2018), HIV as a co-infection of HPV can have a significant impact on the
development of cervical cancer outcomes in women who are HIV-positive. Chambuso (2018)
stated that “HIV positive women are also more likely to have concurrent infections of single or
multiple strains of oncogenic HPV, compared to HIV negative women. Furthermore, published
data clearly shows that, persistent oncogenic HPV and HIV co-infections, contribute to rapidly
progressing cervical carcinogenesis when compared to HIV negative women with a single,
multiple, or no HPV infection.”
In the original study, the use of p16 immunohistochemistry detection to detect
CIN2/3 provided a higher specificity of 72.4% and lower specificity of 54.1% in comparison
with the PAP, VIA, and HPV tests for HIV-infected women (McGrath 2017). This study
explored the relation between ART and testing methods (Pap, HPV, and VIA) when used with
the p16 immunohistochemistry detection. It was hypothesized that women between 30-39 years
old would be affected the most due to developmental mechanism of cervical cancer and HPV.
One limitation of the original study was the lack of socioeconomic information
provided. Information such as income, employment, and education are pertinent in establishing
prevention and treatment strategies. Other studies have found that lower education and higher
poverty resulted in increased cervical cancer incidence rates (Benard 2008). Studies have shown
that lower socioeconomic resources can be attributed to more dangerous health behaviors that
result in issues such as poverty, increased substance use, and food insufficiency. According to the
American Psychological Association (2010), people infected with HIV tend to have a damaging
result on the overall socioeconomic status of a community due to their decreased capacity to
work and earn income as well as afford treatment options.
The use of the effects of p16 testing with HIV-infected women is still novel and more
research needs be completed to further understand its role, despite this fact, there has been a
significant association found between p16 expression and increased disease-free survival (RR
0.60; 95% CI 0.44-0.82; p=0.001) (DARE 2014). Based on the results of this analysis, in the
future p16 should be used in conjunction VIA testing in HIV-infected women between the ages
30-39 to further assess its value.
This type of research is important because the burden affecting women infected with
HIV in rural communities in Kenya are similar to those affecting African American women
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living with cervical cancer in rural communities in the United States. Cervical cancer is the
fourth most frequent cancer in women, killing 4,000 women in the United States annually
(ADPH 2020). African American women living with cervical cancer are burdened with
extraordinarily high rates of prevalence, morbidity, and mortality, with Alabama exhibiting the
highest rates of mortality as a result of cervical cancer. Due to the lack of preventative measures,
African American women in Alabama are dying at a rate of 5.2 per 100,000, which is double the
rate of white women (Green 2018).
Due to the length of time since the original study, it is recommended that the
preliminary study be completed again due to various advancements, including screening
methods, access, treatment options, education, and research efforts. Another recommendation
would be to conduct a similar study within the United States, to compare and observe the
impact in a less developed country as opposed to a developed country.
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Abstract
African American women accounted for approximately 60% of new HIV diagnoses among
women in the United States, with the greatest burden occurring in the South. Past efforts to
prevent HIV focused on behavioral interventions aimed at reducing sexual risk behavior. More
recent HIV prevention methods have included oral pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) with
antiretroviral drugs. Although PrEP has been designated as an effective HIV prevention method
since 2012, awareness and uptake of PrEP remains low among African American women. Our
study explored African American women’s knowledge, perceptions, and willingness of PrEP use.
Four focus groups were held in April 2019, consisting of 27 women, who identified as African
American and resided in South Carolina. Focus group topics focused on participants’ awareness,
perceptions, and potential use of PrEP. The majority of women had heard of PrEP; however,
over half of the participants were in the HIV or health field. Overall, participants believed that
the “lay woman” would be unaware of PrEP. Participants’ perceptions of PrEP included stigma
of PrEP use, benefits to non-monogamous couples, and experiences with PrEP clients. The
majority of women were willing to use PrEP, but major concerns around short and long-term
side effects were expressed. Participants provided recommendations to improve PrEP uptake
among African American women that included targeted campaigns and spokespersons.
African American women are interested and supportive of PrEP use for HIV prevention in
the South, where HIV rates remain highest. Past PrEP implementation efforts have not been
relatable to African American women; therefore, awareness and uptake rates remain low. Future
efforts to increase PrEP awareness and uptake among African American women should be
relevant, and should provide comprehensive information on potential side effects, purpose of
use, and eligibility criteria.
Keywords: PrEP, HIV prevention, African American women, HIV in the South
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Introduction
Within the United States, there are over 1.1 million people living with HIV and an
average of 40,000 new HIV diagnoses annually (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
[CDC], 2019). Women represent 19% of new HIV diagnoses in the United States, with
African American women accounting for 60% of new cases (CDC, 2018). HIV/AIDS related
illnesses continue to be among the top-leading causes of death among African American
women between the ages of 20-54 years (CDC, 2015). The distribution of HIV in the United
States varies geographically, with the South accounting for nearly 52% of people living with
HIV (CDC, 2018). Of the new HIV diagnoses among women, 54% of diagnoses were among
women residing in the Southern United States (CDC, 2017). In the South, the rate of new HIV
diagnoses among African American women per 100,000 (26.8) was 11 times the rate of nonHispanic white women (5.8) and 5 times the rate of Hispanic women (2.4) (CDC, 2017).
Unknown HIV status, sexual risk behaviors (i.e., unprotected sex and multiple sexual
partners), previous sexually transmitted infections (STIs), sexual assault, and alcohol and other
drug use are influential factors that increase HIV risk among African American women (Aral et
al., 2008). In addition, the high prevalence of HIV within their sexual networks increases their
risk of HIV, regardless of their relationship status (Aral et al., 2008). Sexual partner sharing and
difficulty with condom negotiation with their primary partner creates additional HIV risk for
African American women. Therefore, actual risk can vary across reported risk behaviors and
perceived risk, and thus HIV prevention efforts should be measured and considered across all
risk groups (no-, low-, medium-, and high-risk) among African American women.
Current efforts to reduce HIV risk and transmission among African American
women include tailored behavioral interventions that aim to increase safer sexual behaviors and
practices (i.e., routine HIV and other STI testing, condom use, and reduced number of sexual
partners), reduce HIV-related stigma, and improve treatment services and retention rates among
HIV-positive individuals (CDC, 2017). Due to reported barriers to HIV testing and condom
access, and continued high rates of HIV among African American women, further HIV
prevention efforts are needed.
Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) has been shown to be highly effective (92%-99%)
at preventing HIV when taken consistently and as prescribed (CDC, 2019). PrEP has been
recommended for men who have sex with men (MSM), transgender individuals, injection
drug users (IDU), and heterosexual men and women who report one or more of the following
risk factors: inconsistent condom use, having multiple sexual partners, having an HIV-positive
sex partner, having a recent STI, having an HIV-positive IDU partner, sharing of injection
equipment, involvement in commercial sex work, and use of post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP)
for HIV prevention in the past 12 months (CDC, 2019).
Past research studies around PrEP have focused on MSM, injection drugs users,
and high-risk international and heterosexual men and women (Brooks et al., 2011; Eisingerich
et al., 2012; Flash et al., 2014; Galea et al., 2011; Guest et al., 2010; Heffron et al., 2012;
Khawcharoenporn et al., 2012; Krakower et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2012; Towe et al., 2020;
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Walters et al., 2020). One study found PrEP awareness to be lowest among heterosexual
persons (7%), compared to MSM (85%) and injection drug users (26%) ( Jones et al., 2021).
Understanding knowledge, attitudes, perceptions, and interest in PrEP use among populations
who continue to experience high rates of HIV is essential, however there are limited studies
that examine African American women’s knowledge, perceptions, and willingness of PrEP
use in the United States. A recent qualitative study consisting of Black women found the
majority of women to be interested in PrEP, despite having never heard of PrEP, and reported
numerous structural berries (e.g., poor access to transportation, childcare and social services)
and systematic barriers (e.g., intimate partner violence, substance use, and community violence)
that prevented PrEP adoption (Nydegger et al., 2021; Nydegger et al., 2020). However, most
PrEP studies involving African American women in the United States have taken place in
predominantly urban cities, have included mixed-race and mixed-gender participants, included
women who experienced substance use and violence, and were single method studies (Auerbach
et al., 2012; Auerbach et al., 2015; Bond & Gunn, 2016; Flash et al., 2014; Khawcharoenporn
et al., 2012; Kwakwa et al., 2016; Nydegger et al., 2021; Nydegger et al., 2020; Smith et al.,
2012; Whiteside et al., 2011; Wingood et al., 2013). Given the consistently high rates of HIV
experienced in the Southern United States, specifically among African American women,
continued research focusing on HIV prevention in the South is needed. Our study aimed to fill
these gaps, using qualitative research, by exploring the awareness, knowledge, perceptions, and
willingness of PrEP use among African American women in the South.

Methods
The data for our study was derived from a mixed-methods study focusing on sexual
behaviors and PrEP awareness, perceptions, and potential use among African American women.
Focus group participants were recruited from the quantitative survey sample (N=413). A total
of 27 women participated in the focus groups. The study will only report findings from the
qualitative data collected.

Procedures
Surveys were collected between May 2018 and March 2019. Multiple channels were
used to invite participants to take the online survey. This included emails and social media
advertisements, as well as face-to-face recruitment. Emails and social media posts provided
the link to the survey and eligibility requirements. Face-to-face recruitment for the online
survey involved handing out cards with the survey link and information about the survey and
eligibility criteria. In addition to the online survey, participants were also given the chance to
take the survey in-person at a local non-profit organization and various community events,
which included The Black Women’s Expo, community health fairs, and targeted testing events
in Columbia, South Carolina.
Eligibility criteria for survey participation included women who (1) self-identify as
African American or Black, (2) are18 years of age or older, (3) self-report as HIV-negative,
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and (4) reside in the Southeastern United States (South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, or Florida). A total of 413 participants completed a quantitative survey that assessed
their demographic information, sexual risk behaviors, perceived HIV risk, dynamics of their
sexual relationships, and basic PrEP knowledge and perceptions.
Participants who completed the survey were entered into a drawing for the chance to
win one of two $50 VISA gift cards. At the completion of the survey, participants were asked
if they would be interested in participating in a focus group to discuss the survey topics further,
sometime at a later date. If interested, participants were asked to provide their email and/or
phone number so that they could be contacted at a later date to invite them to a focus group.
Only women who completed the survey were eligible for focus group participation.
Participants who were interested in the focus group were contacted between February
2019 and March 2019 to invite them to the upcoming focus groups. A total of four focus
groups were conducted in April 2019. A total of 27 women participated in the focus groups. All
participants received a $25 VISA gift card upon completion of the focus group session.
A topical guide was developed to guide focus group discussions and to ensure all focus
groups covered the same overall topics. The moderator and note taker used the topical guide to
lead the focus group and to ensure the focus group stayed within the intended time frame. Each
focus group lasted approximately 90 minutes. At the beginning of each focus group, participants
signed an informed consent form, where they were provided information about potential
risks or harms of participating in this study, and completed a demographic questionnaire.
Participants were asked questions about 1) knowledge, awareness and understanding of PrEP;
2) attitudes about PrEP usage for themselves and others; 3) perceptions of PrEP’s impact on
future sexual behaviors (i.e., condom use); 4) stigma related to PrEP use; 5) willingness to use
PrEP; 6) likelihood of recommending PrEP to their sexual partners; 7) likelihood of PrEP
uptake and adherence, given the behavioral requirements and financial obligations; 8) current
relationship with their provider, focusing on patient-provider discussions around sexual history
and behaviors, and provider recommendations of PrEP use; 9) past and recent sexual activity
behaviors; and 10) experiences and composition of sexual relationships. All procedures for this
study were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of South Carolina.

Data Analysis
Focus groups were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using NVivo 12 Pro. A
codebook was developed to guide data analysis and to further analyze identified themes. The
transcripts were reviewed, coded, and discussed by three researchers. All four transcripts were
double coded. Researchers met post coding to discuss and compare similarities and differences
between themes from each focus group. Analysis indicated consistency of themes across all four
focus groups.
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Results
A total of 27 women participated in the focus groups. All participants resided in
South Carolina. The average age was 39.15 years among participants, with participants’ age
ranging from 20-67 years. Among the 27 participants, 59.3% reported they were interested
in PrEP prior to the focus group through the sexual behavior survey. Table 1 includes the
demographic data for the participants.
Focus group discussions were categorized under the following themes: PrEP
knowledge and awareness, perceptions of PrEP, willingness to use PrEP, concerns about PrEP,
and recommendation to increase PrEP uptake among African American women. Major findings
from each emergent theme are presented below.

PrEP Knowledge and Awareness
The majority of participants had heard of PrEP prior to the focus group. Participants
reported hearing of PrEP through various channels such as commercials on television, television
shows, magazines, and at their place of employment. The majority of participants reported
working in the health care field and contributed their awareness of PrEP to their occupation.
One woman stated, “If I wasn’t working here, I know I probably would never have heard
of PrEP. When I worked at [health insurance company], I knew HIV, but I didn’t know
HIV.” Several women said they had heard of PrEP from relevant television shows featuring a
predominantly African American cast. One participant had heard of PrEP through a family
member who was a MSM and had started taking PrEP.
PrEP Not Targeting African American Women
All groups expressed that although they had heard of PrEP, the advertisements and
promotions for PrEP targeted mainly MSMs, and were therefore not relatable to African
American women. Several women believed this was a reason why many African American
women are still unaware of PrEP. One participant commented, “PrEP should be marketed to
anyone who is having sex.” Some participants mentioned that more recent advertisements for
PrEP have started to include women and African American women, but they only make a small
appearance, so the advertisements still do not feel targeted towards African American women.
One participant said, “There has been more focus on getting PrEP and PrEP information into
the MSM community. The same has not been on women and African American women who
are at high risk for HIV.”
Providers Not Promoting PrEP
No participants had heard of PrEP through their provider. Some participants felt
that their provider was only concerned about birth control and preventing pregnancy. Several
women mentioned that they would have been interested in PrEP if their provider would have
recommended it. One participant shared, “If I would have known, and my provider would have
shared this information, I probably would have known about PrEP, and probably would have
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at least used it before to know what it’s like. But guess that’s why I’m here.” Some women also
felt that providers target their PrEP recommendations to MSM and fail to consider women and
others who may be eligible for PrEP. One woman hesitantly said, “And it seems like providers
mainly, and this is, I mean it’s bad, but mainly they’re told to talk about PrEP with MSM. They
don’t really talk about promoting it with other like heterosexuals.”
Poor Marketing
All participants agreed that the African American community had very little awareness
or knowledge of PrEP. One participant argued that PrEP hasn’t infiltrated the “urban market”
strong enough yet to know that there is a product than can help those who are HIV negative.
Another participant commented, “I think it should be marketed more to African Americans
because we are the highest risk of people becoming newly infected with HIV. So I think it’s a
great thing, but we are unaware of it. A lot of people don’t know a lot about it.”
Overall, general knowledge of PrEP was high among participants — however, the
majority of participants worked in the HIV or health field. For the participants who did not
work in the field and still had heard of PrEP, they still did not know about the side effects, the
timeframe for the drug to go into effect, and the guidelines and criteria for taking PrEP (e.g.,
routine HIV screenings, routine STI screenings, and routine provider visits to assess kidney
function). Several participants questioned how long the drug had to be taken to be effective and
to continue preventing HIV. The majority of participants working in the field felt that most
African American women do not know about PrEP, but are aware of the HIV risk and epidemic
in the African American community.
Outside of women working in this field, and not all of them working in this field
because every agency is not as thorough as ours [HIV/AIDS service organization],
I don’t know anybody I could walk up to now, if I’m just going to go do outreach,
and I asked any woman, any black woman, how many days it takes before PrEP is
it effective in your body? Nobody is gonna tell me twenty-one days. That’s how
inadequate the education, the rollout, and exposure of PrEP is in our community.

Perceptions of PrEP
Stigma
The majority of participants believed there was a stigma associated with PrEP. Many
participants felt that taking PrEP was associated with “unfaithfulness” and “cheating.” Some
participants believed that research and clinical trials do not accurately represent what would
happen in real life situations with couples who try to take PrEP; emphasizing that the majority
of couples would have an issue with their partner taking PrEP.
Participant: What comes out of research and clinical trials is not what happens in real
life. The first thing that African American says is ‘you must not only be
fucking me.’
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Participant: That’s right. Yeah. It’s that stigma.
Several participants mentioned that they would doubt or question their partner if they
started to take PrEP; however, if their partner was taking PrEP before they started dating then
they would be more accepting of them taking PrEP. One woman commented:
I would be a little bit, um, I think I would be a little bit offended because I know
myself and it probably would make me start to wonder ‘okay, so are you doing
something that I need to know about?’ It would probably bring that into my
mind a little bit, but if it were a scenario where we just met and the person was on
it, I think it would be fine.
Several participants believed that people who take PrEP are more promiscuous and
tend to have more sexual partners. One participant responded, “Yeah, they love to have sex with
everybody.”
Sex Practices on PrEP
The majority of participants believed that their sex practices on PrEP would either
remain the same or become riskier than their current sex practices; reporting that they
most likely would not use a condom on PrEP. One participant compared PrEP to the birth
control pill, saying that it would give them more of a reason not to use a condom and that
the combination of birth control and PrEP together may result in people feeling “invincible.”
A minority of participants said they would “try” to use a condom still if they were on PrEP,
particularly if they doubted the monogamy of their relationship. One woman stated:
I would say, if I could like absolutely, 100% trust somebody, that I probably, to be
honest, probably would engage in just not using a condom. Because I’m trusting
that we’re in a monogamous relationship and we’re not going to step out on each
other. But I guess just being realistic, at least from my situation… I’d probably stay
strapped up [use a condom] and use PrEP too.
Several participants questioned how PrEP was better or any different from using a
condom, given that they still should use a condom consistently when on PrEP.
Participant: And so one of my issues, my personal issue with PrEP, is that they say use
PrEP in conjunction with the condom. So what is the PrEP doing that the
condom is not doing?
Participant: STDs.
Participant: No, the condom is going to prevent that [STDs] and HIV as well. That’s
what I’m saying. The condom works. The condom works.
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Some participants felt that PrEP could help promote regular testing among couples
who decided to take PrEP either together or singularly. One participant, that routinely received
HIV screenings with her partner, felt that it would make the conversation around getting tested
every three months easier so that she wouldn’t have to ask her partner every three months. She
stated, “If I said ‘hey there’s a pill out, let’s start taking it because we get tested every few months
anyways’...I think that it can help me get him to get tested without the every 3-month discussion
that we have to have about it.”
Beneficial for Women in Non-Monogamous Relationships
All participants felt PrEP would be an effective HIV prevention strategy for African
American women who are in relationships with a partner that has other sexual partners. Several
participants mentioned that PrEP is for any woman who feels like they may be at risk, with
one woman commenting, “Even if you’re not high risk, you still want her to take it [PrEP]
because you may be monogamous, but your partner may not be; because you got a lot of men
that like to do that…undercover.” The majority of participants expressed that they believe most
relationships are no longer monogamous and PrEP could be used to “protect” women who may
have “concerns” about their partner, or who may be aware of their partner’s additional sexual
partners —especially when they decide to stay with this partner. One woman said:
Some women know they partners cheating, but they still want that person. So
they go along with it when they should be using PrEP or using condoms, but they
want to keep that person and they know that they’re not sleeping with just them.
Maybe they’re a good provider, so they gonna over look.”
Several participants acknowledged the physical benefit PrEP could provide to
women who are experiencing a partner who is sexually active with others, but participants also
mentioned the potential emotional and psychological impact PrEP may have on these women.
Participants discussed how PrEP could provide a positive sense of empowerment and protection
to women. One woman shared, “I would see it like, as me like, taking my power back. Like you
going to sleep with such-and-such, well I’m going to take this pill, and I’m not going to tell you
I’m taking it, but I know that I’m protecting myself.” Some participants mentioned the potential
negative effects PrEP may have by serving as a daily reminder that their partner is “unfaithful”
and were concerned about the toll it may take on them mentally; however, participants agreed
that the benefits outweighed the potential negative effect. One participant explained:
I think physically it’s great for her for the obvious reason. I just think that
there’s an emotional or psychological component that comes with that. Like,
every day that she puts that pill in her mouth, she’s kind of being reminded of
why she’s doing it. Because I think, for any of us that have had that suspicion
or concern, it can kind of nag at you. And just to put that pill in your mouth
every day because of that concern, I think that would be something different.
Especially if it wasn’t something that I communicated to my partner, like ‘oh
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I’m going to start taking this just because I want to protect myself;’ but if I’m
doing it and not having that conversation because I know or I think you’re
doing something…it would eat me up.
All participants agreed that PrEP gives women who may be in an abusive relationship
or forced to have sex with their partner who is “stepping out” a chance to be “proactive” and to
protect themselves. One woman said, “You gotta protect yourself. If you’re not worried about
the other person, at least be worried about yourself.” These participants also felt that PrEP was
a good option for women who are at high risk of HIV or in a relationship with someone who
is HIV positive. One participant commented, “If I was dating somebody or having sex with
somebody that I know is HIV positive, then I’d want to protect myself of course with condoms;
but if PrEP is going to help, I’d remember to take that pill everyday then.”
Disclosure of PrEP Use
The majority of participants felt that PrEP would protect their sexual health and
would allow them to take their health into their “own hands,” given the epidemic in the area.
The majority of participants reported that they wouldn’t let their partner know that they are
taking PrEP because it might make their partner think that they are trying to cheat or might
make their partner think they can go engage in riskier behaviors. Participants felt that the
decision to take PrEP, was a personal choice and strategy to take care of themselves, and also
could be taken discreetly without their husband or partner knowing. Two of the participants
commented:
Participant: And that’s like personal health. That’s not…well it is sexual related, but
it’s not like pregnancy where if you know you’re expecting to have a child
and then you withdrew from birth control, or you added yourself on birth
control, and you didn’t talk to your husband about it… maybe that could
be an issue. But this is, I think it’s more of like, just personal for you. It’s
strictly just taking care of yourself.
Participant: Yeah, a choice you’re making.
Participant: It’s like a vitamin for HIV prevention.
Participant: Mmhmm, that’s right. I agree with that. Nine out of ten, if he already in
another relationship, he’s not paying that much attention to what you
taking anyway. Like you said, it can be a vitamin. That’s right.
However, several participants reported that they would feel comfortable bringing
up PrEP to their partners, with several participants saying that they were comfortable telling
their partner that they need to get tested before they have sex, so bringing up PrEP would not
be an issue.
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Experiences with PrEP Clients
Several participants actively counsel and test individuals who are currently taking
PrEP. Their experiences with PrEP clients have been mixed; however, most mentioned negative
experiences and perceptions of the PrEP clients. Several participants believed that clients
on PrEP are not provided with a thorough education of PrEP prior to being prescribed the
medication. These participants also reported that the majority of PrEP clients do not follow-up
every three months for their required testing. Moreover, participants reported that many PrEP
clients continue to come back in testing positive for other STIs. Participants believed that their
PrEP clients were getting a false since of protection against more than HIV, or they were no
longer worried about getting other STIs because they were curable, unlike HIV. One participant
shared “Some people that come in, and they on PrEP, we tell them make sure they use the
condoms. And one guy told me ‘Well, I’m young.’ I said, ‘But you leaving here with syphilis.’ You
know, he say ‘Well I don’t have HIV. I’m taking my PrEP,’ I’m like, ‘but you still got syphilis.’”
Several participants commented:
Participant: But I think PrEP messes up people really bad, because I have a lot
of clients that take PrEP, but they still coming in having gonorrhea,
chlamydia, and syphilis.
Participant: Because it’s just stopping that [other STDs].
Participant: It’s only preventing HIV. It’s not preventing the other STDs.
Participant: So you still gotta use condoms. I mean, you gotta be smart.
Participant: But they don’t worry about that because you can get treated for
chlamydia. You can get treated for gonorrhea. You can get treated for
syphilis. So they don’t worry about it. They like, ‘I’m good.’
Participant: They’re just worried about HIV.

Willingness to Use PrEP
Willing to Use PrEP
Participant’s willingness to use PrEP had mixed responses. Roughly 59% of the
participants said they would be interested in using PrEP. Several of these participants said that
they would consider using PrEP if it were recommended to them by a provider. One woman
said, “I think if I was in a high risk situation, you know, if my doctor would talk to me about
PrEP, maybe I would consider it more; but I do worry about the long term effects of everything”.
Those who were interested in taking PrEP thought it was a good method to prevent HIV, as
long as they used a condom and were not “promiscuous.” Most women said they would start
PrEP immediately if it was available and covered by insurance. One participant said, “I’m gonna
call my doctor and tell him give me this shit [PrEP]. Gimme my PrEP.”
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Willing participants also said that they would want to know more about the research
that has been conducted on PrEP before they start taking it. Participants were interested in
knowing who the research participants included, the number of participants that contracted
HIV while on PrEP, and the percentage of participants that were taking the medication
correctly. One participant commented, “I feel like I learned something. I think that it’s very
useful because I hadn’t heard about it before, um, and I do want to tell more people about it.
And I’m hesitant, but I’m willing and I’m open, you know? So I will be looking more into it
when I get home.”
Among the participants willing to use PrEP, there were still concerns around the
potential long-term side effects and about how long they would have to take PrEP. One woman
commented:
My worry would just be the consistent part. Like when can I stop? Like I shouldn’t
have to take this for the rest of my life; I’m even considering like being married, and still having
to protect myself. I still have to take PrEP? I don’t want to have to do that. I’d still have to take
PrEP, so I’m literally going to have to take PrEP until I die. That’s just my opinion.
Not Willing to Use PrEP
Of the participants that were not willing to use PrEP, several mentioned that they
would not take PrEP because they felt it was associated with distrust in the relationship. Some
participants were still hesitant to take PrEP because of the “newness” of the drug, the potential
side effects, and risk to their kidneys. All of the non-interested participants said that they would
still recommend PrEP to women who may be high-risk or eligible, but believed that women in
relationships may not be receptive to PrEP.
Participants that considered themselves not very sexually active said they would not
be interested in PrEP at the moment, but they would promote PrEP to other women. However,
these women stated that if they became more sexually active in the future then they would be
very interested in starting PrEP.

Concerns about PrEP
Several concerns about PrEP were discussed among participants. Potential health
issues and side effects caused by PrEP were two main concerns among participants. Many
participants were concerned about the harshness of the medicine and the potential long-term
effects. One participant commented, “We know how harsh HIV medications are. Why take this
medication, that has to go through my kidneys, and may potentially affect me 15 to 20 years
down the road, versus using the damn condom?” Some participants were particularly concerned
with the potential effects PrEP could have on their reproductive system; especially, if they
wanted to have children in the future.
The mistrust of the health care system that still exists in the African American
community was also a concern. Some participants discussed how one “bad” incident that
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someone may experience on PrEP in the Black community may cause complete distrust of the
medicine. One woman commented, “It only has to happen to one Black person and all Black
people will start saying that PrEP caused kidney disease.” Participants also stated that it is
difficult for the African American community to trust new innovations due to the substandard
health care they received for over 100 years. One participant mentioned how most African
Americans do not participate, “as a rule,” in clinical trials and so new medications were “not
made to work on us from the beginning.” Another woman agreed and responded saying, “So
new innovations are always harder too. We are not, in public health terms, ‘early adapters’. We’re
more laggards. It takes us a little longer.”
Additional concerns about PrEP included potential effects on women’s sex drive,
being able to meet the criteria to stay on PrEP, worries that the medication may show up on a
drug test for work, and affordability and access among African American women. One woman
said, “You can’t pay for the medicine or the doctor. So if you want to start and pick a target
population, start where people have jobs, with insurance, that can afford PrEP, without a barrier
— or just make PrEP affordable.”

Recommendations to Increase PrEP Uptake among
African American Women
Participants were asked for their suggestions and recommendations to improve
PrEP awareness and use among African American women in the South. Several key strategies
were proposed and discussed, which included targeted campaigns, use of a relatable PrEP
spokesperson, increasing support from the African American community, and targeting
younger generations. Regardless of what tactic was used to promote and advertise PrEP moving
forward, all participants agreed that they need to come together within the African American
community to show a concerted effort and support for PrEP.

Targeted Campaigns and PrEP Spokesperson(s)
All participants mentioned and agreed that campaigns moving forward need to
target African American women, and not only MSM and transsexuals. Future commercials and
marketing tactics should have advertisements that only focus on African American women to
ensure women feel relatable to the situation and to increase their interest in PrEP. Participants
believed that any campaign moving forward should recruit or hire on a “PrEP spokesperson”
that is both relatable and inspirational to African American women. Several women
recommended a celebrity that is open about taking PrEP and promotes taking PrEP, to be
used as a spokesperson. Through these updated and targeted campaign strategies, participants
believed that PrEP could become “normalized” in the African American community.
I also think that part of the rollout, and the uptake of PrEP, is going to have
to be to come up with some type of massive campaign that normalizes it. Like
they did with birth control; the birth control pill eventually became normal. It
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became that you didn’t hide that round thing in everybody’s pocketbook. They
be having lunch and pop it out. And you know you would no longer hide your
pills and don’t want nobody to know. And until we get there with PrEP, then
we’re still gonna have an uphill roll. We’re not there yet. You know, in the African
American community, with African American women across age groups, we have
not gotten there yet. And so that’s part of the rollout, the normalization of PrEP,
a spokesperson, a face — recognizable, famous, what have you.
Frequented and Targeted Areas
Participants discussed target areas in the South where advertisements and campaigns
for PrEP need to targeted such as clubs, churches, and doctor’s offices in the African American
community. One participant commented, “I mean in the South, what do people do most of the
time? They either go to the club or they go to church. And so, if it’s being discussed in either
of those places, they may be more receptive to it.” Another participant mentioned that future
efforts may have difficulty getting into churches to promote PrEP given the sensitivity of the
topic, and would have to be strategic about who the information comes from in the church. This
participant compared her story of trying to teach safe sex practices in the church by sharing:
It depends on the connection within the church, I think. Because for my church,
if you, for example went to my pastor’s wife and she received it well, then
everyone would really get on board with it. Um, if you asked me, like they were
upset that I was promoting safe sex to the youth, so like it just depends on who it’s
coming from. When it was me it was wrong, but when she said it, it was okay. So I
think for you to do that, you would have to be very strategic about who you went
to and how you presented it.
Promote PrEP Earlier
The majority of participants felt that future tactics needed to start promoting
PrEP sooner among younger generations and sooner in the relationship cycle. Participants
highly recommended using social media platforms to promote PrEP to the youth using
sponsored advertisements. One participant commented, “They’re always on social media,
for everything.” Participants also recommended that PrEP be promoted and targeted at high
schools, universities and colleges, in order to reach the younger generations. Most participants
mentioned how sexual activity comes sooner than it used to in relationships; now people are
having sex before they “really get to know one another or before courting one another.” One
participant shared:
You had to sit in that living room, you had to talk to them, and now we are using
the sex and intimacy to decide whether or not you go court and get to know
each other. The sex comes first to decide if you’re going to court. So the risk now
comes first. So now PrEP has to come first before as a health issue and not as a
sexual issue. Because now, getting to know somebody is judged on whether you
go out with him again. So because of the shift, we will have to shift our messages
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about protection, prevention, and PrEP, and things of that nature. We’re gonna
have to start sooner.

Discussion
The participants expressed and emphasized their concerns about the “newness” of
PrEP and possible side effects. Although they were informed of the drug’s 2012 release date and
supportive research demonstrating no-low side effects, women were questionable of the short
timeframe and accuracy of the research findings. Evidence of PrEP safeness and effectiveness
were not relatable due to the lack of research targeting specifically African American women
and PrEP. Continued research involving African American women and PrEP should focus on
the clinical outcomes of PrEP for this population to improve acceptance and uptake of PrEP
among African American women.
Findings related to PrEP awareness and knowledge were similar to previous
studies, (Bradley et al., 2019) demonstrating there is still a lack of information and promotion
targeting potential PrEP user groups, specifically African American women. Although overall
knowledge and awareness was high among participants, the majority of African American
women are still unaware of PrEP as a method of HIV prevention. Additionally, PrEP promotion
and advertisement efforts have focused mainly on targeting MSM, which has made PrEP
advertisements not relatable to African American women, resulting in no-to-low interest in
PrEP use.
Participants were supportive of PrEP when sexual partner sharing and lack of
monogamy were of concern. Similar to other studies, women believed PrEP to provide a sense
of protection and empowerment (Bond & Gunn, 2016; Smith et al., 2012). Our participants
highlighted this advantage by conveying that PrEP provided an opportunity to “take their
sexual health into their own hands” and to “take back control.” Other than the female condom,
PrEP is the only female-controlled HIV prevention method. For women who may experience
concurrent sexual partnerships or abusive situations where they are forced to have sex without
consent, PrEP may serve as a practical and discrete option for HIV prevention.
There were no significant differences among focus group participants in regards to
awareness, concerns, and recommendations of PrEP. There were several differences around
willingness to use PrEP and perceptions of PrEP among participants. Eleven participants were
not willing to start using PrEP for HIV prevention; however, the remaining 16 participants
were willing to use PrEP, with many stating that they were eager to start taking PrEP
immediately if it was available and covered by insurance. Participants who described themselves
as low-risk individuals and reported low-risk behavior, had a high willingness to use PrEP. The
high willingness to use PrEP could be reflective of their need to engage in continued safer sexual
practices (e.g., consistent condom use) or engaging in very little sexual activity. However, not
reflective of their current approach to sexual activity, these participants, along with the other
participants reported they would be less likely to use a condom if on PrEP — demonstrating
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that even women who practice safe and responsible sex can feel a sense of invincibility on PrEP.
It is imperative that potential PrEP users receive a proper and thorough education of PrEP and
how it works most effectively with condom use prior to uptake.
Our study was unique in that several participants provided testimonies about
experiences they have had with their PrEP clients. The majority of these participants only
provided negative experiences involving their PrEP clients. For example, many of their PrEP
clients do not follow the drug criteria for regular testing and follow-up visits, and many test
positive for STIs and become “repeat offenders.” It was believed that PrEP created a false since
of protection against more than HIV and concern about other STIs was lessened given their
curable nature. Continuing to witness PrEP clients incorrectly using and abusing the medication
could negatively impact both health care professionals’ and African American women’s
perception of and promotion of PrEP. Providers must work to improve knowledge of PrEP,
requirements for PrEP, and enforcement of PrEP requirements for those who are interested and
begin taking PrEP. However, research has found that providers do not envision themselves to
be primarily responsible for prescribing PrEP (Krakower et al., 2014). Future efforts to increase
PrEP uptake may focus on PrEP promotion, counseling, and prescription recommendations
mainly through counselors and other health care workers.
Recommendations to improve PrEP awareness and use among African American
women in the South were provided. Similar to previous research, participants identified
venues such as doctor’s offices, billboards, social media, schools and peers (Auerbach et al.,
2015). Other areas recommended included places that participants considered to be most
frequented and prominent in the African American community in the South, which included
churches and clubs. Participants felt strongly that future PrEP efforts should involve a targeted
campaign for African American women and should include a PrEP spokesperson who is both
relatable and a user of PrEP. Comparably, a recent review recommended conducting gainbased stigma-reduction campaigns as an approach to address complex challenges to PrEP
implementation in the South (Sullivan et al., 2019). Future PrEP efforts should focus on
reaching the youth population and should take into account that sexual activity is occurring
sooner in the relationship cycle compared to older generations. These efforts will aid in the
normalization of PrEP awareness and use among African American women, and within the
African American community.
To our knowledge, our study was one of the first to conduct qualitative focus groups to
explore knowledge, perceptions, and willingness of PrEP use among African American women
in the rural South. However, there were several limitations to our study. First, the sample size of
27 focus group participants was small and took place in a single community in Columbia, South
Carolina. Second, the sample may have been biased due to the majority of participants being
health care professionals or directly working in the field of HIV. Conversely, this also allowed
us to gather unique insight related to health care workers’ perceptions, support, and potential
willingness of PrEP use, that were not specifically medical providers’ opinions as examined in
previous research.
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Conclusion
Our study provides findings that are encouraging of potential PrEP interest and
use for HIV prevention among African American women in the South. Future PrEP research
focused on African American women should examine 1) determinants that influence actual
PrEP use and adherence, 2) sexual risk behaviors and STI incidence while using PrEP, 3)
outcomes of PrEP use disclosure, 4) stigma and/or acceptability of PrEP use, and 5) short-term
and long-term side effects of PrEP use. The findings from our study provide targeted avenues
for future research and PrEP implementation efforts for African American women in the South.
Data from our study can inform the development of targeted campaigns aimed to increase
PrEP awareness, knowledge, and uptake among African American women residing in areas
experiencing the greatest burden of HIV.
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Table
1. Participants’ Demographic Characteristics, PrEP Focus Group Study
Table 1. Participants’ Demographic Characteristics, PrEP Focus Group Study
Education
9th-12th grade
Some college or university
Bachelor’s degree
Higher education
Employment
Employed
Disabled
Income
Less than $5,000
$5,000-$20,000
$21,000-$40,000
$41,000-$60,000
$61,000
Health Insurance
Yes
No
Relationship Status
Single
Married
Partner
Divorced
Widowed
Sexual Orientation
Heterosexual
Bisexual
Profession
HIV field
Health field
Other
Student
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n

%

2
9
5
11

7.4
33.3
18.5
40.7

26
1

96.3
3.7

4
4
9
7
3

14.8
14.8
33.3
25.9
11.1

22
5

81.5
18.5

16
4
2
4
1

59.3
14.8
7.4
14.8
3.7

25
2

92.6
7.4

10
6
8
3

37.0
22.2
29.6
11.1
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Abstract
Despite prior studies showing that a significant proportion of the general African-American
population hold conspiracy beliefs about HIV/AIDS, limited research has investigated
conspiracy beliefs among African Americans that are HIV-positive and the subgroups most
likely to endorse such beliefs. I examined endorsement of HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs and
their relationship to sociodemographic variables among 256 African Americans with HIV
infection. Quantitative and qualitative methods were used in the study at an AIDS Outreach
Organization clinic in Alabama that provides medical and social support services to HIVpositive persons. Patients reported agreement with statements capturing beliefs in HIV/AIDS
conspiracies. Results indicated that about one-third subscribed to the notion that “AIDS is a
form of genocide against Blacks” (29.7%) and some 27.7% of the respondents said that “AIDS
was created by the government to control the black population.” Regarding treatment-related
conspiracy beliefs, over one-third (35.6%) somewhat or strongly agreed that “people who take
the new medicines for HIV/AIDS are human guinea pigs for the government,” while 29.9%
somewhat or strongly endorsed the statement that “the medicine that doctors prescribe to treat
HIV is poison.”
Results of multivariate analyses indicated that stronger HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs were
significantly associated with educational attainment and age. A set of sociodemographic
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variables explained a small amount of the variance in conspiracy beliefs about HIV/AIDS (R2
range=0.13-0.14). Qualitative results indicated that conspiracy beliefs are barrier to medication
adherence among these patients living with HIV/AIDS. Focus group discussions suggested
that conspiracy beliefs can be important barriers to quality of life and infection control among
HIV-positive individuals. These findings suggested that addressing conspiracy beliefs should be
a significant issue in HIV/AIDS treatment and prevention programs in the 21st Century.
Keywords: Conspiracy Beliefs, HIV/AIDS, African Americans, Alabama Black Belt

Introduction
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which causes acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS) has been plaguing black communities across the United States. African
Americans are infected at a disproportionately higher rate than other ethnic groups. Although
they are about 13% of the population, African Americans made up 51% of HIV/AIDS cases
reported in 2020 by the 33 states using confidential, name-based reporting (Parson 2021).
Clearly, there is a need for a rigorous prevention and treatment efforts as well as
programs in African American communities to prevent and stop the spread of HIV/AIDS.
Some studies over the past three decades revealed that many African Americans endorsed
conspiracy beliefs about HIV/AIDS (Parsons 2021; Zekeri 2009; 2018; 2019) and emphasized
the need to take into account these beliefs when discussing HIV/AIDS prevention strategies
among African Americans.
Although these studies have documented the prevalence of HIV/AIDS conspiracy
beliefs in the general African-American population and the implications of the beliefs for
preventing HIV, I found limited study that examined conspiracy beliefs among African
Americans with HIV infection in the rural south. Only one study examined conspiracy belief
concerning the creation of AIDS by the government and information being withheld about the
disease in a sample of 611 HIV-Positive individuals (Whetten et al., 2006). The reason for this
dearth of information may be due to the difficulty in getting those infected with HIV/AIDS to
participate in exploratory studies. If efforts to prevent and also stop the spread of HIV/AIDS in
black communities are to be beneficial, we should take into consideration the beliefs of African
Americans with HIV infection about the origins of the disease. Patient factors such as myth
about HIV and distrust of the medical system may influence effective treatment of African
American patients.
As an extension of my previous research (Zekeri 2009; 2016; 2018; 2019) and that
of other researchers (Bogart and Bird 2005; Bird and Bogart 2005; Herek 1994; Klonoff and
Landrine 1999; Parson et. al., 1999; Parsons 2021), the current study examined the extent
to which African Americans with HIV infection living in Alabama’s Black Belt, the home
of the Tuskegee Syphilis study, endorse a range of conspiracy beliefs about HIV/AIDS and
the relationship of their sociodemographic characteristics (gender, educational attainment,
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and age) to their beliefs. It is important to document whether African Americans with HIV
infection endorse a wide range of HIV/AIDS conspiracies because such beliefs can lead
African Americans to be distrustful of HIV/AIDS related information and intervention
efforts. Further, knowing the subgroup of the HIV-positive individuals most likely to endorse
the beliefs in conspiracies about HIV/AIDS will help social workers, public health workers,
health researchers, and practitioners develop efficient intervention programs for ethnic
groups. Information on sociodemographic variables will be useful in HIV/AIDS prevention
interventions that are culturally relevant. This is because lumping individuals of different
identities and experiences into the same social category because they share a common route
of infection and targeting uniform prevention programs to these social groupings will not be
effective in stopping the spread of HIV/AIDS in communities of color.
As indicated above, several studies have noted that a significant percentage of African
Americans hold conspiracy beliefs regarding HIV/AIDS (Bogart 2005; ) For example, Herek
and Capitanio (1994) found that 20% of African Americans agreed with the statement, “The
government is using AIDS as a way of killing off minority groups” compared to 4% of whites.
Lower levels of education and income were associated with the belief that the government is
using AIDS as a way of killing off the minority groups.
Klonoff and Landrine (1999) surveyed Black adults in San Bernardino County,
California and found that 14% of their respondents agreed, and 12% somewhat agreed, with the
statement “HIV/AIDS is a man-made virus that the federal government made to kill and wipe
out Black people.” Respondents who had higher levels of education (i.e., college versus high
school graduates) were most likely to agree with this statement. This contradicts Herek and
Capitanio’s findings. Parsons, Simmons, Shinhoster, and Kilburn (1999) found that almost 70%
of their respondents did not believe that the government is telling the truth about AIDS, and
more than 25% agreed that AIDS was “intended to wipe Blacks off the face of the earth.”
Whetten et al. (2006) and her associates interviewed a sample of 611 HIV-positive
individuals in 5 states of the deep south (North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
and Louisiana). More than 25% of the respondents believed that the government created AIDS
to kill minorities, and more than 50% believed that a significant amount of information about
AIDS is withheld from the public. Though this study is useful in pinpointing the influence
of conspiracy beliefs on health service use, the researchers did not examine a full range of
conspiracy beliefs among African Americans with HIV infection.
Overall, prior research findings have shown the prevalence of conspiracy beliefs among
African Americans in general (Parsons, Simmons, Shinhoster, and Kilburn (1999). However,
the degree to which such beliefs are common among HIV-positive African Americans has not
received much empirical attention. Research assessing the relationship of conspiracy beliefs
to sociodemographic variables among HIV-positive African Americans is very important for
understanding how such beliefs may be barriers to HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment efforts
within the black communities. In the present study, I extend the horizons of previous studies
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by examining the relationship between sociodemographic variables and endorsement of HIV/
AIDS conspiracy beliefs among a sample of African Americans that are HIV-positive living in
Black Belt Counties of Alabama one of the nation’s poorest regions.

METHODS
The Study Site
The study area, Alabama’s Black Belt, is a region where most of the African American
Alabamians live. While there is a distribution of African Americans across Alabama, many
continue to be concentrated in the southern portion of the state called the Black Belt. Black
Belt as used in this work designates the counties where African Americans outnumber the
whites, that is the density of black people. The region is one of the poorest in the nation and
the majority of the residents are welfare dependent. The Black Belt with its higher than average
percentage of African Americans (about 80%) is home to persistent poverty, poor employment,
unemployment, limited education, poor health, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF) recipients, single parenthood and heavy dependence on public assistance programs
(Zekeri 2020). The Black Belt is, indeed, a unique, disadvantaged region in the south.

Sample and Data Collection
The present qualitative and quantitative studies were part of a larger longitudinal
project that is examining HIV/AIDS, Food Insecurity and poverty in Alabama’s Black Belt
Counties. The study started in summer 2005 at an AIDS Outreach Organization in Alabama
that provides medical and social support services to HIV-positive persons in Southeast Alabama.
For confidentiality purposes, only the staff of the AIDS Outreach informed the
patients of the opportunity to participate in the study. The Adherence Nurse gave the
questionnaire to patients and they completed the survey on a voluntary basis in a private room
within the clinic. I obtained verbal informed consent prior to participants filling out the survey.
Each patient was given a $15 Wal-Mart gift card after completing the questionnaire. The study
protocol was approved by the human subjects review board of Tuskegee University. This subanalysis focused the 256 (114 females and 142 males) African Americans who completed the
questionnaire.

Measures
HIV/AIDS Conspiracy Beliefs. I adapted the conspiracy beliefs in Table 1 from
previous studies (Zekeri 2009; 2018; 2019). Respondents were instructed to recorded their
agreement with 10 statements capturing HIV/AIDS conspiracy theories (for example, “A lot of
information about AIDS is being held back from the public,” “HIV is a manmade virus,” “AIDS
is a real public health threat,” “There is a cure for AIDS, but it is being withheld from the poor,”
“AIDS is a form of genocide against blacks,” “The government is not telling the truth about
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AIDS,” and “AIDS was created by the government to control the black population.”) The scale
was from 1(disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly). The items were averaged and combined into
one overall scale with higher scores indicating greater endorsement of HIV/AIDS conspiracies
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.89). We reverse-scored “The government is not telling the truth about
AIDS” before including it in the scale.

Sociodemographic Variables.
Patients were asked questions to assess their gender, educational attainment, marital
status, and age. Gender is sex of the respondent (1 = male and 2 = female). Educational
attainment was measured by four categories: (1) did not graduate from high school; (2)
completed high school; (3) some college or vocational school; (4) completed college. Education
was dichotomized into “no high school” versus “high school and college graduates.” Age is age of
the respondent in years. Age was dummy coded as young (18-34) and old (35-63) for the analysis.

Statistical Analyses
Analyses to determine whether endorsement of conspiracy beliefs varied by
sociodemoghraphic variables were performed using the SPSS software version 14 (SPSS Inc,
Chicago, Illinois) for Windows (Microsoft Corp, Redmond, Washington). Multiple linear
regression analyses assessing the relationship between each of the sociodemographic variables
to conspiracy beliefs scale were performed for the overall sample and by gender. The estimation
of the probability that an association is not due to chance was based on chi-square statistics. A
significance level of 0.05 was used for all analyses.

RESULTS
Sample Characteristics
The sample is heterogeneous in terms of socio-demographic characteristics (Table 1).
Of the 256 respondents, 55.5% were men. Over half were not married, and only 18.4% were
married at the time of the study. A substantial proportion were 35 years or older. Almost a third
had some college or vocational education, and 29.7 had a high school diploma.

Conspiracy Beliefs
Results in Table 2 indicate that many patients endorsed conspiracy beliefs about
HIV/AIDS. For example, more than half (68.4%) somewhat or strongly believed that, “A
lot of information about AIDS is being held back from the public,” and 51.2% somewhat or
strongly endorsed the statement that “HIV is a manmade virus,” while 55.1% agreed that “there
is a cure for AIDS, but it being withheld from the poor.” Moreover, almost 88% somewhat or
strongly agreed that, “AIDS is a real public health threat,” and 40.2% believed that “AIDS was
produced in a government laboratory.” About one-third subscribed to the notion that “AIDS is
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Table 1. Characteristics of Patients (N = 256)

_______________________________________________________________
n
Percent
________________________________________________________________
Gender
Male
Female

142
114

55.5
44.5

Marital Status
Single
Married
Living with a partner
Separated
Divorced

150
47
21
13
25

58.6
18.4
8.2
5.1
9.8

Educational Attainment
Did not graduate from High School
63
24.6
Completed High school
76
29.7
Some College or Vocational school
81
31.6
Completed a College Degree
35
13.7
Age
0-21
51
19.9
22-34
91
35.5
35-63
114
44.5
________________________________________________________________
a form of genocide against Blacks” (29.7%) and some 27.7% of the respondents said that “AIDS
was created by the government to control the black population.” Regarding treatment-related
conspiracy beliefs, over one-third (35.6%) somewhat or strongly agreed that “people who take
the new medicines for HIV/AIDS are human guinea pigs for the government,” while 29.9%
somewhat or strongly endorsed the statement that “the medicine that doctors prescribe to treat
HIV is poison.” In the bivariate analysis, gender was not significantly related to conspiracy
beliefs about HIV/AIDS.
Relationships of Sociodemographic variables to HIV/AIDS Conspiracy Beliefs
In the overall sample and among men, endorsement of HIV/AIDS conspiracy
beliefs was related to education and age (Table 3). In contrast, only education was a significant
predictor of endorsing HIV/AIDS conspiracy among women. This set of sociodemographic
variables explained 13% of the variation in HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs in the total sample,
14% among men and 13% among women.
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Table
2. HIV/AIDS
HIV/AIDS Conspiracy
Patients Overall
Table 2.
ConspiracyBeliefs
Beliefs Endorsed
Endorsed by
by Patients
Overall and
andby
by Gender
Gender(N=
(N=256)
256)
_______________________________________________________________________________
% Agreeing Somewhat or Strongly
Overall
(n=256)

Men
(n=142)

Women
(n=114)

X2

A lot of information about AIDS is being held back from the
public

68.4

70.3

69.0

8.10

HIV is a manmade virus.

51.2

54.2

50.6

1.98

AIDS is a real public health threat

87.9

89.8

87.4

2.14

AIDS is a form of genocide against blacks.

29.7

27.2

35.6

3.24

The government is not telling the truth about AIDS

47.3

44.9

48.2

7.25

AIDS was created by the government to control the black
population.

27.7

28.9

29.9

3.77

There is a cure for AIDS, but it is being withheld from the poor

55.1

50.1

64.3

6.15

The medicine that doctors prescribe to treat HIV is poison

26.9

28.1

29.8

.54

People who take the new medicine for HIV are human guinea
pigs for the government

35.6

38.1

34.5

.67

HIV/AIDS Conspiracy Beliefs

AIDS was produced in a government laboratory
40.2
46.6
37.9
5.54
_______________________________________________________________________________
Significant values are based on X2 tests between women’s and men’s frequency distributions of the
5 category responses to each item (disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, no opinion, agree
somewhat, agree strongly), df = 4.

Qualitative Findings
Focus group discussions suggested that conspiracy beliefs can be important barriers
to quality of life and infection control among HIV-positive individuals. Conspiracy beliefs
can reduce medication adherence. Some patients miss their medications because they think it
is poisonous. This can affect the viral suppression that under spins optimal health for HIVpositive individuals. Therefore, conspiracy belief as a correlate of antiretroviral success must be
addressed by HIV clinicians.
Adherence to treatment
During the interviews, I found that the consequences of conspiracy beliefs can affect
adherence to treatment. Some patients indicated that disbelief in medical white people was
an overarching barrier to adherence to treatment. Some said that because some of their HIV
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Table
3. Multivariate
Multivariate sociodemographic
sociodemographicpredictors
predictorsofof
beliefs
in HIV/AIDSconspiracies
conspiracies
Table 3.
beliefs
in HIV/AIDS

Sociodemographic
Variables

Ovarall
(N=205)
Beta

Men
(N=118)
Beta

Women
(N=87)
Beta

Male Gender

.043

-----

------

High School/College

-.321**

-.311**

-.332*

Married/Living with a partner

-0.50

.027

.-096

Age (ref. group >34Years)

.203**

.215**

.170

Model R2

.13

.14

.13

* p < 0.05
** p < 0.001

medicines require taking them with food, they skip taking them when they don’t have food.
“Susan, a 40 year old woman frankly told of various time she skipped her medication because
she has no belief in them. “I usually don’t take my many medicines because I do not trust them.
The medicines will make you sick in the stomach and they can kill you. Therefore, I do not take
my medicines regularly as prescribed.”

DISCUSSION
The objectives of the present study were to measure the extent to which conspiracy
beliefs about HIV/AIDS were endorsed among African-American patients with HIV infection
and to examine whether conspiracy beliefs are more concentrated among some subgroups of
patients with HIV infection than others. Consistent with previous research (Hutchinson et
al 2007; Parsons 2021), many of the patients endorsed HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs. More
extreme beliefs related to genocidal and medication related conspiracies were endorsed at
sizeable rates. In this rural sample, 30.7% somewhat or strongly believed that “AIDS is a form
of genocide against blacks,” and 36.6% somewhat or strongly agreed that “People who take the
new medicine for HIV are human guinea pigs for the government.” These results resemble those
of previous studies in the African American population. For example, Klonoff and Landrine
(1999) in their survey of blacks in California found that 12% of their respondents somewhat
agreed that “HIV/AIDS is a manmade virus that the federal government made to kill and
wipeout black people.” Herek and Capitanio found that 20% of the African American in their
studies endorsed the belief that “The government is using AIDS as a way of killing off minority
groups.” In a similar vein, Bogart and Thornbun found that 43.6% of African Americans aged
15 to 44 years somewhat or strongly believed that “people who take the new medicines for
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HIV/AIDS are human guinea pigs for the government.” Our results support the findings of
previous studies, that among HIV/AIDS positive African Americans, HIV/AIDS conspiracies
may be a barrier to HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment efforts.
The sociodemographic variables as a set had a very small effect on African Americans
with HIV infection endorsement of HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs. Education is significantly
related to beliefs in conspiracies in all analyses (dealing with males and females separately).
These findings
are similar to the research by Bogart and Thorburn but contrary to Parsons (2021)
findings that “Educational level of the HIV+ African American participants in 2000/2001
was not related to either belief in the malicious intent of HIV/AIDS as genocide.” Taken in
the context of previous studies which have documented the impact of education on attitudes,
the findings of differences between low level and higher levels of education is noteworthy and
suggest that the liberalizing effect of education on individual attitudes should be acknowledged
in HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment messages in African American communities. Although
no previous research found a statistically significant relationship (Parsons 2021), age was
statistically associated with stronger endorsement of HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs in the
analyses of the whole sample and that of men as a subgroup. This is contrary to Parsons (2021)
finding that “bivariate analyses indicated that the age of the respondents (year of birth, from
earliest to most recent) was not related to either of the HIV rumors.”
Implications for HIV/AIDS Prevention and Treatment
Overall, these findings suggest that HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs among African
Americans must be acknowledged and addressed in a culturally tailored HIV/AIDS prevention
and education programs. This is because these conspiracy beliefs may be a barrier to HIV
prevention and treatment efforts to halt the epidemic in African American communities where
it is taking a terrible toll. This is particularly the case for less educated African Americans who
are more likely
to endorse conspiracy beliefs. This subgroup may be suspicious of HIV prevention
and treatment information distributed by the US government and the public health system.
For example, HIV-positive African Americans who endorsed treatment-related conspiracy
beliefs (e.g., “people who take the new medicine for HIV/AIDS are human guinea pigs for the
government”) may be less likely to adhere to antiretroviral therapies and prevention messages. It
is unlikely that the less educated HIV-positive African Americans who believe the government
created HIV will listen to the government’s warnings and take recommended treatments
or come for testing. Public health officials working against the spread of HIV/AIDS must
acknowledge and address the conspiracy beliefs common in African American communities.
To be useful, HIV/AIDS prevention messages addressing conspiracy beliefs may
need to be delivered by trusted members of African American communities. Whenever
possible, African American professionals from local health departments and community-based
organizations are to be used to present HIV/AIDS education because it may foster the trust
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of African Americans. Such community-based and peer-delivered intervention messages may
reduce risky sexual behaviors. Furthermore, health educators or public health officials working
against the spread of HIV/AIDS must demonstrate both openness and sensitivity to questions
about conspiracy beliefs and mistrust prevalent in the African American communities. This will
help in understanding the historical roots and social context from which such questions arise.
Conspiracy beliefs are not unique to HIV/AIDS alone but related to broader beliefs about
conspiracies with the United States society as a whole such as family planning and drugs. As
Bogart and Thorburn put it “to obtain the trust of black communities, government and public
health entities need to acknowledge the origin of conspiracy beliefs openly in the context of
historical discrimination”2 213-218.
Limitations of the study
The study has some limitations. The sample size is small. Additional research on
these issues with a larger sample is needed to understand the breadth and complexity of
beliefs in conspiracies about HIV/AIDS and relationships to sociodemographic variables.
Place of residence was not considered in this study. Future research is needed to examine the
contribution of this important variable to conspiracy beliefs. We want to know if there are
differences among African American in rural and urban areas with regard to HIV/AIDS
conspiracy beliefs.
In sum, it is recommended that all those involved in the battle against HIV/AIDS
in African American communities (individuals, community organizations, and government
agencies) must give special consideration to prevention and treatment efforts that will
significantly reduce the incidence and prevalence of HIV/AIDS among African Americans in
the Deep South. So, they should aggressively seek and identify subgroups (e.g., less educated,
young African Americans) and to target social factors that enhance HIV/AIDS in these subgroupings.
The present analysis supports the validity of continuing to explore the link between
sociodemographic variables and HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs. In this sample, there was
evidence of significant relationships between education, age and HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs.
Many questions, however, remain unanswered. Do the relationships found for this sample of
HIV-positive African Americans, who live in Alabama, hold for other groups in the population?
Do the association between education and HIV/AIDS conspiracy beliefs differ by religion,
geographical region, or rural-urban residence? Additional research, focusing on other ethnic
groupings and other geographic areas is needed to address these questions.
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Abstract
The burden of HIV infection disproportionately impacts Black people across the United
States. New York City (NYC) has taken substantial steps to End the HIV Epidemic, boasting
reductions in new HIV infections by 40% since 2015; however, racial inequities persist. In
2019, Black people living in NYC accounted for 24% of the population, yet represented 46.1%
of new HIV diagnoses and 48.7% of HIV deaths. To address the high incidence of HIV in a
predominately Black community in Central Brooklyn, Brookdale Hospital Medical Center
(BHMC) developed a multi-faceted approach to increase routine opt-out HIV screening and
linkage. In order to integrate HIV testing into routine clinical care, BHMC leadership updated
screening policies; developed an Electronic Health Record (EHR) algorithm to trigger HIV
screening in five BHMC ambulatory clinics; and modified the EHR to transmit positive HIV
screening results to patient navigators dedicated to linking patients to HIV care. During the
height of the COVID-19 pandemic, between March and April 2020, HIV screening across
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all five ambulatory sites decreased by 87.3%. After activation of the EHR algorithm in three
ambulatory sites in June 2020, HIV screening increased 216.3% from the prior month. By the
time the final EHR algorithm launched in August 2020, HIV testing had fully rebounded to
pre-pandemic levels. Policies supporting routine opt-out HIV screening coupled with EHRprompted screening can improve and sustain HIV testing in a Black community with a high
incidence and prevalence of HIV.
Keywords: HIV, Black Community, Policy Recommendations, EHR Modification, HIV
Screening, Routine Screening, Opt-out Consent, Patient Navigator, Linkage to Care,
COVID-19

Introduction
Of the 1.2 million individuals living with HIV in the United States in 2018, an
estimated 161,800 individuals are unaware of their diagnosis (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention [CDC], 2020). Expanding HIV testing to reduce this number is key both to
improving the health of these individuals and to reducing forward transmission of the virus.
Though persons with undiagnosed infections account for less than 15% of all those living with
HIV, research shows they lead to up to 40% of subsequent new HIV infections (Li, Purcell,
Sansom, Hayes, & Hall, 2019). Therefore, identifying and linking individuals with undiagnosed
HIV infection to care is vital to achieving national and statewide goals to end the HIV
epidemic.
Routine HIV screening is an essential tool for identifying undiagnosed HIV
infections: it can capture individuals who may have lower perceived risk—by themselves or
their care providers—and can reduce the stigma associated with targeted screening (Branson
et al., 2006). In response to persistent barriers to HIV testing, the CDC updated HIV testing
recommendations in 2006 to include routine opt-out HIV screening for all individuals between
the ages of 13 and 64 years. Additionally, the CDC recommended abolishing written consent
and pre-test counseling mandates in health care settings.
Beyond providing an opportunity to improve individual and community HIV
outcomes through early diagnosis and treatment and reduced forward transmission, routine
opt-out screening has the potential to reduce critical and persistent health disparities. While
New York City (NYC) has taken substantial steps to End the HIV Epidemic, boasting
reductions in new HIV infections by 40% since 2015, pronounced racial inequities persist
(Morne et al., 2020; HIV Epidemiology Program, 2020). In 2019, Black people in NYC
comprised 24.3% of the city’s population, yet accounted for 46.1% of new HIV infections
and 48.7% of HIV deaths (HIV Epidemiology Program, 2020; U.S. Census Bureau, 2019a).
Evidence indicates that individual behavior does not account for racial disparities in incidence
rates: even when Black individuals engaged in risk behaviors similar to their white counterparts,
Black individuals were still at greater risk of acquiring HIV (Hallfors, Iritani, Miller, & Bauer,
2007). These disparities in incidence rates result from complex social and economic systems and
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structures, including structural racism, which perpetuate inequitable access to quality resources
and opportunities for Black individuals and communities (Aral, 2008; Lavizzo-Mourey, 2021;
Link, 1995; Millett, 2020). Routine opt-out HIV testing can serve as an essential tool in
addressing these disparities in access. Following routine testing, patient navigators can play a
pivotal role in improving linkage to HIV care, retention, and viral suppression for people with
HIV (Mizuno et al., 2018).
The literature indicates additional factors contribute to gaps in HIV testing. Some
individuals are unaware of where to go or may not live in close proximity to a testing site. Others
may decline HIV testing for various reasons. For many Black individuals, concerns around
confidentiality and compounded stigmas related to HIV, racism, and/or homophobia remain
major barriers to testing (Arnold, 2014; Gousse, 2021; Jones, 2019). Additional barriers to
testing among Black individuals living in low resource areas include fear of social isolation and
rejection by family, friends, or potential partners, discrimination when seeking healthcare or
employment, and/or victimization (Cheong, 2019; Gwadz, 2018). Research has also revealed
that individuals may forgo HIV testing to avoid fear and anxiety while waiting for their results
(Matthews et al., 2020). Others preferred not knowing their HIV status because of the effect it
would have on their lives: they considered a positive result a “death sentence” (Matthews et al.,
2020). Perceived risk for HIV has also been a barrier to routine testing (Bond, 2015; Cheong,
2019). Moreover, foreign-born Black individuals face additional barriers to testing, including
lower HIV knowledge, reduced access to testing and healthcare, and both anti-immigrant and
anti-Black racism and discrimination (Gousse, 2021; Ojikutu, 2013; Taylor, 2019). Routinized
HIV testing and patient education can normalize testing, thereby ensuring that more people in
Black communities are aware of their HIV status.
Early in 2020, the global COVID-19 pandemic significantly disrupted service delivery
for routine HIV testing in NYC. Now, over a year into the ongoing pandemic, COVID-19
remains a barrier for state and local organizations to conduct HIV and other STI surveillance
and testing. Furthermore, robust data have emerged illustrating the myriad ways in which
COVID-19 has exacerbated existing health disparities. In 2020, Black individuals were 2.8 times
more likely to be hospitalized and almost twice as likely to die from COVID-19 compared
to white counterparts (CDC, 2021). In NYC, individuals with HIV were more likely to be
hospitalized or die from COVID-19 (Tesoriero et al., 2021) than those without HIV. Relatedly,
among people living with HIV in NYC, increased rates of COVID-19 were identified among
Black individuals and people living in high poverty neighborhoods (Braunstein, Lazar,
Wahnich, Daskalakis, & Blackstock, 2020). The current pandemic has worsened access to HIV
prevention and treatment services due to staffing reductions or re-deployments, required social
distancing, and clients’ perceived COVID-19 risk in medical settings. In so doing, COVID-19
has synergistically impacted the same individuals and communities disproportionately impacted
by the ongoing HIV epidemic.
Strong policies and practices facilitating routine opt-out HIV screening and linkage
can meet testing demands and address critical public health needs despite persistent COVID-19
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barriers. This paper will explore how one hospital utilized key policy and electronic health
record system modifications, along with dedicated patient navigators, to implement and sustain
routine HIV screening and linkage during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods
Brookdale Hospital Medical Center (BHMC) is a large nonprofit, voluntary teaching
hospital with 530-acute care beds, onsite specialty clinics, and six satellite ambulatory Brookdale
Family Care Clinics (BFCCs). The hospital is located in Brooklyn, New York in an area that
has historically been under-resourced and medically underserved. BHMC’s catchment area
is comprised of 76% Black residents and 20% Latinx residents, with 30% of the population
born outside of the United States. In 2019, the population was 56% female and 44% male (U.S
Census Bureau, 2019b). One in four residents lived below the federal poverty level. In 2016, this
area had the second-highest incidence of HIV in all of New York City (67.4 cases per 100,000);
moreover, HIV was the third leading cause of premature death in the community after cancer
and heart disease (Hinterland et al., 2018).
To address the high incidence of HIV in a predominately Black community in
Central Brooklyn, Brookdale Hospital Medical Center (BHMC) implemented routine opt-out
HIV screening in all ambulatory family care clinics. The routine screening team prioritized
1) integrating HIV testing and linkage into normal clinic flow; 2) systemic policy change; 3)
electronic health record (EHR) system modifications; and 4) training, feedback, and quality
improvement (Sanchez, 2014). From January 2020 to December 2020, we collected and
analyzed the number of HIV screening tests performed on patients aged 13 years and older
by hospital setting. Data from one BFCC was excluded since the site closed prior to BPA
implementation. HIV transmission risk and characteristics of patients with new HIV infections
were manually tracked and extracted from BHMC’s electronic health record system (EHR),
Epic version May 2020.

Integrating HIV testing and linkage into routine clinic flow
Before implementing this routine screening initiative, BHMC relied on an HIV
testing and counseling program to conduct rapid HIV tests and link clients to care within
the hospital and in most of the outlying BFCCs. Testing occurred on an opt-in basis and was
limited by the number of staff conducting the test, often one staff member for a given site. To
broaden testing reach and to meet CDC guidelines, our team obtained external funding in early
2019 to expand and enhance HIV testing and linkage at BHMC. The funding covered four
staffing positions and the additional resources needed to update systemic policies and EHR
modifications. We began the process of policy and system modifications in 2019 before the
COVID-19 pandemic and continued its implementation throughout the pandemic.
By June 2019, the routine screening team became fully staffed. Staff who previously
conducted rapid HIV testing and counseling received training to become patient navigators.
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Patient navigators were responsible for linking all patients with a positive HIV screening test
result to HIV care. Patient navigators provided HIV education and counseling, assessed for
barriers to care, scheduled an appointment for the patient to see an infectious disease provider,
and confirmed successful attendance at this initial visit. Lost to follow-up patients and those
who refused linkage were referred to the NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
(NYC DOHMH) Assess Connect and Engage (ACE) team for further outreach.
To embed this screening initiative and engender buy-in for broad system change, we
established a routine screening task force comprised of key hospital leadership. The taskforce
decided to initiate routine screening in the BFCCs before attempting implementation in the
busy Emergency Department. The implementation team met with the chair and assistant
directors of the ambulatory clinics to identify optimal screening workflows for primary care
providers. BHMC leaders reviewed all aspects of practice transformation and helped to address
implementation barriers.

Systemic policy change
The existing BHMC HIV testing policy was updated to establish routine HIV
screening with opt-out consent as the standard of care. The new policy, adopted in May 2020,
built on and expanded CDC HIV testing recommendations. BHMC policy now supports
annual HIV screening with opt-out consent for individuals 13 years of age and older, with no
upper age limits, while allowing for provider autonomy to test more regularly for individuals at
high risk for infection. Furthermore, the policy expands hospital testing capacity by allowing
registered nurses to order HIV screening tests as part of a standing order, rendered feasible
by NYS Education Law governing medical professionals (New York State Senate, 2010) and
reinforces that patient navigators from STAR Health Center will follow-up with all patients
with a positive screening result.

Electronic Health Record (EHR) Modification
The team developed an EHR algorithm with prompts to trigger opt-out HIV
screening in all ambulatory clinics. The algorithm included patients aged 13 and older who
did not have an HIV screening test within the last 12 months and excluded patients who had
a known HIV or AIDS diagnosis. After finalizing the testing algorithm, the routine screening
implementation team met with leadership and Epic developers to create a best practice alert
(BPA) that would prompt providers to order an HIV test during a patient visit. The BPA fired
during both in-person and telemedicine visits. To ensure physicians completed the BPA, it was
programmed as a “hard stop”: the physician had to acknowledge the BPA prior to completing
their patient encounter. Moreover, instead of prompting affirmative consent (e.g., “Would
you like an HIV test today?”), the BPA included text to reinforce opt-out consent (e.g., “It is
our policy to complete routine testing, including an HIV test unless you decline.”). The EHR
was further modified to generate a report of HIV screening results that was made accessible to
patient navigators who provided linkage services.
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Training, feedback, and quality improvement
Key staff from the routine screening implementation team met regularly with
ambulatory care leadership and providers to refine the BPA, improve testing workflow, and
better coordinate patient care. The BPA was first piloted in the smallest clinic to identify
workflow challenges and solicit provider feedback. Findings were used to refine the BPA and
inform training. Providers received training related to the HIV laboratory testing algorithm,
delivering positive HIV test results to clients, and support services available to both providers
and clients.

Results
BPAs were implemented in five BFCCs: one site was activated at the end of September
2019 (pilot), three sites in June 2020, and one site at the end of August 2020.

HIV Screening
During the height of the COVID-19 pandemic and statewide shelter in place orders,
HIV screening across the five ambulatory BFCCs decreased 87.3% from March to April
2020, from 441 tests to 56 tests. After activation of the EHR algorithm in three ambulatory
sites in June 2020, HIV screening increased 216.3%from the prior month, from 184 tests to
582 tests. By the time the final EHR algorithm launched in August 2020, HIV testing had
fully rebounded to pre-pandemic levels. HIV testing continued to increase, reaching a peak
in September with 818 tests conducted before declining in December 2020 with 486 tests
conducted (Table 1).
Table 1. Number of HIV tests performed on persons aged 13 and older by month and test setting,
Jan 2020 to Dec 2020

Setting
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

BFCCs
(combined)
704
681
441
56
184
582
683
742
818
786
512
486

Inpatient

ED

181
150
177
140
153
152
179
130
175
173
184
152

116
111
110
69
66
82
90
136
135
157
190
176

Specialty
Clinics
188
174
169
41
91
137
130
155
176
176
168
167
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were identified in the Emergency Department. Patients were also diagnosed in inpatient settings
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(17%), hospital outpatient specialty clinics (17%), and the BFCCs (10%) (Table 2).
Between January to March 2020, four patients, on average, were newly diagnosed with
HIV each month. From April to June 2020, the average decreased to one new HIV diagnosis
each month. July to September 2020 saw the average increase to nearly two new HIV diagnoses
per month. By the last quarter of the year, from October to December 2020, new HIV
diagnoses reached an average of three patients per month.

Linkage to HIV Care
In 2020, patient navigators linked 24 of 29 (83%) patients newly diagnosed with HIV
to medical care. Of the five patients who were not linked, three were lost to follow-up, and two
died prior to linkage. From January 2020 to March 2020, before severe COVID-19 impacts,
patient navigators linked 11 of 12 (92%) individuals newly diagnosed with HIV; one individual
was lost to follow-up. From April to May 2020, they linked two of three (67%) individuals; one
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individual died prior to linkage.
From June to December, 11 of 14
(79%) individuals were linked,
with two patients lost to follow-up
and one patient deceased prior to
linkage.

Barriers and Facilitators to
Routine HIV Screening
Since initiating routine
HIV screening at BHMC, the team
encountered multiple barriers.
Many of these related to provider
responses to the initiative. Providers
were wary of a BPA and excessive
EHR alerts. Additionally, they
reported discomfort discussing HIV
screening with older adults and
patients younger than 15 years old.
Providers communicated uneasiness
with providing HIV test results
to patients, feeling ill-prepared
to answer a patient’s subsequent
questions. Finally, providers
expressed consistent concern that
individuals with new positive HIV
screening tests would be lost to care.

Table 2. Number and percentage of persons newly

Table
2. Number
and
percentage
of personscharacteristics
newly diagdiagnosed
with
HIV,
by selected
–
nosed with HIV, by selected characteristics – Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
NY,
Jan
2020
to
Dec
2020
NY, Jan 2020 to Dec 2020

Characteristics

N=29
n
(%)

Sex at birth
Male
Female

22
7

75.9
24.1

Age group (years)
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79

9
9
2
7
1
1

31.0
31.0
6.9
24.1
3.4
3.4

Race
Black
Unknown

27
2

93.1
6.9

Risk Factor
Heterosexual
MSM
MSM + Bisexual Male
Unknown

14
4
3
8

48.3
13.8
10.3
27.6

To address these
Identifying Department
challenges and barriers, the
Emergency Department
16
55.2
screening team met regularly with
Specialty Clinics
5
17.2
providers for bidirectional training
Inpatient
5
17.2
and feedback. We conducted
BFCCs
3
10.3
role-play during training so
providers could practice their skills
at delivering HIV diagnoses. We
Between January to March 2020, four patients, on
have incorporated provider feedback about
the BPAFrom
to ensure
thatto
it isJune
minimally
invasive
to
month.
April
2020,
the average
decre
a provider’s workflow. Creating institutional policies and routinizing workflows has ultimately
July to September 2020 saw the average increase to
helped facilitate screening by creating top-down support for the endeavor and streamlining
By theteam
lastofquarter
of the year,
from
October to De
the screening process. Finally, having a dedicated
patient navigators
has been
a critical
average
three
patients
perwith
month.
facilitator of routine testing. Providers have
been farof
more
willing
to proceed
routine
testing when they are confident that a positive screening result will trigger outreach, linkage,
and follow-up.
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Barriers and Facilitators to HIV Linkage to Care
The patient navigation team encountered individual and institutional barriers to
successful linkage to HIV care. First, individuals were often challenging to link if they were
not ready to accept their diagnosis. Second, outdated or incorrect contact information in
patient charts led to difficulties with linkage. Third, patients with undocumented immigration
status were often challenging to reach or declined linkage out of fear of deportation. Fourth,
individuals with untreated or uncontrolled mental illnesses or substance use occasionally did
not acknowledge their need for medical care, withdrew consent for outreach or care, or became
unreachable. Fifth, patients could resist or decline linkage based on ongoing internal or external
stigma around HIV status. Furthermore, we occasionally encountered laboratory challenges
that required repeat venipuncture and delayed HIV confirmatory testing. This need for repeat
phlebotomy undermined patients’ confidence in the testing process and delayed ongoing care.
Based on the above challenges encountered, the patient navigation team identified five
primary facilitators that improved linkage to care. First, an initial face-to-face meeting between
the patient and the patient navigator, either on the inpatient ward or during a provider visit,
allowed the navigator to connect with the patient. This connection proved crucial in many
successful linkages by providing opportunities to verify contact information, assist providers
with delivering HIV results, and form bonds. Second, provider input and support for the
linkage process substantially improved patient buy-in since many patients knew and trusted
their provider. Third, coordination with external partners frequently enhanced linkage. For
example, we work closely with the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
(NYC DOHMH), which provides additional contact information, care/linkage status, and,
pre-COVID, home visits. Home attendants, nursing home staff, or case managers can also help
facilitate appointments or patient contact when involved in a patient’s care. Fourth, reducing
patient’s logistical barriers facilitated linkage. Our team worked with patients to evaluate
obstacles to care; resulting actions included assistance with health insurance enrollment and
transportation. Finally, our skilled and experienced patient navigators engaged distraught
patients, provided education, gauged readiness, and overcame additional patient barriers.
We have repeatedly found that the ability to give results and share information in a caring
and compassionate manner is invaluable to helping a newly diagnosed patient process their
diagnosis.

Discussion
After modifying our EHR to activate BPAs in ambulatory clinics, we observed HIV
testing numbers drastically increase and exceed prepandemic screening levels. While decreases
were noted in November and December, the numbers appear robust within the context of
the second COVID-19 wave as well as the holiday season. Overall, this project solidified
the importance of having hospital-wide policies and procedures to effectively implement
system changes. Clear and consistent hospital-wide messaging for both patients and providers
was key to supporting quality care, reinforcing the importance of routine HIV testing, and
swiftly linking patients to care. Implementing this project has also highlighted the importance
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of interdisciplinary communication in linking clients to care. It has been critical to have a
champion in each department and to involve hospital and departmental leadership, supervisors,
and line staff. Moreover, while national guidelines are important tools for local programs, it is
crucial for organizations to evaluate their local needs and trends in order to better serve their
patient populations. Our data indicated incident HIV infection occurs among older adults,
including those over 64 years of age, which highlighted the need for routine HIV screening for
this population in Central Brooklyn.
The start of the COVID-19 pandemic greatly impacted routine HIV testing and
resulting linkage to care. Suddenly, health care facilities in New York City found themselves
impacted by stay-at-home orders, limited personal protective equipment, and an inundation
of COVID-19 patients requiring hospitalization. It was difficult for patients to access HIV
testing across the city. In Brooklyn, city-sponsored HIV and STI testing sites closed or operated
at reduced capacity, thereby impacting screening availability. Many individuals delayed routine
healthcare visits to their primary care provider because of fear of contracting COVID, and
telemedicine became a more prominent method to deliver care. During a time when HIV
testing was not always a priority for providers and patients, the BPA consistently reinforced
HIV testing and even prompted providers to place HIV orders during telehealth visits. The
BPA demonstrated high utility and was an essential tool to increase and sustain testing during
the pandemic.
Like many health facilities, our hospital saw an influx of patients hospitalized with
COVID-19. The gravity of this illness redirected laboratory, information technology teams,
and provider resources to support COVID-19 treatment and prevention efforts. One BFCC
closed before BPA implementation after the hospital reallocated resources due to COVID-19
impacts. In addition, our department was displaced for months while we waited to move to a
new outpatient site in order to make room for inpatient beds within the hospital. Our transition
to a new clinic space that was not yet fully operational made linkage to care more complex.
Space for providers to have in-person patient visits was inconsistent and varied each day.
In addition, linkage was impacted by service disruptions and patient fears caused by
COVID-19. Linkage of hard-to-reach patients became more difficult because partner agencies
that typically assisted with linkage were closed or suffered service interruptions. For example,
the NYC DOHMH suspended their home visit outreach program and could not provide their
usual assistance in tracking patients who could not be reached by phone. The workflow for our
linkage team was also affected. Prior to COVID-19, patient navigators could easily meet with
patients face-to-face; however, these visits were interrupted by new city and hospital restrictions.
Patient navigation transitioned to remote services, and navigators facilitated linkage solely
by phone. Despite these challenges, this project has shown that HIV linkage to care can be
successfully facilitated by patient navigators who solely worked remotely.
To maintain and expand linkage in the face of an ongoing pandemic, the patient
navigation team developed a high level of coordination and communication within our
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organization and with external care teams and patients. Patient navigators often worked with
a patient’s medical provider to determine the best strategy for linking a patient to HIV care.
Because the barriers faced by each patient were individual, the team worked to ensure an
individualized action plan for each person. In our setting, the patient navigators were key in
creating these action plans. Additionally, navigators formed a bond with patients and proved
critical in addressing stigma, substance use, and mental health challenges. This key navigation
role has been supported in the literature (Freeman & Rodriguez, 2011).
In spite of the COVID-19 pandemic, the systems we enacted at an institutional level
can greatly enhance the success of routine HIV testing and linkage to care. To increase and
sustain HIV screening and linkage, we recommend organizations:
I. Adopt a routine HIV screening policy with opt-out consent.
Healthcare organizations should adopt an organizational policy that reinforces
the importance of routine HIV screening with opt-out consent. This process helps
normalize and destigmatize HIV testing and capture individuals who may perceive
themselves at low risk.
II. Modify the EHR to facilitate routine HIV screening and populate orders.
EHR alerts can prompt providers to order HIV screening for eligible patients. The
prompt can automatically populate an HIV order, which streamlines the process and
can sustain testing amid other competing priorities.
III. Ensure HIV screening policies are inclusive of older adults.
Local HIV testing policies should be inclusive of individuals 65 years old and older.
Since individuals over the age of 65 years engage in behaviors that can expose them
to HIV, older adults must be included in the testing population. As the national and
international population continues to age, preventative efforts must acknowledge the
importance of ongoing prevention throughout an individual’s lifespan.
IV. Obtain updated contact information.
Organizations must develop processes to obtain accurate contact information for
patients. Contact information can change frequently, and inaccurate or outdated
contact information was a common reason clients were deemed “lost to follow-up.”
V. Enhance support for intensive linkage efforts.
Our project implementation and success required staff dedicated to all phases of
implementation and evaluation. Increased support mechanisms must be established
to allow healthcare organizations to hire patient navigators and support the practice
transformations needed to provide quality HIV prevention and care services.
Moreover, funding is necessary to ensure that all patients have access to critical
wrap-around services, such as transportation and communication services, which are
essential components of successful linkage to care.
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Given the disparities in HIV incidence faced by individuals living in our catchment
area, as well as our experience with patients who are uninsured or underinsured and therefore
have limited access to HIV testing, we highlight opportunities backed by the literature to
address widely recognized barriers to HIV testing:
I. Increase testing access and reduce barriers to the cost of STI and HIV testing.
Providing equitable access to testing ensures that individuals at the greatest risk for
infection have nearby testing locations with free testing, especially in communities
with the highest burden of infection. Such access will enable individuals without
insurance or who are financially insecure to obtain testing.
II. Explore linking COVID-19 and HIV testing (Zang et al., 2020).
National and local resources have been funneled into communities to provide free
COVID-19 testing. Coupling COVID-19 testing with HIV testing would capitalize
on the existing COVID-19 testing infrastructure and further increase access to free
HIV testing.
There were several limitations to this project. While HIV testing increased following
the launch of the BPAs, we were not able to determine the specific extent to which COVID-19,
hospital utilization, or the reopening of NYC following stay at home orders contributed
to increases in testing. Moreover, this study did not assess barriers and challenges for each
individual tested. As a next step, we aim to analyze the proportion of eligible patients tested
for HIV to more accurately gauge the impact of the BPA. We also plan to implement routine
screening in the Emergency Department, a setting that diagnosed the highest proportion of new
HIV infections across our hospital system.
In the face of an ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, institutions may need to bolster their
HIV screening and linkage practices to sustain efforts to end the HIV epidemic. This goal can
be accomplished by ensuring HIV screening and linkage are embedded into clinical procedures.
Policies supporting routine opt-out HIV screening, EHR-prompted testing, and dedicated
patient navigators can improve and sustain HIV testing and rapid linkage in a Black community
with high incidence and high prevalence of HIV even during the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. Implementing these fundamental changes can improve care outcomes and move us
closer to ending the HIV epidemic.
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Abstract
In 2006, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recommended routine HIV screening for all
patients aged 13- 64 years old who access healthcare for services. To date, 40% of people in the
United States have never had an HIV test, and less than 30 % of people in the United States
most at risk for acquiring HIV were tested in the past year.
Description of Services: Baptist Hospital of Southeast Texas (BHSET) through support from
Texas Department of State Health Services (TXDSHS) implemented Routine HIV screening
in their ED in October 2011, and with additional support from Gilead Sciences, Inc. FOCUS
program in 2016. Patients18 and older, are tested for HIV/HCV and linked to medical care
within BHSET, and external community partners.
Opt-out routine screening tests those who may not perceive themselves to be at risk and
identifies those previously diagnosed for re-engagement in care. CDC reported 15% of those
who do not know their status account for 38% of new transmissions, and 23% of those who
knew their status, but were not engaged in care accounted for 43% of new transmissions.
Results: BHSET performed 160,000 tests, identified (0.3 % seropositivity) (0.1%) of new
diagnosis (.05%) of acute cases, and (95%) linked to care. October 2016 HCV testing has
performed 52% testing on patients outside the birth cohort, with a positivity rate of tested 43%.
During COVID-19, HIV tests numbered 11,960 (0.1% seropositivity) with (.02%) new
diagnosis, (98%) linked to care. HCV tests 9, 487, identified (6% HCV Ab seropositivity),
(38% RNA positivity) linked (40%) to care.
Conclusion: BHSET has utilized its policy-driven opt-out HIV routine screening practices,
protocols, and processes to improve Jefferson County’s HIV prevalence from being ranked 4th
in the state with cases of people who are living in 2010 to 14th in 2018.
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Introduction
The administrative team at Baptist Hospitals of Southeast Texas (BHSET)
implemented a policy-driven opt-out routine HIV screening program in its emergency
department with the support of the Texas Department of State Health Services in 2011, and
with additional support from Gilead Sciences, Inc. FOCUS program in 2016.
BHSET’s HIV screening program offers routine opt-out screening to patients who
are 18 and older, getting labs drawn, not screened the past three months, and can opt-out of
screening. The program is built on the 2006 CDC recommendations for healthcare providers
to offer routine HIV screening to patients who are 13-65 years old in all healthcare settings. A
separate consent is not required for HIV testing, general consent for medical care is sufficient
to encompass consent for HIV testing, and prevention counseling is not required for HIV
diagnostic testing or as part of HIV screening programs in healthcare settings.
Opt-out routine HIV screening destigmatizes HIV, and offers the test to all patients
regardless of their real or perceived risk of living with HIV. It also removes the implicit bias of
healthcare providers in determining which patients are screened, and normalizes HIV screening
as a routine aspect of comprehensive healthcare. Emergency Departments are ideal facilitators of
routine screening because they provide medical care to all people regardless of age, race, gender,
sexual identity, or ability to pay. Additionally, they provide services to those who may not access
care until it is critical.
Opt-out routine HIV screening is an integral tool for early HIV detection and linkage
to care. There are approximately 40,000 new HIV infections each year. One in seven people in
the United States are unaware of their diagnosis, and seven out of ten people who access health
care are not screened for HIV during their healthcare visit. In the US, many people live with
HIV for years before they receive a diagnosis. Overall, fewer than 40% of people in the United
States have ever had an HIV test. Nationally, less than 30% of people in the United States most
at risk of acquiring HIV were tested in the past year. In the 50 local jurisdictions where more
than half of HIV diagnoses occur, less than 35% of people recommended for annual HIV
testing were tested in the past year; and in states with rural areas that are particularly affected by
HIV, just 26% of people recommended for annual HIV testing were tested in the past year.
In 2019, CDC reported HIV screening and early diagnosis are critical to improved
health outcomes for people with undiagnosed HIV, and screening reduces the number of new
community infections. However, many people are not screened when they access services for
medical care. CDC data reports more than 75% of patients at high risk for HIV who saw a
primary care provider in the last year were not offered an HIV test during their visit; and 80% of
new infections are caused by 20% of those who do not know their status or are out of care.
In June 2019, the United States Preventative Services Task Force (USPSTF) offered
two Grade A recommendations for HIV screening: One for all pregnant women, including
those who present in labor, or at delivery with HIV status unknown, and the other for HIV
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screening in adolescents and adults aged 15 to 65 years old. Younger adolescents and older
adults who are at increased risk of infection should also be screened.
In 2012 CDC and USPSTF formally recommended routine Hepatitis C screening
(HCV) of all Baby Boomers (those born between 1945 and 1965). Baby Boomers are at high
risk for living with HCV with estimates that more than three out of every 100 individuals
are infected due to the unsafe blood supply prior to 1992, when blood donations began to be
screened for HCV. In 2020, USPSTF updated its guidelines and called for universal screening
of patients 18 and above.

Method
BHSET overlaid its routine HCV screening onto the already existing opt-out routine
HIV screening effort with the assistance of the Gilead Sciences FOCUS program in 2016.
BHSET’s HCV screening program offers routine opt-out screening to patients who are 18 and
older, getting labs drawn, and can opt-out of screening. This hospital policy is in keeping with
the 2020 CDC recommendation guidelines to offer routine HCV screening to individuals who
are 18 and older.
At BHSET, HIV and HCV screens are referenced in the patients’ general consent, and
incorporated into the normal clinical flow of the emergency department. Additionally, signs are
posted throughout the ED that informs patients about the hospital’s routine screening policy
per CDC recommendations, and patients are verbally informed that HIV/HCV screens are
included in their lab work. All patients have a right to opt-out of screening as they would any
other medical care. Screening guidelines are included in our EMR, and HIV/HCV screens are
included in our diagnostic protocols. The EMR also allows for a smart screening algorithm that
helps BHSET identify those who meet the screening criteria.
The routine screening policy implemented at BHSET is a nurse driven program. If
patients opt- out of screening, the HIV/HCV order is canceled, and patient care continues
uninterrupted. Reactive screens are automatically reflexed for confirmation from the original
sample. Patients receive face-to-face notification, and linkage to care from the Patient Navigator
under Texas Health and Safety Code Chapter 81.109. Non-reactive screens are considered
“no news is good news,” and are reported in the patients’ medical record. All patients have an
opportunity to receive education and risk reduction intervention from the routine screening
team. Interventions include education, and effective condom use, access to clean syringes, and
linkage to care for Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP).
At the implementation of the HIV and HCV opt-out routine screening program,
BHSET included many internal stakeholders to address systemic changes needed to develop a
sustainable program. External stakeholders were engaged to help build community awareness,
and develop additional linkage to care options to address patient care preference, patient
advocacy, access to social services, and patient empowerment. They included state and local
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health department leadership, Disease Intervention Specialists, pharmacist, mental health and
substance use specialists, and other social service providers.
Internal stakeholders included BHSET’s Chief Nursing Officer, Chief Financial
Officer, and Department Directors from Information Technology, Emergency Department and
Nursing, Accounting, BHSET Hospital Foundation, Admissions, and Billing and Coding.
The policy-driven approach to routine HIV/HCV screening by BHSET builds
consistency and sustainability for HIV/HCV detection and linkage to care in the emergency
department. The EMR facilitates smart screening algorithms, decreases under and over
screening and eliminates provider bias for screening per CDC and USPTSF guidelines.
Diagnosed patients are linked to care with adequate public health follow-up to enhance patient
health outcomes, decrease unknowing transmission, and the opportunity to eliminate the HIV
and HCV epidemics.

Results
Baptist Hospitals of Southeast Texas achieved the following results from its Routine
Opt-Out HIV/HCV Screening program. HIV implemented in 2011, and HCV overlaid in 2016.
HIV Screens (since 2011): 160,000
HIV # of Diagnosis / Seropositivity: 553 (3%)
HIV # of Newly Diagnosed/ Seropositivity: 53 (0.1%)
HIV # Linked to Care (first medical appointment) / Percentage: 523 (98%)
HCV Ab Screens (since 2016): 49,699
HCV Ab # of Diagnosis / Seropositivity: 2801 (6%)
HCV RNA # of Tests Completed / 2704
HCV RNA # of Diagnosis / Positivity: 1095 (40%)
HCV RNA Positives attended first appointment: 533 (49%)
HCV # Tested outside the Birth Cohort: 52% of testing was conducted on patients
who were born outside the birth cohort, with a positivity rate of 43%.
During the peak of the COVID, 19 pandemic, April to December 2020, HIV Screens
numbered 11,960 with a 0.1% seropositivity rate (0.2%) new diagnosis and 98% linkage to care.
HCV screens numbered 9,487 identified 6% Ab + seropositivity, 38% RNA seropositivity and
linked 40% to care.
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Conclusion
Individuals do not present to emergency departments for HIV or HCV screening
because they perceive themselves to be living with either or both of those diagnoses. They
present for medical care relating to the symptoms that they are experiencing at that time.
Those symptoms are not always indicative of viral illness, but the inclusion of HIV and HCV
screening in their lab work provides comprehensive healthcare at the time of their visit. The
screening and linkage to care program provides seamless notification and navigation to care
through the policy-driven practices, processes, and protocols implemented by Baptist Hospitals
of Southeast Texas in 2011.
Routine Screening allows for stigma-free screening of individuals in healthcare settings
and normalizes HIV and HCV testing as comprehensive aspects of healthcare for all patients.
An administration-supported approach to routine screening withstands pandemics and other
disasters, and decreases missed opportunities to identify HIV and HCV during medical visits.
Opt-out routine screening at Baptist Hospitals of Southeast Texas has improved Jefferson
County’s prevalence rank of fourth in the state with people who are living with HIV and
unaware of their diagnosis in 2010 to 14th in 2018.
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Abstract
With 118,000 cases in 114 countries and 4291 global mortalities, the World Health
Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11, 2020. The origins
were believed to be from Wuhan, China, and SARS CoV-2, a coronavirus, was quickly
identified as the causative organism. Researchers at the National Institute of Health Vaccine
Research Center identified the spike protein as the critical portion of the virus that allows
for attachment to human cells. In just 66 days after identifying the genetic sequence, the first
COVID-19 vaccine candidate began the enrollment of human subjects into a Phase I clinical
trial. This accelerated effort was due to a collective and collaborative global response. Currently,
one COVID-19 vaccine has been approved and two others have received an emergency
use authorization (EUA) from the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Thus, there has been a clear comparison of the COVID-19 response efforts and that which
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was utilized in addressing the human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (HIV/AIDS) epidemic. For over four decades, the HIV/AIDS epidemic has been
historically defined by a disproportionate number of infections and related mortalities amongst
racially and ethnically minoritized individuals, including those that identify as homosexual.
While novel drug therapies have been developed for the treatment of HIV/AIDS; there have
been key components employed amid the global health response to COVID-19, that have
been absent from the management of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Majorly, the development and
availability of vaccine against HIV/AIDS. Many of the ideas and initiatives that have resulted
in a positive COVID-19 response and the eventual successful vaccination development; have
been those learned from the trial and error of mitigating increasing global rates of HIV/AIDS
infections. Hence, the question remains as to whether the lessons and approaches learned during
the COVID-19 pandemic, namely vaccination development, will be applied to managing the
HIV/AIDS epidemic. Herein, we aim to compare the HIV/AIDS epidemic and COVID-19
pandemic, by describing how the fight against HIV/AIDs equipped global scientific leaders
with effective strategies to overcome future public health crises (COVID-19), discuss the
ethical considerations associated with the differences in the global health responses to the HIV/
AIDS epidemic versus the COVID-19 pandemic, and finally, identify lessons learned from the
COVID-19 pandemic that can be applied to the quest for an HIV/AIDS vaccine..
Keywords: HIV, AIDS, COVID-19, ethics, bioethics, public health ethics, epidemic, pandemic

Introduction
The year 2020 was dominated by the effects of the coronavirus pandemic that caused
widespread deaths and hospitalizations1. Lockdowns, travel restrictions, business closures,
vacated places of worship and play, social distancing and mask wearing became common place.
Its origin was traced to December 2019 in Wuhan, China. With 118,000 cases in 114 countries
and 4291 persons already dead, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19
a pandemic on March 11, 20202. To aid in the detection, prevention and treatment of SARSCoV-2 infection, the government of the United States created a taskforce called Operation
Warp Speed3. This was a partnership between components of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) and the Department of Defense (DoD). Its goals were to (1) develop
highly sensitive and specific tests for detection of the virus; (2) to develop an effective vaccine
to prevent infection from this virus; and (3) to identify or create effective therapeutic options/
strategies to manage patients infected with the disease4. All three were important but provision
of a vaccine by the end of the year was most critical. The healthcare system and economy were
severely strained as the number of hospitalizations and death mounted, and restrictive public
health measures were implemented.
Researchers at the National Institute of Health Vaccine Research Center identified
the spike protein as the critical portion of the virus that allows for attachment to human cells. In
just 66 days after the genetic sequence of the virus was identified, the first COVID-19 vaccine
candidate was being injected into humans in Phase I clinical trials5. By the end of the year, fear
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had turned to hope as two vaccine candidates were granted emergency use authorization by
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) after showing efficacy rates greater than 90%;
vaccination of the nation could now begin6, 7.
Four decades earlier a similar epidemic emerged. A mysterious disease later known as
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) was identified in five gay men who presented
with pneumocystis carinii pneumonia in Los Angeles. Additional cases popped up in New York
City and San Francisco, as did a rare cancer, Kaposi sarcoma8. By the end of 1981, 120 gay men
had died but it was not until 1984 that the causative pathogen was identified as the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV)9. Much like it was at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic,
there was widespread misinformation, missteps, blame and sheer panic. Some saw HIV/AIDS
as a “gay man’s” disease and a consequence of sexual perversion. Today, with a global death toll
from AIDS related diseases of 32.7 million people since the start of the pandemic (UNAIDS)
and 38 million people living with the disease, a vaccine remains as elusive as the Scarlet
Pimpernel10. In the U.S., male to male sexual contact and Black persons (male and female)
account for most of the new cases. Both COVID-19 and HIV/AIDS had a multi-modal
approach to stem the spread of the virus, and they also had a similar consequence between the
impacts of these two devastating social determinants of health.
The government, through a network of agencies, sought to tackle the HIV/AIDS
crisis within its borders. Widespread education measures were implemented, and safe sex
practices were promoted by public health officials in conjunction with community partners.
Scientists developed and refined HIV/AIDS tests, antiretroviral therapies and therapeutic
approaches and worked towards a safe and effective vaccine. At the forefront of the quest for a
vaccine, is a governmental network called the HIV/AIDS Vaccine Trials Network (HVTN).
Unfortunately, after more than 30 years, few vaccine candidates have made it into efficacy trials,
and none have proven to be safe and effective. By contrast, the speed with which a vaccine
against SARS-CoV-2 was produced, was unprecedented. In the United States, until COVID-19,
the fastest timeline was four years and this was for the mumps vaccine, developed by Merck11.
The extremely short timeline was assisted by improvements in lab techniques, developed during
the creation of the polio and measles vaccines. Similarly, much of the success of COVID-19
vaccines were due to prior work done in the fight against the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV/AIDS)12. Table 1 compares the key differences and similarities between these two global
health threats, HIV/AIDS and COVID-19.
Despite the global threat that both these diseases cause, the governmental response
to the two diseases have been vastly different and so has the outcome. We aim to describe the
differences in approach and how management of the COVID-19 pandemic was aided by lessons
and approaches learned and perfected to fight the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Also, we will identify
the lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic that can be applied to the HIV/AIDS
epidemic and the quest for a targeted vaccine. Nonetheless, it is essential to evaluate the ethical
framework governing these two catastrophic and deadly social determinants of health.
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The HIV/Covid-19 ethical asymmetry
Our first critical assertion (though not the most important) is to fulminate against
the naming (i.e., the categorization) of HIV/AIDS as an epidemic, when in truth HIV/
AIDS is a pandemic. This asymmetrical category-naming misstep is a violation of the ethics of
naming because it infringes upon the potential resources of those living with HIV/AIDS. To be
sure, “An epidemic is defined as “an outbreak of disease that spreads quickly and affects many
individuals at the same time13.” A pandemic is a type of epidemic (one with greater range and
coverage); it is an outbreak of a disease that occurs over a wide geographic area and affects an
exceptionally high proportion of the population13. While a pandemic may be characterized as a
type of epidemic, you would not say that an epidemic is a type of pandemic.” Given the data and
explication we’ve already accentuated throughout this paper, what would be the justification
for HIV/AIDS being labeled an epidemic, thus limiting its resources and potential future
resources, and COVID-19 being labeled a pandemic, thus availing it to worldwide resources?
Even a cursory view of the world map would indicate the prevalence of HIV/AIDS worldwide,
especially among Black people in Africa and the diaspora14. Clearly, HIV/AIDS is not just a
local or regional epidemic; it’s a worldwide epidemic and it has been such for many years. Once
there is concurrence about correctly naming the HIV/AIDS whirlwind as a pandemic, people
of good will may be more discursive about the nature and ethical considerations of COVID-19
and HIV/AIDS.
Further, the present asymmetry that exists between the HIV/AIDS epidemic and
the COVID-19 pandemic is an artificial one (as was just demonstrated), and the (concrete)
social justice component of (abstract) justice demands equity, even in light of patience. Social
justice demands impartiality, particularly with respect to human-animals and their right
to personhood. If individuals who have contracted HIV/AIDS and individuals who have
contracted COVID-19 are both not non-persons, then they are both persons. Therefore, there
should be no valid ethical justification for prioritizing the treatment of one over the other.
Behavior as Asymmetrical Justification
First, the ethical asymmetry between HIV/AIDS and COVID-19 should be quite
obvious to any objective spectator, but often the contrast is stymied by the macro categorynaming of the former as an epidemic and the latter as a pandemic. Although lives are lost
in large numbers in both category-names, there is both a cognitive and an emotional (and
psychological) perception that gives less weight—less gravitas—to the more local “epidemic”
and more priority to the globalized “pandemic.” The obvious prioritization of the pandemic
over the epidemic is rationally and ethically justified on a utilitarian calculous—the planet is
a better (and happier) place to live without panic, trauma, and devastatingly magnanimous
loss of lives—and on (what would normally be) a “cold” detached rationalistic (Kantian-absolutist) deontology. On a utilitarian account, the “right” action is to prioritize pandemics
over epidemics. From a (Kantian) deontological point of view, the “right” action is to (roughly)
“Always act so that you may also wish that the maxim of your action become a universal law.”
It is rational—it is commonsense—to prioritize pandemics over epidemics. At its worse, an
epidemic has the capacity to take many lives; but at its worse, a pandemic has the capacity to
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terminate all lives. Thus, there is no valid argument, given the backdrop of the world context,
where an epidemic would have more moral priority and attention than a pandemic. As a
result, the naming of a public health or bioethical event as either an epidemic or a pandemic, is
extremely crucial.
Scarce resources are diverted to pandemics, even if they require the (utilitarian)
sacrifice of those in an (non-pandemic) epidemic—and as we have already intimated, this makes
moral sense. Therefore, in this paper we are not fool-heartedly inveighing against diverting
scarce resources from an epidemic to a pandemic. On the contrary, we recognize that there is
an ethical asymmetry between HIV/AIDS and COVID-19, mostly because of how each is
perceived. COVID-19 is perceived as a kind of involuntary disease that is not easily mitigated
by personal behavior. HIV/AIDS, contrarily, was initially understood and previewed as, first,
a disease contracted through some level of immorality and behavior, namely, homosexuality
or intravenous drug users. Heteronormative bias (often correlated with religious dissociation
because of the “sin of homosexuality”) has created and maintained a culture that associated
morality with medicine and healthcare. One this view, “reckless behavior”—irresponsibility—is
what caused HIV/AIDS to flourish; HIV/AIDS contracted through behavior is voluntary. This
way of thinking is quite mistaken, but even if it was correct, attempting to justify the priority
of one illness over another seems to forget the notion and value of personhood—i.e., what it
means to be a person and what it means to have human rights. The presence of HIV/AIDS
and much of what we’ve learned about epidemics have been a methodological blessing in the
fight against the novel coronavirus. As such, the world has paid attention to COVID-19; and
(perhaps because of the perceived differences between the two) the world has paid less attention
to HIV/AIDS. Consequently, we concur with the utilitarian bias of prioritizing the COVID-19
pandemic over the HIV/AIDS epidemic, but we foresee a (Kantian/deontological) ethical
violation if the favor is not returned. Kant categorically states, “So act in such a way that you treat
humanity, in your own person as well as in the person of any other, always at the same time as
an end, never merely as a means.”15 Utilizing the genius and resources gained from COVID-19
without universalizing the good to HIV/AIDS, should be regarded as both a bioethical and
public health ethical violation.
Secondly, it seems clear that the semantic ambiguity between epidemic and pandemic
is only partially culpable for how we are to understand the attention given to COVID-19 and
the less profound attention given to HIV/AIDS over the last four decades. Prior to March
2020, any comparison between HIV/AIDS and the attention given to other pandemics were
mostly anecdotal, but with the catastrophic emergence of COVID-19, public health ethicist
and bioethicist now have a rubric to surveil and assess what has been done for the one and
not the other. An ethical chasm is not formed post-COVID-19 unless the learned genius and
resources gained in the combat of the novel coronavirus are not re-directed to the ongoing fight
against HIV/AIDS. In other words, a reasonable ethical theory can (at least anecdotally) defend
a rejection of the asymmetrical import of pandemic vs epidemic or COVID-19 as pandemic
vs HIV/AIDS as epidemic but defending a view that prioritizes the health of one person over
the health of another person is far less attractive and defensible. An asymmetrical view of
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person is a necessary condition for discriminatory practices—i.e., a revulsion of equity—thus,
post-COVID-19 prioritization of HIV/AIDS clinical trials, medications, and other curative
initiatives should not be an unreasonable compulsion.
Personhood as Symmetrical Justification
Asymmetry of a person fosters discrimination and is unethical. Asymmetry of social
determinants of health, as we’ve addressed at this point, are only morally adverse if there is
a lack of equity in treatment once all other considerations have been satisfied. For example,
on a utilitarian calculous, re-directing of funds and other resources to halt the devastating
coronavirus pandemic is morally sound. On the other hand, on a virtue-based, empathic care
ethics consideration, failure to re-direct funds and other resources to halt the HIV/AIDS
epidemic is morally unsound. Failure to demonstrate empathy and care for those living with
HIV/AIDS, in ways which have occurred for those who are living through the COVID-19
pandemic, seems to reflect either an arbitrary valuation of persons or a discriminatory
devaluation of persons. On the former account, valuation of persons is based upon a host of
variables (e.g., the self as other, life of individuals, filial considerations); on the latter account,
devaluation of persons is based upon implicit biases (e.g., race, gender, heteronormativity,
essentialism, etc.). Consequently, to avoid (the appearance of ) inequities in healthcare, it
is imperative that all persons—COVID-19/persons and HIV/AIDS/persons, et al.—have
equal access to healthcare, as much as possible. Paul Farmer states this far more succinctly
and candidly, “The idea that some lives matter less is the root of all that is wrong with the
world.16 The same energy garnered for one should be garnered for the other. Annette Baier’s
“interdependence of persons” and Martin Luther King, Jr.’s, “We are caught in an inescapable
network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects
all indirectly”, shapes the communitas of our point rather nicely17, 18. Certainly, there is much
philosophical discussion regarding what makes a human a person (Is an infant a person, or “My
Uncle Charlie is not much of person but he’s still my Uncle Charlie”), but this is not our focus
in this paper. Our ethical concern is the maximizing of efforts to treat those infected with HIV/
AIDS in a similar fashion as we are presently witnessing with COVID-19.
HIV/AIDS Established Protocols that Benefits COVID-19
There has been a consistent juxtaposition of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the
COVID-19 pandemic, boiling down to the inclusion of pivotal scientists in HIV/AIDS research,
(e.g., Dr. Anthony Fauci), in the national COVID-19 response19. To that, many institutions
known for their HIV/AIDS research, took on the task of pioneering COVID-19 investigations,
concurrently20. Thus, it would be a severe oversight to not acknowledge the ideas/ influence that
navigating the HIV/AIDS epidemic has had on the COVID-19 pandemic response.
Foremost, the engagement of minority community members and racial concordance
between healthcare providers and patients were shown to be a cornerstone of HIV/AIDS
treatment and testing success21. As with the HIV/AIDS epidemic, false information regarding
the COVID-19 virus has been issued across minoritized communities, resulting in a decline
in testing and increased vaccination hesitancy amongst Black, Latino, and Native American
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populations; irrespective of the disproportionate COVID-19 mortalities amongst these racial
and ethnic groups22, 23. With that, the delivery of COVID-19 information has been done so
by trustworthy messengers of minoritized communities24, 25. Additionally, COVID-19 testing,
and vaccination efforts specifically tailored to minoritized communities have been spearheaded
by culturally representative individuals belonging to these minoritized groups21. The success
of these COVID-19 mitigating efforts are often attributed to the unique positioning of
minoritized healthcare professionals to the racial and social determinant of health inequities
that permeate through minoritized populations; thus, paralleling components of success in
HIV/AIDS treatment22, 26, 27.
Further, the HIV/AIDS epidemic enforced the necessity of harm reduction rather
than elimination, which has been consistent in COVID-19 messaging28, 29. As the COVID-19
virus was widely disseminated globally, scientists vehemently stated that social distancing,
masking, and eventually vaccination would be essential to a reduction in COVID-19
infection3, 22, 30. Similarly, pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), safe sex practices, and a cessation
in illicit drug usage have been publicized to society as necessary measures to reduce the burden
of HIV/AIDS29. Healthcare professionals have been realistic in affirming that while PrEP and
safer sex practices will not completely eliminate HIV/AIDS, it would be sufficient in reducing
the impact that HIV/AIDS has had globally, and the number of those that perish due to the
virus29, 31. With this, messaging pertaining to the COVID-19 vaccinations has been explicit
in stating that while the vaccines will not completely eradicate COVID-19 (with none of the
viruses have 100% efficacy), they will reduce (along with other mitigation measures like masking
and physical distancing) the burden of the disease and the related deaths6, 7.
Global collaborations have been pivotal in managing the HIV/AIDS epidemic,
and the same can be said for COVID-19 management32, 33. Historically, knowledge in HIV/
AIDS treatment, testing, and other related measures have consisted of global task forces, with
positions held by various global health leaders20. These task forces have resulted in the creation
of treatment algorithms, innovative approaches to HIV/AIDS drug therapy resistance testing,
and the concerted communication measures to increase the identification of people living with
HIV (PLWH)32, 33. The same can be said about the global response to COVID-19, if not in a
more organized and intense manner. As COVID-19 swept through the continents and claimed
the lives of millions, task forces were created to develop responsive immunizations, testing
procedures, and antivirals targeted against SARS-COV-2. In respect to the vaccines, success of
therapy was shared inter-region amongst the scientific community. Notably, drug companies
such as Merck and Janssen joined forces to ensure the quick manufacturing and delivery
of Janssen’s, Ad26.COV2.S, vaccine; indicating that external collaboration amongst drug
companies for global health’s greater good, is a true possibility34.
Perhaps most importantly, the HIV/AIDS epidemic emphasized the importance of
healthcare multidisciplinary collaboration in delivering optimal patient care21, 22. To this point,
the American Academy of HIV/AIDS Medicine offers HIV/AIDS specialist credentialing
to various disciplines including medicine, nursing, and pharmacy35. Of note, each discipline
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has a very distinct role in ensuring that each HIV/AIDS positive patient is well managed36.
Mirroring this model of multiple disciplines being essential to care; it has been very clear that
the adequate management of each COVID-19 patient requires teamwork and collaborative
relationships21, 22. These relationships encompass many disciplines including, but not limited to
physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and respiratory therapists. Additionally, a trusting relationship
with each healthcare professional involved in care has been shown to be essential in overcoming
the COVID-19 pandemic, paralleling the utility shown through established trusting patientprovider relationships in HIV/AIDS management24, 25. The trusting relationships are imperative
to addressing and overcoming the decades of medical mistreatment, which have inevitably
resulted in the healthcare hesitancy observed amongst minoritized groups.
While HIV/AIDS has provided a strong infrastructure to guide COVID-19
management, it is important to acknowledge that there is a clear difference in the amplification
and allocation of funding, scientific talent, engagement of specific community figures, and
overall priority when comparing the two37. When considering funding, the United States
has spent over 19 billion dollars towards the acquisition of COVID-19 vaccines from several
pharmaceutical companies. Most notable was the collaboration of the sharing of scientific data
between the pharmaceutical companies34. In HIV/AIDS, the same cannot be said. Currently,
there is a lack in evidence attesting to the sharing of findings when considering the development
of novel agents to aid in HIV/AIDS management (NNRTIs, fusion inhibitors). This includes
even the knowledge of the pathogenesis of each virus, the genome of COVID-19 was at once
shared amongst the continents, but this was not the case with HIV/AIDS38. Although it can
be said that COVID-19 is widely and rapidly spread, and has quickly claimed the lives of
millions globally, which in turn was the catalyst for novel and innovative approaches; it cannot
be understated that HIV/AIDS, in 2020, was causative of over 500,000 global deaths, with this
number rising steadily14. This begs the question of whether the populations majorly affected
(Black, Latino, Native American, men who have sex with men) has contributed to the HIV/
AIDS epidemic’s comparable, unhurried response.
Notably, faith leaders, specifically those of minoritized groups, have been amongst the
most influential in calling into action COVID-19 testing amongst these populations, and in
encouraging their community members to be vaccinated against the virus21, 22. The faith leaders
have been intentional in creating and promoting collaborative relationships with scientists and
healthcare professionals, to increase their community’s access to evidence-based information
regarding the vaccine and the virus. This is of high importance, as religion is heavily engrained in
the foundation of the US. Nevertheless, HIV/AIDS has been described as a disease with major
prominence in the homosexual community, thus, not given major emphasis in the religious
setting. Considering the impact that faith leaders have in minoritized communities, translating
their methods for combatting COVID-19, to overcoming HIV/AIDS would be significant.
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The Road Ahead
The following recommendations are born out of the lessons learned from COVID
that can be applied to the AIDS epidemic:
1. Invest in pandemic preparedness:
The lack of investment in pandemic preparedness was evident in the government’s
response to the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Stockpiles were not
maintained, and preparedness taskforce and experts were disbanded. State officials
competed with and against each other for scarce resources from personnel to personal
protective equipment and medical supplies. Science and scientists were marginalized,
and the country’s health was being wagered against its economy. Listening to the
experience of infectious disease experts, researchers working in HIV/AIDS and public
health officials, however, were invaluable.
2. Increase Funding and Expand Funding Sources:
Continued financial investment in HIV/AIDS research and HIV/AIDS vaccine more
specifically must be prioritized. Funding sources for HIV/AIDS research needs to be
expanded to include more public-private partnerships. Funding from philanthropists
such as Bill and Melinda Gates have been pivotal in expanding care to areas of the
world most affected by the AIDS epidemic, but more support is needed.
3. Collaboration/Partnerships:
Few pharmaceutical companies are actively involved in the quest for a vaccine against
HIV/AIDS. The government invested financially in the quest for a COVID vaccine
by providing funds for research and development and pre-purchased said products. In
that environment there were many manufacturers who joined the vaccine marketplace
as barriers to development were removed. Sharing of scientific information and
collaboration between vaccine manufacturers occurred at levels previously not seen.
Information about the spike protein was shared among manufacturers and the collective
and collaborative effort was unprecedented leading to two vaccines being available to
the public in less than one year. A global research agenda where researchers strategically
work together as a team sharing information to develop a specific vaccine before moving
on to another would help in making more vaccines being available. During the pandemic
there were at least 70 vaccine candidates being studied across the globe39. With that level
of focus, significant progress was made but it came at a cost. Work on diseases such as
HIV/AIDS were put on hold or their momentum slowed40. Some patients living with
HIV (PLWH) had their care interrupted as supply chains were impacted by COVID.
In-person visits were often limited and some patients afraid of exposure to the SARS
CoV-2 virus declined to access care in health facilities. Vaccines are not a business priority
of most drug manufacturers, in part due to the litigious US environment and vaccine
hesitancy among the public. The World Health Organization (WHO) identified
vaccine hesitancy as a global health threat prior to the SARs CoV-2 pandemic41. The
government must continue to explore ways to incentivize the research and development
needed while employing best practices to address vaccine hesitancy.
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4. Invest in Innovation:
Understandably, the failure to develop a HIV vaccine after more than 30 years may be
a deterrent for young scientists, but to some it may simply be a challenge to conquer.
Funding drove innovation for the COVID vaccines and if expanded to HIV could
also drive innovation in the quest for a vaccine against HIV. Such work requires
advanced technologies, improved understanding of the science about the virus and
its actions and brilliant minds. Given the slow progress made towards creating a HIV
vaccine, new scientists will need to be incentivized to join or to remain in the fight.
5. Globalization vs Nationalism:
Recognizing the inter-connectedness of our world through travel, public health
officials and governments must seek to support the “least of these” because we are only
as strong as the country with the weakest health infrastructure. If the health of any
country is threatened, we all are threatened with disease and death. sub-Saharan Africa
bears the highest burden of disease and without global assistance and an integrated
approach, combating the spread of HIV/AIDS is likely to fail42. The Global Fund
is a partnership that seeks to end AIDS, tuberculosis(TB) and malaria epidemics43.
This fund project that due to the impact of COVID-19 on vulnerable countries and
communities, progress made in AIDS, TB and malaria are being rolled-back. They
estimate that in sub-Saharan Africa there will be an increase in AIDS related deaths to
levels seen back in 2008. The wiping out of 10 years of progress is due to the treatment
interruption for as much as six months during the COVID-19 pandemic44.
6. Embrace diversity:
A diverse workforce and research team will drive innovation and expand the scope
of the research. Members of minoritized communities will bring a perspective and a
focus to areas of research that is not likely to be seen by others. The notion that Black
persons are vaccine hesitant due to historic research atrocities such as the infamous
Tuskegee Syphilis Trial is not a free pass to avoid recruitment of Black individuals to
clinical trials. The atrocities were real and there is hesitancy but as Moderna® showed
in their trial; Black people will enroll; but it requires more effort on the part of the
researchers and recruiters to make it a priority.
7. Policy Equity:
The policies that regulate the pharmaceutical industry and the availability of novel
agents will need to be formulated with the consideration of socioeconomic factors
and contributors. With the consideration that minoritized individuals are more likely
to have less access to innovative drug therapies due to systemic racism, policies, and
monetary resources; pharmaceutical companies will need to reevaluate their pricing
mechanisms. Additionally, federal, state, and local drug administration authorities
must mandate that there is affordability of and accessibility to the medications by the
public. The distribution of free COVID-19 vaccines serves as a template.
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Conclusion
It is imperative that the lessons, knowledge, and tools gained from navigating the
COVID-19 pandemic be applied to combating the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Furthermore, we
must align our ethical behaviors and morals to adequately define and address the HIV/AIDS
crisis as the pandemic that it is. This begins with the global dedication of more novel therapies,
including a suitable vaccine, to combat the virus. To this, Moderna® has taken a lead role in
HIV vaccine rollout, with their pilot mRNA vaccine human trial45. Nevertheless, this lone
study should not be a stopping point for investigation. With that, there must be a diverse,
inclusive, and equitable approach in terms of the study investigators and participants enrolled.
Additionally, the study protocols and results should be transparent and evaluated by a diverse
panel of informed science and medical professionals. Also, should the vaccine prove to be
effective, the equitable availability and affordability of the vaccine to those individuals that are
heavily represented amongst those infected, is of extreme importance. It is essential, irrespective
of impact designation (epidemic vs pandemic), that combating the HIV/AIDS epidemic be met
with the same fervor and innovation as the COVID-19 pandemic.
Table 1.
Table 1.

CHARACTERISTIC
Classification
Cause
Pathogen

AIDS
Epidemic
Virus
Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV/AIDS)

Vaccine availability
Discovery (1st cases)
Effective treatments
Prevention

No
1981
Yes
Condoms, PrEP

Primary Transmission
Susceptible persons

COVID-19
Pandemic
Virus
Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2)
Yes
2019
Limited
Social distancing, mask-wearing,
hand hygiene, vaccines
Respiratory
Everyone

Blood and Body Fluid, IVDU
MSM, multiple sex partners,
IVDU, Maternal fetal transmission,
heterosexual contact
Highest disease burden Black, Hispanic, MSM,
Black, Hispanic, Older persons,
Immunocompromised
Country/region with most Sub-Sahara Africa
United States of America
cases
Funding
Government and Bill & Melinda Government, Bill & Melinda Gates
Gates Foundation
Foundation
Private Enterprise
Statistics
75.5 M infected
124 M cases
2.7M deaths
32.7 M dead
[38 years]
[15 months]
Cure
No (chronic infection)
Yes (acute +/- chronic state)
Virus integrates into host DNA

Included in Table 1 is a comparison of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the COVID-19 pandemic
*IVDU= Intravenous drug use HIV/AIDS= Human Immunodeficiency virus COVID-19 = Coronavirus disease
PrEP= Pre-exposure, MSM= Men who have sex with men*
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Abstract
The Black community is currently battling two pandemics, one is HIV, and the other is
COVID-19. Similarly, as with HIV, COVID-19 has shone a spotlight on our healthcare
system’s structural failings and revealed the disproportionate impact on the Black community,
particularly Black women. Black women accounted for the largest proportion of new HIV
diagnoses (58 %) among all women in 2018 and represented about one-quarter of new HIV
diagnoses among all Black Americans. Additionally, Black women’s exposure to an abundance of
misinformation about the COVID-19 infection resulted in an increased risk of complications
and death from the COVID-19 virus compared to other racial and ethnic groups.
Factors that increase HIV transmission risks for Black women include living in poverty,
intimate partner violence, and stigma associated with HIV. Moreover, environmental, physical,
cultural, financial, social, and psychological barriers are identified as unique challenges for this
population’s cohort. After being diagnosed with HIV, Black often were unable to access quality
HIV care. Access and retention in care are tantamount to the overall well-being of women who
are HIV positive.
Frequently healthcare providers may attempt to engage and retain patients using only clinical
measures. Our non-clinical intervention, The Evolution of Dignity, supports medical outcomes
by creating a process that empowers women to motivate themselves toward improved health
outcomes while ensuring their engagement and retention in care. Thus, by implementing
our comprehensive intervention, all of the necessary elements contributing and promoting
improved service utilization and medical adherence are integrated.
Keywords: HIV, Black women living with HIV, COVID-19, Healthcare, Intervention

Introduction
Like HIV the COVID-19 pandemic has shone a spotlight on our healthcare system’s
structural failings and revealed the disproportionate impact on the Black community, particularly
Black women. Black women who are HIV positive are often challenged by circumstances that
result in an inability to access care which is tantamount to their overall well-being.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), (2020), more
than 7,000 women received an HIV diagnosis in the United States. Black women accounted for
the largest proportion of new HIV diagnoses (58%) among all women in 2018 (CDC, 2020).
The rate of new diagnoses among Black women is 14 times the rate among white women. Black
women also represented about one quarter (26%) of new HIV diagnoses among all Blacks in
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2018 (CDC, 2020). Notably, the rate of new infections among Black women has decreased over
time, the decline has plateaued in recent years (Ojikutu & Mayer 2021).
Recent epidemiological data show that Black communities are being
disproportionately impacted by COVID-19, resulting in higher morbidity and mortality rates
compared to other racial and ethnic groups. For Black women in particular, a long-standing
history of systemic racism and marginalization has resulted in increased vulnerability and
susceptibility to certain adverse health outcomes. (Chandler, 2021).
As with HIV, the advent of COVID-19 underscores the enduring connection
between systemic racism and health. Initially information circulated that people with HIV who
were on effective treatment were not at greater risk of contracting COVID-19 (Cole, 2020).
Nevertheless, Black women were more likely to suffer from pre-existing health conditions that
exacerbates their vulnerability to COVID-19. These pre-existing conditions, coupled with
a myriad of health disparities and inequities experienced by Black women living with HIV,
profoundly impacted their ability to maintain positive health outcomes.

Background
The unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the marginalization,
stigma, health disparities, and structural racism that was already crippling Black communities
(Nydegger & Hill, 2020). Black Americans experience worse health outcomes, decreased
access to healthcare, and lower quality healthcare across various diseases and conditions than
other races (Ford, 2017). Clear overlaps exist between the COVID-19 pandemic and the HIV
epidemic. Across the United States, the number of COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and
deaths among Black people are considerably overrepresented compared to population density
(Artiga et al., 2020); Garg et al., 2020). Similarly, as HIV rates decline overall nationally, rates in
the South remain alarming because vulnerable communities, particularly those of color, endure
a disproportionate burden of HIV (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2005; Fleming
et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2020).
Disparities in health in America have been documented since the early 20th century.
W.E.B. Dubois first observed racial and ethnic inequalities in health in 1906 (Dubois, 2003).
Despite decades of awareness, most of the gaps in life expectancy and disease incidence between
racial and ethnic groups have remained the same, while in some they have even widened. It is
estimated that 83,000 deaths occur each year as a result of racial and ethnic health disparities
(Satcher, et al., 2005).
Smedley, et al. (2003) in the Institute of Medicine’s report Unequal Treatment:
Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care, discussed tracing the dimensions of
racial health disparities in the United States. In addition to having higher rates of morbidity
and mortality diabetes, cardiovascular disease and HIV/AIDS, health care received by Black
Americans was of lower quality and more difficult to access than that received by Whites
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(Smedley, et al., 2003). Black women are much more likely to have higher rates of diseases and
disabilities and have shorter life spans. It is essential that HIV/AIDS must not be relegated to
the litany of other health disparities that continues to jeopardize the health and longevity of
Black women living with and vulnerable to HIV.
Problem/Challenge
According to Randolph, et al., (2020) mistrust in the U.S. health care system,
grounded in perceived structural racism, is a key factor preventing Black women from seeking
out HIV prevention and treatment services. For many Black women, their own health is not
a priority when choosing between taking care of themselves and their families. Black women
living with HIV often times sacrifice their own health and well-being by ignoring their unmet
healthcare needs.
For the Black woman living with HIV there is an overwhelming sense of being
seen as invisible to their care providers, and the disregard of their lived circumstances is
often overlooked or not considered outside of their viral load. Given the challenges that
HIV introduces to the newly diagnosed woman at access points to care, creates a significant
opportunity for the HIV service-provider to consider interpersonal concerns faced by these
individuals regarding HIV care and treatment.
Black Woman Living with HIV and the Provider
To serve Black women who historically have been disproportionally impacted by
HIV/AIDS and now COVID 19, it is critical to start with providers working to build trust and
nurture dignity through each encounter to offer the services. Thus, Jacobson (2009, p.1) argued
that “actions taken to respect, protect, and fulfill human rights promote dignity, while those that
violate human rights also violate dignity.” To establish a mutual bond between the Black woman
living with HIV and her provider, requires time to build trust and understanding. In such, a
mutual relationship is not limited to discussions of adherence to medication.
Every encounter between the provider and the patient should lead towards building of
a respectful relationship that nurtures the Black woman living with HIV dignity and dissolves
the traditional one-sided hierarchical walls often found in healthcare systems. Additionally, the
inclusion of non-clinical protocols are essential to the goal of better healthcare outcomes for
Black women living with HIV. In order for these women to fully engage in their care it is critical
that they believe their providers understand and respect their values and culture. Thus, the
provider begins to foster the human-rights and dignity of the Black women living with HIV.
Access to care for Black women living with HIV was as unpredictable as a “roll” of the
dice. The women often admitted their lives were chaotic and managing multiple medical care
appointments were difficult. These women often felt invisible and found it difficult to engage in
care because of logistical and structural barriers and service delivery models that are often highly
centralized. Evidence suggests that larger investments in decentralized HIV services may hold
significant benefits to both the cost and better health outcomes (Rochat, et al. , 2011).
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The healthcare system’s failure prompted us to create a comprehensive, culturally
competent, coordinated system of care to address the service fragmentation. The goal was to
expand access points to reduce barriers to care and further increase the engagement and retention
of Black women living with HIV. Thus, we introduced a family-centered care approach.
Family Centered Care Approach
Central to any definition of family-centered care is the concept of partnerships
between consumers and providers of health care. Family-centered care is described as “an
approach to health care that offers a new way of thinking about the relationships between families
and health care providers.” Specifically, family-centered care is an approach to the planning,
delivery, and evaluation of care that is governed by mutually beneficial partnerships between the
providers and consumers of health care ( Johnson, et al., 2008).
The role of service providers is not to “fix” the family. Rather, the service providers’
responsibility is to address the whole family system and assist members in developing the
communication, power, boundaries, roles, flexibility, and cohesion they need to create a healthy
family ecosystem (Werner, et al., 2007). Thus, the key to developing rapport is flexibility of
behavior and the desire to step into someone else’s world. It’s not about how many family
members you can tell what to do, it’s about how many family members you can understand
empower and motivate (Comaford, 2013). By implementing a family-centered care approach
and creating our non-clinical intervention Evolution of Dignity (EOD) it allowed us to
decentralize our traditional HIV healthcare delivery-system which was cost-effective and
beneficial to the health outcomes of the Black women living with HIV.
Non-clinical intervention
The relationship between care team providers and Black women living with HIV must
be nurtured. Therefore, the intent for designing an appropriate non-clinical intervention was to
mitigate the systems barriers which prevented these women from achieving their best healthcare
outcomes. The non-clinical intervention, EOD, supports medical outcomes by creating a process
that empowers women to motivate themselves toward becoming active partners in their care.

HIV/AIDS and COVID-19

Literature Review

The history of the AIDS epidemic in the U.S. is exacerbated by racism, bias, and
discrimination resulting in disparities in access to care, treatment, and prevention for Black
women at risk of HIV/AIDS. Structural racism, not race, is the true driver of health inequities
and poor health outcomes among this cohort of the population. Reducing the racial disparity in
HIV will require interventions that address structural and social factors, including lack of access
to quality health care.
The initial public health response on HIV/AIDS was not focused on Black
communities in most of the country, despite evidence of an emerging epidemic. Thus, leaving
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a segment of the population ignorant in its understanding of the virus, its spread, and its
potentially devastating impact on Black America.
The HIV/AIDS epidemic presents a much different challenge than the one faced at
its initial appearance 40 years ago. According to the CDC, forty-eight women died from AIDS
from 1980-1981. Based on the epidemiological data since then, it can be concluded that these
women were, most likely women of color, specifically Black women between the ages of 15
and 44 years (Zierler & Kreiger, 1997). By 2004, HIV became the leading cause of death for
Black women between the ages of 25-44 (Kaiser Foundation, 2007). In 2005, the rate of AIDS
diagnoses for Black women became 20 times that of the rate for White women (Gavett, 2012).
In 2018 the highest rates of diagnoses of HIV infection among Black women were in the South
(CDC, 2020).
According to the CDC, the rate of new infections among Black women has decreased
over time, however this decline has plateaued in recent years. As we enter the 4th decade of
the epidemic, Black women continue to be disproportionately affected by HIV. The majority
of new HIV infections, showing the greatest prevalence, and the highest rates of HIV-related
deaths were among Black women living with HIV in the U.S., despite making up less than 15%
of the female population (CDC, 2020).
Harvard University researchers, Rushovich’s et al., (2021) study shows that Black
women are dying from COVID-19 at significantly higher rates than white men. Key findings
of the study include Black women have COVID-19 mortality rates that are almost 4 times
higher than that of white men and three times higher than that of Asian men, as well as higher
than white and Asian women. The disparity in mortality rates between Black women and white
women is over three times the disparity between white men and white women.
The study is the first to quantify the inequities in COVID-19 mortality looking at
both race and sex group. It is well understood that racism and social inequities, not genetics, are
responsible for racial disparities in COVID-19 mortality. The Harvard researchers’ findings
challenge the focus of biology as an explanation for sex differences in COVID-19 mortality.
Thus, the researchers argue that societal factors related to gender in combination with racism
and socioeconomic status are also important explanatory factors.
Family-Centered Care and Dignity
Family-centered approaches represent the most appropriate and cost-effective models
for responding to the challenge of HIV prevention, treatment, and care in poorly resourced
settings. Leeper, et al. (2010) posit that data from family-centered care sites suggest that this
model is an effective tool for recruiting Black women living with HIV, preventing mother to
child transmission, supporting patient adherence and clinic attendance, and improving clinical
outcomes. Family-centered care is an approach to the planning, delivery, and evaluation of care
that is governed by mutually beneficial partnerships between the providers and consumers of
health care (Smedley, et al., 2003). Family-centered care based on a bio-psychosocial systems
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approach: the primary focus of health care is the client in the context of their family (Shelton,
et al., 1987).
Family-centered care is a comprehensive strategy that addresses the biopsychosocial
nature of HIV. It is a highly individualized, gender-responsive approach treatment of HIV for
women. Gender-responsive treatment is predicated on the distinctive characteristics of the
female physiology and women’s roles, socialization, experiences, and relative status in the larger
culture (Werner et al., 2007).
Gender-responsive treatment is trauma informed, strengths based, and relational (Grella,
2004). For treatment to be responsive for women also requires that the focus of treatment is
organized around maintaining affiliations and creating healthy connections to others, especially
other family members (Werner et al., 2007). Such treatment provides a full range of services to
address the array of problems associated with HIV prevention, care, and treatment.
See me before you attempt to treat me is the sentiment of many Black women in
healthcare settings. At the very least, healthcare professionals must extend the courtesy of
listening to the patient before concluding that the answer rests solely with the provider without
the patient’s input. Furthermore, an individual’s dignity is manifested in such things as selfrespect and self-value. Clearly, dignity is fragile and can be dishonored or eroded, especially in
established hierarchical settings, like healthcare facilities. Jacobson (2009) suggest that there is
an established hierarchy in healthcare settings in which the provider and patient are not seen as
partners in the patient’s care.
Furthermore, Jawad (2020) agreed with the researchers’ findings and suggested that
an additional pre-existing condition rarely discussed in healthcare is racial inequality. Such
an omission may reveal a lack of understanding of the contributing factors to poorer health
outcomes for Black women living with HIV. Many minority groups could not follow universal
policies such as social distancing during the pandemic due to living in densely populated areas
( Jawad, 2020). Similar issues regarding housing and access to affordable healthcare were also
problematic for Black women living with HIV. These women are often the working poor who
are also underinsured and live in inadequate housing conditions.
Therefore, Jacobson (2009) contended that dignity abuses could be connected to
inequalities rooted in social influences. Schmidt, Trappenburg, and Tonkens (2020) agree with
Jacobson (2009), suggesting that socially marginalized groups have contributing factors such as
sicknesses, drug abuse, or poverty, increasing the risk of dignity abuse. Still, dignity can evolve if
nurtured. If both providers and Black women living with HIV seek to understand, empathize,
and work to build trust, dignity can be built ( Jacobson, 2009).

Evolution of Dignity Intervention
The non-clinical intervention, The Evolution of Dignity, supports clinical outcomes
by creating a process that empowers women to motivate themselves toward improved health
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outcomes while ensuring their engagement and retention in care. Thus, by implementing
our comprehensive intervention, all of the necessary elements contributing and promoting
improved service utilization and medical adherence are integrated.
The Evolution of Dignity Change Model
While designing the Evolution of Dignity intervention (EOD) a review of the
following models were used to develop the framework for our intervention. The Cycle of
Change (Prochaska, DiClemente, & Norcross, 1993); The Multicultural Organizational
Development Model ( Jackson & Holvino, 1988); and (Chronic Care Model (Glasgow, et al.,
2001). The five phases of the EOD intervention focused on establishing and arranging clear
ways to develop the relationship between the collaborative care team and the woman. The
model also provided a process to making the system changes necessary by breaking down the
intervention into organized phases. The collaborative care team consisting of Black women
living with HIV, and clinical and non-clinical providers were charged with spearheading the
systems changes.
Phases of the Evolution of Dignity Intervention
Phase 1: Integration of Service (4 months): During the initial assessment of the healthcare
system, multiple issues were identified that hindered easy access to care. The team
identified strategies to integrate both the clinical and non-clinical services to create
greater access points. The team balanced two tasks, one was to address system barriers
and the other was to gain buy-in from the stakeholders. A project manager was
assigned to ensure that team remained focused on the established targets.
Phase 2: Service Readiness (5 months): A facilitated strategic process by which providers,
Black women living with HIV, and other stakeholders identified an appropriate
change concept. The process for service integration was streamlined, to address
structural and cultural barriers that were inclusive of empowerment training for the
Black women living with HIV.
Phase 3: Pilot Design and Planning (3 months): Planning focused on the integration
of clinical and non-clinical services. A Plan Do Study Act (PDSA) process was
implemented to monitor the EOD intervention. The result of this phase was the
initial pilot test for a one day per week integration of clinic and non-clinical services.
Phase 4: Implementation (3 months): The findings from the PDSA process provided insight
to the collaborative care team on what to adjust and where to monitor improvements
of the EOD intervention. To operationalize the EOD intervention, team members
prepared a weekly report to summarize their work.
Phase 5: Sustainability: (On-going): Continuous assessment and evaluation occurred
throughout all phases of the EOD intervention process by using a PDSA framework.
Service and sustainability decisions continued based on lessons learned from the pilot.
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Figure 1

Figure 1.

Findings of the Intervention
The Evolution of Dignity (EOD) intervention contributed to the improved
engagement and retention of Black women living with HIV in care. Designed as a non-clinical
intervention, the EOD consisted of five phases adapted from the models listed above. The EOD
intervention created a process that supported, empowered, and motivated Black women living
with HIV towards improved health outcomes.
The EOD intervention featured a comprehensive, coordinated culturally competent
family-centered care approached in the design that addressed the lived experience of Black
women living with HIV which encouraged trusted relationships between the women and
providers that nurtured dignity. Finally, the EOD endorsed the decentralization of traditional
healthcare delivery systems and limited access to care barriers.

Discussion
Dignity matters. Black women are often subject to discrimination when accessing
healthcare. Respecting the human rights of Black women seeking care is critical for better
health outcomes. This is particularly true for Black women living with HIV. A growing body
of literature suggests that discrimination against Black women living with HIV in health care
settings may be especially harmful to their overall health and well-being (Rice, et al., 2019). The
healthcare system ignores the values, culture, and the lived experiences of Black women living
with HIV leading to the women often feeling diminished. Those feelings result in the women’s
lack of engagement in their HIV care and treatment that is essential for sustaining their lives.
The paper’s intent is to convey that service delivery systems created without the input
of Black women living with HIV/AIDS impedes efforts to reverse the course of the HIV/AIDS
epidemic in this population and further exacerbates this public health crisis. It also examines
how structural racism, health inequities, race, class, and gender shape how healthcare is offered
and delivered in this country.
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We looked beyond existing service delivery systems and proposed an intervention
EOD that features a comprehensive, coordinated, culturally competent family-centered care
approached in the design and takes into account the lived experience of Black women living
with HIV/AIDS. The purpose of the intervention was to encourage trusted relationships
between the women and providers that nurtured dignity. Another purpose of the EOD was to
decentralize traditional healthcare delivery systems that limited access to care for Black women
living with HIV.
The work we embarked upon in designing the EOD was part of our commitment to
ensuring that Black women living with HIV had long, healthy, and productive lives. We believed
that the relationship between the women and their providers was essential to their survival
and wanted to create a process which provided them with an “active” voice in their health care
decisions. We anticipated that creating service delivery systems that were responsive to Black
women living with HIV would inform their providers on how to better treat them based on
their culture and lived experience. Though our model may have limitations more research is
needed in this area.

Lessons Learned
The lessons learned have national implications, as they set forth promising strategies.
By implementing the Evolution of Dignity intervention, we learned three significant lessons
that will assist healthcare leaders in being more mindful of the importance of dignity for all
patients accessing healthcare and specifically about Black women living with HIV. These keys
steps are only a starting point in retaining Black women living with HIV in healthcare and the
beginning of the evolution of dignity for this population.
1. Seize the opportunity to listen. When working with Black women living with HIV,
it is crucial to understand that they balance a variety of family demands that often
prevent them from prioritizing their care. It does not suggest that the women do not
care about their health. First, Black woman living with HIV need to share their issues
with a provider in the healthcare system regarding their care. Second, there must be a
mechanism in place to address the women’s non-clinical needs. Finally, the women will
be able to focus on adherence to her medical regimen.
2. Build trusting relationships. Take small steps to build trust between the Black woman
living with HIV and her providers. Understand that all parties need to recognize that
they are on the same team, with the same objective: the woman’s best health outcomes.
Here’s the thing, when we all are more flexible, we are capable of achieving trust
between all parties. Establish appropriate boundaries. Dissolve inflated impenetrable
walls of hierarchies that may hinder the woman from being honest. Mutual trust
beginning with good communication, must be a priority.
3. Make the system work. Send signals to the Black women living with HIV they are
important by creating healthcare systems that work for their needs, not the other way
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around. Healthcare systems serving Black women must be built to assist the women
in remaining in care. So often, leaders responsible for healthcare systems overlook this
critical step.

Conclusion and Policy Implications
Many of the existing HIV/ AIDS policies and interventions fail to respond to
Black women’s needs and realities, and therefore fail to significantly reduce their HIV risk
and vulnerabilities. Since the beginning of the epidemic in the United States 40 years ago,
Black women living with and at risk for HIV/AIDS have not only confronted the disease but
continue to face many related obstacles. Their race, class, gender, economic and political status
in society causes them to have the least access to resources and benefits which can significantly
improve their lives (Albertyn, 2000).
The available evidence on race, class, gender inequities within relationships, the
workplace, the economy, and political structures confirm that Black women are more vulnerable
than other groups of women to HIV/AIDS. Though the data clearly reveal that Black women
are disproportionately affected by this disease, there are very few HIV/AIDS-related policies
that specifically focus on the needs of Black women as a group.
Black women have been ignored in the HIV/AIDS epidemic far too long, being
invited to the political table long after agendas have been set and policy decisions have been
made. This practice perpetuates the belief that participation in the HIV/AIDS policy decisionmaking process is a privilege rather than a “right.” The political engagement and leadership of
Black women living with and vulnerable to HIV/AIDS is an essential component of an effective
and comprehensive national response to the epidemic in this country. Influencing mechanisms
and processes by which Black women living with and vulnerable to HIV/AIDS become
integral actors in determining federal, state, and local HIV policies hold significant promise for
transforming the infection rates in this population.
As with HIV, Black Americans have some of the highest COVID-19 infection rates
(Godoy &Wood, 2020). For Black women living with HIV, COVID-19 is particularly lifethreatening. Obinna (2021) submits that bold interventions must be taken in order to protect
those most vulnerable to COVID-19. Moreover, the effects of COVID-19 have exposed harsh
truths about health inequities in our healthcare systems. These truths reveal that historical
practices of racial exclusion and discrimination have contributed to race-based disparities in
health. Addressing the spread of COVID-19 must include a closer examination of the legacies
of discrimination which have shaped Black communities in the U.S. (Obinna, 2021).
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Abstract
Black women in the United States continue to be disproportionately affected by HIV. HIV
testing is an important preventative step in the HIV continuum of care, however there is
little known about HIV testing among these groups. Therefore, the purpose of this study is
to examine the HIV testing behaviors of Black transgender women and explore differences
in predictors of HIV testing among Black cisgender and transgender women. This study
uses secondary data from the 2014-2017 modules of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance
System. Analyses included multiple hierarchical regression. There are no major differences in
HIV testing between Black cisgender and transgender women. A number of sociodemographic
characteristics have been shown to predict HIV testing among Black cisgender women, but only
employment status and age were significant predictors of HIV testing among Black transgender
women. A moderation analyses suggested that gender identity significantly moderates the
association between employment status and HIV testing such that the relationship between
employment status and receiving an HIV test differs by gender identity. The findings of this
study highlight nuances in HIV testing among Black cisgender and transgender women that are
useful for improving HIV testing as a mode of HIV prevention. Overall, the findings contribute
to our understanding of HIV testing practices among Black cisgender and transgender women.
Keywords: HIV testing, Black women, transgender health
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Introduction
Current estimates suggest that one in seven transgender (hereafter, trans) women
have HIV (Becasen et al., 2018); it is suspected that the rates are even higher among Black
trans women (Bukowski et al., 2018), therefore, they are not receiving treatment and are
likely to continue to engage in risky sexual behaviors that further contributes to the increased
rates of HIV in the Black community. The prevalence of HIV/AIDS among Black women is
particularly alarming with Black women comprising 11% of all new HIV diagnoses and 60%
of HIV diagnoses among all American women (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
2018). In recent years, the rate of infection among Black women has declined but is still
significantly higher than other ethnicities (Bradley, 2019).
Trans women, women who were assigned male at birth but currently identify as
female, are considered to be high risk for HIV (Clements-Nolle et al., 2001) and are 34 times
more likely to acquire HIV in the United States relative to the general population (Baral et al.,
2013). Similar to trends among Black cisgender women-women who are assigned female at birth
and currently identify as female (hereafter, cis), Black trans women are more susceptible to HIV
infection. The literature suggests that of all racial, gender, and sexual minority groups, Black
trans women are among the most susceptible to HIV infections and diagnosis (Denson et al.,
2017; Herbst et al., 2008; Hwahng & Nuttbrock, 2007). Research attributes the high rates of
HIV among Black trans women to factors such as violence, limited access to care, stigma, high
levels of engagement in sex work, riskier sexual behavior, substance abuse and intravenous drug
use (De Santis, 2009; Wansom et al., n.d.).
The needs of trans communities are distinct and independent from those of other
groups, and thus require a separate analysis from the typical, dichotomous understanding of
gender (World Health Organization, 2014). Often times, research exploring HIV among trans
women has not been distinguished from findings on HIV among men who have sex with men
(MSM) (Frye et al., 2015; Golub & Gamarel, 2013; Muessig et al., 2014; Poteat et al., 2016).
HIV research that presents trans women and MSM in the same analysis leaves unanswered
whether trans women are at a uniquely higher risk of HIV. It is crucial to conduct HIV research
that focuses explicitly on trans women, as studies have demonstrated that discrimination,
stigma, and social oppression of individuals with marginalized identities may be a more
significant determinant HIV testing and acquisition than the aforementioned risk behaviors
(Peterson et al., 2014; Ransome et al., 2016).
HIV testing is an important step in prevention, yet there is a gap in the literature
concerning HIV testing among Black trans women. In the current study, we aim to describe
HIV testing behaviors among Black trans and cis women. Specifically, we examine whether rates
of HIV testing vary between Black trans and cis women and whether HIV risk is a particularly
strong predictor of HIV testing among these groups. The hypothesis that guides study is
informed by an intersectional framework which suggests that multiple social and political
identities overlap or intersect to create different forms of advantages or oppression (Crenshaw,
1990). Therefore, we hypothesize 1) Black trans women will be less likely to receive an HIV
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test than Black cis women, 2) both cis and trans women who engage in high risk behaviors will
be less likely to receive an HIV test, and 3) the relationship between the statistically significant
sociodemographic predictors and HIV testing will vary by gender identity.

Methods
This study used secondary data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System
(BRFSS) to examine HIV testing behaviors, the association between sociodemographic factors
and HIV testing, and the association between high-risk behaviors and HIV testing among
Black cis and trans women. This study received approval from the Institutional Review Board at
[redacted for review]

Sample
The sample for this study was constructed from participants in the CDC’s 20142017 BRFSS modules, a national telephone survey that assesses health risk in the United
States. The 2014-2017 BRFSS modules were administered to non-institutionalized adults (i.e.,
age ≥ 18) in the United States. Across all four years, there were 1,842,439 participants in the
BRFSS modules. Participants were contacted via cell phone and landlines. Disproportionate
stratified sampling was used for landline samples and simple random sampling was used for
cellular samples. The median response rate for cellphones and landlines 2014-2017 was 46.13%
across all states. More information about the methodology of the BRFSS can be found on the
BRFSS website (CDC, n.d.). Only self-identified Black women were selected for this study (n =
36,056). A subpopulation of trans women (n =170) was drawn to examine the odds of a lifetime
HIV test and associated sociodemographic factors among Black trans women alone.

Measures and Variables
The data for this study focused on sociodemographic characteristics, gender identity,
HIV risk, and HIV testing behaviors. Our outcome variable, HIV testing behaviors, is defined
as whether or not one has ever received an HIV test. Receiving an HIV test was assessed by one
item that assesses if the participant had ever been tested for HIV (yes/no). For gender identity,
we created an indicator based on one’s reported sex and gender identity. Participants who
identified as female and not transgender received a 0 and participants who identified as female
and transgender received a 1. Sociodemographic variables included age, education, income,
marital status, employment status, having a primary care provider, receiving delayed healthcare,
having health insurance, and metropolitan status. Age was categorized into three groups (i.e.,
18-34 years, 35-49 years, 50 years or older).
Education was collapsed into two categories (high school or less, college or more).
Income level was defined categorically as less than $20,000, $20,000-$49,999, $50,000-$74,999,
and $75,000 or more. Categories for marital status included married/partnered, not married,
and widowed. Employment status was measured by four categories: employed, unemployed,
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retired, and other (i.e., students and home makers). Our indicator for having a primary care
provider, receiving delayed healthcare, and having health insurance were each set to 1 if the
participant responded yes and 0 if the participant responded no. Metropolitan status was
categorized as metropolitan, suburban, and non-metropolitan. HIV risk was assessed only in
2016 and 2017 by one item for which participants responded “yes” certain high-risk behaviors
and situations applied to them.

Data Analysis
We summarized participant demographics using weighted proportion descriptive
statistics. Hierarchical logistic regression analyses was used to identify the association between
the sociodemographic variables and HIV testing and to determine if whether or not the
statistically significant associations varied by gender identity. Results from the hierarchical
logistic regression models are presented as exponentiated odds ratios and 95% confidence
intervals. All analyses were completed using SPSS Version 25, and statistical significance was
established at α < .05.

Results
Sociodemographic Characteristics
Table 1 contains sociodemographic statistics of the analytic sample (N = 32,226).
Of that number, 99.5% (n = 36,056) were cis women and 0.5% (n = 170) identified as trans
women. The sample ranged in age from 18 to 80 years (M = 55.36, SD = 17.09). The majority
of the sample was married or partnered (56.3%). Approximately 35.1% of trans women had
completed college or more compared to 59.1% of cis women. Among trans women, 47.5% of
the sample had an income of $20,000 or less, compared to 28.4% of cis women with an income
level of $20,000 or less. Approximately 45.8% of the sample was employed, and 70.9% lived in a
metropolitan area.

Differences in HIV Testing Behaviors among Black Cis and Trans Women
The results indicated that 50% of trans women reported lifetime HIV testing
compared to 51.2% of cis women. There was no statistically significant difference in odds of
lifetime HIV testing between cis and trans women (see Table 2). Although Black trans women
had relatively higher odds of being tested for HIV compared to Black cis women, the results
did not suggest that Black trans women were significantly less likely to receive an HIV test as
hypothesized (AOR= 1.01, 95% CI= 0.69-1.47).
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Table 1.

Table 1. Sociodemographic
characteristics
of Black
women
by gender
identity.
Sociodemographic
characteristics
of Black
women
by gender
identity
Sociodemographic characteristic
Age
18-34 years
35-49 years
50+ years
Income
less than $20,000
$20,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000+
Education Level
High School or Less
College or More
Employment Status
Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Other
Marital Status
Married/Partnered
Not Married
Widowed
Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
Suburban
Non-metropolitan

Cis women
n (%)

Trans women n
(%)

Total sample
n (%)

6,109 (16.9)
7,517 (20.8)
22,420 (61.9)

37 (0.1)
24 (0.07)
109 (0.30)

6,146 (17.0)
7,551 (20.8)
22,529 (62.2%)

10,249 (28.3)
11,964 (33)
3,732 (10.3)
5,123 (14.1)

66 (0.18)
50 (0.14)
9 (0.02)
14 (0.04)

10,315 (33.1)
12,014 (38.5)
3,741 (12.0)
5,137 (16.5)

14,698 (40.6)
21,256 (58.7)

109 (0.30)
59 (0.16)

14,807 (40.9)
21,315 (58.8)

16,402 (45.3)
7,304 (20.2)
9,431 (26.0)
2,646 (7.3)

71 (0.20)
49 (0.14)
38 (0.10)
12 (0.03)

16,473 (45.8)
7,353 (20.5)
9,469 (26.3)
2,658 (7.4%)

10,635 (28.6)
19,320 (53.3)
5,855 (16.2)

51 (0.14)
93 (0.26)
24 (0.07)

10,686 (29.7)
19,413 (54.0)
5,879 (16.3)

15,367 (42.4)
3,122(8.6)
3,301 (9.1)

54 (0.15)
10 (0.03)
19 (0.05)

15,691 (70.9)
3,132 (14.1)
3,320 (15.0)

Differences Factors
in HIV Testing
Behaviors among Black Cis and Trans Women
Associated with HIV Testing among Black

The results indicated that 50% of trans women reported lifetime HIV testing compared to

Trans Women vs Black Cis Women

Table 2 shows adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for predictors of
HIV testing in the overall sample and stratified by
3 gender identity. All variables except gender
identity, income, unemployment, and health plan were statistically significant predictors of
HIV testing in the overall sample. For example, among Black women, those between the ages of
35 and 49 were almost one and one quarter times more likely to receive an HIV test compared
to those in the 18-34 age group (AOR: 1.24, 95% CI: 1.13, 1.35). However, Black women 50
years or older were significantly less likely to receive an HIV test (AOR: 0.30, 95% CI: 0.28,
0.33). Additionally, those who had a college education or more showed significantly differential
odds of receiving an HIV test (AOR: 1.38, 95% CI: 1.30, 1.46). Black women who were retired
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-1.80
0.30
0.93
2.44
-5.71**
1.74
4.50
-0.98
0.61
-3.54
0.91
1.55
2.21
1.13
15.09*

-(0.98, 1.14)
(0.35, 0.40)
(0.59, 0.73)
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-(1.22, 1.38)
(0.70, 0.83)
-(0.81, 0.97)
(0.56, 0.67)
(0.94, 1.14)
(1.15, 1.37)
(1.19, 1.48)
(1.65, 2.45)

-(0.68, 18.47)
(0.25, 3.33)
(0.39, 6.21)
(0.61, 7.99)
(0.25, 5.21)
(1.50, 151.82)

-(0.34, 2.83)
(0.15, 2.46)

-(1.71, 19.07)
(0.52, 5.87)
(0.63, 32.00)

-(0.41, 7.99)
(0.09, 1.05)
(0.56, 1.55)
(0.94, 6.37)

Black Transgender
Women
AOR
95% CI

-(1.13,1.35)
(0.28, 0.33)
(0.95, 1.01)
(1.30, 1.46)

95% CI

Black Cisgender Women

AOR
Gender Identity
Age
-18-34 years old
35-49 years old
1.23***
50 years or older
0.30***
Income
0.98
1.38***
Education
Employment Status
Employed
-Unemployed
1.06
Retired
0.37***
Other
0.65***
Marital Status
Married/Partnered
-Not Married
1.30***
Widowed
0.76***
Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
-Suburban
0.89**
Not Metropolitan
0.61***
Healthcare
1.03
Primary Care Provider
1.26***
Delayed Care
1.33***
HIV Risk
2.01***
Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p <.001

Predictor

Table
2. Regression
results
sociodemographic covariates
by by
gender.
Regression
results
for for
sociodemographic
covariates
gender

Table 2.

-(1.13, 1.35)
(0.28, 0.33)
(0.95, 1.01)
(1.30, 1.46)

95% CI
(0.69, 1.47)

-0.89*
0.61***
1.03
1.26***
1.33***
2.05***

-(0.81, 0.97)
(0.55, 0.67)
(0.94, 1.14)
(1.16, 1.38)
(1.19, 1.48)
(1.69, 2.50)

--1.30*** (1.22, 1.38)
0.76*** (0.70, 0.83)

--1.06
(0.99, 1.14)
0.38*** (0.35, 0.40)
0.66*** (0.59, 0.73)

-1.24***
0.30***
0.98
1.38***

AOR
1.01

Total
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(AOR: 0.38 95% CI: 0.35, 0.40), students or homemakers (AOR:0.66, 95% CI: 0.59, 0.73)
reported a significantly lower odds of receiving an HIV test compared to Black women who
were employed. Compared to Black women who were married or partnered, Black women
who were widowed were significantly less likely to receive an HIV test (AOR: 0.76, 95 %CI:
0.70, 0.83) while those who were not married were almost one- and one-half times more like
to receive an HIV test (AOR: 1.30, 95% CI: 1.22, 1.38) relative to married or partnered Black
women. Metropolitan status was a significant predictor in the overall sample such that those in
suburban (AOR:0.89, 95% CI: 0.81, 0.97) and other types of non-metropolitan areas (AOR:
0.61, 95% CI: 0.55, 0.67) are significantly less likely to receive an HIV test compared to those in
metropolitan areas. Having a primary care provider (AOR: 1.26, 95% CI: 1.16, 1.38), delaying
medical care (AOR: 1.33, 95% CI: 1.19, 1.48), and engaging in HIV risk behaviors (AOR:
2.05, 95% CI: 1.69, 2.50) were all associated with having a significantly higher odds of receiving
an HIV test.
Stratified analyses showed that predictors of HIV testing among Black cis women
were nearly identical to those reported in the overall sample. Compared to employed Black
trans women, unemployed Black trans women had a significantly greater odds of having ever
received an HIV test (AOR = 4.72; 95% CI = 1.52,14.66). However, unemployment status was
not a significant predictor of HIV testing among Black cis women (AOR = 1.06; 95% CI =
0.98,1.14). The significant relationship between HIV risk and HIV testing among Black trans
women suggests that Black trans women who are at risk for HIV are significantly more likely
to receive an HIV test compared to Black trans women who are not at risk for HIV (AOR =
15.09; 95% CI = 1.50,151.82).

A Moderation Analysis of Sociodemographic Predictors,
Gender Identity, and HIV Testing
In addition to examining main effects of sociodemographic characteristics, we also
investigated whether gender identity (e.g., cis or trans) moderated the relationship between
the statistically significant sociodemographic These results are shown in the second block of
Table 3. The model revealed a significant interaction between HIV testing and employment
status (retired [AOR: 5.43, 95% CI: 1.73, 17.01] and unemployed [AOR: 4.68, 95% CI: 1.42,
15.46]). A simple slope analysis revealed that employed Black cis women had greater odds of
receiving an HIV test than their trans peers, while trans women who were unemployed and
retired were significantly more likely to receive an HIV test compared to cis women with similar
occupations. It is important to note that this interaction effect only included the employment
status of 49 Black trans women.
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A simple slope analysis revealed that employed Black cis women had greater odds of receiving
an HIV test than their trans peers, while trans women who were unemployed and retired were
significantly more likely to receive an HIV test compared to cis women with similar occupations.
It is important to note that this interaction effect only included the employment status of 49
Black trans women.
Table 3.
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Table
3. Hierarchical
regression
results
with interactions.
Hierarchical
regression
results with
interactions
Predictor
Gender Identity
Age
18-24 years old
35-49 years old
50 years or older
Income
Education
Employment Status
Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Other
Marital Status
Married/Partnered
Not Married
Widowed
Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
Suburban
Not Metropolitan
Healthcare
Primary Care Provider
Delay Care
Risk 3 (cont’d)
Table
Gender Identity x Age
18-34 years old
35-49 years old
50 years or older
Gender Identity x Education
Gender Identity x Employment Status
Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Other
Group x Marital Status
Married
Not Married
Widowed
Gender Identity x Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
Suburban
Not Metropolitan
Gender Identity x Delay Care
Gender Identity x Risk
Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p <.001
144

AOR
1.01

Block 1
95% CI
(0.69, 1.47)

AOR
0.10*

Block 2
95% CI
(0.01, 0.70)
-(0.19, 3.86)
(0.09, 1.06)
(0.95. 1.01)
(0.31, 2.00)

-1.24***
0.30***
0.98
1.38***

-(1.13, 1.35)
(0.28, 0.33)
(0.95, 1.01)
(1.30, 1.46)

-0.86
0.30
0.98
0.79

-1.06
0.38***
0.66***

-(0.99, 1.14)
(0.35, 0.40)
(0.59, 0.73)

-1.06
0.37***
0.65***

-1.30***
0.76***

-(1.22, 1.38)
(0.70, 0.83)

-1.73
0.92

-(0.65, 4.59)
(0.23 3.64)

-0.89*
0.61***
1.03
1.26***
1.33***
2.05***

-(0.81, 0.97)
(0.55, 0.67)
(0.94, 1.14)
(1.16, 1.38)
(1.19, 1.48)
(1.69, 2.50)

-0.22
0.42
1.03
0.61
1.55
0.27

-(0.04, 1.13)
(0.11, 1.53)
(0.94, 1.14)
(0.19, 2.01)
(0.33, 7.24)
(0.03, 2.87)

--

-1.43
1.00
1.74

-(0.32, 6.32)
(0.29, 3.51)
(0.69, 4.39)

--

--

-5.43**
4.68*
6.52

-(1.73, 17.01)
(1.42, 15.46)
(0.97, 44.03)

--

--

-0.75
0.83

-(0.29, 2.00)
(0.21, 3.25)

--

--

-4.08
1.46
0.86
7.33

-(0.79, 21.11)
(0.40, 5.28)
(0.19, 3.96)
(0.72, 74.78)

-6

-(0.98, 1.14)
(0.35, 0.40)
(0.59, 0.73)
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Discussion
Guided by an intersectional approach, this study explored HIV testing behaviors of
Black trans women and compared them to testing behaviors among Black cis women. For this
study, HIV testing behaviors were defined as a person having received an HIV test at least once
in their life. Furthermore, the study examined HIV risk as a predictor of HIV testing, while also
identifying sociodemographic factors associated with HIV testing behaviors and if they were
moderated by gender identity. Our findings generally do not support our hypotheses. Although
prior studies suggest that Black trans women are disproportionately affected by a number of
structural factors that contribute to increased HIV vulnerability and HIV diagnosis (ClementsNolle et al., 2001; Herbst et al., 2008), results of this study contradict previous reports on
correlates of HIV testing among trans women (Logie et al., 2016; Rutledge et al., 2018). Our
identification of HIV risk as a significant predictor of HIV testing is also inconsistent with prior
literature on the association between HIV risk and HIV testing which identify HIV risk as a
barrier to HIV testing (Dailey et al., 2017; Mills et al., 2011).
The results revealed some interesting information regarding the association between
age and HIV testing. The multivariable logistic regression models suggest that older Black
trans women and Black cis women were less likely to receive an HIV test compared to Black cis
and trans women within the 18-34 year old age range. This result is consistent with previous
literature that suggests that older adults are less likely to receive an HIV test (Akers et al., 2008;
Wigfall et al., 2011). Findings by other researchers attributed low testing rates among older
adults to factors such as limited knowledge, and low self-perceived risk (Guo & Sims, 2017).
Gender identity was not shown as a predictor or moderator of HIV testing, which
was anticipated based off of trans women’s disproportionate burden of HIV (Baral et al., 2013;
Herbst et al., 2008) and their unique vulnerability to HIV (Hwahng & Nuttbrock, 2007;
Poteat et al., 2014). Besides HIV risk, unemployment was the only covariate that emerged as
a significant predictor of HIV testing among Black trans women. Consistent with previous
literature on unemployment and HIV testing (PhD et al., 2007), Black trans women who were
unemployed were almost five times more likely to have received an HIV test in their lifetime
compared to Black trans women who were employed. The relationship between employment
status and receiving an HIV test among cis women indicated that cis women who were retired
or had other types of employment (e.g., homemakers or students) were significantly less likely
to receive an HIV test relative to employed cis women. It is also worthwhile to note that that
because some types of self-employment are nontraditional (e.g., sex work), there could be
variation in how respondents classified their own employment status. Overall, the association
between HIV testing and employment status has been inconsistent in previous literature. On
one hand, employment status has not been shown to be a significant predictor among Black
people (Benavides-Torres et al., 2012), while other studies suggest that Black people who were
employed were more likely to have ever received an HIV test compared to those who were
unemployed (Funk et al., 2018).
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Limitations
There are several limitations to consider for this study. One major limitation is that
all data in this study was self-reported. While the BRFSS has been shown to be a reliable and
useful dataset for HIV testing research (Rountree et al., 2009), participants may have reported
inaccurate responses due to issues such as recall bias or social desirability. It is also important to
note that because the BRFSS collects data via landline and cellular phones, those who do not
have access to a landline or cellular phone are not represented in this data (e.g., those who are
institutionalized). As previously mentioned, the way that the BRFSS measured HIV risk is also
a major limitation. The BRFSS used one item to assess HIV risk, which only asked participants
to respond yes or no if they participated in any of the risk behaviors that were stated. This
item may not have adequately captured the complex nature of risk. Other studies have found
variability in the ways that different types of risk behaviors are associated with HIV risk
(Emmanuel & Link to external site, 2019).
Because this was a secondary data analysis, the analysis was limited to the
questions that were assessed by BRFSS. Given this, some of the important perspectives that
have been shown to greatly influence the well-being of Black women were not captured in this
study. For example, the BRFSS did not gather any information on experiences of discrimination
in healthcare settings. In addition to conducting bivariate analyses of health outcomes of
intersectional groups, gathering information on discrimination has been shown to be an
important component of taking an intersectional approach (Bauer & Scheim, 2019). Having
information on experiences of discrimination would have been useful for further developing the
intersectional grounding of this study.

Conclusion
The results of this study provide information that can help public health practitioners
with the development of HIV testing initiatives that address the needs of two historically
marginalized populations. The varied number of sociodemographic predictors that emerged
as statistically significant predictors of HIV testing suggest that HIV testing interventions
should not be “one-size-fits-all”. Public health professionals should consider developing testing
interventions that are tailored to the specific needs of Black cis and trans women. These
interventions should be guided by an understanding of how different sociodemographic factors
are associated with HIV testing. The information provided in this study may help public health
professionals in terms of developing resources and providing guidance for vulnerable and diverse
populations concerning HIV testing. Furthermore, knowing which sociodemographic groups
are not getting tested increases the ability of public health professionals to be able to target these
groups. For example, knowing that Black trans women who are employed have lower odds of
getting tested compared to those who are unemployed, retired, students, or homemakers may
motivate public health practitioners to begin exploring ways to increase testing among employed
Black trans women. More research is needed to better understand the interaction between
employment, gender identity, and HIV testing.
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Abstract
The new epicenter of the ongoing HIV epidemic in the United States is the South. Specifically,
South Carolina (SC) is listed a priority state as part of the CDC’s Ending the Epidemic Plan
for America. A novel opt-out HIV screening program was implemented in one rural and one
urban Emergency Department (ED) within a large SC health system. Leveraging both public
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and private funding sources, which made both the testing and linkage processes cost neutral, ED
based screening was provided for 2304 Black patients which represents an 44% increase. As part
of this screening program a total of 50 individuals were linked to care of which 29 were Black.
The rate of HIV positivity for Black patients using this ED based screening program was nearly
double that of the baseline health system screening. This program’s utilization of the health
system electronic health record (EHR) and funding from various sources may provide a model
for legislative and public health entities to combat the HIV epidemic in the South.
Keywords: Human Immunodeficiency Virus, HIV, South Carolina, Emergency Department, ED

Introduction
The new epicenter of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) epidemic in the
United States is the South. The South disproportionately accounts for more than 51% of new
HIV cases while only containing about 38% of the total United States population (CDC,
2019). The current HIV epidemic continues to disproportionately affect the underserved and
often high-risk Black populations across the United States but especially in the South. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2020) reported on the incidence of HIV infection
across the United States. Disturbingly, the incidence of HIV in Blacks/African Americans has
remained “stable” since 2014 at 42% of new infections. The South lags far behind the rest of
the US in screening, linkage, and retention in care. The South has the highest incidence of HIV
infections in the nation at 19.3/100,000 and in 2018 alone accounted for 19,700 new infections
(CDC, 2020).
Specifically, South Carolina (SC) is highlighted as a priority area for the CDC Ending
the HIV Epidemic: A Plan for America (Fauci et al. 2019). South Carolina unfortunately has a
higher rate of, and an increased odds ratio for, late diagnosis of HIV in older, male, non-White
patients (Hossain, 2018). The HIV epidemic in SC also has a unique and substantial burden
of spread in rural areas (CDC, 2021). The Emergency Department (ED), with universal 24/7
access, delivers a high proportion of care to underserved and high-risk populations and has been
published as a key venue to find undiagnosed HIV (Moschella, et al. 2014). The ability of EDs
to serve at risk populations is not limited to large urban EDs. The overall impact of EDs in
rural areas is magnified secondary to the paucity of healthcare venues and overall lack of social
support systems in these areas. Emphasizing this, a recent report showed a dramatic 70% rise
in the number of patients seen in rural EDs rising from 16.7 million in 2005 to 28.4 million in
2016 (Greenwood-Ericksen, 2019).
To address the growing HIV epidemic in SC, a novel program was developed to
bridge the gap in screening for Black patients in SC in both rural and urban communities.
This report describes the results of a novel “Opt-out” HIV screening program instituted in
one rural and one urban ED within one health system in SC. This program was created and
supported through utilization of funding from both public and private sources including the SC
Department of Health and Environmental Control, and the Frontlines of Communities in the
United States (FOCUS) program (Gilead Sciences Inc.) respectively.
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This program utilized our electronic health record (EHR) to help determine eligibility
to guide testing and builds on previous lessons removing impediments to testing (Schnall et al.
2013). Implementation of screening in just two of a possible six total EDs accounted for a rapid
44% increase in the ability to provide screening and linkage to care for Black patients in both
rural and urban communities in SC.
This program rapidly increased the number of HIV positive individuals identified,
while also achieving an equal linkage to care rate compared to patients screened outside the
ED. This program provides an effective model for both legislative and public health entities
to emulate to rapidly and effectively increase screening across both rural and urban areas.
Furthermore, this model demonstrates, the ability to access various underserved and high-risk
communities to ultimately stop the epidemic in the South and reach the CDC’s goal of ending
the epidemic.

Methods
As part of our IRB-approved continuous quality improvement program, we evaluated
administrative data (May 1, 2020 through April 30, 2021) for all HIV screening results
performed across all testing venues within a large South Carolina (SC) hospital system. A novel
EHR based universal opt-out HIV screening was instituted at two EDs in SC and compared
to baseline testing as part of normal operations within the health system. This new program
provided opt-out HIV screening within two divergent EDs which were part of this health
system. One ED was a rural tertiary referral hospital in Seneca, SC with an annual census
of 67K adult patients/year. The other ED was an urban ED level one trauma center with an
embedded emergency medicine residency program located in Greenville, SC with an annual
census of 95K adult patients/year. Both EDs are part of a large SC health system that serves
around 500K patients a year. They all utilize the same electronic health record (EHR) EPIC®
(Madison WI).
EHR Screening Protocol
The opt-out HIV screening program was created to offer screening to all adult
patients aged 18–64 years. Eligibility of each adult patient was initially determined using
our EHR. Patients were excluded if they had: 1) a documented history of HIVinfection, 2) a
documented history of a positive HIV test, 3) any HIV treatment medications listed in their
medical record, 4) received testing for HIV in the previous year (12 calendar months), 5) not
signed their general consent for treatment 6) a documented lack of decision-making capacity,
7) a language barrier or need to use an interpreter, or 8) chosen to opt-out of screening. Patients
were also excluded if they did not have any retained blood/serum in the lab obtained as part
of their care delivered in the ED. The lab routinely stores all patient blood/serum samples
for 48hrs in case any new or confirmation testing is ordered. After 48 hours, the samples are
discarded. Lack of decision-making capacity was determined by no reported psychiatric or
involuntary hold placed on the patient while in the ED and confirmation of the patient’s signed
consent for treatment. This health system has adopted universal “opt-out” language as part of
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the overall general consent for treatment that all patients sign as part of their ED course of care.
This consent has specific language highlighting the opt-out screening for infections including,
but not limited to,HIVand HCV. Eligibility, as initially confirmed using this EHR driven
process, was used to create an “on-demand” report. This report would be run at least daily but
could be run several times a day based on need. This report would be accessed by the linkage
to care coordinators who would perform a final compliance check. The final compliance check
consisted of confirmation of no reported history of HIV infection or treatment, recent HIV
testing in last 12 months, and confirmation of a signed consent for treatment with no charted/
reported “Opt-out” on behalf of the patient. If all above were confirmed, HIV screening was
then ordered within the EHR on the retained blood.
HIV Laboratory Screening Protocol
The protocol followed established CDC guidelines (2018) and utilized an initial 4th
Generation HIV p24 Ag/HIV Ab combination screening test (Abbott, United States). Positive
results were then subjected to confirmation testing using: 1) Geenius HIV-1/HIV-2 assay
(BioRad) and 2) Nucleic acid quantification (BioQuest) (CDC, 2018).
Notification and Linkage to Care
All positive 4th generation p24 Ag/HIV Ab results were reported by the lab to SC
DHEC and within the EHR to the physician champions (P.M. and P.R.) and the linkage
to care coordinators. The linkage to care coordinators are community health workers with
either a bachelor’s or master’s level of education trained to deliver HIV post-test counseling
and coordinate overall linkage to care. They assist in all aspects of coordination including
notification, appointment scheduling, and transportation assistance. In addition, the lab would
make direct phone calls to: 1) a confidential linkage to care coordinator phone line, 2) the ED
physician champion (P.M.) and 3) the Infectious Disease physician champion (P.R.). The rapid
results were communicated in order to attempt to be able to contact the patient while still in
the ED. If the patient was still in the ED or returned to the ED at a later date prior to any other
healthcare contact, any of the above team members would provide post-test counseling on
results, confirm patient contact information and refer for care or repeat testing. If the patient
was discharged from the ED prior to the screening test results, the linkage to care coordinators
would confirm final confirmation testing prior to disclosure/post-test counseling. This would
be completed initially by phone. If the patient was admitted to the hospital, disclosure/post-test
counseling would be conducted in person. All positive results were reported directly to the SC
DHEC as per their standard protocols using the SCIONx system in compliance with SC state
law on reportable diseases. Linkage to care was defined as direct contact by phone/virtual or in
person appointment to an HIV specialty care provider. Linkage to care coordinators assisted
patients with connection to various insurance and funding sources (if necessary), various HIV
treatment providers both within and outside the health system, and in many cases with direct
appointment scheduling within an internal medicine clinic. Overall linkage was performed by
direct phone contact and in some cases with text messages after direct phone contact only at the
request of the patient.
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Results

Overall HIV Screening

As shown in Table 1, a total of 22,319 patients were screened for HIV from May
1,2020 through April 30, 2021. This represents a baseline rate of screening within the health
system including all inpatient and outpatient settings (seven hospitals and multiple outpatient
clinics minus the testing as part of this new ED opt-out program). The new ED opt-out
program as described above implemented in just two of six possible EDs, added 10,894
screening tests (a 49% increase) across the same time period. The overall health system provided
5,183 HIV screening tests for Black patients, while these new ED-based programs increased
screening for Black patients by 2,304 tests or 44%.

Table
1. Overall
Demographics
of HIV Emergency
Screening,Department
Emergency
Department
Table
1. Overall
Demographics
of HIV Screening,
vs Health
Systemvs Health Syste

Total
Male
Female
Unknown

Emergency Department
N (%)
10894
5193 (47.7)
5700 (52.3)
1 (0.0)

Health System
N (%)
22319
5892 (26.4)
16409 (73.5)
18 (0.1)

Black
Non-Black

2304 (21.1)
8590 (78.9)

5183 (23.2)
17136 (76.8)

Mean Age (SD)
46.7 (17.7)
Median Age
46 (31, 61)
(Interquartile range)

39.2 (17.6)
33 (26, 51)

HIV Positivity
With respect to positivity rates, as shown in Table 2, baseline screening throughout
the health system found 68 total HIV positive individuals with 37/68 HIV positive Black
individuals (~54%). The ED based testing program itself found an additional 54 total HIV
positive individuals with 29/54 HIV positive Black individuals (~54%). The ED based testing
thus increased the number of overall HIV positive individuals identified by 79% (54+68) and
the number of HIV positive Black individuals by 78% (29+37). This new program utilizing
the ED, increased overall testing in Black individuals by 44% and simultaneously increased the
number of newly diagnosed HIV positive Black individuals by 79%. The overall positivity rate
for Black individuals using this ED-based testing program was nearly double that of baseline
system-wide testing (29/2304 or 1.3 vs 37/5103 or 0.7 respectively).
Overall mean and median ages for HIV screening in Black patients were higher in
the ED based program by 7 and 13 years respectively (Table 1). The HIV positivity rate for
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Black individuals using this ED–based testing program was conversely younger by 7 and 11.5
years respectively (Table 2). The linkage to care percentages were equal at ~93% across all
testing programs.

Table
2. Demographics
of HIV Screening
Results,Department
Emergency
Department
Table
2. Demographics
of HIV Screening
Results, Emergency
vs Health
System vs Health Syste

Total Positive
Male
Female

Emergency Department
N (%)
54
45 (83.3)
9 (16.7)

Health System
N (%)
68
46 (67.6)
22 (32.4)

Black
Non-Black

29 (53.7)
25 (46.3)

37 (54.4)
31 (45.6)

Mean Age (SD)
37.1 (14)
Median Age
35 (27, 49.5)
(Interquartile range)

44.4 (14.1)
46.5 (32, 55.5)

Linkage to
Care

63 (92.6)

50 (92.6)

Conclusion
This ED based screening program represented a unique and advantageous venue
to rapidly increase HIV screening and linkage to care for Black patients within a large health
system in SC. Initial implementation of an EHR supported, ED-based, opt-out HIV screening
program was targeted to begin in two of a possible six total EDs within the health system.
This program sought to drive screening both in one rural and one urban ED to attack the
epidemic across all communities. It is interesting to note that while this new testing program
was instituted in only two of six EDs (33%) it increased overall health system testing by 49%
and increased the number of newly identified HIV positive Black individuals by ~79% with a
positivity rate nearly double that of baseline testing across the health system. This program was
not designed to specifically increase screening in Black patients and thus it is not surprising that
the overall percentages of screening for Black patients remained similar at ~22% comparing ED
based testing and that within the overall health system. It has been published previously that
EDs often have a higher percentage of undiscovered HIV positive patients and this data follows
this trend (Moschella et al. 2014). It may be that patients who utilize the ED often have several
high-risk features and often do not seek care in other healthcare venues. Specifically, within
both of these EDs there are between 33-40% of patients that are self-pay or uninsured (data
not shown), but we do not have data on whether any of these newly identified HIV positive
patients have sought care within the health system at other venues. Often a barrier to increasing
testing in high-risk individuals is access. The ED is unique within most health systems in that it
is open 24/7 and 365 days a year. Secondary to the Examination and Treatment for Emergency
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Medical Conditions and Women in Labor Act of 2010 (2011) (EMTALA), the ED must care
for all individuals regardless of their ability to pay. The ED, therefore, is often the first and last
access point for individuals with little to no insurance who have limited access and variable
health literacy. It is a limitation of this initial report that we did not discuss any recorded patient
risk factors and social determinates of health for both patients screened and positive as part of
this program. Indeed, further studies are ongoing to better understand the specific high-risk
factors within these local communities that are contributing to this rapidly spreading epidemic.
Another limitation is our higher screening for females. There are several factors that may be
contributing to this gender imbalance in screening. Overall, more females seek care across all
venues within our health system (data not shown). This coupled with Medicaid support for
pregnant females and the standard practice of universal HIV screening for all pregnant females
may be partly responsible for the gender imbalance in screening across our health system. We do
not have specific data on gender differences in overall access and/or willingness to access care
but these represent future areas of growth and investigation for this ongoing program.
While this program increased the overall percentages of testing and found an increased
rate and overall number of HIV positive Black individuals, it was also able to attain the same
linkage to care rate as the overall health system (~93%). The fear of not being able to link a
newly diagnosed patient to care is often a barrier to implementation of such ED-based programs.
Concerns include the inability to contact the patient or to ensure engagement in treatment after
being informed of the diagnosis. . This data refutes this stigma/dogma and shows that indeed
patients can be contacted, linked and will engage in follow-up care from the ED. This data
shows that patients screened from the ED can access follow-up care across both rural and urban
communities. To help with post-test counseling and linkage to care, this program utilized two
full time linkage to care coordinators and a champion infectious disease physician. This small
team was able to match the same linkage to care rate as a multibillion-dollar health system with
more than 1000 employed physicians, six hospitals and numerous outpatient clinics. This novel
program was specifically implemented in a rural community ED and an urban academic health
center to demonstrate that both can be successful and that both are indeed necessary to combat
the epidemic in the South, and South Carolina specifically. As noted previously, SC has a higher
rate of burden of disease in rural communities (Hossain, 2018).
In addition to various stigmas still surrounding HIV, both practical and regulatory
issues also impede universal implementation of ED-based HIV screening programs (Signer et al.
2016). This program benefitted from previous reports that have discussed barriers to large scale
implementation and integration into normal workflow with adaptation of the newest testing
strategies (Haukoos et al. 2011). Although federal guidance from the CDC supports universal
opt-out screening, the ability to perform opt-out screening varies from state to state based on
local laws. State laws and institutional regulations regarding all facets of HIV screening, consent,
and reimbursement can pose significant challenges (Branson et al. 2006). This inconsistency
from state to state and the added complexity prevents broad recommendations on process
development and serves as a practical impediment to a nationwide scale-up. In states where
opt-out HIV consent is in place (e.g., Texas, South Carolina), reports of more robust scale-up
have been published and contributed to this programs’ success (Hoxhaj et al. 2011). A few
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states (e.g., New York) have enacted legislation that mandates HIV testing be offered, with
supported reimbursement. However even with such legislation, the ability to reach the larger
ED populations has been challenging where the combination of both legislative and EHR
complexities yielded a screening rate of only 10% of their ED population (Schnall et al. 2013).
The last barrier that often exists for widespread screening is cost. The ability to
leverage both public and private resources was a major contributing factor in the overall success
of this program. The ability to leverage support for testing costs for uninsured patients and the
support to fund the linkage to care coordinators allowed for the rapid increase in screening for
these underserved and high-risk populations who may only use the ED as their primary source
of medical care. Indeed, the fact that this program was initially fully supported by a combination
of both public and private funding sources, made implementation easier as the program was
cost neutral for the health system. Since the initial implementation however, the health system
has recognized the benefits of these coordinators to help guide linkage to care across the entire
health system. As such these coordinators have become a central resource for HIV linkage across
the health system and now support and guide linkage efforts for both inpatient and outpatient
services from surgery to medicine. They have a central role for linkage for complex patients
including those that are homeless and have co-occurring substance use disorders. It should be
noted that while various staff across all departments were subject to mandatory furlough during
the COVID-19 pandemic, none of the linkage to care coordinators as part of this program were
at risk. The ability to leverage both public and private funding to implement HIV screening
in the ED and utilizing the full potential of our EHR, may serve as a model for other health
systems to rapidly increase screening efforts to help combat the HIV epidemic across both
urban and rural communities in the United States.
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Abstract
The two previous United States presidential administrations implemented efforts to combat
HIV/AIDS, recently leading to a plan to end this epidemic by 2030. Although the plan outlines
a biomedical framework of key areas to address, it does not prioritize the core systemic and
social issues that have caused the disease to devastate Black communities. The Black AIDS
Institute (BAI) responded directly to this gap with “We the People: A Black Strategy to End
HIV.” BAI connected with Black community members across the country and conducted key
informant interviews, held town hall meetings, and hosted a community forum in the U.S.
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Conference on AIDS. Based on this extensive community-level input, BAI, along with a diverse
group of social justice partners, finalized the plan’s strategic direction and recommendations.
The efforts culminated in the “We the People” framework’s four key pillars directly informing all
of BAI’s policy work, to include radically reimagining housing, health care, and criminalization
systems that perpetuate the HIV/AIDS crisis among Black Americans. “We the People” outlines
a clear path to engage policymakers and ensure all communities can effectively access and utilize
the treatment and prevention advances that have the potential to soon end this epidemic..
Keywords: HIV/AIDS epidemic, Black HIV, HIV public policy, systemic oppression, equitable
systems, we the people

Introduction
Since the initial days of HIV/AIDS, remarkable scientific advances have been made.
Today’s medicines help to prevent the transmission of HIV and reduce its progression. With
medical adherence, many people living with HIV (PLWH) can expect lives as long as people
who do not live with the virus (Cahill, & Valadéz, 2013), and risk of transmission is often ≤1%
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2021). The future of HIV biomedicine can
plausibly include even better treatment and prevention modalities, as well as a vaccine and cure.
However, HIV continues to be a public health crisis in Black America. Constituting
13% of the United States population, Black Americans comprise >40% of PLWH, as well as
just over 40% of new HIV diagnoses (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020). The
disproportionate effects of HIV are especially apparent among Black gay and bisexual men,
as approximately 1 out of every 2 Black gay/bisexual men is estimated to acquire HIV during
his/their lifetime (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017). Of Black PLWH, 85%
are aware of their status, but just under half are retained in care (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2017). Black America’s unique vulnerability to HIV is rooted in decades of
structural oppression following centuries of chattel slavey; the oppression’s resultant social and
structural issues include poverty, anti-Black racism, homophobia, transphobia, housing and
food instability, limited educational and employment opportunities, as well as a diminished
quality of mental and physical health ( Jeffries & Henny, 2019).
In 2010, the Obama administration established the first National HIV/AIDS
strategy, which primarily sought to reduce new infections and deaths (White House Office of
National AIDS Policy, 2015). The strategy placed focus on marginalized populations; however,
it did not dive deeply into root causes, and the current state of HIV among these populations
demonstrates that the plan did not work as anticipated.
In 2019, the Trump administration presented a plan to end HIV in the United
States by 2030; Dr. Anthony Fauci then unveiled the rationale for this Ending the HIV
Epidemic (EHE) plan that proposed additional funding and biomedical strategies (Fauci
et al., 2019). The plan left out important information about intersectionality and stemmed
from an administration whose political leaders often touted core features, including racism,
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homophobia, and transphobia, that perpetuate the HIV crisis among Black Americans and
other disenfranchised populations. While federal initiatives are welcome and federal resources
are essential, solely addressing biomedicine will not impact the root causes of Black America’s
large HIV vulnerability.
The disproportionate impact of HIV on Black Americans is inseparable from
historical and present-day anti-Black racism, and it is impossible to solely utilize treatment
modalities to end the HIV epidemic without considering root causes for disproportionality.
Accordingly, efforts to deliver the latest biomedical tools will fail to significantly impact
populations in need if there is little to no consideration of the intersectionality of marginalized
populations. The structural and social barriers constricting many Black Americans into poverty,
low-quality education and healthcare, housing instability, unemployment, mass incarceration,
and voter suppression are also perpetuating high rates of HIV and poor outcomes in Black
communities. It is critical to address these systems-level determinants of HIV-related health and
to increase access to, and utilization of, biomedical advances that may soon have the ability to
eradicate the HIV/AIDS epidemic altogether.
Founded in 1999 as the United States’ only unapologetically Black HIV “think
and do” tank, the Black AIDS Institute (BAI) is uniquely poised to respond to gaps within
national HIV strategies. With this research, BAI seeks to examine ways in which governmental
agencies, community organizations, other institutions, and communities themselves can all
focus resources and efforts on upstream determinants of health to effect the largest change on
downstream incidence and prevalence of HIV among Black Americans.

Methods
Participants
Participant recruitment was conducted via flyer distribution and notifications within
universities, BAI’s treatment advocacy network, newspapers, webinars, local health departments,
and community-based organizations. From this recruitment effort, 20 key informants and 124
community members from across the United States were invited and consented to participate.

Variables
A semi-structured focus group question guide was created, encouraging storytelling of
experiences regarding the HIV workforce, living with HIV, and challenges and opportunities to
address the HIV epidemic in Black America.

Research Design
This qualitative study used phenomenology and an inductive approach, with data
obtained via community town halls and a focus group.
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Procedures
BAI President and CEO Raniyah Copeland convened a meeting with organizational
leadership following the Trump administration’s February 2019 announced plan to end the
HIV/AIDS epidemic. The BAI team acknowledged the federal administration’s plan only
included a biomedical, location-based approach; further, divisions arising from politicallyencouraged racism, homophobia, and transphobia did not create an appropriate environment
to effectively eradicate HIV in all American populations, particularly Black communities. Thus,
this first meeting served to coordinate a process for assessment and response to the federal plan,
and BAI immediately set out to obtain community input.
BAI pursued a community-centered approach in the design of its working framework,
“We the People: A Black Strategy to End HIV” (WTP). Consistent with its name, “We the
People” was developed through an extensive outreach and consultation process with Black
communities, stakeholders, and experts across the country. To inform the strategy for WTP,
BAI conducted key informant interviews, held town hall meetings in three southern states, and
hosted a community forum at the United States Conference on AIDS (USCA). The Black
Treatment Advocates Network (BTAN) was pivotal in linking BAI to community members
and experts who could inform the framework. BTAN is BAI’s national network of HIV/AIDS
stakeholders including service providers, community members and leaders, educators, and
PLWH, all of whom mobilize Black communities across the country to confront HIV.
Between February and August 2019, BAI planned and hosted in-person town hall
conversations with community members in Houston, TX (n=58); Montgomery, AL (n=22);
and Natchez, MS (n=44). Following warm-up introductory conversation, participants were
asked open-ended questions to allow free response. Community members provided insight
on key action steps and overall strategies to include within a Black plan to end HIV. Field
notes were taken during each event and later analyzed by BAI staff and a project consultant to
form the initial framework. This initial plan was then piloted for input in September 2019 as
“Ending the Epidemic: Our Time for Our Solution” at the USCA and updated accordingly.
In December 2019, 20 key informants joined BAI in Los Angeles for intensive,
in-person data collection in the form of a focus group. These key informants included
HIV clinicians, community advocates, state and local representatives, PLWH, community
organization representatives, members of Black media, human and civil rights organization
leaders, as well as criminal justice activists. Similar to the town halls, participants were asked
open-ended questions and allowed to respond freely. Field notes were taken and analyzed by
BAI staff and a project consultant. For the focus groups, questions also revolved around the plan
derived from the town halls and USCA, and the key informants were asked to provide detailed
feedback.
The qualitative data from all of the collection events were analyzed for themes,
culminating in the clustering of four pillars and supporting components of the final plan. The
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framework was promoted nationally in February 2020 and February 2021 to coincide with
National Black HIV Awareness Day. During the year between, presentations to the Black
community and HIV workforce were conducted. These presentations were carried out through
the BTAN and occurred virtually, due to constraints from the Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic.

Results
The finalized “We the People” framework rests on four pillars of action: 1) Dismantle
anti-Black practices, systems, and institutions that endanger the health and wellbeing of Black
people and undermine an effective, equitable response to HIV in Black America; 2) Provide
resources and services that address the fullness, richness, potential, and expertise of Black people,
and mitigate social and structural factors that worsen health outcomes in Black communities; 3)
Ensure universal access to, and robust utilization of, high-quality, comprehensive, affordable, and
culturally and gender-affirming healthcare to enable Black people to live healthy lives in our full
dignity; and 4) Build the capacity and motivation of Black communities to be the change agents
for ending HIV. Each pillar includes specific recommendations, interwoven with one another
and informed by community members, social justice advocates, and HIV workforce experts.

Pillar One: Dismantle Anti-black Practices, Systems, and Institutions that
Endanger the Health and Well-being of Black People and Undermine an
Effective, Equitable Response to HIV in Black America
HIV must be addressed as a racial and social justice issue. To dismantle anti-Black
entities, local, state, and national anti-racism and social justice coalitions must be established.
These situate HIV within a broader context of human rights. Some national movements, such as
the creation of the HIV Racial Justice Now coalition, are visible; yet, overall, the efforts remain
few, under-resourced, and inadequately mainstreamed across the HIV response.
At the state and local levels, decision-makers must move beyond siloed work, adopting
nontraditional and multidimensional strategies for collective impact in dismantling anti-Black
institutions, policies, and structural norms. If national, state, and local entities fully embrace
HIV as an “upstream” racial and social justice issue, then “downstream” improvement of health
outcomes and health equity will be achieved.
BAI tackles national, state, and local engagement and mobilization through the
Institute’s flagship BTAN chapters and affiliates, most of which operate in priority EHE
jurisdictions. The network currently connects 26 local grassroots chapters and affiliates across
15 states, offering a unique vehicle for assembling broad, multi-sectoral coalitions that center the
HIV fight within the broader push for racial and social justice.
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Mobilize Black Communities, Allies, and Officials to Reform Impeding Laws
and Policies
Removing obstacles to an effective HIV response requires action at the federal, state,
and local levels. It is critical to enact laws that recognize the diversity of Blackness and gender
identity, as well as prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and implement genderaffirming laws, policies, and practices. These laws help create a climate that effectively stifles
discrimination against people who identify as Black and/or LGBTQIA+. For urban areas
to be more affirming of the LGBTQIA+ community, city ordinances can offer an effective
avenue for enacting anti-discrimination and other human rights provisions. However, states can
currently act to “preempt” cities’ or counties’ rights to legislate on particular issues, such as antidiscrimination. If this preemption grows in popularity among state legislators, local efforts to
pass human rights ordinances will need to cultivate champions and build support among state
legislators to reverse these preemption efforts.
Relatedly, states may enact counterproductive laws that criminalize HIV exposure,
non-disclosure, and/or transmission in a misguided effort to prevent new HIV infections. This
existence of HIV criminalization does not need to be permanent. Instead, states can repeal or
reform such laws and commit to grounding their HIV prevention approaches within sound
science and evidence-based non-discrimination principles.
Further, on a national level, America’s prison industrial complex and apparent
addiction to mass incarceration are commonly understood to be part of a clear and painful
legacy of slavery and racism, as the weight of mass incarceration in the United States is known
to be largely and disproportionately borne by Black communities (Pettit & Gutierrez, 2018).
People living with HIV who undergo incarceration are at great risk of discontinuing critical
care, both during that incarceration and upon release (Milloy et al., 2014). Thus, if Black
Americans are incarcerated and living with HIV at disproportionately high rates independently,
then a logical deduction would be that incarcerated Black PLWH risk continuity of care and
negative health outcomes as a result of the disruption caused by a systemically oppressive
criminal justice system. A general bipartisan consensus has emerged on the need to reform
America’s approach to mass incarceration, whether for moral and/or financial reasons; however,
the needed concrete action to dismantle the country’s counterproductive approach to policing
and prison has yet to be taken. The United States must eliminate: its costly and ineffective
system of mass incarceration, the immunity of law enforcement agents abusive toward Black
Americans (e.g., those who are sex workers or misuse substances), and inequitable practices,
like cash bail. Simultaneously, concentrated efforts should include improving HIV services for
people currently and formerly incarcerated, as well as including care and support for the citizens’
reentry into the community.
Advance Accountability Through State and Local Policy Scorecards
HIV racial and social justice coalitions at the state and local levels should create
scorecards to monitor the success of their governments in creating a policy environment that
supports an effective HIV response. Not only will these scorecards increase the accountability
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of state and local decision-makers, but they will also provide evidence to diverse audiences as to
how HIV outcomes are associated with progress on broader racial and social justice issues.
Increase Black Voter Turnout to Advance Critical Policies and Systems
Increased Black voter turnout is vital to elevating the number of elected officials who
advance policies and systems critical to Black Americans’ wellbeing. The vote should be the
most effective means of ushering in the legal and policy reform needed to remove the structural
disadvantages that Black communities face. However, when states take steps to curtail Black
Americans’ ability to exercise their constitutional voting rights, this reform is difficult to realize.
States can diminish voting rights by implementing voter identification requirements, restricting
opportunities to register to vote, closing voting spaces, or reducing early voting. Further, racial
gerrymandering practices can also weaken Black voters’ political power. These blatantly unfair
and unconstitutional efforts to lessen Black voters have generated an array of initiatives by Black
leaders, such as voting rights activist Stacey Abrams and Former United States Attorney General
Eric Holder, to fight voter suppression. As evidenced in the way Black people, particularly
women, galvanized to support then-candidate Joe Biden in the Democratic primary and
presidential elections of 2020, Black communities have the ability to become self-empowered
and influence the way they are governed. Further, while working to roll back voter restrictions,
these same communities should intensify efforts to register voters and promote consistently
robust voter turnout.
Ensure Unfettered Access to Comprehensive Sexual and Reproductive Health
Services and Education
It is a person’s fundamental human right to make autonomous decisions regarding
their own sexual and reproductive health. This right demands that everyone possesses access
to medically accurate and person-centered education and counseling, contraception, family
planning, and abortion services. Patient-led care is the standard and not the exception. However,
a growing number of states have taken steps to undermine the federal guarantee of contraception
access in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and to restrict access to abortion services.
Relatedly, HIV prevention begins as early as childhood sex education. Equipping
young people with the skills they need to avoid HIV and to live full and healthy lives if they
acquire HIV requires investments in comprehensive, culturally-relevant, and medically-accurate
sex education. This education must embrace the myriad of gender identities and the diversity of
sexual attraction and expression.

Pillar Two: Provide Resources and Services that Address the Fullness,
Richness, Potential, and Expertise of Black People and Mitigate Social
and Structural Factors that Worsen Health Outcomes in
Black Communities
In the United States, the HIV response has primarily focused on the biomedical
advances that can prevent HIV infections, as well as HIV-related illness and death. Given the
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multiple social factors that increase Black communities’ vulnerability to HIV and affect Black
Americans’ ability to access and benefit from biomedical services, healthcare for Black people
affected by HIV needs to be holistic and personalized in its approach. A person’s ability to
effectively utilize HIV biomedicine is inevitably influenced by social factors, such as whether
they have food security, stable housing, protection from violence, and positive mental health.
Ensure Effective Support Services
Holistic and integrated services can effectively address the lived realities of
Black people and meet the needs and expectations of Black communities. Support service
professionals must be prepared to provide the culturally-relevant, person-centered services that
prevent HIV infection or optimize the wellness of PLWH. Here, cultural relevance includes
the integration of trauma-informed practice. Oftentimes, service providers appear to view
traumatized clients as “difficult” or “problematic.” Instead, it is important to understand the
influence that traumatic experiences, whether in childhood or adulthood, have on a person’s
reception, acceptance, and adherence to support. An individual with a background of trauma
may not participate as a partner in HIV service delivery in the way that a provider generally
expects; thus, it is critical for the provider to avoid bias and assumptions about how clients
participate in their own care. Rather than blame or negatively label clients, service providers
and the systems they navigate must prepare appropriate and individualized responses to trauma.
Accordingly, resources that integrate peer recovery coaching, peer mentors, community
clubhouses, and other person-centered approaches are imperative for the overall health,
wellness, and motivation of individuals living with HIV.
Additionally, funding for HIV services needs to include resources for mental health
care, to include traditional and nontraditional self-care, positive coping practices, and overall
wellness. Positive mental health and wellness are vital to individuals successfully navigating the
intersectional layers that accompany preventing, or living with, HIV. Though service providers
are pivotal in managing HIV, self-care is equally important for such a chronic condition. Peerbased, community approaches empower, support, and mobilize PLWH; these strategies should
be prioritized in the allocation of resources for ending the epidemic.
Similarly, because substance misuse can increase the risk of a person acquiring HIV
(Pellowski et al., 2013), as well as reduce the capacity of PLWH to consistently access and
engage in HIV care (Kuchinad et al., 2016), an additional layer of mental health support
involves integrating harm reduction efforts into all HIV services and promoting evidencebased harm reduction initiatives throughout the Black community. Strategies in the form of
needle and syringe exchange services, opioid substitution therapy, and access to behavioral and
medical healthcare are all ways to incorporate harm reduction. However, implementing harm
reduction strategies is hampered by issues like community stigma and funding restraints, the
latter of which can include federal and state prohibitions, as well as siloed funding constraints
that separate HIV and substance use treatment services. Overcoming these barriers is essential
to addressing the layered health and social needs of people who misuse substances and also are
affected by HIV.
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Of particular note, certain segments of Black America receive even smaller amounts of
elevation and culturally-relevant support services in the field of HIV prevention and treatment.
In exemplar, Black cis women are often dismissed, or forgotten altogether, as a population
that requires HIV services. Engagement and support are needed to ensure that marginalized
communities like these and others within Black America are not overlooked and all have
tailored service options.
All in all, achieving comprehensive services demands awareness and action not only at
the service provider level but also among governments, as siloed systems and a lack of sufficient
and relevant funding are important reasons why these services are so seldom integrated. Social
and structural approaches that increase equity in services and empower Black communities are
vital to progressing toward the HIV epidemic’s end. Few of these socially and structurally-minded
services are likely to succeed without the dismantling of America’s oppressive systems, to include
mass incarceration, education, health care, and housing. Inequitable systems significantly affect
service access and utilization for Black families and communities across the country.
Promote Prosperity and Economic Development in Black Communities
Poverty is commonly associated with increases in behaviors that can lead to HIV
transmission, but it also reduces the ability of those impacted by HIV to access critical health
services (Pellowski et al., 2013). The fight against poverty must coincide with the fight against
HIV. New funding investments are needed to accelerate the reduction of HIV incidence and
HIV-associated deaths. These investments can increase employment through targeted tax
incentives and provide professional development training to build workforce skills. Further,
poverty is not a crime, and the United States must eliminate cash bail, incarceration for courtrelated debts, and police sweeps of homeless populations.
Further, housing insecurity and homelessness make achieving and sustaining viral
suppression extremely difficult and, depending on circumstances, even impossible (Aidala
et al., 2016). The outcomes from lacking a stable home are interconnected with other social
determinants that heavily influence the health of a person living with HIV (Aidala et al., 2016).
A federally-led effort to expand housing access and ensure linkage to housing assistance within
HIV services is urgently needed, with triaging in the most affected cities and states.
Utilize Transformative and Restorative Justice Services to Improve
Violence Prevention
The experience of violence is rooted in structural inequity and is all too common
among Black Americans. Validated, evidence-based strategies to prevent violence should be
prioritized, accounting for systemic violence, police abuse, gender-based and intimate partner
violence, anti-trans violence and community-level violence. Further, as grassroots initiatives like
the #MeToo and #SayHerName movements display (Valdivia, 2019), activism has a crucial role
in raising public awareness and in preventing violence.
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Reform Immigration Policies and Practices
Like millions of Black Americans who constituted the Great Migration from the
United States South to the Midwest in the 20th century (Gould, 1991), Black immigrants
are frequently targets of “othering” and excluded from basic human services. This pattern of
xenophobia has only been intensified with politically-related rhetoric across the country in
recent years. Further, proposed changes to immigrant-related policy (e.g., to leverage usage
of Medicaid and other assistance programs against citizenship applicants) risk increasing
healthcare disparities.
America, the “melting pot” nation of immigrants, must reimagine its immigration
policies and resources, and any proposed legislation to discriminate against citizenship
applications, based on the applicant’s country of origin or usage of human services should be
rejected. Instead, culturally and linguistically relevant services should be available to meet the
diversity of America’s immigrants, and dehumanizing detention and deportation processes
(including family separation) should be clearly prohibited. These inclusive efforts, should
they be implemented, would help meet the needs of the African diaspora and American
immigrants, overall.

Pillar Three: Ensure Universal Access to, and Robust Utilization of,
High-quality, Comprehensive, Affordable, and Culturally and
Gender-Affirming Healthcare to Enable Black People to Live
Healthy Lives in Our Full Dignity
Even though advances in biomedicine have provided a real possibility to end the
epidemic, we can only realize the full potential of these developments if everyone who needs
them is able to use them. Putting these powerful medical tools to use involves two critical steps.
First, to have people benefit from this biomedicine means that they must also have unhindered
access to affordable healthcare services. Second, alongside access, people who need these
biomedical tools require the knowledge and personalized care to effectively and consistently
utilize the healthcare services that will deliver the tools.
Ensure a Healthcare System Equipped for High-quality Services Among All
Black Americans
Access to high quality, affordable healthcare is a basic human right. This right is one
that the United States consistently denies to millions of its people. The United States needs to
build upon the Affordable Care Act to achieve universal health coverage, already realized in
other major industrialized countries (Vladeck, 2003). There are multiple pathways to achieve
this universal coverage; however, one commonality is that, without it, marginalized populations
do not have the resources needed to live fully well lives.
However, until the vision for universal health coverage is realized in the United States,
all states must expand Medicaid coverage. This ACA-allowed effort fills a gap that, otherwise,
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leaves millions of vulnerable people without access to affordable health services (Obama, 2016).
Any state that has yet to expand Medicaid must enact steps to do so immediately, and that state’s
political atmosphere should hold no bearing over the outcome of this expansion.
In addition to expanding health coverage, further policy steps are essential in
enhancing the affordability and accessibility of healthcare products. The costs associated with
purchasing medication and other pharmaceutical products can only be driven down with
policy reform. The more cost-effective it is to purchase pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), for
example, the more likely it will be for a person to utilize it (Koechlin et al., 2017). The more
a person is likely to utilize PrEP, the lesser instances of HIV transmission are likely to occur.
Further, reducing the costs of HIV-related health products is not the only necessity. Instead, it
is vital to lower prices for all medical products, as any costly medication can negatively impact
individual budgets and influence a person’s ability and likelihood of engaging in consistent HIV
prevention and treatment.
Further, all stakeholders and interested parties should hold local and state
governments accountable for a health system that perpetuates high HIV rates. One such area of
advocacy includes encouraging the federal government to require, as a condition for receiving
EHE funding, that each EHE jurisdiction conducts regular surveillance of key demographics
and HIV-related health outcomes (e.g., new HIV diagnoses, AIDS-related deaths, HIV viral
suppression, etc.). Jurisdictions that show racial/ethnic disparities in HIV outcomes should
be required to establish a corrective action plan to address these gaps, in order to maintain
eligibility for further EHE funding. The federal government should provide capacity-building
support and incentivize providers to utilize collected data in improving their service delivery
processes’ performance and equity.
Lastly, rural counties, particularly in the South where Black America’s HIV epidemic
is heavily concentrated (Reif et al., 2017), must address hospital closures and any shortage of
primary care services, in order to reduce mortality. Strategies to address these closures and
shortages can include increased usage of telemedicine and the creation of smaller health centers
to deliver health services in areas where hospitals are no longer viable.
Overcome Healthcare Utilization Barriers with Support for Black Experts, Efficient
Clinical Environments, and Health Education
As a society, we must identify, understand, and address the factors that affect people’s
utilization of healthcare services. In many Black communities, for example, routine use of health
services, especially for preventive care, is typically uncommon; this underscores the importance
of developing new community norms for seeking care. New and significant investments
in implementation science, led by Black researchers, must be made to identify strategies to
increase HIV-related access and utilization of services, as well as improve health outcomes in
Black communities. Black researchers have lived experience and an unmatched motivation to
help increase knowledge in addressing the health needs of Black communities. Accordingly,
these scientists are often best equipped to build strong relationships with Black community
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organizations, leading to research that not only informs the community but is also informed
by the community. Specific, scientific efforts by Black researchers are vital in examining and
addressing Black community perceptions about HIV services and biomedical technologies.
In addition to increasing the amount of Black researcher-led science, academic
institutions should be incentivized to increase the number of Black enrollees and recipients
of clinical degrees (e.g., MDs, RNs, NPs). Steps should also be taken to support Black
students seeking education, training, and certification as healthcare professionals; such steps
could include student loan relief and personalized outreach initiatives. Oftentimes, Black
people encounter the healthcare system and do not see providers who look like them or
fully understand their cultural background. Sharing a cultural identity with one’s provider is
important for many Black Americans to help alleviate stressors related to medical mistrust
and a long history of racism and abuse in medical and public health practice (Wells & Gowda,
2020). Medical mistrust negatively impacts Black Americans’ ability to seek necessary health
care and can lead to further health deterioration, poor prognosis, and missed opportunities for
intervention (Wells & Gowda, 2020). Drawn from the communities they serve, an increase in
community health workers and other clinical professionals can help a health center overcome
the effects of the long-standing medical mistrust in many Black communities.
Additionally, clinical environments that function inefficiently can discourage
individuals from seeking the services they need. Thus, it is important to standardize clinic
operations that create affirming spaces for Black clients. For example, Black patients who
experience significantly longer waiting times for health services than White patients will likely
not continue engaging in care at that location, if at all. Focused capacity-building assistance
should be provided to help clinics function with more efficiency and compassion. Accordingly,
healthcare professionals should be encouraged and/or required to use each client-provider
interaction to provide in-depth support, such as inquiring about treatment adherence and
associated barriers whenever a prescription is filled. All HIV service providers should have the
knowledge and ability to deliver culturally humble and appropriate services to individuals of all
racial and ethnic backgrounds. Legislation should mandate regular implicit bias and anti-racism
trainings for healthcare professionals in health departments and clinical settings.
Further, if Black people do not possess strong scientific literacy, they may be less
likely to assess their risk for HIV acquisition, learn their HIV status, adhere to prescribed
treatment regimens, and remain engaged in care (Swenson et al., 2010). Thus, HIV science and
treatment literacy must be increased in Black communities, through leveraging advertisement
campaigns, social media, and the integration of HIV-related narratives in entertainment
and other media platforms. This literacy support is necessary to build the capacity of Black
consumers, so that they can serve as competent decision-making partners in their own health
care. Community education programs are needed to raise awareness of PrEP and to address
persistent misconceptions about the intervention. Healthcare providers must be educated
and encouraged to discuss PrEP with their patients in a culturally-relevant manner. To help
overcome PrEP-related stigma, delivery channels outside of LGBTQIA+ and HIV-branded
sites should be developed.
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Relatedly, clinical trials and other work are well underway to develop a preventive
vaccine and, ultimately, a cure for HIV. It is plausible that upcoming long-acting antiretrovirals
could expand treatment and prevention options and potentially improve treatment adherence
rates. However, work is needed now to prepare and educate communities and healthcare
systems about any new approach and address concerns, in order to facilitate rapid uptake
and positive outcomes for those who desire the treatment. In exemplar, to engage Black
communities in prevention and vaccine research and to help prepare them for future prevention
breakthroughs, BAI holds a formalized collaboration with the HIV Vaccine Trials Network
(HVTN) to develop educational materials and trainings on HIV vaccine and prevention
research in areas where HVTN clinical trials are being conducted.

Pillar Four: Build the Capacity and Motivation of Black Communities
to be the Change Agents for Ending HIV
Since its founding, BAI’s motto has been, “Our People, Our Problem, Our Solution.”
The Institute recognizes the central role that communities play in addressing complicated health
challenges within themselves. If we hope to end the HIV epidemic, a crisis greatly present in
Black communities, then Black Americans will need to lead the efforts. This empowerment and
leadership demand substantial ownership of the HIV/AIDS fight in Black communities, as well
as significant, new resources to support related community-centered efforts.
Generate Broad, Enthusiastic Ownership in Black Communities of the Fight to
End HIV
Among its achievements, BAI takes great pride in its work supporting Black
organizations and institutions in the development and implementation of community-driven,
strategic HIV plans. However, this community leadership has never shown proportionality with
the severity of the HIV crisis in Black America; not enough Black organizations and institutions
have taken up the mantle to fight HIV. In fact, the concept of prioritizing HIV and its impact
on Black Americans is seemingly discussed less each year in newspapers, magazines, the internet,
the church pulpit, or among Black celebrities and opinion leaders. To end the HIV epidemic
in Black America, we must re-energize our HIV champions and develop relationships with
new partners in Black communities. Each aspect of Black America must take part in fighting
HIV; this includes elected offices, faith-based organizations, historically Black colleges and
universities, civic and fraternal organizations, Black media, Black celebrities, and everyday
people who are concerned and desire to make positive change. To renew this HIV coalition,
consistent engagement of these influential segments must occur, and HIV must be properly
categorized as the racial and social justice issue it is.
With the great influx of social media, we now have new avenues to engage and
mobilize Black Americans in an exciting manner. Black people are leveraging social media in
activist efforts across the country, and now is the time to make HIV an activism issue once
again, but in this new era centered on advocating for the complete wellbeing of Black people. As
we work to refocus the attention of Black America on the HIV fight, we should also take steps
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to normalize HIV as a health condition like many others, as well as reduce related stigma and
concentrate attention on HIV testing and accessing prevention and treatment services. Further,
within Black families and communities, we need to engage in intergenerational conversations
that move toward a real culture change and openly address the fullness, wholeness, and
diversity of Black Americans. Across all of our efforts to reignite Black communities’ drive
to eliminate the HIV epidemic, we must promote the voices and stories of Black PLWH, to
include young leaders, people who identify as LGBTQIA+, sex workers, and people who were
formerly incarcerated.
Allocate Sufficient Financial Resources for Black Communities to Lead Efforts to
End HIV
An influx of new EHE funding, particularly from the Biden Administration, while
welcome, should be understood only as a “down payment” on the planning and implementation
resources that will be needed to end HIV. To truly end HIV and tackle the aforementioned
systemic and structural issues, a substantial amount of additional funding is required,
particularly in EHE jurisdictions where a comparatively limited tax base exists. EHE financial
resources need to be directed toward communities of color, particularly as EHE funding
borrows heavily from the Minority AIDS Initiative (https://www.hiv.gov/federal-response/
smaif/overview).
Specifically, because of the HIV disproportionality in Black communities, by 2025,
at least 60% of EHE funding should be earmarked for Black-led organizations. That is, these
organizations are where Black Americans comprise the highest levels of primarily leadership
(e.g., chief executive officer and executive director) and overall governance (e.g., board of
directors, senior leadership team). In these next four years, the federal government should
move toward this 60% earmark by using the funding for the large, Black-serving (but not
Black-led) organizations to intimately collaborate with Black-led organizations in building
necessary and sustainable infrastructure (e.g., processes and networks for grant-writing, donor
engagement, human resources, finance management, administration, etc.). These intimate
collaborations would serve as a “bridge,” with funding gradually and fully shifting to the
Black-led organizations between years 1 and 4. These infrastructure-building contracts should
be performance-based and should include clear milestones toward the empowerment and
self-sufficiency of Black-led organizations to lead efforts to end the HIV epidemic. Further, as
the federal government’s EHE plan envisions a key role for federally qualified health centers
(FQHCs) in reaching the most vulnerable populations, FQHCs must be expanded and
diversified to include more smaller, Black-led organizations.
Focused investments across the public and private sector and toward Black leadership
development are required to appropriately address the breadth of the needed HIV response. For
example, in reimaging funding for Black-led organizations and initiatives in the HIV response,
foundations and pharmaceutical/biotech companies should prioritize new funds, with the
pharmaceutical and biotech companies earmarking a percentage of their profits for unrestricted
granting in these efforts. These investments should ensure that Black-led and Black-serving
organizations are prepared to optimize their performance to improve their communities’ HIV
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and broader health outcomes. While energy and commitment within grassroots efforts will
remain vital to the Black response to HIV, it is essential to move beyond unpaid volunteerism
and low paid work as the primary sources, or the backbone, of much of the response.
Alternatively, strong fiscal pathways are essential to building the sustainable community
infrastructure that is needed.
All told, elected officials and community leaders must engage Black community
members and each other in EHE planning and implementation. Further, all agencies and
organizations that receive federal EHE funding must have clear and significant processes in
place to receive culturally-based feedback from Black communities; the processes could be in
the form of recurrent community town halls and evaluations. These agencies and organizations
must also utilize the information obtained through these community processes to inform and
guide service delivery.

Discussion
The approach detailed here, while ambitious, is derived from a background of
scientific evidence, as well as over 40 years of experience among BAI’s staff, expert affiliates,
and community partners working in the fight against the HIV/AIDS epidemic. For more
than 20 of those years, BAI itself has served as the only national Black HIV “think and do”
tank and supports the findings presented. To some, the idea of implementing this framework
and encountering inevitable challenges or setbacks may be daunting. In fact, the HIV crisis is
a complex and multifaceted problem; there will be no simple solution. On the contrary, the
real solutions are layered and intricately intertwined with one another. Thus, if Americans
desire to eradicate the HIV/AIDS epidemic, we must address the structural and social
challenges that increase vulnerability to HIV, as well as hinder people’s ability to access and
benefit from valuable and effective biomedical tools. The “We the People” framework reflects
this complexity, where several pillar components are interrelated and less distinct from pillar
to pillar; addressing them would heavily advance the major solutions that the four pillars
identify. Ultimately, because this crisis is so complex and disproportionately prevalent in Black
communities, efforts must be driven by the lived experience and energetic leadership of Black
Americans, with support from all levels of government and industry expertise.

Implementing the We the People Vision and Framework
“We the People” is a plan beyond the capacity of any single organization or agency.
Black leaders, organizations, grassroots activists, and diverse stakeholders can use this set of
strategies to restructure their fight against HIV and to prioritize their contributions toward
ending the epidemic. The Black AIDS institute has committed to reorienting all of its work
toward implementing this framework, as well as monitoring and regularly reporting on progress.
Over the past year, BAI has worked with its BTAN and other partners across the
country to host WTP-related community town halls and meetings to develop jurisdictionspecific recommendations to end the HIV epidemic within these communities. BAI has
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also leveraged the WTP framework in working to support focused efforts to move key
suggestions from local communities forward, culminating in the creation of implementation
recommendations for the federal, state, and local levels.

Governmental Implementation of the “We the People” Framework
Recommended priorities at the national level center on expanding access to, and
financial support for, HIV prevention and treatment modalities. Access to PrEP and other
prevention methods must be increased, and information campaigns should be run to educate
the public. Specifically, PrEP services should be prioritized for segments of the Black American
population not often elevated, including Black cisgender women (Sophus & Mitchell, 2020).
Support for treatment modalities can include the monthly injectable regimen recently approved
by the Food and Drug Administration (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2021). Further,
the federal government must prioritize the Undetectable=Untransmittable (U=U) “treatment
as prevention” ideology as the target for all HIV-related programs that serve Black Americans.
Additionally, the federal government must acknowledge the impact that generations
of racism and anti-Black policies have had on medical mistrust and health disparities. Because
racism is, in fact, a public health emergency (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
2021), the federal government must reevaluate priority public health and HIV programs to
include the race-related experiences of Black Americans. Stigmas against Black and LGBTQIA+
people, as well as against HIV, must be introduced as national behavioral indicators and
measured across HIV programs. Further, funding for Black-centric HIV programming and
outreach must be prioritized, and the federal government must actively work to ensure a
representative percentage of Black Americans are included in clinical trials for HIV, sexually
transmitted infections (STIs), and COVID-19.
Both federal and state governments must prioritize issues that are currently, and
unnecessarily, stigmatized and politicized. Voting access, particularly across southern states
where many Black Americans live and are heavily affected by HIV, must be expanded and
uncomplicated. Additionally, comprehensive sexual health education, including LGBTQIA+
awareness and stigma reduction, should be guaranteed to all young people. Further, federal
and state governments need to ensure that people living in states without expanded Medicaid
eligibility are able to access necessary care, and new funding should be provided to support and
incentivize states that expand Medicaid eligibility.
Across all levels of government, Black Americans should comprise the majority of
HIV decision-making leadership, with the remaining leaders being installed following input
from Black Americans. Additionally, Black health experts and clinical researchers at all career
development stages must be elevated and provided growth opportunities in leadership spaces,
as well as spheres of program management and budgetary control. Federal, state, and local
governments should partner with Black-led training and capacity building programs to increase
the culturally-relevant knowledge of the HIV workforce. These governments should also invest
in marketing and community-led programming that centers Black queer, non-binary, and
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PLWH-relevant resources and experiences; they should also prioritize county/neighborhood
partnership-building upon Black-centric initiatives that are led by individuals who represent the
local community. Finally, federal, state, and local governments should increase policy reform
and investments in affordable housing to expand access for everyone, particularly PLWH and
homeless LBGTWIA+ youth.

Limitations and Considerations
As with many other efforts to assess and act upon structural and social determinants
of health, this research is subject to several limitations. While participants from diverse
disciplines, lived experiences, and backgrounds provided feedback in all of the community and
expert forums, selection bias could be present. Black Americans are not monolithic, and the
participants who gave feedback may not entirely represent the views, knowledge, or even the
geographic scope of every Black person in the HIV workforce or living with HIV; methods
could have been bolstered with additional town hall meetings across more states. Additionally,
the techniques used to collect the data were qualitative in nature and did not use standardized
surveys; this could have contributed to a limited ability to conduct a thorough data analysis,
and future research may warrant either a quantitative approach or a more formalized qualitative
approach. Further, data for this research was collected during a transition period for BAI,
whereby the new leadership was becoming established and navigating new organizational
processes; thus, time constraints in balancing this research with a new organizational structure
could have played some role.
Large-scale change, such as that proposed in WTP, occurs in multiple domains, and
no one individual or organizational entity can accomplish everything alone. This framework
calls for collaboration across public and private sectors, and this process could be slowed if one
party from a collaborating group is not yet fully in agreement with all pillars and pathways.
Because the outlined strategies address large, systemic issues, they are broad with the potential
for challenges and setbacks caused by a variety of confounding factors. Clear indicators will
certainly help assess progress made regarding any pillar and systemic oppression, overall.

Next Steps
Despite any limitations, “We the People” has the opportunity to positively influence
advocacy and comprehensive policy to eradicate the HIV epidemic. This framework leverages
community input to identify key areas where local, state, federal, and private entities can
focus monetary and human resources. From this information, robust and culturally-relevant
programming and policy recommendations have been derived, and it is recommended that
entities enhance and reimagine HIV prevention, treatment, and eradication. Future research
could benefit from additional studies addressing the tangible impact of implementing this
framework across localities, states, and the nation. To that end, a better understanding of the
impact from the WTP implementation could soon be apparent, as BAI is actively designing
indicators of progress and developing action steps for specific national, state, and local entities,
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to include federal agencies, HIV-specific organizations, community groups, and those
supporting the HIV workforce. From these indicators and entity-specific steps, BAI will be
able to provide technical assistance to create reasonable timelines and support the actualization
of WTP.

Conclusion
Research consistently demonstrates that addressing systems-level underlying causes is
the key to ending HIV ( Jeffries & Henny, 2019). “We the People” is a strategy for America, as
viewed through an unapologetically Black lens. The Black AIDS Institute works to stimulate
investment and engagement across the breadth of government, private entities, and Black
America. Thus, BAI uses the WTP framework with its 26 BTAN chapters and affiliates
for action at the local and state levels. In addition to outlining action steps to end the HIV
epidemic, this article also includes intersectional ways to elevate people already responding to
HIV in their communities. This reflects the very core of “We the People.” If Black communities
are empowered and resourced, it will be possible to end this epidemic. There is extraordinary
potential in Black communities across the nation, which must be free to lead the way toward
ultimate victory in our long struggle against HIV/AIDS.
“We the People” is significantly more than a theory; it is the community-informed
strategy we can all use to make meaningful progress toward ending the HIV/AIDS epidemic
in Black America, and the country, overall. Those within the HIV workforce and those with
the desire to make sustainable change must own this fight and break the historically ineffective
patterns of our national HIV response, where Black Americans have been left behind at each step.
If we hope to finally end this epidemic, Black communities must be positioned at the forefront of
the fight with resources and a plan for action. “We the People” provides the blueprint.
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Background
There is an ongoing political debate in the United States regarding whether access to health
care is a financial necessity or a luxury (Getzen, 2000). The United States government has been
attempting to create a more efficient and uniform health care system for over five decades.
Although there has been some movement towards an improved healthcare system over the
years, in general, the U.S. healthcare system is woeful when compared to the systems of other
industrialized countries.
Through the current implementation of health care reform, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) –
contains policies mandating that healthcare coverage must be available and accessible for every
citizen, including those with pre-existing conditions. Whether or not the ACA delivers the
improved access to healthcare that its policies promise is a question of great concern to health
policy administrators, particularly regarding at-risk populations
There is a need for exploration studies that examine existing healthcare laws that have been
implemented and the impact of the laws on chronic disease populations. Qualitative studies
provide narrative perspectives that detail the barriers to access, knowledge of health insurance,
and quality of life for those with chronic diseases, such as HIV/AIDS patients. The aim of this
study was to understand better health outcomes for HIV/AIDS that result from legislation that
permits patients to improve their healthcare outcomes. The existing literature provides little
research that examines the HRQOL through the lens of health reform for HIV/AIDS patients.
The Ryan White HIV/AID Program (RWHAP) is a special program that provides services to
low-income individuals living with HIV who have no health care coverage (public or private),
insufficient health care coverage, or lack of financial resources to get the care and treatment they
need. In 2015, of the 531,816 RWHAP clients who reported gender, 71.3% were male, 27.6%
were female, and 1.1% were transgender. It was reported that nearly eighty percent of RWHAP
clients had some form of health care coverage during the same year. Among all RWHAP clients
in 2015, 32.7% were covered by Medicaid, Medicare-covered 10.4%, and another 36.2% had
another or multiple sources of coverage. One-fifth (20.7%) of RWHAP clients had no health
care coverage in 2015. According to the ACA, all individuals must obtain a primary health
insurance source or be subject to a fine and be ineligible to apply for other health subsidy
programs (HRSA, 2013). The purpose of this study is to understand the relationship between
access and utilization of health insurance under the ACA for HIV/AIDS patients and their
health-related quality of life (HRQOL).
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This exploratory study investigated the efficacy of the ACA by examining its effect (or lack
thereof ) on members of a community with a pre-existing condition. Specifically, this study
focused on individuals who had contracted the Human Immunodeficiency Virus/Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS) previous to implementing the ACA. This group
was selected because chronic disease patients, such as those with HIV/AIDS, were projected to
be a health impaired group that would be highly impacted by the passing and implementation
of the ACA.

Research Question(s)
1. What have been the HRQOL experiences for Ryan White participants who enrolled in
ACA’s access to health care provision (Medicaid expansion or Exchange) in Baltimore City?
2. What have been the HRQOL experiences for Ryan White Participants compared to their
counterparts in other Ryan White Programs?

Literature Review
Wilson and Cleary (1995) describe a theoretical model (Figure 4) of HRQOL
consisting of five different levels: biological, symptom status; functional health; general health
perceptions; and overall quality of life (QoL). Studies of cancer, arthritis, Parkinson’s disease,
HIV, and other chronic diseases have applied this model to describe non-clinical factors that
determine health outcomes. The model is based on a linear domino process of biological
variables - symptom status - functional health - general health perceptions - overall QoL.
The intentions of this study were to review articles on HRQOL that explore
non-clinical outcomes for HIV/AIDs patients that have examined their lifestyle and social
components of quality of life while living with HIV. The most recent published studies on
HRQOL and those living with HIV have examined their clinical outcomes related to other
biological and social HRQOL measures. Between 2005- 2018, a few of these notable studies
include a research investigation by McManus et al. (2016). In 2013-2014, they compared viral
load suppression in relationship with access to the Aids Drug Assistance program, reviewing
the Affordable Care Act’s added benefits. In their comparison between Medicaid expansion
and non-expansion states under the ACA provisions, they reviewed the new insurance access
opportunities’ contributions to the increased rates of viral suppression (McManus et al., 2016).
Physical factors include energy and fatigue, pain and discomfort, sleep and rest,
mobility, daily living activities, and dependence on medicinal substances and medical aids.
HIV is no longer a death sentence or even an early terminal disease (i.e., death before standard
life expectancy) with ART therapy. Rather, HIV has become a manageable chronic disease for
which we have developed survival techniques and measurements. ART therapy has succeeded
in protecting patients from and decreasing the risks of infections, improving survival, and
maintaining patients’ QoL (Marins, 2003).
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Psychological factors include body image and appearance, negative feelings, positive
feelings, self-esteem, memory, concentration, the ability to learn and think clearly. Coping, A
Psychology that Works is a book by C.R. Snyder (1999) that discusses day-to-day mechanisms
for coping with life’s pressures. In this book, Snyder defines “coping” as a fundamental
psychological process that allows individuals to build on their strengths. For HIV/AIDS
patients, this can be an uphill battle of fighting the multiple issues associated with having HIV/
AIDS. Many patients attempt to cope by avoidance and disengagement, which often increases
their health-related stress (Schmitz, 2000).
Social factors include personal relationships, social support, and sexual activity. Social
interactions for HIV/AIDS patients are often limited due to stigma and ignorance about how
the disease is transmitted. This distancing is associated with HIV/AIDs patients exhibiting
poor social functioning through withdrawal and avoidance. Isolation from their communities
often increases stress and depression (Fleishman, 2000). In two studies conducted on HIV/
AIDS-infected women in southern states, spirituality was a quality-of-life variable that reflected
social support. The role of social support for HIV/AIDS patients was critical in coping with the
HIV cascade and continuum of care process (Sowell, 1998).
Environmental factors include financial resources (income), freedom, physical safety
and security, health and social care; accessibility and quality; home environment; opportunities
for acquiring new information and skills; participation in and opportunities for recreation/
leisure; physical environment (pollution/noise/traffic/climate) and transportation.

Methods
This study used a phenomenological research design to measure and explore the
relationship between access and using the healthcare system for Ryan White HIV/AIDS
(RWHAP) patients post ACA implementation and their health-related quality of life status.
The data for this study was provided by using the established grant-funded Ryan White
HIV/AIDS Programs at the Baltimore City Health Department (BCHD). The Ryan White
Service Report (RSR) is HRSA’s reporting system that requires client-level data reports that
include dates of services and visits on all clients served by RWHAP funds. The Baltimore City
RWHAP has a Clinical Quality Improvement Program (CQIP) that addresses improving the
clinical quality for HIV/AIDS patients enrolled in the program. Sub-grantees of the Baltimore
City Health Department RWHAP were emailed an inquiry by the Principal Investigator to
participate in the study voluntarily. For each site, accommodations were attempted to be made
based on their Ryan White clients’ existing meetings, transportation, schedule, and time frame
of the study. The sub-grantee sites that agreed to participate were Total Healthcare, Chase
Brexton, Sisters Together and Reaching. Purposive sampling was conducted for this study and
directed through the critical case sampling model. A purposive sample is a non-probability
sample that is selected based on the characteristics of a population and the objective of the study.
The participants in this study were HIV/AIDS patients enrolled in the BCHD
RWHAP for at least six months. To be considered eligible for this study, participants had to
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live within one of the 22 zip codes of Baltimore City. Eligible participants also had to be at least
18 years of age, with no hearing, speaking, or cognitive difficulties, and could hear, speak, and
comprehend English. Participants were available in summer 2019 for two (2) hour focus groups
or one-hour one-on-one interviews. Using the above parameters, participants were randomly
selected by their case managers and Ryan White coordinators to participate in focus groups
and/or one on one interviews. The desired sample size for the focus groups included five to
seven individuals and six (6) individuals for the interviews.
Topic areas for focus groups were: Physical Factors, Psychological Factors. Physical
Factors included energy and fatigue, pain and discomfort, sleep and rest, mobility, daily living
activities, and dependence on medicinal substances and medical aids.
Psychological Factors include body image and appearance, negative feelings, positive
feelings, self-esteem, memory, concentration, and the ability to learn and think clearly. Social
Factors included personal relationships, social support, and sexual activity. Social interactions
for HIV/AIDS patients are often limited due to stigma and ignorance about how the disease is
transmitted.
Environmental factors included financial resources(income), freedom, physical safety
and security, health and social care: accessibility and quality, home environment, opportunities
for acquiring new information and skills, participation in and opportunities for recreation/
leisure, physical environment (pollution/noise/traffic/climate), and transportation are all
environmental factors equated into measuring health-related quality of life.
The data was collected at four out of the eighteen (18) RWHAP sub-grantee centers
in Baltimore City. The collection took place from June 2019-August 2019. Three focus groups
were recruited, with one additional focus group scheduled as make-up to ensure desired
participation numbers were met. The focus groups were composed of participants who meet
eligibility criteria. A make-up focus group was scheduled of individuals from all sub-grantee
locations but did not occur. Confidentiality was addressed by conducting the focus groups
and interviews as Healthy Love Parties. Individuals were allowed to use an alter ego name for
the session, and their demographics (gender, age, geographic location) were not reviewed and
connected to them.

Results
Primary qualitative data was collected to explore the lived experiences of RWHAP
health-related quality of life since the Affordable Care Act implementation. Given that limited
studies exist studies around the topic, this phenomenological approach was selected to add
additional insight into the factors that influence HIV/AIDS patients’ health behaviors in the
Ryan White Program. The research included twenty- three (N=23) participants total from
three different locations. The locations were: Sister Together and Reaching, Inc. (STAR)
(Southeast Baltimore), Chase Brexton Health Care (Southwest Baltimore), New Vision House
of Hope (NVHOH) (East Baltimore), from three focus groups and one set of six, one on one
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Chase Brexton/ 6 = New Vision House/4=STAR). A summary of the relevant findings from data
generated at these focus groups in Baltimore City follows.
interviews (8= STAR/ 5= Chase Brexton/ 6 = New Vision House/4=STAR). A summary of
the relevant
findings from data generated at these focus groups in Baltimore City follows.
Table
1
Data
Summary
Table Collection
1. Data Collection
Summary
Data Collection
Location

Data
Section of
Collection Baltimore
Method

Group Type

Age
Range

Number of
Participants

Group 1: Sister
Together and
Reaching, Inc.

Focus
Group

Southeast

Homogeneous
Females

51-68

8

Group 2: Chase
Brexton Heath Care

Focus
Groups

West
Baltimore

Heterogeneous
Males & Females

36-56

5

Group 3: Sister
Together and
Reaching, Inc.

Focus
Groups

Southeast

Homogeneous
Males

58-65

4

Group 4: New Vision
House of Hope

Interviews

Southwest Heterogeneous
Baltimore Males & Females

28-53

6

Theme 1: Knowledge of HealthCare Reform
Theme 1: Knowledge of HealthCare Reform
As noted
in Table
3, participants’
knowledge
health
carereform
reformwas
was informed
informed by
As noted
in Table
3, participants’
knowledge
of of
health
care
by their
their
definition
of
health
care
reform,
sources
of
knowledge,
added
benefits,
the
significance
definition of health care reform, sources of knowledge, added benefits, the significanceofof health
health
care reform,
and knowledge
of health
reform
agencies.
Their
definitionsofofhealth
healthreform
care
reform,
and knowledge
of health
care care
reform
agencies.
Their
definitions
reform participants
notthat
know
the Affordable
Act, Obamacare,
Patient
participants
did notdid
know
thethat
Affordable
Care Care
Act, Obamacare,
and and
Patient
Protection Act
Protection
Act
the Most
same policy.
Most they
commonly,
they of
hadObamacare
heard of Obamacare
(PPA),
were
the(PPA),
same were
policy.
commonly,
had heard
and how it was
associated
everyonewith
being
eligiblebeing
for health
participant
stated that “ACA
and how it with
was associated
everyone
eligibleinsurance.
for health One
insurance.
One participant
allows
people
to get
insurance
through
an exchange
cannot
discriminated
stated that
“ACA
allows
people to
get insurance
throughand
an they
exchange
andbethey
cannot be against
based
on preexisting
illnesses.”
discriminated
against based
on preexisting illnesses.”
Another key subtheme that emerged from participant discussions was the source(s) of
Another
that
emerged
participant
discussions
was that
the source(s)
of
knowledge
gained.key
In subtheme
the second
focus
groupfrom
session,
a participant
replied
a Chase Brexton
knowledge
gained.
In
the
second
focus
group
session,
a
participant
replied
that
a
Chase
Brexton
employee was his healthcare reform information source. When asked about what has changed in
employee
healthcare
reform
information
source.
When asked
what has changed
health
carewas
or his
what
health care
reform
was, many
participants
did about
not understand
what health
in
health
care
or
what
health
care
reform
was,
many
participants
did
not
understand
what
reform entailed. However, a few connected the conversation with Obamacare and
health
health reform
entailed.
However,
a few connected
Obamacare
andexchanges,
health
insurance
coverage.
Most
participants
admitted the
thatconversation
they did notwith
know
much about
insurance
coverage.
Most
participants
admitted
that
they
did
not
know
much
about
exchanges,
PPA, and Medicaid other than receiving Medical Assistance. Among study participants, there
PPA,a and
Medicaid
other than receiving
Medical
Assistance.
Among
study
participants,
was
common
misunderstanding
between
Medical
Assistance
and
Medicaid,
not fully
there was a common
misunderstanding
between
Medical for
Assistance
and Medicaid,
fully
understanding
that the
immediate Medical
Assistance
HIV/AIDS
patients isnot
Medicaid.
understanding
immediate
Medical
for HIV/AIDS
patientscommercials
is Medicaid. were the
Across
groups,that
the the
media
outlet news
andAssistance
the Maryland
Health Exchange
Across groups, the media outlet news and the Maryland Health Exchange commercials were the
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most common source of where they had heard information about healthcare reform, followed
by their Ryan White providers and primary care provider centers.
Another key subtheme contributing to participants’ knowledge of Health Care reforms
was the benefits and significance. The majority of study participants felt they benefited most
from access to different HIV/AIDS medication options since Medical Assistance has increased
the approval for payment under the healthcare reform. Participants noted that they received a
better quality of medications over the past decade and paid less for their medications. One group
indicated that having the option to get better medications resulting in taking less medication was
an important benefit from health care reform. For HIV patients, healthcare reform was most
significant because of healthcare services and health insurance eligibility changes. Participants
indicated this change meant HIV clients did not have to pay as much for medications and
services and reduced the burden from finances removing emotional constraints.
The participants were asked for specific locations where they obtained the
information, they knew about health care reform. A participant knowing where to obtain
information on the health care reform contributed to the participant’s overall knowledge of
health care reform. Many participants acknowledged similar key agencies that they would go to
for more information. These agencies were the Health Department, Community Organizations
that were Ryan White Providers, and Primary Care Provider centers. Clarification had to
be provided several times when asking questions about being specific with their answers to
Healthcare Reform, Affordable Care Act, and Ryan White services to not have them tied into
the same category or connected. Participants also acknowledged that they felt like the Ryan
White HIV/AIDS program was the service that covered most of their services.
Theme 2: HIV/AIDS Initial Diagnosis
Subthemes that informed Theme 2 across focus group sites were: (a) guidance after
diagnosis, (b) life changes since diagnosis, and (c) substance abuse. After being diagnosed,
participants recalled their medical providers’ instructions to begin their treatment and
lifestyle of living with HIV. Many participants admitted that they do not remember the initial
conversation and instructions on how to begin their journey of living with HIV due to the
diagnosis and disbelief ’s initial shock.
The key theme was that all participants were given guidance on how to begin their
regime and routine of medications, doctors’ visits, lifestyle changes, and changing their risky
behavior lifestyles. The majority of the group noted they were given this guidance, but they did
not adhere to the guidance because they were still battling mental health and/or substance abuse
user issues with addiction. Participants felt as though they were given the proper guidance.
However, due to the nature of the lack of cultural sensitivity, competence, unaddressed cofounding behaviors, and/or the medical providers’ comprehension in the early stages of the HIV
epidemic, they were not open to addressing the forward-moving process of their health status.
Participants remembered from their initial diagnosis that they were made aware of
resources and services through Medical Assistance and the Ryan White Program. However, they
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did not understand which resources paid for specific services or all the readily available services.
Many acknowledged that from the beginning, they have received privacy and explanation of
benefits documents in the mail but have never viewed these documents to see which services
and medications were being paid out of specific resources. Participants stated they learned more
about various options they had for medical treatment, medications, and therapies to address
their new diagnosis from fellow HIV patients who willingly guided and connected them to
services. When Ryan White Programs began being available through community organizations,
participants could be walked through the services later in their journey.
There were conversations among participants during the focus groups where they
reflected on the medications from the 1980s, and 1990’s remarking that they were low quality
but were the only medications paid for by Medical Assistance, and they made many of them
ill. A few participants mentioned that through clinical trials and grant-funded programs, they
could try better quality medications, but often the funding for those programs eventually ended,
and they had to return to medications that Medical Assistance covered and the Ryan White
Program would supplement.
Although the participants stated they all had known about the severity of HIV/AIDs,
they admitted that at initial diagnosis, attending to their health status was not a priority in their
life at that time. Overall, they did not feel they had major life changes in their relationships,
social life, love life, health care status, and personal health care behaviors.
A recurring theme was that the changes in their life were necessary for them to break
the cycle of bad behaviors that they had in their lives, including relationships with those who
participated in risky behaviors. The section highlights were how they were presented with the
information that they had HIV/AIDS and their initial reactions. All noted that they were not
in a good mental health position to hear that they were HIV/AIDS positive but hearing the
news further sent their mental health into a lower state.
The leading sub-theme in diagnosis was their discussion on their lifestyle and
behaviors at the time of diagnosis. Ninety percent of the group admitted to being addicted to a
substance and a substance abuse user before and at the time of their diagnosis. This sub-theme
was the group’s overarching voice throughout the sessions, where they acknowledged that their
addiction prevented them from immediately processing the news that they had heard. Those
on substances said they felt nothing or had no realization of the effects until they became sober
and clean (many years later). Once off substances, they had feelings of punishment, shame, and
disappointment in their lifestyles and behaviors associated with contracting the virus.
Theme 3: Perceptions of Healthcare System Pre & Post Diagnosis
Theme 3 was informed by pre-diagnosis health status, using health care services, and
health care status maintenance. Although many participants reported having hypertension and
diabetes, they remained adamant that they considered themselves very healthy before being
diagnosed with HIV/AIDS. Substance abuse users noted that they had poor health due to not
being aware of the harmful patterns, lifestyles, and lasting effects. Due to lack of access and
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affordability to care, the participants remarked that using healthcare services was not a part
of their lifestyle before being diagnosed unless they became severely ill. They did not use the
available resources, and many did not know healthcare resources (dental, eye, specialist). The
services that all mentioned that they routinely used were the free needle exchange program and
free clinic. The sub-theme was that they knew there were health care resources there before
being diagnosed, including drug treatment programs, but they were not interested in being a
part of them or tried and did not like the programs.
Once they became diagnosed, they acknowledged that it took them a few years
to start fully using the services, but once they were in recovery, they could better focus and
adhere to their HIV/AIDS treatment. Years after diagnosis now, they feel like they have a
better healthcare status than before diagnosis. The sub-theme was that they thought there
were beneficial services there before, but they were unsure of the quality of the services due to
their unwillingness to activate any of them for themselves. The participants explained that the
resource options that they have now specific to HIV/AIDS patients are better than the access
and affordability options for health care before they were diagnosed. They mentioned that they
use healthcare services at least once a week compared to almost non-existing before they were
diagnosed. Ultimately, they feel like the HIV/AIDS services are better than the services for nonHIV/AIDs patients and are satisfied with the resources that they receive now.
Theme 4: Health-Related Quality of Life
Lastly, the subthemes that informed Theme 4 were (a) impact of HIV; (b) social
support; (c) mental health; and (d) medical services. The participants gave praise to their HIV
diagnosis, not in approval of contracting it but highlighting HIV for the impact that it has
had on changing their lifestyle and changing their risky behaviors. This recurring sub-theme
from them led to them honoring how HIV/AIDS saved their lives. The ability to walk, wash
dishes, or do laundry was repeated often as they listed tasks that limited their day-to-day
functionalities. Many mentioned that they were more intentional about being active and finding
activities that fit their level.
The underlying theme for social support is that most of them have good friends,
family, and other social support, but most of their friends are from their HIV/AIDS circle.
They did lose people after being diagnosed, but it was more due to removing people who were
still practicing unhealthy risky behaviors and could negatively influence. They often felt lonely
during the journey and feel disappointed in themselves for allowing themselves to be in the
situation. Due to stigma, they felt isolated in certain areas and felt like their presence was a
burden to specific scenes and audiences.
Mental health was a major theme throughout the entire focus group, from prediagnosis, diagnosis, post-diagnosis, and current journey mental health. The individual viewed
themselves as a leading cause of their behaviors and how they felt like they valued themselves.
Several participants noted they were clinically diagnosed with a mental disease and thought they
were not in good mental health. After diagnosis, their mental health has improved. Depression
was a term that almost every participant used, stating that they currently still have spells of
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manic depression. Most participants said the diagnosis did not lead them to suicidal thoughts
but rather to thoughts about changing their lives and living a full life. They all mentioned that
daily they have to fight negative thoughts.
They currently seek out medical services when needed and are impressed with the
different resources as Ryan White and HIV/AIDS patients. The majority are satisfied with
their treatment. Medicaid and Medicare are their primary insurances, with the addition of Ryan
White and MDAP. They all feel like they have good medical providers and receive the best
care available to them. Overall, they all feel like they have better health now, resources, medical
service and opportunities, and quality of life than before they were diagnosed with HIV/AIDS.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to understand the relationship between access and
utilization of health insurance under the ACA for HIV/AIDS patients and their health-related
quality of life (HRQOL). Derived from the Wilson and Cleary (1995) model, the Basavaraij et
al. (2010) HRQOL modified model was developed specifically for HIV/AIDS patients’ quality
of life. The modified Health-Related Quality of Life model examined four different PLWH
lives: physical, psychological, social, and environmental. Through a qualitative process of focus
groups and interviews, participants discussed their knowledge, attitudes, and practices regarding
health care reform. Secondly, they were asked questions about their Health-Related Quality of
Life before being diagnosed, once diagnosed, and living with HIV. The participants were given
educational handouts to fill in healthcare reform gaps, specifically the ACA.
Most of the focus groups and interview participants did not know the Affordable Care
Act and its implementation. For example, how ACA directly impacted healthcare coverage,
access, and affordability but knew general information about Health Care Reform and ACA.
It was great to hear that the media, Ryan White Program Providers, and medical providers are
continuing conversations about Obamacare with patients. However, it was also apparent that
they have been given more information than how the ACA applies to HIV/AIDS patients and
their healthcare rights and benefits. The participants were told about the resources but not
about the best way to use the resources from their given information. Therefore, the participants
not being able to relate the ACA provisions to the resources they have been able to receive
through their disease’s progression were indirectly provided through them discussing their
HRQOL experiences as a person living with HIV over the years. Below you will find an analysis
of how the HRQOL components have been present in Ryan White Program participants’ lives.
The Affordable Care Act was enacted to improve health care accessibility, cost, and
services for all Americans. The initial ACA has been amended over 1500 times, bringing it
to its current structure. Health Care Reform in this country will continue to be a debate that
continuously divides the country. We must remain focused on the impact that health care laws,
policies, and implementation have on the wellbeing of all that reside in the United States. For
public health practitioners, the goal is to keep pushing back until the necessary changes are
made in law and policy arenas to ensure that we create and maintain positive impacts for our
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Themes, Subthemes, and Quotes Across All Four Focus Group Sites
Table 2. Themes, Subthemes, and Quotes Across All Four Focus Group Sites
Themes
Theme 1: Knowledge of
Health Care Reform

Subthemes
1.1Definitions of Health
1.2 Source of Knowledge
Gained
1.3 Benefits and
Significance of Health
Care Reform
1.4 Healthcare Reform
Agencies

Theme 2: HIV/AIDS
Diagnosis

2.1 Guidance after
diagnosis
2.2 Life Changes Since
Diagnosis

2.3 Substance Abuse

Theme 3: Perceptions of
Health Care System
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3.1 Pre-Diagnosis Health
Status

Sample Quotes
“ Initiated by Obama for
everyone to get free health
insurance.”
“I have to apply for
Medicaid because I get
Social Security and Social
Services informed me.”
“Medications ( better
medication, less
medications)”
“Confused what is going
on with the services, and I
do not see how things are
getting better.”
“The health department.”
“Yes-Set up with case
manager, and bring
information, set up with
PC.”
“more accepting from
society and family,
education is the key.”

“substance abuse user, was
on substance----accepting
and adjusting to the
situation.”
“very healthy.”
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communities. For those laws and policies that are not making an impact, it is our duty to review
them, question their existence, and request them to be removed or amended.
The Ryan White Program has proven to be a successful policy that positively impacts
HIV/AIDS patients. Public Health Practitioners owe it to HIV/AIDS patients to give all
our energy to protect the laws. As the Health Reform movement continues to develop, we
must be mindful of existing policies, such as Ryan White, that improve populations’ health
care outcomes. It would be counterproductive to cause conflict or confusion about which
laws or policies provide specific services and non-duplicating services and are needed for
our communities. The turnover that we see year to year from programs and resources being
eliminated is from the lack of tracking of these programs’ effectiveness to renew fiscal notes that
support these policies being continued.
Most importantly, we must listen to those in the community on how we serve them.
We can no longer make policies off of adjusted quantitative data alone, which are not delivering
the outcomes that we need in our communities. The ACA has started us on the right path, and
we must keep the momentum going.
Over the past ten years of healthcare reform, the ACA has had a major impact on
chronic disease populations. Ryan White Program patients are among the few chronic disease
populations followed for health insurance obtainment, status, and utilization because of
the program’s federal mandates. Although knowledge from the Ryan White Program study
participants is low on ACA and its provisions that impact their population, they have obtained
the basic knowledge of knowing that it impacts health insurance on a national scale. Obamacare
is recognized more as a political and news topic than a healthcare implementation needs among
communities that are most impacted by the ACA’s provisions. We need local agencies to begin
discussing and educating all chronic disease populations about their rights and responsibilities as
consumers and how to utilize the resources that were implemented from the ACA.
The stories of those who have lived with HIV/AIDS need to be heard, and every
advocate, health care executive, and politician needs to know their needs and what is not
working to improve their quality of life through policies.
Disturbingly, it became clear that the HIV/AIDS patients’ prior risky behaviors
were continuing because of the lack of service to intervene before they got to the stage where
HIV/AIDS diagnosis was the endgame that forced them to change their health behaviors and
lifestyle. It brings into question if the policies, implementations, and resources that we provide
for low-income, substance abuse users, and other chronic disease populations are insufficient to
receive the help they need to recover before they get infected. In retrospect, we are improving
the quality of life for HIV/AIDS patients, but there should have been policies to help them
with their health care before they reached the point of contracting an infectious disease. HIV/
AIDS can be a life-changing, path redirecting diagnosis, but we need to make sure that we are
making policies to improve the longevity of life and the quality of their lives.
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Abstract
Low literacy levels in Black women with HIV (WWH) have been shown to amplify preexisting health disparities and sequelae of non-adherence to health-related guidance. Wisdom
Matters is a community-based participatory research program with an aim of improving health
literacy in populations of Black WWH and assessing the existing knowledge, attitudes, and
beliefs surrounding HIV care delivery and psychosocial barriers in these populations. Our
research was conducted in Boston, MA, where 17 Black WWH were recruited to complete a
6-week curriculum designed to provide a thorough and cohesive path to empowerment, both
individually and collectively, pertaining to living with HIV. Data collection was augmented
through pre- and posttest data as well as qualitative data collected via focus groups. Content and
narrative analyses of these qualitative data demonstrate individual and group improvement in
the areas of nutrition, medication adherence, stress management, and disclosure of HIV status
after participation in the Wisdom Matters program. The study demonstrates the feasibility and
acceptability of health literacy interventions based within community settings and addresses
gaps in literacy that healthcare workers can prioritize in the education of their patients.
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Introduction
Black Americans account for a higher proportion of new HIV diagnoses, as well as
a higher proportion of people with HIV (PWH), than any other race and ethnicity in the US
(CDC, 2018). In the most recent national data from 2018, Black Americans accounted for
13% of the US population, yet 42% (16,002) of the 37,968 new HIV diagnoses in the United
States. Among Black Americans living with HIV in 2018, an estimated 85% were aware of their
infection (CDC, 2018).
Black women in particular experience heightened cases of HIV and its related adversities,
despite advances in care and increased availability of pre-exposure prophylaxis (PReP) to the
general population. In 2018, Black women accounted for 13% of the general female population
but made up 58% percent of HIV diagnoses in the female population. Of these new cases in the
Black women with HIV (WWH) population, 92% contracted HIV through heterosexual contact,
8% through injection drug use, and 1% through another mechanism (CDC, 2018).
The disproportionate number of Black WWH coupled with the myriad of psychosocio economic barriers creates complexities for HIV management in this population. Factors
such as structural racism and a subsequent distrust in American healthcare, sexual oppression
and exploitation, poverty, and other such social determinants can individually and collectively
act as barriers to adequate treatment of an HIV diagnosis. Of such social inequities, poor health
literacy and a subsequent reduction in shared decision making and health-promoting behaviors
act as some of the greatest social barriers to accessing healthcare services and appropriate disease
management among patients living with HIV (Palumbo, 2015). As a result of these psychosocio economic barriers, Black WWH are more likely to die from HIV-related diseases and
are less likely to be virally suppressed than white women, notwithstanding advances in care
and increased availability of pre-exposure prophylaxis to the general population (McFall et al.,
2013). First-hand accounts from a study conducted by Amutah-Onukagha et al in 2012 among
10 African American women in an HIV support group demonstrated that Black WWH do
not receive care due to deeply internalized stigmas and discriminations heightened by their race
(Amutah, N. N., 2012). Another intervention-based study conducted by Amutah-Onukagha et
al in 2018 entitled Project THANKS resulted in the 31 Black WWH participants citing lack of
good healthcare provider relationships, poor mental health, and lack of social support as barriers
to proper care, all factors related to racial and cultural factors left unacknowledged by healthcare
systems (Amutah-Onukagha et al., 2018).
In order to combat the disproportionate effects of HIV in Black female populations,
we must carefully address the aforementioned barriers; specifically: lack of health literacy,
reluctance to disclose HIV status, stigmas, and difficulty managing HIV along with
comorbidities, as detailed below.
Health Literacy:
Health literacy is “a complex phenomenon involving access to and skillful use of
health-related information to inform and improve health decision making, behaviors, and
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outcomes’’ (Perazzo et al., 2017). Health literacy has been found to have a significant association
with antiretroviral medication adherence, as examined by a literature review on health literacy
as an impact on PWH (Wawrzyniak et al., 2013). A study within this review conducted by
Ownby et al. in 2012 utilized the Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults (TOFHLA)
to measure knowledge about HIV and appropriate usage of HIV medication before and after
exposure to a computer-delivered intervention, designed in part to provide disease-specific
education, and reported a significant increase in this knowledge post-intervention within the
118 participants studied. This study demonstrated the impact of dynamic disease-specific
education based on the health literacy level leveraging visual and technological resources to
increase the intensity and efficacy of patient education (Ownby et al., 2012).
Disclosure:
Literature consistently suggests that women of all races are reluctant to disclose their
HIV status (Grodensky et al., 2015) because of the potential consequence of HIV-related
stigma, isolation, and discrimination. Disclosure can result in support, but it can also make an
HIV-positive woman susceptible to stigmatization and discrimination (Fletcher et al., 2017).
Within a study conducted with 48 Black WWH who were also primary caretakers
of young children, Black and Miles (2002) describe the ‘‘calculus of disclosure’’ that Black
WWH experience when deciding to whom they will disclose their status. For the Black WWH
participating in their study, the calculus of disclosure included determining the risks of HIVrelated stigma from individuals and groups in their social world. Their calculation of risk was
derived from both indirect, observed societal stigma and from direct, personal experiences
with stigma (Black et al., 2002). This research ascribes significance to differences in disclosure
calculation according to race in America and considers the need to understand how women
are impacted after disclosure depending on their race. Another 2020 study conducted in South
Africa with a sample of 406 mothers with HIV further delves into the forces that prevent
mothers from disclosing their HIV status with their children, as introduced by Black and Miles.
Data collected in this study indicated that only 11.6% of WWH disclosed their HIV status to
their young children, listing reasons such as “age [appropriateness]” and other such causes related
to stigma surrounding HIV status; results also demonstrated that mothers who did disclose status
to their children reported significantly more emotional support and family closeness than those
who did not (Visser & Hlungwani, 2020). Further research is needed to gain a more complete
understanding of the impacts of disclosure on relationships for Black WWH.
Recent research also reveals that fear of HIV disclosure, criminalization, rejection,
and loneliness can push women to stay in or return to abusive relationships. Concurrent with
violence and abuse, many women fear that after HIV disclosure, their partners might disclose
their status without consent to others (Krusi, 2018).
Stigma and Medical Adherence:
In 2018, a qualitative study was conducted that sought to understand the perceptions
of intersectional HIV-related stigma among diverse women living with HIV in the United
States (Rice et al., 2018). The women participating in the study perceived these interrelated
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forms of social marginalization from multiple sources: their communities, interpersonal
interactions, and within systems and structures.
Sweeny & Vanable conducted a systematic review and synthesis of the literature
and found substantial evidence to indicate that stigma contributes to medication adherence
difficulties among PWH. The similarities in findings across studies assessing single or multiple
factors generating HIV-related stigma is significant given that the studies included diverse
patient populations with samples from countries composed of different social, economic, and
political contexts, as well as different experiences of the HIV epidemic. Their findings indicate
plausible commonalities in the impacts of HIV-related stigma adherence across different sociocultural contexts (Sweeny & Vanable, 2016).
The National Institutes of Health have recently identified HIV-related stigma as a
research priority, citing reasons such as the aforementioned intersections between HIV stigma
and “stigma and discrimination due to their race/ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation,
substance use, engagement in sex work, among other identities and positions (Greenwood et
al., 2020),” and the demonstrated correlation between stigma reception and low uptake of HIV
testing and prevention methods, such as pre-exposure prophylaxis and antiretroviral therapy
(Greenwood et al., 2020).
Comorbidities:
A constant comparison analysis published in 2014 looking at Black WWH with comorbidities revealed that HIV management and the management of their co-morbidities are
linked. The study reports that diabetes and hypertension were perceived to be more difficult to
manage than HIV among the women included in the study. Warren-Jeanpiere et al suggest that
in order to enhance Black women’s self-management strategies, researchers need to consider how
cultural factors uniquely intersect (Warren-Jeanpiere et al., 2014).
According to qualitative research conducted by Amutah-Onukagha and team,
investigators discovered that although participants recognized the importance of taking care
of their overall health, the majority of participants were more concerned with the treatment of
their comorbidities (Amutah-Onukagha et al., 2018). Their study utilized a mixed-methods
intervention to increase the adoption of healthy behaviors in Black American WWH with
substance abuse. They found that in addition to HIV, many participants reported struggling to
manage various comorbidities, such as cholesterol, hypertension, poor mental health, kidney
failure, diabetes, heart disease, and Alzheimer’s disease, seizures, and arthritis. Participants
directly suggested the need for strategies to highlight management of HIV and managing
common HIV related chronic illnesses (Amutah-Onukagha et al., 2018).
The purpose of this article is to describe a community-based health literacy
intervention in Black American WWH while also addressing issues of disclosure, HIV-related
stigma, medication adherence, and management of concurrent co-morbidities. Given the
findings of past literature surrounding health literacy among Black WWH, our findings seek
to disseminate evidence that improving health literacy is pivotal to respectively improving
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HIV health outcomes. The intervention, titled Wisdom Matters, addressed barriers presented
in literature that led to non-health-promoting behaviors, and sought to educate participants
in order to increase resolve to stay in treatment for HIV and chronic diseases. The program
components were selected and developed based on the review of current literature on the socioecological barriers to care in Black American WWH. Components of the curriculum include:
understanding and defining comorbidities, pathophysiology and management of diabetes,
hypertension and heart disease, HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis and indication, medication
adherence, nutrition and social components of HIV including stigma and disclosure. Addressing
the key components of our curriculum have been shown to increase advocacy for Black WWH
and the greater community in healthcare settings, ultimately resulting in improved health
outcomes for HIV and comorbid chronic diseases and reductions in healthcare costs.

Program Design and Setting:

Methods

We designed the protocol as a 6-week curriculum to increase health literacy and
empower Black WWH to take control of their health and educate others on HIV and
metabolic disease prevention. The sample size was two groups of Black WWH (N= 17) at
The Dimock Center in Jamaica Plain, MA. The intervention included lectures conducted on
a weekly basis over the course of a 2-hour session, which encompassed topics that would in
turn enable the participants to increase their literacy levels and confidence in advocating for
themselves in healthcare settings.
Prior to recruitment, IRB approval was granted. Participants were recruited from the
Dimock Center, a community health center geared towards providing caring specifically to the
underserved. This center primarily targets the predominantly Black/African American and
Latino population living in the Roxbury, Dorchester, Mattapan, and Jamaica Plain communities
surrounding Boston, MA. In addition to primary care, the center also offers HIV management
and behavioral health care. Convenience sampling was used, as participants were contacted and
recruited directly from a longstanding women’s-only HIV support group at the center. Members
of this group were asked to participate verbally, through use of flyers, and through contact with
case managers. All participants were fully informed about the purpose of the study, as well as
compensation. They were ensured that lack of participation would not have any impact on the
services being provided to them by the Dimock Center.
Goals and Objectives:
The goals of our intervention were to ask and answer questions regarding differing
access to healthcare resources, increase health literacy in the subjects presented in the
lecture materials, educate participants about relevant health disparities and their effects on
participants’ personal experiences, and mobilize her family and community to act against
these disparities and to engage in action to change healthcare access in her neighborhood. We
sought to achieve the following outcomes: (1) provide WWH with hands-on experience in
engaging their communities around issues related to HIV risk, (2) teach WWH the value of
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civic engagement, (3) create a health literacy intervention that community organizations and
healthcare professionals engaging directly with this patient population can replicate beyond our
intervention and encourage further dialogue about the impact of HIV on communities of color.
Additionally, our project highlights the intersection of health literacy and health disparities and
empowers WWH to focus on how they can impact change in their environment using their
newfound framework of intersectionality.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria:
Eligible participants were: (a) Black American women (ethnicity identified by selfreport and inclusive of African and Caribbean women); (b) HIV positive with verification
from clinical data; (c) have an adolescent daughter residing with them at least 50% of the time
(relevant to the study of disclosure & stigma, how the mother-daughter relationship is affected
by HIV status); (d) currently residing in Boston, MA or the surrounding areas; e) English
speaking; and (f ) over the age of 18. The subjects were recruited through seropositive female
support groups held at the Dimock Center. Women were also presented details about the study
by their Infectious Disease care providers at the Dimock Center.
Procedures:
The lectures were delivered sequentially and built on topics to improve subjective
health literacy levels. Due to varying levels of literacy in our study population, a 2nd grade
reading level was used to develop the lectures and was adjusted throughout the intervention
relative to the women’s literacy levels. In addition to the lecture material, pretest, posttest,
and focus group assessments (i.e., health literacy, increase in knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs
about HIV, increase in medication adherence - topics which were derived through deductive
reasoning) for each of the groups were collected. The lectures took place on Saturdays and
followed the described schedule starting with our opening poem, followed by the lecture for the
week and ending with the weekly survey. Participants were provided with a nutritious breakfast
during each session, as well as a $20 cash incentive for their time and to aid with transportation
costs. Participants were also given a folder of curriculum handouts and a notebook. Individual
unstructured interviews and group discussions with women about the impact of their
participation on their feelings of self-efficacy and confidence to advocate for themselves in a
healthcare setting were conducted regularly. At the conclusion of the six-week lecture series, a
celebratory graduation dinner was held to acknowledge the accomplishments of the participants
and to share the celebration with their friends and family.
Lecture Content and Creation Process:
A lecture-based curriculum developed to increase health literacy in WWH was
administered through in-person lectures over the course of six weeks. The topics covered
through our curriculum included: HIV and opportunistic infection basics, PrEP and PEP,
medication adherence, nutrition, comorbidities, and advocacy. We reserved the final week
lecture for a topic chosen by our participants, and participants requested disclosure as the topic.
Figure 1 describes the lecture schedule in addition to the materials distributed each session.
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Figure
1. Curriculum Plan and Materials Collected by Lecture
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Measures & Data Analysis

At the start of the lecture series, participants completed a pre-test derived from
BEHKA-HIV, direct content from lecture materials and qualitative assessment questions
derived from the findings of Amutah-Onukagha et al in Project THANKS. The BEHKAHIV is a psychometrically sound tool for assessing health knowledge and action regarding
HIV treatment and predicting non-adherence to HIV medications (Osborn et al., 2010). The
BEHKA-HIV is a brief and simple measure of patients’ understanding and ability to take action
in a specific health care context, and is a strong, independent predictor of HIV medication
adherence (Osborn et al., 2010). Participants were required to complete the post-test with the
same BEHKA-HIV-derived questions for comparison. The modified BEHKA-HIV included
seven questions assessing participants’ ideas pertaining to health and health management
behaviors, five assessment questions pertaining to HIV and proper disease management, and
five questions directly pertaining to lecture-based topics (Osborn et al., 2010).
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During the initial session, participants completed a demographic form collecting
information pertaining to race, age, education, relationship status, living arrangements,
employment status, income level, and HIV diagnosis-related information. HIV diagnosisrelated information included length of time with diagnosis, interactions with the healthcare
system after diagnosis, HIV-centered support groups, viral load, antiretroviral usage, and
presence of co-morbidities (i.e. diabetes, hypertension, heart disease, arthritis, depression, etc.).
Participants were given weekly post-lecture surveys in which they reported satisfaction and
impact using a 5 item Likert scale. In addition, participants were also asked to qualitatively
report what they learned, their confidence in discussing lecture topics and areas for
improvement. During the final session of each cohort, we also conducted a focus group with the
participants. To collect qualitative data, focus groups were chosen over individual interviews
due to the advantage of these groups having a prior repertoire through their HIV support
group history, as well as the diminished sense of reservation. The focus groups were recorded,
transcribed verbatim, and verified by the team of researchers. These transcriptions were then
inductively coded to organize overarching themes using an Excel spreadsheet, which contained
a data dictionary of themes, their codes, and theme descriptions. Some examples of codes used
include Family Dynamics (FAMD), Concepts Learned (CONL), Acceptance of Status (AOS),
and Comorbidities (COM). Content and narrative analysis were both being conducted with
these focus groups, as the qualitative data collected was categorized and utilized to identify key
patterns and themes of participants’ experiences as well as structured to represent the general
narrative as told by Black WWH.

Results
Qualitative results were derived primarily from the focus group as well as freestructured interviews conducted throughout the program. Using the intervention format of
Project THANKS, participants were asked a variety of questions based on lecture materials and
recurrent themes that presented during the intervention (Amutah-Onukagha et al, 2018). Focus
group topics included the following themes: nutrition, PrEP usage and indications, medication
adherence, barriers and solutions to HIV and chronic disease care and management, HIVrelated stigma, disclosure of HIV status, and guilt. The results are outlined below.
The Wisdom Matters curriculum and intervention incorporated themes from Table 1
in discussion and lecture material. Our efforts were directed towards identifying ways in which
negative themes could be eradicated and positive themes could be integrated into the healthcare
system and community engagement efforts. Highly prevalent themes that arose included: health
literacy, nutrition, pre-exposure prophylaxis, medication adherence, retention in healthcare,
disclosure, stigma, and guilt.
Health Literacy:
Study participants routinely sought health-related information prior to the onset
of our intervention for the purposes of learning how to improve their overall well-being.
Unfortunately, many women expressed feelings of hopelessness regarding their ability to obtain
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Table 1. Summary Focus Group Themes
The focus group revealed several themes impacting health care and contributing to the
outcomes present for Black WWH. The themes include:
Availability of health care providers and multidisciplinary care
Ongoing pursuit of education
Social support
HIV-related stigma
Disclosure of HIV status
Guilt
Stress and mental health
Supplemental nutritional counseling
Advocacy
Self-efficacy
Optimization of the role of “Community Matriarch” to strengthen pre-existing healthpromoting systems.
accurate information pertaining to their health from their healthcare providers and had little
knowledge on how to obtain such. Given the focus of our intervention, a formal discussion
assessing the attitudes of Black WWH on health literacy was warranted. Many women expressed
feelings of bewilderment upon recalling their misunderstandings of HIV when first diagnosed.
“When I was diagnosed, I didn’t know what HIV was. When my doctor explained to me
I said, ‘is this for gay people, lesbian, bisexual’? He said no, even straight people get it too. I didn’t
understand that. So I [tried to] learn.”
It is important to highlight the efforts of many of the participants to obtain HIVrelated information and the effects of their successes. Women commonly found success in their
pursuit of knowledge when networking and interacting with other PWH.
“It was hard for me too, but as I was learning about HIV when I was first diagnosed.
Like moving around and seeing other people that have it, like I’m not alone. And plus I went to
conferences and stuff.”
The direct correlation between health literacy and health outcomes was understood by
the women and fueled their desires to seek knowledge, ultimately leading to their involvement
in the intervention. Generally, women within the intervention who had prior access to a
network of outside resources to obtain information pertaining to HIV, displayed higher levels
of literacy and inquisition throughout the intervention. Use of pre-existing support groups to
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teach and share HIV and health-related knowledge represents an under-utilized modality of
increasing health literacy in Black WWH and focus group data supports its efficacy.
Nutrition:
Nutrition proved to be a popular topic amongst the women, particularly because
many had diagnoses of metabolically responsive chronic diseases. A common narrative included
a woman first diagnosed with diabetes, hypertension, or high cholesterol, then subsequently
counseled by their health care provider about “healthy” foods and behaviors to mitigate the
downstream effects of their disease. Prior to the intervention, interactions between nutrition
and disease processes were barely understood by the women. Discussions included general
topics such as defining macro and micronutrients riddled down to assessing the biochemical
differences between trans and saturated fats and their metabolism.
“Everything was very, very informative to me. I learned a lot that I didn’t even know, I
knew I didn’t know. That had gone as far as like the nutrition and fixing my diabetes, hypertension,
um, and it was just very, very educational. Very educational for me in this. And, you know, I’ll just,
I just wanna keep being educated on this, on nutrition and my illnesses.”
Women were also deeply interested in dietary modifications that could be made in
response to the weight changes caused by certain HIV medications.
“I never had any children. I’m not pregnant. But saying to them, it’s the medication. I
don’t like it. They give me too many medication, make you gain all that weight, it make my stomach
look big. I don’t like it when it’s like that. I don’t like the way my body changed too much. I don’t like
that. I want to go back to the way it was. My stomach used to be flat. But on the medication it blew
up. What can I do to fix that with my food?”
This clear interest in dietary modifications demonstrates a need for increased research
and compilation of information regarding the effects of HIV medication on nutrition and
weight changes and subsequent relaying of this information to women diagnosed with and
being medicated for HIV. Providing such information to WWH would increase quality of life,
empowering WWH to maintain control of certain aspects of their lives and bodies and sustain
or develop overall confidence in the midst of a holistically life-altering diagnosis.
Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP):
Many within the field of infectious disease have discussed means of increasing the
usage of PrEP amongst vulnerable populations. Given that study participants were all PWH,
discussion of usage of PrEP within this population was not done. However, many participants
expressed connections with at-risk populations and had little knowledge pertaining to the
indications for PrEP usage. During the intervention, women were taught what PrEP was,
its mechanism of action, and its indications. After achieving a basic understanding of PrEP,
they were given examples of how to teach this information and advocate for others in clinical
settings. During the final focus group, one woman in particular expressed a recent clinical
encounter where she advocated for her significant other for the first time.
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“Well, for me, it was just advocating for him. Bringing him to the hospital, talking, sitting
down, talking to his doctors, and letting his doctors what type of relationship he’s in, and we talked
about the PrEP.”
Encounters such as this, depict the impact of education and its direct translation
to actions that reduce adverse health outcomes in at-risk populations. Women frequently
commented on discussions with their children, extended family, and friends where they
encouraged them to consider PrEP. A prominent theme women expressed was misinformation
on transmission of HIV within people they interacted with. Many expressed that they were
not only able to educate others using materials from the intervention, but also teach about the
benefits of utilizing PrEP. Black women are central to communal foundations and utilizing their
networking capabilities to educate and spread information pertaining to PrEP can prove to be a
successful mode of increasing PrEP usage in vulnerable populations.
Medication Adherence:
Medication adherence has been cited frequently as a large contributor to health
outcomes making it a target of outreach initiatives. The barriers to medication adherence in
PWH have been widely explored and inadequate education has been found to be one of the
most prominent causal factors. Lectures on medication adherence during our intervention
primarily focused on understanding the indications for HIV and chronic disease medications,
discussion of side effects and the concept of different side effects associated with different
medications and lastly understanding the nomenclature and labeling on post-visit instructions,
prescriptions, and pill bottles. Discussions pertaining to barriers to taking medications
highlighted factors primarily surrounding adverse effects pertaining to weight gain and loss. The
majority of the women attested to the difficulties of consistently taking antiretrovirals, especially
in the presence of others not required to take daily medications.
“They don’t know. We get sick and they don’t know what we’re going through taking that
medication. We’re always getting sick. Sometimes you don’t want to be sick all the time, you want
to stay healthy. People don’t know what we’re going through taking that medication every day. It’s
hard. It’s very hard to do that.”
Many women stressed the importance of a good provider and were inspired by their
consistency and encouragement.
“Well, my doctor- she used to call me a lot. She’d always say, ‘You always take your
medication, every day. You never miss a day.’ When it comes to me, she’s a great doctor. She knows I
take my medicine. I know I do. But I’m not going to stop because of that. I’m trying to stay healthy
and stay positive.”
Retention in Healthcare:
Retention in healthcare was a major theme that recurred throughout the intervention.
The women expressed many occasions in which they have left care because of what they believed
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was inadequate treatment. Many of the reasons they listed centered around the availability and
their perception of the investment of their provider in their health and well-being. A common
narrative surrounding the transfer of care to another provider depicted a visit in which the provider
did not engage the patient, spent little time teaching, and was dismissive of patient concerns.
“I wasn’t happy with my HIV doctor, and I got a new one you know. Because all she did
was look at the computer. And my visit was done. Here’s your prescription, your blood work, here’s
your slip, go get your blood, see you in three months.”
Successes in the retention of study participants within medical care included
multidisciplinary efforts with some form of social support. Black WWH face unique
psychosocial challenges to retention in care as a result of racism, HIV-related stigma and
discrimination and the myriad of roles they play within their communities. According to
demographic data, the majority of study participants had incomes below $35,000. Many reported
informally that they currently support their children and grandchildren, unofficially putting
them below the poverty line. Simultaneously, Black WWH face isolation from their families and
communities and find difficulty maintaining healthy romantic relationships. Additionally, many
of the women had experienced homelessness, substance abuse, prostitution and carry trauma and
mental illness as a result. These stressors are then compounded with marginalization resultant
from living under the constructs of racism and the consequent health, unstable housing, resource
and economic disparities. The presence of an involved healthcare team proved to be one of the
most impactful interventions leading to consistent retention in healthcare in Black WWH.
“My team is so open, and so concerned, especially my HIV team, if I make it a doctor’s
appointment, and I don’t show up. I’ll never forget this, my doctor, I missed an appointment. My
doctor and my social worker came to my house.”
support.

Many women spoke to the impact of social workers in their medical care and their

“I have my support mainly from my social worker, who has had my back from the
beginning of this HIV battle. Um, and I have to say I love my social worker because if it wasn’t for
her I probably be either in a nuthouse, or probably dead. Um, being accepted, you know, she’s always,
always supported me and that’s my biggest support. When it comes with living with this HIV. “
“Having a good case manager, because that’s the good thing, because they call you
and stuff like that. Because I remember when I first got HIV, it was very hard for me. My case
manager would come to my house, pick me up, bring me here and sometimes take me back
home. Things like that was really helpful for me, so having a good case manager that has your
back, I don’t know. I don’t know what else to say.”
Disclosure:
The topic of safely and effectively disclosing HIV status and the emotional burden
associated was a recurrent topic throughout the intervention. Many women expressed fear
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surrounding disclosure and worried about its impact on their relationships with family, friends
and significant others.
“I think we all are scared of rejection. All it takes is you to tell one person.”
Particular experiences disclosing to family members revealed rejection linked to
misunderstanding of HIV transmission.
“And when I tried to tell some other group, I mean family members, you know, they say
things like ‘That’s one thing about me, I don’t like having people in my house that got multiple
diseases and then I gotta buy new furniture and all that.’ And right there that shut me down.”
“There’s some people that are very ignorant. They think they can disrespect you, you know?
They don’t know nothing about you.”
The following quote demonstrates the fear Black WWH have specifically surrounding
romantic relationships. Fear of rejection strongly influenced how women perceived other’s
capacity to love and care for them within relationships.
“And to piggyback on that, that was my fear. I mean, this man came into my life, and he
treated me like the queen that I am, and I was afraid. You know? Um that one he found out, he was
gonna be gone out the door, and ... I just ... Listen, I don’t want to be lying to you, but I just want
you to know I’m HIV positive.”
Finally, it is important to highlight difficulties in disclosure as a result of shame felt
due to mode of HIV transmission.
“I feel shame, when it comes down to me disclosing myself. Because sometimes I be wanting
to lie. I be wanting to lie. You know, ‘How did you catch it?’ Uh, sometimes I want to be, ‘Oh, from a
blood test.’ Because I don’t want people to know that I’ve worked the streets.”
Stigma:
Discrimination and stigma were recurrent themes throughout the intervention
and in all portions of the focus group. Women expressed that stigma surrounding HIV was
experienced in all realms of their lives. This stigma impacted their abilities to form and maintain
relationships. Stigma was also experienced in health care settings. One of the prevalent themes
associated with stigma was lack of education. Many women believed that the ostracization they
experienced stemmed from the little and many times incorrect knowledge surrounding HIV.
“Like some of them they are very ignorant. So I don’t even have to tell them, to disclose
myself. Everywhere I go they just point fingers. If I finish to talk to someone, and then they go like,
‘Oh, this girl, you know she has HIV? Her baby died with HIV, blah blah blah’.”
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Guilt:
Many of the women spoke about the feelings of guilt from losing their children, when
they were in the street, or when they were battling addiction. Many women expressed feeling
inadequate as mothers and all expressed an occasion in which they were forced to relinquish
childcare responsibilities to another.
“When I had my kids, you know, I started ... I didn’t use with my girls, but I used with my
son. My son was born with crack cocaine in his system. It stopped his growth. He’s four something,
probably four two, four three. It stopped his growth. He’s a very angry. And that’s all because of me
using. And I feel bad that my son had to go through this. I feel bad that every time I go on Facebook,
I see my son on Facebook fighting somebody and talking about beating them up. I feel bad, you know
what I’m saying?”
One quote in particular exhibited the stressed relationship between the women and
their children.
“I’m going to make it short. When I was 15 years old, I abandoned my older son. Oh god
give me grace [...] He didn’t talk to me for over thirty-something years. You know what I’m saying?
Every time he sees me he bangs me over the head with it.”

Discussion
The Wisdom Matters health literacy intervention was developed and implemented to
equip women with the knowledge needed to advocate for themselves and their communities in
healthcare settings as well as examine the attitudes and trends around pressing issues impacting
health disparities in Black WWH. An evaluation of systems in place and communal networks
conducted revealed ways in which pre-existing systems can be utilized to increase shared
decision making and socio-political action. It is important to continually evaluate the barriers
to care present for Black WWH in order to eradicate disparities that disproportionately impact
Black women and empower them to have active roles in their healthcare.
The targets of our intervention, although not exhaustive, sought to address commonly
misunderstood or expressed barriers to care and medication adherence in Black WWH. Sixteen
Black WWH, split between two cohorts, underwent a 6-week health literacy intervention to
improve HIV and chronic disease-related knowledge, health outcomes and ultimately empower
them to increase perceptions of self-efficacy in all realms of their lives. Health literacy endpoints
were achieved when women expressed increased confidence in discussions, advocacy, and decisionmaking pertaining to their health and that of their families and surrounding communities.
All women showed improvements and increased confidence in discussing all lecture
subjects. Women had at least one comorbidity in addition to HIV and expressed satisfaction in
their level of understanding after learning about the management of these diseases. Across the
board, women discussed future goals to pursue community level advocacy and subsequent to the
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completion of the intervention, sought to serve as liaisons for future interventions. Advocacy
was a major marker of the success of our initiative. At the completion of the intervention, all
women had either advocated for themselves or others in a healthcare setting to amplify their
voices during instances of shared decision making.
Our intervention additionally sought to provide a framework for future HIV-centered
community based participatory research. In community-based participatory research (CBPR),
there is a large emphasis on the marriage of the research process and community involvement
reducing health disparities in marginalized populations. In our intervention, the following
characteristics of CBPR were addressed: recognizing community (PWH), building on strengths
and resources of the community (usage of the health center and a pre-formed HIV support
group for women), promoting co-learning among research partners, and emphasizing the
relevance of community-defined problems (Holkup et. al, 2004).
Bryun et al. described six metrics that can be used to determine adequacy of
CBPR, thus increasing a study’s credibility. The six metrics are as follows: time, place, social
circumstances, language, intimacy, and consensus (Bryun et al., 1966). In terms of time, six fivehour sessions were conducted totaling 30 in-person hours with the participants. The Wisdom
Matters intervention took place at a local health Center, where the participants received their
medical care and participated in support groups. During lectures, participants were seated
at a round table and were allowed to interject lectures with questions or commentary. The
comfort of the participants was observed during their liberal speech during focus group sessions.
Based on this validated measure of CBPR credibility, the structure of the Wisdom Matter’s
intervention is adequate for effective community engagement and should be replicated on a
larger scale to address needs in more women.
In conjunction with the structure of our intervention, themes that arose during
focus groups may be used to center future research efforts and bridge gaps in existing research
surrounding HIV and Black WWH. The major themes as presented in results--health literacy,
nutrition, pre-exposure prophylaxis, medication adherence, retention in healthcare, disclosure,
stigma, and guilt--demonstrate which facets of Black WWH’s experiences with HIV have been
gravely overlooked or improperly studied and learned by the greater public. Health literacy,
Themes reflecting components of HIV treatment, such as nutrition, pre-exposure
prophylaxis, and medication, are closely tied to the overarching theme of health literacy and
the importance of informing WWH about each component of HIV and how their bodies
and other parts of self will be affected by medical treatments. Dialogue from focus groups
surrounding the desire to know more about HIV status & treatment and every way in which
they affect the individual can be tied to the findings of Wawrzyniak et al., which demonstrated
significant correlations between health literacy interventions and an increased uptake/retention
of care (Wawrzyniak et al., 2013). Retention in healthcare, another theme that came up in focus
groups, highlights the inadequacy of care for Black women specifically in the treatment of HIV
status. Finally, the themes of disclosure, stigma, and guilt reflect literature findings about the
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persistent prevalence of stigma, and how stigma and guilt can prevent Black WWH from feeling
comfortable or safe enough to disclose their status even with close family members, despite
the studied correlation between disclosure to family members and an increased reception of
emotional and other support (Visser & Hlungwani, 2020). Breaking down stigmas can be
crucial to the health and treatment of Black WWH, as it would empower them to seek proper
treatment and care for their conditions and receive support from family and peers.
Future Directions:
Our intervention sought to teach material about HIV as well as additional
comorbidities Black WWH commonly navigate. Our findings indicated the need for
multidisciplinary care. Two areas in which women expressed either a desire for more education
or information pertaining to services and resources were nutrition and mental health.
The study of mental health within Black WWH has generally focused on
empowerment interventions to increase self-efficacy and to decrease risky sexual behaviors.
Recent studies have shown positive results with the usage of cognitive behavioral therapy
specifically addressing psychosocial trauma and HIV-related racism to promote medication
adherence (Dale et al., 2018). In future interventions, a licensed mental health worker will
be incorporated into sessions and will provide individualized counseling to participants.
Future iterations of our intervention will also incorporate a licensed nutritionist to provide
individualized counseling to women.
The structure of the intervention will be expanded to include three cohorts of 10
women each. Additionally, pre-intervention surveys will be adjusted to obtain information
pertaining to antiretrovirals used by participants and lectures will be expanded to teach and
discuss side effects of interest.
Limitations:
Wisdom Matters primarily targeted Black women and finding may not be
representative of WWH of other races. The average age of women in both cohorts was 55,
and therefore our findings cannot be generalized WWH of different age groups. Women were
sampled from an urban community and their thoughts and attitudes may not represent those
of Black WWH in other communities. All women were from low socioeconomic status and
attitudes and barriers due to this cannot be generalized to WWH of other socioeconomic
backgrounds. The social nature of our program also introduces selection bias, as the group of
participants chosen are restricted to those who are comfortable in or enthusiastic about social,
group-style meetings. Lastly, information-seeking behavior acts as a bias, as participants may
have attended our program solely for increase of knowledge. Although our study has limitations,
findings are still useful for informing future interventions, community engagement and medical
care in Black WWH.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, Wisdom Matters is a health literacy initiative that aims to train Black
WWH with an aim of shifting them from lower rates of health literacy to a place of subjective
health literacy. Nurses and other healthcare professionals in HIV care can be instrumental
in ensuring that their patients have health literacy to adequately understand their treatment
plans in order for patients to be active participants in their health. Nurses and other healthcare
professionals should also recognize the stress and strain on mental health surrounding feelings
of guilt, stigma, and navigating disclosure.
Our study shows the feasibility and acceptability of health literacy interventions based
within community settings. The potential benefits of our intervention and others similar can be
optimized by broader inclusion of HIV, mental health, and morbidity related topics. A closer
look at the intervention execution process as well as in data collection and assessment of health
literacy may highlight additional mechanisms to reduce disparities in Black WWH within
community settings.
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Authors’ Note
The only intervention of its kind, the Women on the Road to Heath intervention is highly
efficacious in preventing HIV and other sexually transmitted infections among women in
community corrections engaged in high levels of drug and sexual behaviors (primary outcomes).
Earlier analyses of the data used for this current study identified rates of HIV/STIs among Black
participants (208 out of a total of 306 participants), 65% of whom were depressed, comparable
to rates in sub-Saharan Africa. WORTH is not however designed to treat depression. This
secondary data analysis utilizes 12-month longitudinal data from the 2009 WORTH trial
and investigates a potential moderating effect of depression on the intervention effect. Two
hypotheses were examined. Namely, depression at baseline significantly moderates WORTH
intervention effects on 1) sexual risk behaviors (H1): and 2) drug risk behaviors (H2) among
participants assigned to the WORTH intervention conditions as compared with those assigned
to an active control. The first hypothesis was supported at the 3- and/or 6-month mark.
Results points to an urgent public health need to develop integrative HIV/STI and depression
prevention interventions for women in community corrections to decrease sexual risk behaviors
among those who are depressed.

Abstract
This study was conducted in Alabama’s Black Belt Counties to examine the association
between household food insecurity and self-reported health status. Data were collected from
400 households to measure household food insecurity and self-reported general health status
using the U.S. Food Security Module. In bivariate analyses, household food insecurity was
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Policy changes to increase economic resources and access to federal food programs are needed
to reduce household food insecurity in this region. Gendered experiences in the context of
consequences of poverty should not be ignored.
Keywords: Community Corrections, Depression, Evidence-based interventions, HIV
prevention, Moderation, Parole, Probation, Sexually transmitted infections

Introduction
Decades of targeted HIV research and prevention interventions notwithstanding, lowincome, cis-gender, women in U.S.’ community corrections system (e.g. probation, parole, etc..)
remain among the most vulnerable of all at-risk women to HIV and other sexually transmitted
infections (STIs) (El-Bassel et al., 2014; Gilbert el al., 2021), with their Black women peers
facing the most concentrated risks (Gilbert el al., 2021; Johnson et al., 2018). Although a
leading cause of overall health and HIV disability domestically and worldwide (Friedrich,
2017), surprisingly little empirical data exists examining depressive pathways of HIV/STI risks
faced by this population as a whole, much less those who are Black. Rates of depression among
women in community corrections have been found to be as high as 25%, as compared with
7.1% of US adults who report having had at least one major depressive episode (Malcome et al.,
2019). In addition, as high as 58% have reported the use of an illicit substance in the past two
years (Golder et al., 2014). Among Black women on probation and parole specifically, these
risks are perniciously and disproportionately high. Rates of depression have been identified as
high as 50% (Malcome et al., 2019). In addition, depending on the form of substance endorsed,
rates of substance use among Black female probationers and parolees range between 60% and as
high as 85-90% (Gilbert et al., 2021). These statistics are particularly troubling since separately,
depression and substance misuse has been found to 1) drive HIV/STI drug and sexual risk
behaviors (Benton 2008; Defechereux 2016); 2) decrease treatment engagement (Ye, J., Shim,
R., & Rust, G. 2012); and 3) curtail PrEP utilization (Gonzalez JS, Batchelder AW, Psaros C, &
Safren SA 2014; Mendez, N. A., Mayo, D., & Safren, S. A. 2021).
Further exacerbating these risks, depression and the misuse of substances
oftentimes co-occur. Although the preponderance of studies examining relationships between
these risk variables have leveraged cross-sectional data, it has been found that women in the
criminal legal system are nearly twice as likely as men to experience co-occurring substance use
and depression (Messina et al., 2007). Depression and substance use co-morbidity is particularly
salient for women on probation, parole and other mandated forms of community corrections
sentences given the close proximity in which they live to adverse and exacerbating micro- (i.e.
intimate partner violence, sex trading) and macro- (i.e. homelessness, unemployment, over
policing, systemic racism) level conditions (Aholou T.M., Murray A., & Sutton M.Y. 2016).
Experienced disproportionately by Black women in community corrections specifically,
depression and substance misuse comorbidity has been identified as a significant pathway of
HIV/STI risk, and bidirectionally associated with disproportionately high levels of structural
and system risks (Mugavero et al., 2009). Literature also points to syndemic-like synergistic
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interactions that occur between these co-occurring epidemics, associated with both a worsening
of depression and substance misuse Nydegger, L. A., & Claborn, K. R. 2020), and an even higher
risk of HIV and STI transmission * Thomas, K., 2011, Bhardwaj, A., & Kohrt, B. A. 2020).
Depression has also been identified as a moderator of the effectiveness of evidencebased HIV interventions. Specifically, results to date point to 1) a muting of the effectiveness
of a telephone-administered motivational interviewing intervention targeting HIV positive
individuals in reducing episodes of non-condom-protected anal and vaginal intercourse
(Lovejoy TI, & Heckman TG 2014) ); and 2) a moderation of the effectiveness of a guided
internet-based self-help cognitive behavioral intervention aimed at reducing depressive
symptomology among HIV positive men (van Luenen et al., 2020). Although only two such
manuscripts have been identified, neither focused on important within group differences
related to 1) gender; 2) race; 3) HIV positivity status; and 4) criminal legal system involvement.
Perhaps due to this disturbing inattention in literature, there is currently no evidence-based
HIV/STI prevention intervention that concurrently targets depression designed for women in
community corrections as a whole, or Black female probationers/parolees specifically (National
Center for HIV/AIDS, N.D.)
This gap is surprising given numerous requests for proposals over the past three
decades calling for the development of HIV and depression prevention interventions targeting
highly vulnerable populations such as those who are forensically involved (U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, N.D. Further underscoring this urgency, the overall number
of women on probation, parole, etc... has increased significantly during the same time period
such that there are currently 4.5 times more women in U.S.’ community corrections system than
those who are incarcerated (The Pew Charitable Trusts, N.D., Nellis & Mendel, 2020). The
percentage of Black women in community corrections is especially high. Despite representing
only 13% of the U.S. population, cis-gender Black women account for 19% of women in the
nation’s state and federal prisons population, and 30% of those under community supervision
(Catalyst, 2021).
The current study addresses this critical gap. In it, findings from a secondary data
analysis of Women on the Road to Health (WORTH) data collected between 2009 and 2012
(NIDA R01DA025878) are presented. WORTH is the only HIV/STI prevention intervention
designed specifically for low-income, women under community supervision who misuse
substances (El Bassel et al., 2014). Included in the Centers for Disease Control compendium
of evidence-based interventions (National Center for HIV/AIDS, N.D.), WORTH has
also been culturally adapted for Black women in community corrections who use drugs
( Johnson et al., 2018) and women recently released from jails and prisons. WORTH (and the
adapted WORTH interventions) stands alone in its ability to stem the tide of new HIV/STI
transmissions among this population variously at risk for HIV. Despite its tremendous impact
to date however, WORTH is not designed to treat depression. Instead, women participating in
the 2009 trial who articulated a need for mental health support were provided with behavioral
health referrals, services, and support.
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Building on prior findings, the present study leverages longitudinal data from the
WORTH study to examine a potential moderating effect of depression on HIV/STI drug
and sexual risk behaviors (main study outcomes). At baseline, 77% of all study participants (n
= 306) reported unprotected vaginal or anal sex (n = 237) and 63% (n = 194) had multiple
sex partners. Sixty-eight percent of participants (n = 208) self-identified as Black (El Bassel
et al., 2014). Baseline rates of HIV and STIs found among the Black sample specifically
were significantly higher than the already disproportionately high rates identified among all
participants combined and likened to rates found in sub-Saharan Africa. Two hypotheses were
examined: 1) among those assigned to the WORTH intervention conditions, depression at
baseline significantly moderates WORTH intervention effects on 1) sexual risk reduction
behaviors (primary outcome): a) decreasing the number of self-reported unprotected sex acts;
b) increasing the proportion of protected sex; and c) increasing consistent condom use; and
similarly as compared with participants assigned to the active control arm (H1); 2) drug risk
reduction behaviors (primary outcome): a) heroin use in the past 90 days; b) crack cocaine use
in the past 90 days; c) marijuana use in the past 90 days; d) illicit drug use in the past 90 days; e)
injection drug use in the past 90 days; e) heavy drinking in the past 90 days; f ) drug treatment
in the past 90 days as compared with those assigned to the active control arm. (H2). Clinical
implications, study limitations and suggestions for future research are also presented.

Methods
Participants and Trial Design
The 2009 WORTH study aimed to decrease HIV and other STIs (primary aim),
increase condom use, reduce drug use, increase participation in drug treatment, connection to
HIV care, and decrease partner violence and recidivism in the justice system among women who
misuse substances on parole, probation and other forms of community corrections. Information
on study participants and trial design, inclusion criteria, randomization, procedures, statistical
methods, and measures have been described in the outcome paper (El Bassel et al., 2014). This
secondary data analysis uses cross-sectional and longitudinal data collected from 2009 to 2012.
A brief summary of the methods used for the original study is included in the sections
that follow.

Recruitment and Incentives
Women were recruited by trained retention staff from community corrections and
other alternatives to incarceration programs in New York City. Participants received a $30
incentive for completing a baseline self-interview and biological testing.

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
Women were eligible to participate if they were 18 and older, engaged in a community
supervision program, were on probation or parole, enrolled in drug treatment court supervision
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within 90 days, self-reported illicit drug use or binge drinking within six months, had
condomless sex within 90 days, and were HIV positive or had at least one risk factor for HIV/
STI within six months. HIV/STI risks included having more than one sexual partner, history of
injecting drugs, an STI diagnosis, or had condomless sex with a partner who had HIV or one of
the identified risk factors.
Individuals were ineligible to participate if they had a psychiatric or cognitive
impairment that impeded their ability to consent. Women with depression were eligible to
consent. Women were also excluded if they could not speak English or were attempting to
conceive, as condom use was a focus of the intervention. Women who could not provide a
mailing address or lived outside of New York City were also excluded.

Data Collection
Demographics and responses about risk behavior were collected at baseline, and threemonths, six-months and 12-months after treatment. At the completion of the study, 29% of
participants reported having been arrested and 35% reported having been incarcerated at some
point during the 12-month follow up period.

Randomization and Masking
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three study conditions: traditional
WORTH, multimedia WORTH, and Wellness Promotion. Investigators were masked to
random assignment of each participant until data collection was completed.

Procedures
Traditional WORTH involved four weekly, in-person, 90 minute group sessions,
with curriculum designed to address HIV/STI knowledge, risk reduction problem-solving
and negotiation skills, condom use, self-efficacy, partner abuse, safety planning, social support,
identification of service needs and linkage to services, and risk reduction goal setting.
Multimedia WORTH involved the same number of group meetings and identical
educational components as traditional WORTH, but was converted into interactive
computerized games, video enhancements, web-connected case management tools, and
interactive visual tools, including support and risk mapping. Unlike traditional WORTH,
group participants used individual laptops to view video vignettes and complete skill-building
activities, leaving facilitators with a less active role. Participants could complete self-paced
activities independently or a facilitator-guided group-based intervention (El Bassel et al., 2014).
The Wellness Promotion assignment was also delivered in a facilitator-guided group
setting, with core components of maintaining a healthy diet, promoting fitness in daily routines,
addressing tobacco use risk, learning stress-reduction exercises such as guided meditation, and
setting and following up on personal health goals (El Bassel et al., 2014; El Bassel et al., 2010).
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Measures
Behavioral Endpoints
Participants completed a 1.5-hour computer-assisted self-interview at baseline and
follow up assessments. Data was analyzed for sexual behaviors with primary partners, nonpaying casual partners, and paying partners within the past 90 days (Napper, Fisher, Reynolds
& Johnson, 2010), including the number of condomless sex acts, the number of sex acts with
condom use, and whether participants had multiple male sex partners.

Biological Endpoints
Data collection included both self-reported data and biological assays. Biological
assays were used to detect HIV and three STIs (chlamydia, gonorrhea, and trichomoniasis).
Women provided a self-collected vaginal swab specimen at both baseline and 12-month follow
up. Oral swabs were collected from participants to test for the presence of HIV ½ antibodies
using the OraQuick ADVANCE Rapid HIV Test.

Socio-demographic Variables
Self-reported information was collected to capture gender, age, ethnicity, marital
status, years of education, employment, monthly income, and homelessness, defined as not
having a consistent place to sleep over the past 90 days.

History of Incarceration
Incarceration was measured using the number of times the participant had been
arrested and/or incarcerated, with distinction noted when arrests were drug-related.

Current and Past Substance Use
The Risk Behavior Assessment (Booth et al., 2004) measured HIV risk behaviors
and drug use within 90 days. Specifically, it assessed if participants had smoked heroin, crack/
cocaine, marijuana, or methamphetamines. Participants were also asked to report if they
consumed four or more alcoholic drinks within a six-hour period within 90 days.

Depression
Depression symptoms were assessed using the Brief Symptom Inventory 4-item
subscale (Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983). The BSI had nine subscales designed to assess
individual symptom groups, including depression (i.e., feeling no interest in things; Cronbach’s
α = .84). Items endorsed a 5-level Likert-type scale ranging from 0 = not at all to 4 = extremely,
with higher scores indicative of increased levels of symptoms.
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Statistical Methods
Depression Prevalence at Baseline
Scores from the 4 items were summed into a total score (max of 12) and then
converted into a t-score with a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10. A cutoff of 63 or above
indicated
depressive symptoms, consistent with prior research (Michalopoulos, JiwatramNegrón & Choo et al, 2016). BSI scores were transformed into a T-scores using the sum
from the 4 questions on BSI Depression subscale (min=0; max=12). The mean and
standard deviation were then calculated and the z-score obtained (mean=3.389; standard
deviation=3.411). The z-score indicates how many standard deviations the score is from
the mean. The t-score takes an individual score and transform it into a standardized form,
which helps to compare scores. In psychometric testing, t-score has a mean of 50 and standard
deviation of 10. A cutoff of 63 on the t-score is used to indicate women who are depressed.
Two chi-square tests of independence were performed examining 1) the relationship
between race and depression endorsed at baseline among the entire sample (n = 306); and 2)
race/ethnicity and intervention assignment at baseline among the depressed sub-sample only at
baseline (n = 49).
A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was also conducted to compare mean
differences in baseline depression scores by race/ethnicity. A type I error probability of <0.05
was used to determine statistical significance.

Depression Moderation
As indicated in the original outcome paper, intention-to-treat analyses were used
to estimate the effects in the main study. Intervention and modality effects were obtained by
applying generalized linear models with random effects for repeated measures in the multiple
imputed data. Random-effects negative binomial regressions were used to estimate effects of
the intervention and modality on the number of unprotected sex acts; corresponding effect
estimates are reported as incident rate ratios (IRR) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
Random-effects linear regressions were used to estimate effects on proportion of protected sex
acts; corresponding effect estimates are reported as mean difference (b) and 95% CIs. Randomeffects logistic regression models were used to estimate effects on consistent condom use and
having multiple partners; for these effect estimates, odds ratios and 95% CIs are reported. (See
paper for additional details on models created to test intervention and modality and the effects
for each follow-up assessment (El-Bassel et al., 2014).
For the secondary data analyses presented in this manuscript, depression at baseline,
modeled as a continuous variable on intervention effects on self-reported HIV/STI drug
and sexual risk behaviors (main study outcomes) collected at 3-, 6- and 12-months. Analysis
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was of (1) the “intervention effect” of assignment to the active treatment conditions of the
WORTH intervention (a multimedia version of the WORTH intervention or a traditional
paper-based version) versus assignment to the control arm (Wellness Promotion); and
(2) within those assigned to the active treatment condition, the “modality effect” of the
delivery method (multimedia versus traditional). To estimate depression moderation on the
“intervention effect” and the “modality effect” at the 3-, 6-, and 12-month time periods, 5
interaction terms were created using the baseline depression variable and the following variables
from the original analysis: 1) the intervention effect (depression*interv); 2) the modality
effect (depression*modal); 3) the 3month, 6month and 12-month time period variables (i.e.
depression*month_3m); 4) the intervention*3month, 6month and 12-month time period
variables (i.e. depression*intervx3m); and 5) the 3month, 6month and 12-month time period
variables (i.e. depression*modalx3m). 3-, 6- and 12-month regression models were then created
and ran separately on original study sexual and drug outcome variables.
Due to sample size limitations, depression moderation on sexual and drug behaviors by
race/ethnicity was not separately analyzed.
Statistical analyses were performed using STATA 15.1.

Results
Participant Race/Ethnicity and Intervention Assignment
As noted in the main outcome paper (El-Bassel et al., 2014), a total of 306 women
were enrolled and randomized with 103 assigned to multimedia WORTH, 101 to traditional
WORTH, and 102 to Wellness Promotion. Retention rates at each follow-up, which were 87%
or higher for all three follow-up assessments, did not significantly differ by condition. Attrition
analyses, which compared the socio-demographic characteristics of those who completed all
follow-up assessments (completers) versus those who missed one or more follow-up assessments
(non-completers) identified that completers on average were older (42 vs. 39 years) and less likely
to report homelessness (8% vs. 18%). Of the 306 participants, 208 (68%) were Black, 47 (15%)
Hispanic/Latinx, and 51 (17%) met the criteria for “Other”. (Women classified as “Other” selfidentified as white, Native American, Asian, multi-racial/ethnicity, and other not specified.)

Sample Characteristics: Depression
Table
1:Depressed
Depressedand
andNon-Depressed
Non-Depressed
Race/Ethnicity.
Participants.
Table 1.
byby
Race/Ethnicity.
AllAll
Participants.
Race / Ethnicity

Total (306)

Depression (n=49)

Black
Other (white, mixed
race)
Hispanic/Latinx

208 (68%)
51 (17%)

32 (65.306%)
12 (24.489%)

Non-Depression (n =
257)
176 (68.482%)
39 (15.175%)

47 (15%)

5 (10.204%)

42 (16.342%)
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Table 1 presents the numbers of women by racial/ethnic designation who did and
did not exhibit depressive symptomology. As indicated, forty-nine (16%) of the total sample
endorsed depression at baseline. Thirty-two (65%) of the depressed sub-sample were Black,
as compared with 10% (n = 5) and 24% (n = 12) who identified as Hispanic/Latinx and
Other respectively. In comparison, 57% (n = 176) of the non-depressed sample identified as
Black, followed by 13.7% (n = 42) and 12.7% (n = 39) who were Hispanic/Latinx and Other
respectively. The chi-square statistic confirmed no significant differences between race/ethnicity
and depression at baseline (p < .05. (X2 (2, N = 306) = 3.213, p = .200586).
Table
DepressedParticipants
Participants
by Race/Ethnicity
and Intervention
Assignments
Table 2:
2. Depressed
by Race/Ethnicity
and Intervention
Assignments
Race / Ethnicity

Total
(N = 49)

Wellness
(n = 19)

Black
Other (white,
mixed race)
Hispanic/Latinx

32 (65.306%)
12 (24.489%)

12 (63%)
5 (26%)

Traditional + Multimedia
(n = 30)
20 (50%)
7 (31%)

5 (10.204%)

2 (11%)

3 (19%)

Table 2 presents intervention assignment by race. As reflected, among the 49
participants who endorsed depression, 19, 16, and 14 respectively were assigned to the Wellness,
Traditional and Multimedia conditions. Proportionately, depressed Black women were assigned
to the Wellness, Traditional, Multimedia WORTH conditions at greater amounts at 12 (63%),
8 (50%) and 12 (86%) respectively, followed by depressed women identified as “Other” and
Hispanic/Latinx. Here as well, chi-square tests confirmed no significant differences between
race/ethnicity and intervention assignment at baseline (p < .05. (X2 (2, N = 49) = 0.0673, p =
.966891). (Since there were no Hispanic/Latinx participants assigned to Multimedia WORTH,
the Traditional and Multimedia arms were combined when conducting the chi-square test.)
The two-way ANOVA test identified no significant differences in depression scores
and racial/ethnic identities (p = .5566).
Additional socio-demographic characteristics, history of criminal legal involvement,
drug history, and biological assay results at the baseline assessment for the sample are reported
in the outcome paper. As was reported in that paper, over 90% of participants had a history of
using heroin, crack/cocaine, or marijuana. One-quarter had injected drugs. At baseline, 14% of
women tested positive for HIV and 26% tested positive for an STI.
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Depression Moderation on Sexual Risk Behaviors Intervention Effect

Table 3: Summary of Baseline Depression Moderation on Sexual Risk Behaviors at Baseline, 3Month,
12-Month
Follow-up
Assessments:
Means/percentages
and 95%3-Month,
ConfiTable 3. 6-Month
Summaryand
of Baseline
Depression
Moderation
on Sexual
Risk Behaviors at Baseline,
dence
Intervals.
6-Month
and 12-Month Follow-up Assessments: Means/percentages and 95% Confidence Intervals.

Within 90 Days
Number of unprotected vaginal and
anal sex with primary partner

Comparison

6-Month
12-Month
Main Effect Main Effect

0.06**

0.16*

0.99

[0.06, 0.86]
(p=0.029)

[0.01, 0.40]
(p=0.003)

[0.04, 0.65]
(p=0.011)

[0.16, 6.16]
(p=0.989)

2.35
[0.54,
10.19]
(p=0.255)

2.38
[0.28,
19.91]
(p=0.424)

2.34
[0.54,
10.12]
(p=0.257)

3.40
[0.51,
22.47]
(p=0.205)

0.51**

0.33**

-0.06

[0.05, 0.40]
(p=0.011)

[0.25, 0.78]
(p=0.000)

[0.14, 0.51]
(p=0.001)

[-0.31, 0.20]
(p=0.667)

0.02

0.03

[-0.19, 0.20]
(p=0.962)

-0.02
[-0.32,
0.27]
(p=0.878)

[-0.18, 0.22]
(p=0.856)

[-0.22, 0.29]
(p=0.793)

876.67*
[1.13,
678446.1]
(p=0.046)

83.05*
[1.16,
5948.80]
(p=0.043)

1.47
[0.03,
71.25]
(p=0.846)

0.04

0.22

[0, 16.84]
(p=0.291)

[0.01, 7.98]
(p=0.412)

0.33
[0.01,
21.40]
(p=0.605)

0.12*

0.27

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.22*

Modality
(MM vs.
TD)

Consistent condom use during
vaginal and anal
sex with primary
partner

3-Month
Main Effect

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.23*

Modality
(MM vs.
TD)

Proportion of protected vaginal and
anal sex with primary partner

Entire Follow-up
Main Effect

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
17.10
[0.84,
347.49]
(p=0.065)
Modality
(MM vs.
TD)
0.29
[0.01, 5.54]
(p=0.409)

Number of unprotected vaginal and Intervention
Journal
of with
Healthcare,
and the Humanities
(MM+TD
anal sex
all Science
vs. WP)
partners
0.43
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Number of unprotected vaginal and
anal sex with all
partners

[0.01, 5.54]
(p=0.409)
Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.43

Modality
(MM vs.
TD)

Proportion of protected vaginal and
anal sex with all
partners

Number of unprotected vaginal sex
with primary partner

0.27

1.57

1.57

1.18
[0.14,
10.13]
(p=0.877)

1.57
[0.38, 6.42]
(p=0.530)

1.76
[0.31,
10.01]
(p=0.523)

0.51**

0.30**

-0.13

[0.02, 0.35]
(p=0.030)

[0.26, 0.76] [0.12, 0.47]
(p=0.000)
(p=0.001)

0.02

0.06
[-0.21,
[-0.17, 0.21] 0.33]
(p=0.857)
(p=0.662)

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.24*
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0.12*

[0.29, 8.57]
(p=0.602)

0.05**

[-0.37, 0.11]
(p=0.300)

0.04

-0.01

[-0.15, 0.24]
(p=0.651)

[-0.25, 0.23]
(p=0.952)

0.15**

1.37

[0.06, 0.91]
(p=0.035)

[0.01, 0.32] [0.04, 0.61]
(p=0.002)
(p=0.008)

[0.21, 8.72]
(p=0.740)

1.77

1.54
[0.17,
14.02]
(p=0.703)

2.52
[0.38,
16.58]
(p=0.335)

[0.40, 7.81]
(p=0.451)
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[0.01,
21.40]
(p=0.605)

[0.02, 0.85] [0.07, 1.07]
(p=0.033)
(p=0.063)

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.18*

Modality
(MM vs.
TD)

[0.01, 7.98]
(p=0.412)

[0.13, 1.44]
(p=0.171)

[0.39, 6.41]
(p=0.530)

Modality
(MM vs.
TD)

[0, 16.84]
(p=0.291)

1.69
[0.38, 7.48]
(p=0.487)
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Proportion of protected vaginal sex
with primary partner

Consistent condom use during
vaginal sex with
primary partner

Number of unprotected vaginal sex
with all partners

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.22*
[0.05, 0.39]
(p=0.013)
Modality
(MM vs.
TD)
0.00

-0.03
[-0.33,
[-0.20, 0.20] 0.26]
(p=0.973)
(p=0.823)

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
17.94
[0.97,
333.45]
(p=0.053)
Modality
(MM vs.
TD)
0.38
[0.02, 6.60]
(p=0.503)

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.42

Modality
(MM vs.
TD)

Proportion of protected vaginal sex
with all partners

0.51**
0.32**
[0.24, 0.77] [0.14, 0.51]
(p=0.000)
(p=0.001)

-0.06
[-0.32, 0.20]
(p=0.628)

0.01

0.02

[-0.19, 0.21]
(p=0.928)

[-0.24, 0.28]
(p=0.856)

606.65*
[2.12,
173304.2]
(p=0.026)

69.06
[1.50,
3188.08]
(p=0.030)

1.17
[0.03,
40.20]
(p=0.931)

0.14

0.38

[0, 21.89]
(p=0.445)

[0.02, 9.04]
(p=0.553)

0.38
[0.01,
15.74]
(p=0.609)

0.08**

0.23*

2.21
[0.41,
12.11]
(p=0.359)

[0.13, 1.32]
(p=0.136)

[0.01, 0.47] [0.07, 0.82]
(p=0.005)
(p=0.024)

1.56

0.91

[0.41 5.96]
(p=0.518)

[0.10, 8.09] [0.39, 6.00]
(p=0.930)
(p=0.540)

2.18
[0.37,
12.71]
(p=0.388)

0.52**
0.30**
[0.27, 0.76] [0.13, 0.48]
(p=0.000)
(p=0.001)

-0.13
[-0.37, 0.11]
(p=0.277)

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
0.19*
[0.02, 0.35]
(p=0.025)
Modality
(MM vs.
TD)
-0.01

0.03
[-0.24,
[-0.20, 0.18] 0.30]
(p=0.952)
(p=0.812)

Consistent conIntervention
dom use during
Journal
Healthcare,
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Consistent condom use during
vaginal sex with
all partners

Intervention
(MM+TD
vs. WP)
32.99
[0.04,
25011.86]
(p=0.301)
Modality
(MM vs.
TD)
0.30
[0.01,
18.18]
(p=0.569)

[-0.17, 0.21]
(p=0.823)

[-0.27, 0.21]
(p=0.801)

17763.25**
[13.84,
2.28e+07]
(p=0.007)

468.33*
[3.79,
57936.53]
(p=0.012)

0.15

0.28

0.34

0.06

[0, 300.09]
(p=0.718)

[0, 35.76]
(p=0.649)

[0, 24.82]
(p=0.362)

[0, 21.20]
(p=0.453)

Table 3 presents results from random-effects generalized linear models created to
examine depression moderation on the effects of the intervention (multimedia and traditional
WORTH jointly vs. Wellness Promotion) with respect to sexual risk behavior outcomes (H1).
A significant moderation effect of depression was identified on seven out of nine related sexual
risk indications presented in the original findings: 1) Number of unprotected vaginal and
anal sex with primary partner; 2) Proportion of protected vaginal and anal sex with primary
partner; 3) Number of unprotected vaginal and anal sex with all partners; 4) Proportion of
protected vaginal and anal sex with all partners; 5) Number of unprotected vaginal sex with
primary partner; 6) Proportion of protected vaginal sex with primary partner; and 7) Number
of unprotected vaginal sex with all partners.
Over the 12-month follow-up period (“entire follow up on main effect”), women with
depressive symptomology in the intervention arms were 23% and 22% less likely to experience
a reduction in the number (IRR = 0.23; 95% CI = 0.06–0.86) and proportion (IRR = 0.22; 95%
CI = 0.05–0.40) of unprotected vaginal and anal sex (condomless) with their primary sexual
partner as compared to those assigned to the Wellness condition. These effects were significant
at the three- (IRR = 0.06; 95% CI = 0.01–0.40; IRR = 0.51; 95% CI = 0.25–0.78) and six-month
(IRR = 0.16; 95% CI = 0.04–0.65; IRR = 0.33; 95% CI = 0.14–0.51) follow up periods, but no
longer indicated significance at 12-month follow up assessment (IRR = 0.99; 95% CI = 0.16–
6.16; IRR = -0.06; 95% CI = -0.31–0.20).
Likewise, over the 12-month follow-up period, women with depressive symptomology
in the intervention arms were 43% and 18% less likely to experience a reduction in both the
number (IRR = 0.43; 95% CI = 0.13–1.44) and proportion (IRR = 0.18; 95% CI = 0.02–0.35)
of unprotected (condomless) vaginal and anal sex with all partners as compared to those
assigned to the control condition respectively. For the number of unprotected (condomless)
vaginal and anal sex with all partners, these effects were significant at the three-month mark
(IRR = 0.12; 95% CI = 0.02-0.85), but no longer significant at the six-month (IRR = 0.27; 95%
CI = 0.07–1.07), and 12-month follow up periods (IRR = 1.57; 95% CI = 0.29–8.57). Whereas,
for the proportion of unprotected (condomless) vaginal and anal sex with all partners, these
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effects were significant at the three- (IRR = 0.51; 95% CI = 0.26–0.76), and six-month marks
(IRR = 0.30; 95% CI = 0.12–0.47); but not at the 12-month follow up period (IRR = -.13; 95%
CI = -0.37–0.11).
This finding remained true when measuring the proportion protected vaginal sex
(sex with condoms) with primary and all sexual partners. Specifically, depressed participants in
the WORTH arms were 22% and 19% significantly less likely to use condoms consistently as
compared to those assigned to the Wellness promotion arm when having vaginal sex during the
entire follow up period (IRR = 0.22; 95% CI = 0.05–0.39; IRR = 0.19; 95% CI = 0.02–0.35), as
well as at the three (IRR = 0.51; 95% CI = 0.24–0.77; IRR = 0.52; 95% CI = 0.27–0.72) and sixmonth follow up periods (IRR = 0.32; 95% CI = 0.14–0.51; IRR = 0.30; 95% CI = 0.13–0.48).
(Consistent condom use was defined as having protected vaginal and/or anal sex during each
penetrative sexual act).
A depression moderation intervention effect was also observed on unprotected
vaginal sex with primary and all partners. When compared with the Wellness control condition,
depressed participants assigned to the WORTH intervention arms were 24% less likely to
see a reduction in the number of unprotected vaginal sex with their primary partners over the
12-month follow-up period (IRR = 0.24; 95% CI = 0.06-0.91) and at the three- (IRR = 0.05; 95%
CI = 0.01-0.32) and the 6-month follow up period (IRR = 0.15; 95% CI = 0.04-0.61). Lastly, a
significant intervention effect was identified at the three- (IRR = 0.08; 95% CI = 0.01-0.47) and
the six-month follow-up assessment periods (IRR = 0.23; 95% CI = 0.07-0.82). for the number of
unprotected vaginal sex with all partners.

Depression Moderation on Drug Risk Behaviors Intervention Effect
Table 4 presents results from random-effects generalized linear models examining
depression moderation on the effects of the intervention (multimedia and traditional WORTH
jointly vs. Wellness Promotion) with respect to drug behavior outcomes (H2). A trend over
the entire follow up period was observed related to a decreased ability to reduce illicit drug
use in the past 90 days (IRR = 0.39; 95% CI = 0.16-0.98) among depressed participants in the
Traditional and Multimedia WORTH arms, as compared to those who participated in the
Wellness Promotion arm. No similar significant effect was observed at any of the follow up
marks suggesting that this finding was not significant at any of the follow up time periods
examined. As noted, associations between race and the identified depression moderation on the
intervention effect could not be assessed due to sample size limitations.

Discussion
Study findings provide strong support for integrating evidence-based depression
treatment into efficacious HIV/STI prevention interventions that target women on probation
and parole to increase intervention effects on sexual risk behaviors engaged in by participants
who are depressed. This priority is consistent with ones identified in extant peer-reviewed
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Table
4: Summary
SummaryofofBaseline
Baseline
Depression
Moderation
on Drug
Behaviors
at Baseline, 3Table 4.
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RiskRisk
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Month,
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and
12-Month
Means/percentages
and
95% Confi3-Month,
6-Month
and
12-MonthFollow-up
Follow-upAssessments:
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and
95%
dence
Intervals.
Confidence Intervals.

Within 90
Days
heroin90
heroin use in
the past 90
days

Comparison
Intervention

Modality

Intervenillidg90
tion
illicit drug use
in the past 90
days
Modality

Intervencrack90
tion
crack cocaine
use in the past
90 days
Modality

mariju90
marijuana use
in the past 90
days

Intervention

Modality

Entire Follow-up
Main Effect

3-Month
Main Effect

6-Month
Main Effect

3.28
[0.24,
44.81]
(p=0.374)
6.61
[0.41,
107.29]
(p=0.184)

4.62
[0,
6577.76]
(p=0.680)
1.07
[0,
2666.96]
(p=0.987)

2164.54
[0,
6.66e+10]
(p=0.383)
1434927
[115.79,
1.78e+10]
(p=0.003)**

36800000.00

0.39

0.34
[0.08,
1.41]
(p=0.137)
0.58
[0.11,
2.93]
(p=0.507)

0.3827807†

0.34

[0.14, 1.03]
(p=0.058)
1.11

[0.06, 1.85]
(p=0.212)
1.54

[0.38, 3.27]
(p=0.846)

[0.26, 9.02]
(p=0.634)

0.97
[0.19,
5.05]
(p=0.974)
0.18
[0.02,
1.47]
(p=0.110)

1.02

0.95

[0.33, 3.15]
(p=0.971)
0.37

[0.21, 4.37]
(p=0.947)
0.64

[0.01, 1.40]
(p=0.143)

[0.13, 3.27]
(p=0.592)

1.46
[0.21,
10.07]
(p=0.701)
0.72
[0.10,
5.07]
(p=0.738)

0.92

0.34

[0.24, 3.54]
(p=0.899)
1.19

[0.06, 1.85]
(p=0.212)
1.54

[0.30, 4.67]
(p=0.805)

[0.26, 9.02]
(p=0.634)

[0.16, 0.98]
(p=0.046)*
1.42
[0.51, 3.95]
(p=0.503)
0.96
[0.35, 2.67]
(p=0.943)
0.42
[0.12, 1.46]
(p=0.172)
0.62
[0.20, 1.89
(p=0.401)
1.35
[0.36, 5.12]
(p=0.659)
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use in the past
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use in the past
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[0, .]
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3.78]
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1.06

0.21

[0.18, 6.16]
(p=0.950)
0.55

[0.02, 2.19]
(p=0.191)
2.65

[0.09, 3.56]
(p=0.534)

[0.21, 33.29]
(p=0.451)

0.97
[0.19,
5.05]
(p=0.974)
0.18
[0.02,
1.47]
(p=0.110)

1.02

0.95

[0.33, 3.15]
(p=0.971)
0.37

[0.21, 4.37]
(p=0.947)
0.64

[0.01, 1.40]
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[0.13, 3.27]
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[0.08, 4.38]
(p=0.602)
0.96
[0.35, 2.67]
(p=0.943)
0.42
[0.12, 1.46]
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literature (Azhar, S., Berringer & Epperson 2014; Sherr et al., 2011) and the Ending the HIV
Epidemic initiative (Office of Infectious Disease and HIV/AIDS Policy, 2021) aimed at
leveraging and tailoring proven interventions and targeting highly vulnerable populations.
Moreover, current calls by the National Institutes of Health point to continuing “gaps in
understanding how to best address mental health comorbidities in the context of HIV
prevention and treatment” and the need to combine ‘effective HIV prevention and care
interventions with efficacious mental health treatment to maximally improve mental health and
HIV outcomes’ (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, N.D.)
Specifically, results provided support for the first study hypothesis only (H1).
H1: Depression at baseline significantly moderates the intervention effect on sexual risk
reduction behaviors engaged in, as compared to the active control arm.
As indicated, depressed participants assigned to WORTH intervention arms were
significantly less likely to demonstrate a decrease the number of self-reported unprotected sex
acts, and an increase in the proportion of protected sex and consistent condom use but only
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within the first 3-6 months of intervention exposure. Across all areas of sexual risks examined,
this effect dissipated before the 12-month mark. Findings point to a possible ‘window of
heightened sexual risk’ may exist for women in community corrections who misuse substances,
triggered by depression. This is consistent with prior findings that suggests that reducing sexual
risk behaviors engaged in by women who have been convicted of crimes is intimately tied to a
reduction of psychological risk factors (Azhar, Berringer & Epperson 2014).
While it was not possible to separately examine how depression may similarly or
differently moderate sexual risk behaviors among African American participants in WORTH
due to sample size limitations, the disproportionately high rates of depression and HIV/STIs
identified are of significant concern and warrants further exploration. The importance of
additional research is further underscored by earlier findings identifying disproportionately
higher rates of depression among Black women in the criminal legal system (Williams et
al., 2007; Malcome et al., 2019) and significant associations between depression and an
increase in sexual risk behaviors engaged in by depressed African American and Mexican
female participants (n= 477) in a behavioral/cognitive intervention designed to reduce sexual
risk behavior and sexually transmitted infections ( Holden et al., 2008). In the latter study,
depression and increased risk sexual behaviors were both associated with an inability to 1)
process information, 2) identify risk, and 3) modify risky behaviors. Here as well, acute risks
appeared to dissipate over time providing further evidence of a possible within of heightened
sexual risk.
It will be crucial therefore for future research to examine how depression and HIV
sexual risk behaviors intersect to decrease HIV/STI evidence intervention effects on sexual
risk behaviors and consequently increase the risk of HIV/STIs among highly vulnerable
women such as those on probation and parole and/or from traditionally underrepresented and
systemically oppressed racial groups. It is possible that the disproportionately high rates of HIV
and other sexually transmitted infections identified in Black 2009 WORTH participants may
be associated, at least in part, with the triadic relationship between these variables. Additional
research is also needed regarding if and how the moderating impact of depression may be further
associated with an accumulation of other comorbid risks such as intimate partner violence,
PTSD and trauma. Given findings that the identified moderation occurs within 3-6 months of
intervention exposure, it will also be important to better understand the ‘risk window’ itself (e.g.
its duration and factors associated with it opening and closing).
H2: Depression at baseline significantly moderates the intervention effect on drug risk
reduction behaviors engaged in, as compared to the active control arm.
As indicated, the second hypothesis was not supported. The lack of significant
moderation identified between depression and drug risk intervention outcomes also warrants
further examination. Prior findings have identified a strong positive association between
depression and an increased likelihood of illicit drug use and risky-sexual behaviors (Taniguchi
et al., 2014). Since this is the first study that examines this association through the lens of the
effects of a HIV/STI prevention intervention, additional research is needed that unpacks this
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relationship. It will be important, for example, to determine if the lack of moderation on this
intervention effect was attributed to intervention content itself or a biobehavioral process
associated with substance misuse addiction. If the latter, it would be expected that there would
be some variability in terms of the forms of substances endorsed (e.g. marijuana vs. illicit
substances). It will be important for future research to examine how depression moderation
on intervention effects may differently associated with severity of substance misuse and
polysubstance use.
Despite the partial support received for the study hypotheses, the results from
this study are highly instructive and provides added nuance to continuing efforts to close
all remaining HIV risk pathways experienced by this already vulnerable population. Prior
research suggests that the risks for acquiring HIV associated with depression co-morbidity
increases 4:10 fold (Remien ET AL., 2019). In view of this concentrated risk, the depression
modification on intervention effects identified in this current study may help to explain the
disproportionately high rates of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections experienced
by women on probation and parole. Given the aforementioned disproportionately high rates
of depression and co-occurring systemic risks experienced by Black women in community
corrections specifically (El Bassel et al., 2014), these risks may be significantly attenuated by race
and possible synergistic interactions that may occur between HIV and depression, substance
misuse, sexual risk behaviors, and other comorbidities.
Although sobering, study findings are also promising. If in fact a ‘window of
heightened sexual risk’ exists, as is suggested by study findings, it is possible that a ‘window of
heightened opportunity’ may also exist during which depression treatment may be optimally
applied to maximize intervention effects of such a highly efficacious HIV/STI prevention
intervention like WORTH. Given these findings, the results from this study can serve to
sharpen prevention strategies directed at women in community corrections. Interpreted in
tandem with earlier research that suggests that treating depression alone is insufficient in
preventing new HIV transmissions among highly vulnerable populations (Tsai et al., 2013),
the depression moderation identified in this study provides urgent support for the need
to incorporate depression treatment into highly efficacious interventions like WORTH.
As an important next step, additional research is needed that explores optimal approaches
for integrating depression treatment into evidence-based intervention targeting women in
community corrections like WORTH, and across the spectrum of criminal legal system
involvement. Cultural and other forms of acculturation should also be proactively considered
alongside additional research examining the possible impact of race.
There were several limitations that should also be enumerated. Due to sample size
limitations, findings related to a possible drug-related risk depression moderation should
be interpreted cautiously. Additional research is needed, with larger sample sizes, to further
explore if there are indeed distinct windows of ‘heightened sexual risks’ and ‘heightened drug
risks’ triggered by depression. In addition, since results suggest that the onset of these windows
risk may differ with the period of heightened sexual risks occurring ‘3- to 6-months’ post
intervention versus a ‘6- to 12-months’ window during which depressed participants may engage
Journal of Healthcare, Science and the Humanities
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in ‘heightened drug risks’, future studies would do well to examine these temporal differences.
Also due to sample size limitations, the impact of race could not be separately examined. As
also noted however, rates of HIV/STIs among Black participants were disproportionately
high. Using larger datasets, additional research is needed that explores the possible impact of
these within-group differences on depression moderation, as well as the alluded to potential
synergism of risks.
Self-reported behavioral data was utilized. Self-reported data has proven reliable in
research studies however ( Johnson & Turner, 2003) and respondents in research studies have
demonstrated high recall for HIV, homelessness, and other repeated and/or traumatic events
(Short el al., 2009).

Conclusions
This study is the ﬁrst to examine the moderating effect of depression on the primary
study outcomes of a highly efficacious HIV/STI prevention intervention targeting low-income
women in community corrections who engage in high levels of drug and sexual risk behaviors.
Study findings point to a significant depression moderation on sexual risk behaviors among
depressed intervention participants, 65% of whom were Black. Findings identify a strong public
health need for integrated HIV/STI prevention and depression interventions that target sexual
risk behaviors among this highly vulnerable population who also endorse depression. Given the
disproportionately high percentage of Black women on probation and parole with depressive
symptomology, cultural acculturation considerations are salient. To guide intervention
development/tailoring, additional research with larger sample sizes is needed to examine
within-group differences related to race, depression and substance misuse severity, comorbidity,
and possible mediated moderated pathways.
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Abstract
Communications is a vital component of everyday life. Without it, many people may find
it hard to survive in today’s society. There is a multiplicity of ways to communicate, be it
verbal or non-verbal. However, if the constructs of communication are misconstrued, it is
worthless. Especially, when there is an urgency to save lives using communications. Health
communications is one aspect that is critical for population health. If used properly, it can
reduce the risk of epidemics and pandemics. Globally, HIV/AIDS became a pandemic in the
early 1980s. The World Health Organization (WHO) reported by 2020, there were more
than 55.9 million confirmed cases of HIV/AIDS and 36.3 million died from the dread disease
worldwide. Out of these grave statistics, Black women are affected more than any other group
by the HIV/AIDS pandemic. This article aims to shed light on this growing issue and set in
motion an understanding how adequate health communications can eradicate Black women
from the growing demise of HIV/AIDS.
Keywords: Health Communication, populations health, Black women, Pandemic, HIV/AIDS,
stigma, gendered racism, optimal health

Introduction
Statistics show that Black women represent six out of ten new cases of HIV/AIDS
in the United States (U.S.) (Laurencin, C.T., Murdock, C.J., Laurencin, L., & Christensen,
D.M., 2018). There has been a misnomer, that some people among the Black population deems
these findings misconstrued, lead to stigmas, and lack trustworthiness towards current health
communications. Individuals with multiple occurring devalued social identities often experience
stigmas. Race/ ethnicity, and sex/gender for most Black women have an associated stigma that
can contribute to mental and emotional disparities. For the most part, many Black women are
oppressed and experience stereotypes because of the stigma associated with heighten rates of
HIV/AID findings among this sector of the population. Some Black women have been the
blame for being the culprit of the spread of the disease. Even though, in the late 1960s, the
disease was diagnosed predominately among male-to-male and among white men. The Center
of Disease Control (CDC), reports that today, Blacks have the most severe burden of HIV/
AIDS than any other racial/ethnic group in the U.S. (CDC, 2018). It is of utmost importance
to discern why and how black women have become so drastically affected by HIV/AIDS in this
sector of the population.
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Gender Racism
In an American Journal on Public Health (AJPH) report, Aggleton and Parker argued
that gender and race are strongly linked to health outcomes including disparities along the
HIV/AIDS continuum among Black women (Aggleton & Parker 2018). Additionally, they
said, “much of the prevention and intervention work for Black women has failed to focus on the
multifaceted nature of health and well-being for women of color” (Aggleton & Parker 2018).
The existing HIV work, the issues of race, gender, and socioeconomic status, are largely treated
as discrete categories rather than interconnected issues. As a result, race and gender are often
isolated and treated as an independent contributor to health outcomes, which causes gendered
racism and detriment for Black women seeking care (Aggleton & Parker 2018). Gender racism
functions as a way to distinguish races as inferior or superior to one another and is a form of
oppression that occurs due to race and gender (Perry, Brea L., Harp Kathi, & Oscar Carrie B.,
2013). Stigmas relating to gendered racism pushes some Black women to keep their statuses
hidden, places them in an increased risk of HIV/AIDS infection, and forces them to stay at
home rather than engage in HIV/AIDS continuum. Providing Black women an opportunity to
receive validation about their experiences of gender racism is critical. People who feel in control
of their lives are more likely to engage in health affirming activities, seek help, and practice
lifestyles that communicate optimal health.

Inadequate Communication Health
Some scholars see inadequate health communication as another factor of decreased
presence of HIV/AIDS among Black woman’s populace in the U.S. and calls for a more
accurate consensus of how effective, if any, is health communications among this sector of the
populations.
To understand health communications, one must first have an overview of
communication science. Then, understand the role that health communications play within
vulnerable and susceptible populations of Black women. Health communications is the
study and practice of communicating promotional health information such as public health
campaigns, and health education between doctors, health practitioners, and patients (Berger
C.K., 1987). The purpose is to influence personal health choices by improving health literacy.
Just as the field of medicine, epidemiology, public health, and bioethics, are vast fields of
research and practices, no one can claim to have knowledge of all that health communications
entails. It is a vast and growing discipline. However, communications in itself is a mechanism to
how teachers teach and learners learn. It is where marketers promote services and products, and
consumers decide what to buy and consume. It is also, where communities build consensuses
and enforce policies, rules, and norms. On the other hand, health communications is how
health providers and professionals provides care and seek patients to use their services, and
develop a process by which the populates are asked to live healthy or unhealthy lives and
lifestyles. Health communications is a subset of the communication science discipline. Many
Communications Scientist deem health communications as a confusing discipline and is
curious about how it affects health outcomes (Berger C.K., 1987). In the latter part of the
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20th century, health communications grew from diverse roots of many disciplines such as
sociology, political science, anthropology, political science, electrical engineering, cybernetics,
and neuroscience. No wonder it is a confusing discipline for them. Communications scientists
defer to communications as a fundamental human process without which most individuals,
groups, organizational and societal activities could not happen, including how people think and
respond to health issues such as HIV/AIDS. (Berger C.K., 1987).
Moreover, communication science seeks to understand diverse mechanisms and
processes by which information can mobilize strategically in domains such as public health
(Berger, C.K., 1987). Some communication scientist recognize that communications occurs
on multifaceted levels, such as interpersonal, intrapersonal, network and organizations, and
macro-societal. Interpersonal is the realm of social relationships. Intrapersonal is the realm of
emotional, cognition, and decision-making. Network and organization is the realm of norms
and social structure. Macro-societal is the realm of large social systems and culture (Schramm,
W. 1963). Unfortunately, many people outside the field consider communications to be the
messages and materials that communicators produce such as, pamphlets in the doctor’s offices,
pharmaceutical commercials on television and radio, billboards, bus benches, and home visits
from health care workers. These types of understandings under-mind the range of possibilities
that health communications can produce in HIV/AIDs prevention for Black women. Especially
when health communication can channel negative connotations as well, towards certain
populations, particularly Black women, by continuing the use of stereotypes that encourage
stigmas. Communication health must rely on strategies to promote positive messages, which
in return will influence positives outcomes and attitudes toward HIV/AIDS testing among
Black women. By shifting the perception about HIV risk, increasing confidence in preventing
infection, increasing the salient social norms about testing, diminishing stereotype about Black
women, and encouraging friends to “get” tested. Health communications can help create and
sustain a positive supportive environment within which HIV/AIDS risk behaviors occurs. In
which, can promote positive behavior changes.
Health communications can be a combination of verbal, non-verbal, visual, oral, and
written, with or without the aid of technology. It is an important tool in the prevention and
treatment of HIV/AIDS. Although, health communications have no effects on the virus that
is responsible for HIV/AIDS, it can have an enormous effect on knowledge, attitudes, social
norms, risk perception and behavioral decision among Black women. It can expose how the
virus is transmitted, where and when testing and care should be sought, how care is delivered,
and what the cost are in association with treatment.
Historically, there have been much silence over funding for the HIV/AID epidemic.
Health officials became aware of the deadly disease the summer of 1981 and for an additional
four years, they remained silent an unresponsive to this health emergency. It was not until late
1985 that the President Ronald Reagan announced HIV/AIDS publicly. By then, the virus was
full blown and more than 4700 people succumbed to the disease (Francis, 2012). Since that
time, it has been an ongoing crisis. Laura Cheevers, an associate administrator for the HIV/
AIDS Bureau, Health Resources and Service Administration, United State Health and Human
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Resources, noted in a demonstration project, the focus on improving HIV care and treatment
for Black Women, accounted for the largest share and highest rate of new HIV infections
among women in 2018 (Cheever 2018). A national health communications plan in the U.S. will
be idea for the expulsion of the spread of HIV/AIDS in vulnerable and susceptible populations,
especially among Black women.

Resources for HIV/AIDS
Every year the Federal government commits significant resources to fight against
HIV/AIDS. By law, they must provide information on how the funds are allocated. For the
fiscal year of 2020/2021, the U.S. government’s investment in domestic response to HIV has
risen to more than $28 billion (HIV.gov., 2020). Forty percent of the funds were divided among
195 agencies and the remaining sixty percent was allocated to the Ryan White fund. The
Ryan White Program is the largest source of federal funding for HIV/AIDS care in the U.S.,
after Medicare and Medicaid (KFF, 2020). The program was initiated because Ryan White, a
thirteen years old white male, was affected by HIV/AIDS after a blood transfusion in 1984, and
given six months to live (HIV.gov, 2020). However, he lived five additional years than predicted.
At that time, there was no health communications surrounding the disease and no precautions
in place by hospital. However, according to Ryan’s mother, CDC just showed up one day
and put together all precautions such as gloves, masks, gowns, and so forth. All of a sudden,
everything changed for Ryan. (HIV/AIDS Bureau, 2017). Ryan was deathly ill for more than
one and a half years. Mrs. White thought, every cough, sneeze, or fever would be his last one.
As Ryan began to get healthier, he desired to go back to school in hopes of not having to repeat
seventh grade. That decision ended up in a huge court battle. People in Ryan’s community were
not kind and were extremely discriminatory, that banished Ryan form school, leaving he and
his family no other choice, but to uproot, and move to another town. After relocating, Ryan’s
situation became increasing better because of the new school’s class president, a girl named Jill.
When she heard of Ryan’s condition, she reached out to doctors, medical professionals, and
health communicators, to talk to the students about the disease, and assisted with distributing
information about the disease with other parents. Luckily, Ryan was able to go back to school.
He was able to live a normal life until two months before his high school graduation. After
that time, he succumbed to the virus. In 1990, as a testament to Ryan’s honor, Congress passed
a legislation bearing his name, causing his legacy to be that people living with HIV/AIDS are
getting their medicines and treatments (HIV/AIDS Bureau, 2017). Even though, the Ryan
White program targets those who are living with HIV/AIDS, there is an ongoing need to hone
in on the population that is most vulnerable among the HIV/AIDS population, and that is the
population of Black women in the U.S.

A Florida Family
If adequate communications health was at the forefront during the initial outbreak
of HIV/AIDS, a Florida mother of five would have known to be more cautious of this deadly
disease and protected herself. Eventually, she and her entire family succumbed to the disease.
During the beginning of the outbreak, some medical professional and many healthcare
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practitioners deemed HIV/AIDS as a gay man’s disease. The Florida mother, newly married,
and unbeknown to her, the new husband was bi-sexual. Years later, after fathering five children,
he became very ill and died. He was diagnosed as having complications from pneumonia. The
mother was never told that he nor she was infected with the HIV/AIDS virus. After a few
years, the woman marries again and bore a beautiful baby girl. Soon after, one of the children
became ill and died. Again, the child was diagnosed with complications of pneumonia. A few
months later, two more of the children became ill with the same symptoms. The Family and
Children Services were informed about the health issues this family were experiencing, and the
hospital began to research why all the children were falling ill and dying. After numerous of
tests were ran at Jackson Memorial Hospital, the doctors diagnosed all the children, mother,
and stepfather as being affected with HIV/AIDS. Subsequently, the entire family died from the
dread disease. Because earlier on, the disease had been a gay man’s disease, no one ever bothered
to run additional test to find out the root cause of this family’s ailment until it was too far gone.
The Florida mother’s case is one that represents many vulnerabilities and susceptibilities that
Black women face because of inadequate communication health issues.

Mandate for Special Attention
Since HIV/AIDS is intensely prevalent among the populations of Black women,
the need for special attention and a mandate to address this group is critical. Since it is well
documented, and if the findings are valid that six out of every ten new infections are Black
women, there should be more extreme measures in place to combat the growing issue of HIV/
AIDS that Black women face in the U.S. For so long, many Black women continues to be the
most affected when it comes to disparities of any kind in the United States. Despite major
advances in knowledge about HIV/AIDS, none can be received successfully if the underlining
source of the information is not communicated vastly among the population of Black women
who are most vulnerable and susceptible to the disease. According to Jacob Heller, doctor of the
Sociology, Old Westbury New, Jersey, “The social context of the early HIV/AIDS epidemic in
the United States provided grounds for rumors about the transmission” (Heller, 2015). He went
on to say, “Today, however, rumors about HIV/AIDS persist only with the African American
public” (Heller 2015). Rightfully so, because historical racial oppression, unethical practices,
and distrust between Blacks and health professionals, have left an indelible stain. Building
trust and empowerment in health communications is important to improve the crisis of HIV
among Black women in the U.S. Health communications must be communicated trustworthily,
without stereotypes. Black women can no longer be the blame for issues and epidemics that
the U.S. suffer from and called names referring to her as the problem. Health communications
about the diseases is crucial. Whoever controls the communication system controls the power.
Information is useless unless someone communicates it (Shannon and Nicholas, 2009).
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Conclusion
Until information about HIV/AIDS is communicated targeting Black woman in
ways that they can receive it, the dilemma will continue. Health communication is not utilized
enough in this sector of population to decrease the number of HIV/AIDS cases. A greater
emphasis on new programs to be established to target the disproportionate and increasing
numbers among the Black women’s AIDS sufferers in the U.S. or the epidemic will continue
to grow (Laurencin, C.T., Murdock, C.J., Laurencin, L., & Christensen, D.M., 2018). Since
it is communicated that Black women are the highest group who are affected by HIV/AIDS,
specific fundings for this group should be allocated solely in their direction also. Just as it
was necessary to target Ryan White’s group to get others to understand his plight with HIV/
AIDS, it is equally important to target Black women sufferers as well. In order for this sector
of the population to get a clear consensus how to discern why this population is more effected
than others. The more informed Black women are, the more likely they will know what to do
and where to go to seek care. If the statistics are valid, Black women should receive support
by increasing resources to build community capacity to address these challenges as they arise.
Empowerment is a key component to health communications. It deploys skills, knowledge and
resources that will facilitate efforts of knowing how and why HIV/AIDS manifests itself vastly
among Black women in the U.S. Adequate health communications is vital to eradicate HIV/
AIDS among Black women who are increasing in numbers daily.
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Abstract
HIV incidence has shifted racially and geographically in the United States and now represents
higher proportions of African Americans living in the Rural South. Lower levels of HIV
knowledge may be the culprit behind the increasing HIV rates observed in the Rural South. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the individual and joint correlates of HIV knowledge in
a sample of rural African Americans. Baseline data from a faith-based anti-stigma intervention
(Project FAITHH, N= 210) was used to assess associations between sociodemographic
characteristics, spirituality, stigma, and HIV knowledge scores. Associations were examined
with recursive partitioning. Statistical significance was determined at P< 0.05 with a two-sided
test. Recursive partitioning revealed five distinct groups based on the data. HIV knowledge
scores were highest among participants who attended some college (P < 0.001) with lower
levels of individual stigma (P < 0.001). HIV knowledge scores were lowest among less educated
individuals (P < 0.001) who had lower levels of perceived community stigma (P = 0.002).
Future interventions designed to improve HIV knowledge in rural African Americans should
consider tailoring content to those who have the greatest deficits in HIV knowledge, which may
be based on perceived community stigma and education levels.
Keywords: HIV knowledge, spirituality, stigma, rural, African Americans, religion

Introduction
African Americans made up approximately 42% of new human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) diagnoses in 2018 (CDC, 2020). The Southern region of the United States
represents the largest proportion of African Americans (AA) living with HIV (54%), which is
significantly higher than that of the Northeast (39%). Given that the prevalence of AAs living
with HIV is higher in the South, there is a need to examine the perceptions and beliefs of HIV
among African Americans living in this geographical region (Reif S, et.al., 2017).
A few studies have identified sociodemographic factors influencing level of HIV
knowledge among AAs in the South. In a study of 1,864 AAs, lower levels of HIV knowledge
were associated with being older (i.e., aged 50 or older), having no more than a high school
education, and not knowing anyone who had been infected with HIV (Klein H, Sterk CE, &
Elifson KW, 2016). In another study of younger AAs, higher HIV knowledge was associated
with being age 26-30, being female, having a Bachelor’s degree and higher, and using selected
media as an HIV/AIDS information source (Okumu E. et al., 2017). Data from focus groups
conducted in four southern states among AAs revealed age differences in HIV perception
with older individuals describing HIV as a “death sentence”, younger individuals having less
fear of HIV, and some individuals associating transmission of HIV with stereotypes such
as being gay (Reif S, Wilson E, & McAllaster C, 2018). A lack of positive response to HIV
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from the faith-based community emerged as another stigma-related influence among the AA
community in the South. Some participants reported negative sermons related to HIV in
the church and sexual orientation which impact their beliefs about HIV and self-perceptions
should they become diagnosed (Reif S, Wilson E, & McAllaster C, 2018). Fear of rejection and
discrimination within some AA communities contribute to lack of disclosure for people living
with HIV, which in turn may foster HIV-related myths and avoidance of discussions related to
HIV and sexuality in the community and home (Reif S, Wilson E, & McAllaster C, 2018).
In the AA community, spirituality is embedded in the fabric of society (Coffman K.
et. al., 2014). According a recent PEW research study (Hackett C. et. al., 2014), AAs (79%)
were more likely than individuals of other racial and ethnic origins (56%) to report that religion
was very important in their lives; this was even true for those AAs who were not affiliated with
any particular faith. Overall, these data suggest that African Americans, regardless of their
affiliations, are conscious about religion and that religion shapes their thoughts and behaviors.
The topic of HIV, its risk factors, and perceptions, conflict with the tenants of
spirituality which focus on love, kindness and inclusivity. In the rural South, those who consider
themselves to be religious also report high levels of HIV stigma (Wooster J. et. al., 2011;
Muturi N. & An S., 2010; Foster P. et. al., 2011). These studies are consistent with national and
international studies indicating that variables such as religion/spirituality and stigma are closely
related (Clum G. et. al., 2009; Shrestha R. et. al., 2017).
During the onset of the HIV infections during the 1980s, many in the AA church
viewed the disease as God using nature to punish those that participated in illicit drug use or
deviant sexual behavior ( Jeffries, Sutton, & Eke, 2017). As time has progressed, AA churches
progressed from being the center of HIV/AIDS-related condemnation and stigma to a source
and support system to promote wellness among its members (Holt-Lunstad J. et. al., 2011;
Francis SA. & Liverpool J.,2008), even those living with HIV.
There have been a variety of strategies and interventions developed to address HIV
stigma in the community at large both domestically and internationally (Brown, Macintyre,
& Trujillo, 2003; Ehiri, JE. et. al., 2005; Kuhn, Steinburg, & Mathews, 1994) with fewer
in faith-based settings. The majority of HIV/AIDS specific peer reviewed interventions
are designed to reduce stigma at the community level by increasing the tolerance of persons
living with HIV/AIDS (PLHA) among the general population (Brown L. et. al., 2003). The
predominant strategy underlying these interventions is education through the provision of
factual information about HIV/AIDS (Ehiri, JE. et. al., 2005; Kuhn L. et. al., 1994). A few
studies aimed at increasing the willingness of healthcare providers to treat PLHA and at
developing coping skills among PLHA were also identified in the literature; however, much of
what is known is theory and not tested, validated or peer reviewed (Prost A. et. al., 2007). More
recently, researchers have begun to expand the scope of HIV interventions by utilizing faithbased interventions designed to reduce stigma in U.S. minority church settings (Berkley-Patton
J. et. al., 2010; Derose KP. et. al., 2016; Payne-Foster P. et. al., 2017). For example, faith-based
interventions have sprung up in the Midwest (i.e., “Taking it to the Pews”) (Berkley-Patton J.
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et. al., 2010), and out west (i.e., Los Angeles) (Derose KP. et. al., 2016). Despite promise, these
interventions often failed to target the population with the highest prevalence of HIV-infectionAAs in the Rural Deep South (Coleman JD. et. al., 2016) Project FAITHH filled the void by
demonstrating that a faith-based and anti-stigma HIV intervention can significantly decrease
HIV stigma and increase HIV knowledge in this population (Payne-Foster P. et. al., 2017).
To date, intervention and correlation studies have identified correlates of HIV-risk
related behaviors and stigma; these studies have largely been successful. However, to our
knowledge, limited information exists on the determinants or correlates of HIV knowledge.
Prior studies examining the psychosocial factors related to HIV have been limited to traditional
regression-based approaches that are limited by sample size and not capable of taking into
account complex and higher-order interactions or nonlinear associations that may exist
among multiple correlates (Gass K. et. al., 2014). Non-parametric approaches such as recursive
partitioning are capable of unraveling the complex associations that exist between multiple
indicators (Leach H. et. al., 2016). Recursive partitioning has several advantages over traditional
statistical approaches. For example, recursive partitioning (a) is capable of classifying individuals
that are mutually exclusive from each other, (b) detects interactions without a priori decisions, and
(c) is not limited by sample size or power to detect associations as is regression (Strobl, Hothorn,
& Zeileis, 2009; Kiernan M. et. al., 1998). Recursive partitioning could be useful in understanding
the determinants of HIV knowledge because it extracts one or more decision rules that describe
relationships between independent and dependent variables (Winters R, 2015). Each rule assigns
observations to a subgroup based on a specified value or category for a particular variable. Once
the series of decision rules are identified, they can be applied to other data.
The overall purpose of Project FAITHH (Faith-based Intervention to Heal HIV)
was to decrease HIV stigma in a sample of rural AA congregants which has been previously
reported (Payne-Foster P. et. al., 2017). This paper reports on a secondary analysis of Project
FAITHH in effort to examine complex relationships that may exist among sociodemographic,
spiritual, and stigma related correlates of HIV knowledge scores. In this study, we used recursive
partitioning to examine potential interactions between variables of interest. The proposed datadriven approach will allow us to investigate whether spirituality, stigma, and sociodemographic
characteristics interact to predict higher or lower HIV knowledge scores. This work is
of significance because it attempts to characterize subgroups of rural African American
congregants based on several key factors that influence their HIV-related behaviors.

Participants

Methods

Churches were recruited using a variety of methods: referral from the four ministerial
liaisons who were a part of the research team, referral from other members of the research
team, referral from denominational leaders, or during visits with churches in our targeted area.
The principal investigator met with each interested pastor to explain the study. Some pastors
were not comfortable addressing HIV in their churches and declined participation. A list of
12 churches and two alternates was compiled. Alternate churches became participants when
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a church on the primary list could not participate or was not responsive after three follow-up
phone calls. Each pastor selected a church representative to coordinate study recruitment and
intervention implementation logistics.
Congregants were recruited via a church representative, brochure, verbal
announcements at church, and/or word-of-mouth. The PI verbally screened interested
individuals using four eligibility criteria: (1) are you affiliated with the participating church (i.e.,
as a formal member, relative of a member or affiliated member) (2) are you at least 19 years of
age, (3) do you self-identify as African-American, and (4) are you able to give informed consent?
Congregants provided informed consent before participating. All protocols were approved by
the PI’s Institutional Review Board and funding agency’s project determination process.
Data collection
Pre-post surveys were administered onsite via audio computer assisted self-interview
method. Paper and pencil survey administration was available for participants who could
not use the computers. Assistance was provided for participants who lacked reading skills.
The intervention consisted of eight modules and was given at the convenience of the church
schedule.
Measures
We assessed HIV-related knowledge as the primary outcome of our study. Additional
variables such as perceived individual and community stigma, several domains of spirituality,
and sociodemographic characteristics were all treated as independent variables.
HIV knowledge
Basic HIV knowledge was assessed using a 32-item, multiple-choice survey that
was developed by the Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS (Payne-Foster P. et. al.,
2017). Two author-created items which assessed knowledge of HIV-related disparities locally
in Alabama were also included (Payne-Foster P. et. al., 2017). Sample items included: “HIV is
present in blood, sexual fluids, and sweat,” and, “In what region of the U.S. is the rate of new
infections of HIV increasing the greatest?” Participants received one point for each correct
response. Potential scores ranged from 0 to 32, with higher scores indicating more knowledge.
See Appendix 1 for HIV knowledge survey.
HIV-related stigma
Stigmatizing attitudes towards people living with HIV/AIDS was measured using
the HIV-Related Stigma parallel scales (Visser MJ. et. al., 2008). The 12-item instrument was
rated on a 5-point Likert-Type response scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly
agree (5). However, two additional response options (do not know and refused) were added to
the instrument. A sample statement included, “I would not like someone with HIV to be living
next door.” The instrument contains two domains. Participants reported personal attitudes
(individual-level stigma) and their perception of others in their congregation or community
(community-level stigma). The potential range was 0 to 12, where higher scores indicated
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higher levels of stigmatizing attitudes (Visser MJ. et. al., 2008). See Appendix 2 for HIV-related
stigma survey.
Spirituality
Spirituality was measured with the Multidimensional Measurement of Religiousness/
Spirituality (The Fetzer Institute, 2019). The subscales were composed of Religious and
Spiritual History (3-items), Forgiveness (3-items), Private Religious Practices (5-items),
Religious and Spiritual Coping (8-items), Religious Support (4-items), Organizational
Religiousness (2-items), Overall Self-Ranking (2-items), and Meaning subscales (2-items). Items
were measured using various Likert-type response scales. The response options of ‘don’t know’
and ‘refused’ were also included. Forgiveness was rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (Always) to
4 (Never). Private Religious Practices was rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (more than once a
day) to 8 (never). Religious and Spiritual Coping was rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (a great
deal) to 4 (not at all). Religious Support were rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (a great deal)
to 4 (none), while the other two items were rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (very often) to 4
(never). Organizational Religiousness was rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (more than once a
week) to 6 (never). Overall self-ranking was rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (very religious)
to 4 (not religious at all). Meaning was rated on a scale that ranged from 1 (strongly agree) to 4
(strongly disagree). The reliability of validity of this instrument was established elsewhere (The
Fetzer Institute, 2019). See Appendix 3 for Spirituality survey.
Sociodemographic characteristics
Participants self-reported their age, Religiosity, educational level, and whether they
had a leadership role in the church. In addition, other variables such occupation, prior HIV
testing, and HIV status were assessed.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were computed to characterize the study population as well as the
psychosocial variables examined in the study. Means and standard deviations were computed
for many of the items. In addition, we estimated the range of scores for our dependent variable
(HIV Knowledge) and the spirituality subscales. Spearman correlation coefficients were
calculated to examine associations among the continuous theoretical and psychosocial factors.
All descriptive and bivariate statistics were conducted in SAS version 9.4 (Winters, 2015).
To examine the associations of HIV knowledge with sociodemographic, spirituality,
and stigma variables, we followed several steps. Initially, we computed Conditional Inference
Trees (CITs) (28), a type of recursive partitioning analysis, to estimate the relationship between
mean levels of HIV knowledge and all variables of interest. CIT analysis works by identifying
the variable with the strongest relationship to the dependent variable and finding a significant
binary split that denotes statistical independence. The parent node (i.e., the initial split) of the
tree is split into daughter nodes by asking a series of hierarchical Boolean (yes/no) questions
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(e.g., if education ≥ high school graduate). The procedure is repeated until the global null
hypothesis cannot be rejected (e.g., Bonferroni adjusted P-value ≥ 0.05), and the maximal
differentiation between subgroups is retained (Strobl, Malley, & Tutz, 2009). At each stage
of tree development, every variable is a potential candidate to be split, even if it has already
appeared in the model.
CITs are superior to other recursive partitioning programs because it avoids overfitting
and selection bias toward covariates with many possible splits (Strobl, Malley, & Tutz, 2009).
This procedure is optimal because it relies on statistical testing; therefore, no pruning or
cross-validation is required (Strobl, Hothorn, & Zeileis, 2009). CITs were computed with
the Partykit package in R (Strobl, Malley, & Tutz, 2009). Once subgroups were identified,
Chi-square test of independence and nonparametric Kruskal-Wallas test were used to examine
differences between nodes. All statistical tests were two-sided, and significance was determined
at P ≤ 0.05.

Results
Descriptive statistics of participants. Descriptive statistics for study participants are
reported in Table 1. A total of 210 participants provided usable data for the present study. The
sample consisted mostly of women (85%), those who had a prior HIV test (58%), who reported
attending school past their high school graduation (61%), were at least 51 years old at study
enrollment (52%), and were of a Baptist (49%) denomination. In addition, less than half (43%)
of the sample reported being married.
Table 1. Descriptive Characteristics N = 210

Table 1. Descriptive Characteristics

N = 210
Total
178 (85%)

Female
Age Group
≤ 50 years
100 (48%)
51+years
110 (52%)
Education
≤ High School
82 (39%)
Some College or more
128 (61%)
Married
91 (43%)
Religion
Baptist
90 (43%)
AME or CME
61 (29%)
Pentecostal/Holiness/Disciples of Christ
35 (17%)
Nondenominational
24 (11%)
Leadership role
106 (51%)
Note. AME = African Methodist Episcopal; CME = Christian
Methodist Episcopal

Table 2. Spirituality Subscales and Correlations with HIV
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Female
178 (85%)
Age Group
≤ 50 years
100 (48%)
51+years
110 (52%)
Education
Articles ≤ High School
82 (39%)
Some College or more
128 (61%)
Descriptive
categorized
Marriedstatistics for key study variables. Participants were 91
(43%) into three
groups and HIV
knowledge was assessed. Group 1 received the Project FAITHH intervention
Religion
Baptist
(43%)standard
which consisted of
HIV anti-stigma and faith-based messages. Group 2 90
received
AME orHIV
CME
61 (29%)
HIV education without
anti-stigma and faith-based messages. Group
3 only received
Pentecostal/Holiness/Disciples
of scores
Christ ranged from 235to(17%)
HIV pamphlets left
at the church. HIV knowledge
31. Perceived
Nondenominational
24respectively.
(11%)
individual and community
stigma scores ranged from 0 to 13 and 0 to 17,
Private
Leadership
role from 5 to 29. HIV Knowledge scores106
practice of religion
scores ranged
were(51%)
significantly and
Note. AME
African Methodist
Episcopal;
Christian
negatively correlated
with=individual
stigma (r =
-0.39, P <CME
0.01),= but
positively correlated
Methodist Episcopal

with community stigma (r = 0.33, P < 0.01). No other variables were significantly correlated
with HIV knowledge (P > 0.05). Descriptive statistics of subscales and correlations with HIV
knowledge are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. Spirituality Subscales and Correlations with HIV
Knowledge

Table 2. Spirituality Subscales and Correlations with HIV Knowledge
Mean
HIV Knowledge
19.93
Individual Stigma
3.29
Community Stigma
10.11
Forgiveness
4.00
Private Religious
Practices
11.22
Religious Support
6.78
Organizational
Religiousness
4.72
Overall Self-Ranking
3.01
Meaning
2.80
Religious and Spiritual
Coping
13.00
Note. SD=Standard deviation; **P< 0.01

SD
5.43
2.68
4.71
1.34

-0.39**
0.33**
-0.04

5.40
2.23

0.08
-0.05

1.90
1.13
1.04

-0.00
0.07
-0.05

2.30

-0.10

Conditional Inference Tree. The CIT analysis categorized participants into three
distinct groups, with varying levels of HIV knowledge scores (P < 0.001, See Figure 1). In Tables
3 and 4, we report sociodemographic, stigma, and spirituality subscale differences by the five
distinct nodes. The two variables that were retained as the most important correlates of HIV
knowledge in the Conditional inference Tree analysis were education and individual stigma.
HIV knowledge scores were highest in node 4. Node 4 consisted mostly of individual who
attended at least some college (P < 0.001, See Table 3) and had lower levels of individual stigma
(P < 0.001, See Table 4). HIV knowledge scores were lowest among less educated individuals
(P < 0.001). Other node differences that were not revealed in the Conditional Inference Tree,
but was observed in the bivariate analyses were marital status (P=0.022), organized religion (P
= 0.032), and community stigma (P = 0.002). Figure 1 contains a depiction of our Conditional
Inference Tree (CIT).
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Table 3. Sociodemographic Differences in Subgroup Categories
Node2
Node4
Node5
P-value
Age Group
0.229
≤ 50 years
33 (40%)
50 (53%)
17 (52%)
Articles
51+years
49 (60%)
45 (47%)
16 (48%)
Education
<0.001
Table
3. Sociodemographic
Differences in Subgroup
Categories0 (0%)
≤ High
School
82 (100%)
0 (0%)
Table 3. Sociodemographic Differences in Subgroup Categories
Some College or more
0 (0%) 95 (100%)
33 (100%)
Node2
Node4
Node5
P-value
Married
28 (34%)
51 (54%)
12 (36%)
0.022
Age Group
0.229
Religion
0.628
≤ 50 years
33 (40%)
50 (53%)
17 (52%)
Baptist
36 (44%)
38 (40%)
16 (48%)
51+years
49 (60%)
45 (47%)
16 (48%)
AME or CME
20 (24%)
33 (34%)
8 (24%)
Education
<0.001
Pentecostal/Holiness/Disciples of
≤
High
School
82
(100%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
Christ
17 (21%)
12 (13%)
6 (18%)
Some
College or more
(0%) 95
33 (100%)
Nondenominational
90(11%)
12(100%)
(13%)
3 (9%)
Married
28
51
12
0.022
Leadership role
41 (34%)
(51%)
52 (54%)
(55%)
13 (36%)
(39%)
0.316
Religion
0.628
Baptist
36 (44%)
38 (40%)
16 (48%)
AME or CME
20 (24%)
33 (34%)
8 (24%)
Pentecostal/Holiness/Disciples of
Christ
17 (21%)
12 (13%)
6 (18%)
Nondenominational
9 (11%)
12 (13%)
3 (9%)
Leadership role
41 (51%)
52 (55%)
13 (39%)
0.316

Table 4. Differences in Subgroup Categories by Religious Constructs

Table 4. Differences in Subgroup Categories by Religious Constructs
Node2
Node4
Node5
Religious Subscales
M (5, 95)
M (5, 95)
M (5, 95)
Meaning
2 (2, 5)
2 (2, 5)
2 (2, 5)
Overall Self-Ranking
3 (2, 6)
3 (2, 5)
3 (2, 5)
Organizational Religiousness
4 (2, 9)
4 (2, 7)
6 (3, 9)
Religious Support
6 (4, 10)
6 (4, 11)
6 (4, 12)
Table 4. Differences in Subgroup Categories by Religious Constructs
Religious and Spiritual Coping
13 (11, 18) 12 (10, 17)
13 (9, 18)
Node2
Node4
Node5
Private Religious Practices
10 (5, 24)
10 (5, 22)
11 (5, 24)
Religious Subscales
M (5, 95)
M (5, 95)
M (5, 95)
Forgiveness
3 (3, 8)
3 (3, 6)
4 (3, 6)
Meaning
2 (2, 5)
2 (2, 5)
2 (2, 5)
Community-level Stigma
9 (2, 16)
12 (2, 16)
12 (5, 17)
Overall Self-Ranking
3 (2, 6)
3 (2, 5)
3 (2, 5)
Individual-Level Stigma
3 (0, 10)
2 (0, 3)
5 (4, 10)
Organizational Religiousness
4 (2, 9)
4 (2, 7)
6 (3, 9)
HIV Knowledge
18 (7, 25) 23 (16, 28) 19 (14, 26)
Religious Support
6 (4, 10)
6 (4, 11)
6 (4, 12)
Religious and Spiritual Coping
13 (11, 18) 12 (10, 17)
13 (9, 18)
Private1.Religious
Practices
10 (5, 24)
10 (5, 22)
11 (5, 24)
Figure
Conditional
inference trees
Forgiveness
3 (3, 8)
3 (3, 6)
4 (3, 6)
exploring
the relationship between
Community-levelreligious
Stigma factors,
9 (2, 16)
12 (2, 16)
12 (5, 17)
sociodemographic,
stigma,
and HIV knowledge
Individual-Level
Stigma scores
3 (0, 10)
2 (0, 3)
5 (4, 10)
in
a sample
of church-going African
HIV
Knowledge
18 (7, 25) 23 (16, 28) 19 (14, 26)

Americans in the rural Deep South.
Educ2 = education; indstig =
individual stigma
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P-value
0.496
0.912
0.032
0.656
0.081
0.537
P-value
0.200
0.496
0.002
0.912
<0.001
0.032
<0.001
0.656
0.081
0.537
0.200
0.002
<0.001
<0.001
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Conclusion
This study explored whether sociodemographic variables, individual and community
stigma, and components of religiosity were associated with HIV knowledge scores. To our
knowledge, this is one of the first studies to use recursive partitioning to understand the
correlates of HIV knowledge in a sample of rural church members in the Deep South. Our
analysis indicated that key determinants of HIV knowledge scores consisted of complex
interactions among individual and community stigma, education, but not private practice of
religion or spirituality. This is important, particularly in light of the fact that this area of the
country has become a “new” epicenter for the HIV epidemic. Because of the importance of this
subpopulation as a potential barrier in improving HIV knowledge and reducing stigma, these
data are potentially important in providing insight for developing more effective interventions,
which might affect the HIV epidemic in the future.
In this study, education was associated with HIV knowledge scores. Data from
the 2003 National Assessment of Adult Literacy showed that lower health literacy rates
corresponded to lower education level (Kutner M. et. al., 2006). This same study showed
that states in the Deep South had lower literacy rates in regard to basic prose skills compared
to other regions such as states in the northeast (Kay ES. et. al., 2018). Despite lower levels of
education and literacy in the rural Deep South, there is an opportunity to capitalize on this
teachable moment. Rural churches have rarely been the foci for faith-based and minority-based
interventions. Interventions such as Project FAITHH have the potential to not only increase
knowledge about HIV and its risk factors, but also help to change perceptions and stigma in
the community. Our data in Project FAITHH showed that interventions can be designed to
decrease HIV stigma and increase HIV knowledge, however, better characterization of factors
or modulators which affect both are needed to fine tune interventions. Therefore, tailoring
HIV educational interventions to various subgroups have the potential to overcome barriers
such as health literacy (Kutner M. et. al., 2006) which is crucial to advancing the field and
should be considered for next steps.
Characterizing the exact role that stigma plays in the HIV epidemic is also important.
The medical literature has only recently begun to characterize community stigma (Brown,
Macintyre, & Trujillo, 2003; Ehiri, JE. et. al., 2005; Kuhn, Steinberg, & Mathews, 1994), which
appears to fuel and create barriers for primary prevention and testing. However, HIV related
stigma may also play a role in secondary and tertiary prevention, which prevents those living
with HIV from accessing care and ultimately lower viral loads and bring the epidemic to zero
(Kutner M. et. al., 2006; Integrating HIV Innovative Practice, 2013). Given the role that stigma
plays in HIV-related behaviors and practices, we were not surprised to observe associations
between stigma and HIV knowledge, but we still do not know which comes first: a lack of HIV
knowledge which is fueled by stigma or vice versa. We can only speculate that the relationship
between stigma and HIV-related behaviors could be mediated by HIV knowledge and that
other contextual and sociodemographic factors that may moderate these pathways. Therefore,
additional research to better characterize HIV stigma and its interplay with other factors, such
as HIV knowledge, particularly in various geographic areas of the U.S. is needed.
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Lastly, this study was conducted in a faith-based setting. The role of religion
and spirituality on HIV knowledge continues to be understudied. This study indicated that
although a minor finding, its role in HIV knowledge needs to continue to be studied and better
understood. In examining the role of factors such as religion and religious/spiritual beliefs
and practices, churches may need to play a direct role in HIV education. Faith leaders and
pastors continue to grapple with ways to integrate HIV prevention and biblical principles in
the congregation (Pichon et al., 2020). An ethnographic study revealed that pastors expressed
feelings of acceptance of people regardless of their life choices, but still struggled with the
belief that homosexuality is a sin (Quinn, Dickson-Gomez, & Young, 2016). Scripture-guided
messages about sexuality can unintentionally perpetuate stigma and lead to further isolation
of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ+) members in the church (Pingel
& Bauermister, 2018; Quinn et al., 2016). Rather than facing these challenges, many black
churches in the Deep South avoid sensitive topics such as HIV and sexuality (Pichon et al.,
2020). The role of faith leaders in HIV prevention and for coordination of care among people
living with HIV is critical in the Deep South. It is particularly important for faith leaders to
learn how to encourage discussion of sensitive topics, and to provide HIV education in a larger
context of health and well-being in a nonjudgmental way.
There were several limitations of this study. First, this was a small study and mostly
female. The fact that the study was mainly female is not surprising, since more females than
males attend church more regularly in the Deep South. Additionally, nationally, according
to the Religious Landscape survey by the Pew Research Center, 59% of historically Black
Protestant churches are female (America’s Changing Religious Landscape: Overview, 2019).
Therefore, although we were able to show statistical differences, a larger sample may yield
more subgroups, variables of interest, and potential power to detect. We also note that several
churches declined to participate, which may have contributed to selection bias. In particular,
churches that declined may have higher levels of HIV-related stigma and lower HIV knowledge
scores. Additionally, this study was conducted in African American congregational members
in rural Alabama. The sample of African American church members residing in the rural Deep
South may not be generalizable to other African Americans living in other areas of the United
States. Moreover, these data are cross-sectional and do not imply causal inference. Despite these
limitations, the study results are suggestive of the interplay between education, HIV stigma
and religion and may indicate the need for more research in this area in order to better tailor
our HIV prevention messages. In addition, we used robust statistical methods to explore the
correlates of HIV knowledge. The CIT analysis are based on hypothesis testing, therefore
pruning and cross-validation were not needed with these procedures (Strobl, Hothorn, &
Zeileis, 2009). Lastly, we hope that results of study at some point in time could be translated to
other parts of the Deep South where the HIV epidemic is increasing to ensure that HIV-stigma
is decreased in vulnerable communities.
In summary, we believe that the models here help to shed light on possible synergistic
relationships that exist among variables HIV knowledge and stigma, and although this sample
of rural AA church members was small, we believe the study provides an example of how the
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church and its leadership and setting could be a powerful resource for promoting wellness and
reducing stigma, particularly as the epidemic continues in the rural Deep South. Additional
studies are needed to determine the correlates of other key variables that drive HIV-related
knowledge and behaviors. Such studies could use similar analyses and examine the correlates of
stigma especially as it relates to the unique population of congregational members who reside in
this part of the U.S.
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Abstract
A collaborative HIV health promotion program was implemented in Durham, North Carolina
to aid in mitigating the deleterious impact of HIV in the African American community. This
equity-centered program produced engagement and action at the community, organizational
and individual socio-ecological levels. A variety of organizations successfully collaborated in
this effort. This cooperative act details the collective power of community members, Black
faith-based organizations, a local health department and two community-based non-profit
organizations to actualize solutions regarding the HIV epidemic. Health equity and social
justice were promoted as a result of this successful initiative.
Keywords: HIV, Black Community, Public Health, Health Disparities, Health Equity and
Collaboration
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Background

Introduction

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (commonly known as HIV) is a virus that attacks
the body’s immune system annihilating white blood cells (World Health Organization, 2020).
This process aids in diminishing the body’s protection against many conditions including
infections and some cancers (World Health Organization, 2020). This international public
health issue continues to be a significant concern. Since its inception, it is estimated that more
than 33 million people have died from HIV worldwide (World Health Organization, 2020). As
of March 2021, approximately 38 million people were living with HIV throughout the world
(Kaiser Family Foundation, 2021). Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a later
stage of HIV, manifesting when the body’s immune system is severely impaired as a result of this
virus (HIV.gov, 2020).
In the United States, it is estimated that 1.2 million people are living with HIV, yet
14 % of those are unaware of their status and need to be tested (HIV.gov, 2020). Nationally,
the largest rates of novel HIV diagnosis continuously transpire in the southern portion of
the United States (HIV.gov, 2020). At the conclusion of 2019, there were a reported 34,460
people living with HIV in North Carolina (North Carolina Department of Health and Human
Services, Division of Public Health, Communicable Disease Branch, HIV/STD/Hepatitis
Surveillance Unit, 2020) and there were 69 reported newly diagnosed HIV infections in
Durham County (North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services, Division of
Public Health, Communicable Disease Branch, Epidemiology Section. HIV/STD Surveillance
Unit, 2020).
Along with the non-profit sector, the legal and political sectors can be crucial in
the progression of ending the HIV epidemic. More than three decades ago, the Ryan White
Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency (CARE) Act of 1990 was signed into law (HIV.
gov, 2020). This resulted in the development of the largest federal program designated to
center solely on delivering treatment services and care to people with HIV (HIV.gov, 2020).
Truly, policies and laws play a key role in designating funding and in ensuring the provision of
healthcare services.
Objective
The Community Health Coalition (CHC) is a non-profit which strives to eradicate
racial health disparities and to achieve health equity in Durham County and the surrounding
areas. The CHC has over 30 years of public health service and experience. As an original site of
the United States government’s Healthy People initiative, the Coalition continuously advocates
for health and well-being. In 1991, near the commencement of the HIV epidemic in the United
States, approximately 748,000 people were reported to be infected with HIV (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2020). Additionally, HIV infection was the leading cause of
death for black males ages 25-44 and the third leading cause of death for black women ages 2544 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1994). As such, the CHC was determined to
positively impact Durham’s African American community (relative to this epidemic).
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Decision Tree

Methodology

In developing an evolutionary approach to this disease, a literature review was
performed, current data regarding HIV was examined and engagement was implemented with
HIV positive stakeholders. In understanding the serious nature of this virus, the need to have
an abundance of HIV-related resources at a moment’s notice was recognized. Thus, the CHC
inherited an HIV clearinghouse from the Durham Committee on the Affairs of Black People
(DCABP) which is missioned “to support, empower and promote the welfare of the citizenry
in civic, cultural, economic, education, health, housing, political, religious, youth and human
affairs” (DCABP, 2021).
In an effort to develop solutions to positively impact Durham’s African American
community, a health promotion program for community involvement, engagement and action
was implemented. This program methodically addressed the HIV epidemic through the
collaboration of a variety of organizations holding authority relative to the social determinants
of health.
Roles and Responsibilities
Four groups/organizations/social institutions collaborated in the implementation
of this program. The CHC possess educational and practical authority along with previous
experience in educating the Durham community on health and wellness. The CHC is also
experienced in supporting Safe Needle Exchange initiatives (in an effort to improve the quality
of life for those living with HIV). Thus, the CHC collaborated with (self-identified) gay men
Figure 1. Community Health Coalition, Inc. (CHC) Decision Tree
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of the Durham Community (who provided lived experiences as well as intrinsic wisdom and
expertise), 14 historically black churches (which provided space for open dialogue) and the
Durham County Health Department (which possesses authority to test individuals and track
HIV). A diagram of this collaboration is shown in the CHC Decision Tree below (in Figure
1). Many health disparities spring from inequities in the opportunities and resources which
are a necessity to experience optimal health (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2021). In
acknowledging health disparities regarding HIV, this initiative promoted both, health equity –
“the attainment of the highest level of health for all people” (Healthy People, 2030) and social
justice – “the view that everyone deserves equal rights and opportunities - this includes the right
to good health” (American Public Health Association, 2021).

Socio-Ecological Model

Results

This program bolstered community involvement, engagement and action while
prioritizing the individual, community and organizational levels of the socio-ecological
model. Bronfenbrenner’s theory (which guides the socio-ecological model) demonstrates that
individuals are surrounded by various systems which contain strong influences (Kilanowski,
2017). The paradigm of health is broadly constructed in the socio-ecological model and is
indeed grounded in significant factors that affect health (Kilanowski, 2017). Truly, health
is impacted by the interplay of aspects surrounding the individual, the community and the
environment (Kilanowski, 2017).
On many levels, this program mirrors a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
rendition of the socio-ecological model (as shown in Figure 2). Health status and behavior are
outcomes that can be viewed as being determined by many factors (including the knowledge,
skills and attitudes of an individual). In this program each of the 14 churches provided an
opportunity (after the preached word on one Sunday per month) for congregants to receive
health education regarding HIV from the CHC and the Durham County Health Department
as well as wisdom, intrinsic expertise and lived experiences from gay men in the community.
These actions were implemented in a collective effort to inform the knowledge, skills and
attitudes of congregants.
The organizational level of this socio-ecological model acknowledges that
organizations and social institutions can play a large part in impacting health status and
behavioral outcomes. Organizations and social institutions are quite influential in the
progression of behaviors and may impose behavior-determining guidelines and protocols (The
Borgen Project, 2017). Rules and policies that lead, direct and enforce behavior are taken into
account at the organizational level (Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologist, 2015).
Indeed, this program prioritized the organizational level by ensuring that the Durham County
Health Department, the CHC, the gay men of the Durham community and the 14 historically
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black churches played a major and distinctive role in implementing this initiative. Each of these
groups/organizations/social institutions may possess their own sets of rules and policies which
may lead, direct and enforce behavior.
The community level of this socio-ecological model acknowledges that relationships
between organizations can also play a large part in impacting health status and behavioral
outcomes. This level comprises of the communities that people engage in (which may include
but are not limited to the “location in the community, the built environment, neighborhood
associations, community leaders, on/off-campus housing, businesses (e.g. bars, fast food
restaurants, farmers markets), commuting, parking, transportation, walkability, parks”
(American College Health Association, 2018). It may also include “the communities that
individuals operate in (e.g. professional networks, associations, neighborhoods, community
attitudes and the relationships among different institutions within communities”) (NewesAdeyi et al., 2000). This program prioritized the organizational level by ensuring a cooperative
collaboration
the Durham County
Health Department, the CHC, the gay men of the
Figure between
2 – Socio-Ecological
Model:
Durham community and the 14 historically black churches.
Framework for Prevention Centers for Disease Control and
2015Model: Framework for Prevention Centers for Disease Control and
FigurePrevention,
2. Socio-Ecological

Prevention, 2015
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Discussion

Conclusion

Indeed, a collaborative HIV health promotion program was successfully implemented.
This produced community involvement, engagement and action while methodically uniting
a variety of groups/organizations/social institutions holding authority (relative to the social
determinants of health). Through this initiative a didactic public health experience occurred:
the CHC was able to fulfill its hope of positively impacting Durham’s African American
community, gay men of the Durham community were able to share stories of lived experiences
and provide intrinsic wisdom and expertise to congregants, and congregants were able to be
educated on HIV (in an environment provided by the 14 churches). This equity-centered
program embraced the individual, organizational and community levels of the socio-ecological
model and demonstrated the power to promote health equity and social justice.
Even after the implementation of this successful initiative, the CHC has continued
to serve the community. Additionally, in 2017 the Durham County Board of County
Commissioners declared December 14 as HIV CURE RESEARCH DAY. In 2018, the CHC
provided HIV (Education) Health Tips to more than 17,000 people/groups. The CHC
also transitioned its HIV outreach efforts to the Community Action Advocacy Restoration
Empowerment (CAARE, Incorporated) while continuing to remain steadfast in providing
resources, health education and health promotion.
Recommendations
Future recommendations include the replication of this program and the expansion
of the CHC’s public health services. Certainly, this initiative can be utilized as a blueprint for
current and future pandemics. In May of 2021, African Americans in Durham comprised of the
largest percentage (36.67%) of COVID-19 cases (Durham County Health Department, 2021).
Yet, African Americans in Durham were not the largest percentage of people to be vaccinated
against COVID-19 (Durham County Health Department, 2021). Surely, the successful
HIV health promotion program model can be used as a guiding blueprint to aid in positively
impacting COVID-19 disparities.
Moreover, expanding services is also vital to continue with advancing health equity
throughout Durham’s African American community. The CHC should consider expanding
services to include an HIV health education portal on its website (as health education can be
implemented virtually). This addition to the website could aid in honoring the CHC’s past
work and collaborators in the HIV arena, while sharing the latest developments and educational
materials. As the old African adage states ‘If you want to go fast, go alone. But if you want to go
far, go together.’ Indeed, as a successful non-profit, the CHC can continue to go further with
collaborators and continuously impact Durham’s African American community.
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Abstract
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) attacks the body’s immune system
by destroying cells which fight disease and infection. If left untreated, it can lead to AIDS
(acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) (1). African American women represent 13% of
the total female population in the United States and account for 61% of new HIV diagnoses
(2). There are various types of stigma associated with HIV (3). Enacted stigma refers to an
individual’s experiences of prejudice and discrimination because of their HIV status, whereas,
internalized stigma refers to an individual’s acceptance of negative attitudes of beliefs related
to their HIV status (4 ). A positive status, can affect individuals on a daily basis as it relates
to stigma. For example, guilt, shame, isolation, or perhaps low self-esteem. HIV does not
discriminate. Individuals across all races, ethnicities, and socio- economic status have been
diagnosed as HIV positive.
The HIV epidemic remains worldwide, disproportionately impacting African
Americans. The focus of this paper is: 1). To bring attention to HIV in African American
women in the United States 2). To bring attention to stigma associated with HIV in women 3)
to highlight an African American female who has been living with HIV for close to 30 years.
Millions of people throughout the United States have been affected by the Human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) since the
mid to late 1970s (5). According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
advancements have been made in the prevention and treatment of HIV/AIDS; with proper
medical care, HIV can be controlled, but not cured (6). Women account for 20% of people
living with AIDS (PLWHA), yet 62% of these women identify as Black/African American (6).
There are several contributing factors to elevated rates of HIV among Black women, including
increased injection drug use, non-monogamous sexual relationships, exchanging sex for drugs
or money, and history of incarceration; partner behavior; and social and contextual factors,
including lower socioeconomic status, poverty, and higher rates of HIV/AIDS in general in the
Black/African community (5).
African American or Black women living with HIV face numerous challenges on a
daily basis. Some of which are inclusive of; stigma, racism, homelessness, financial struggles,
discrimination of various sorts, mental illness, hunger, and the list goes on. In a study conducted
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in 2016, data were collected through in-depth interviews with African American women living
with HIV (WLH) in South Carolina (SC). The study aimed to identify resources at various
socioecological levels that facilitate resilience and explore how the resources interacted with
each other. The results were inclusive of participants describing six major resilience resources
including: internal strength, religion and spirituality, hopefulness about life and future, selfawareness and self-care, social support from family and community, and HIV-related health
facilities. Findings suggest that resilient African American WLH maintain hope in the face of
adversity and seek and obtain social support (7). Though stigma was not a component within
the study, it has a tremendous impact on WLH.
HIV related stigma is real and affects Black women in a number of ways. Stigma
impacts the health and social well-being of people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA).
Internalized or self-stigma takes into consideration the extent to which an individual internalizes
negative beliefs about a personal characteristic or experience such as HIV/AIDS. Additionally,
stigma from the general public, such as negative attitudes or beliefs about PLWHA and
discriminatory behavior are experienced and potentially internalized (8). For example, an
individual may view herself as having moral or character weaknesses or being a failure due to
messages heard from family, friends, community members and the media. This can possibly
lead to reduced self-esteem and increased hopelessness. Internalized stigma may further lead to
impairment in social and occupational functioning and impact treatment engagement (8).
According to Earnshaw and Chaudor (2009), overtime, PLWHA may begin to
anticipate future prejudicial and discriminatory experiences. This anticipated stigma can lead to
worsened mental and physical health, social isolation, fear or reluctance to disclose their status
to others, internalized stigma, and hesitancy to engage in HIV treatment.
The Social Cognitive Model is a theory which explains the development and
persistence of HIV stigma. This model further suggests that an individual may initially
become aware of negative beliefs about PLWHA early in life prior to contracting HIV. When
an individual sees themselves as belonging to a stigmatized group, over time their personal
cognitive coping style may lead them to accept negative beliefs about PLWHA as being either
true or valid (5). For Black women, internalized and anticipated negative beliefs about HIV
status can further be compounded by negative beliefs about being a racial and gender minority
in the United States(5).
Cheryl’s Story
An African American woman who was not a participant in the aforementioned study
allowed me to interview her. She is a native of North Carolina (NC) and HIV has lived with her
for close to 30 years. Cheryl, in her early 50’s, is the epitome of resilience.
Cheryl and Duane meet on a job in NC during the late 1980’s. They quickly become
friends then soon decide to date exclusively. The relationship progresses in a positive manner,
so they decide to live together. A short time later Cheryl accepts a job offer from Clemson
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University and the decision is made to move to South Carolina (SC). There is talk of marriage,
but no definitive plans are made at this time. This is a young couple in love, happy, and enjoying
life. As Cheryl is working at Clemson, Duane has begun working at a corrections facility not too
far from where they live.
The road is relatively smooth with a few bumps and curves every now and then.
Both Cheryl and Duane have settled into their respective jobs and enjoy what they are doing.
They reside in a quiet community and have established friendly relationships with neighbors.
However, that smooth road becomes extremely hilly and curvy in 1994.
Duane walks in the house one evening after work and informs Cheryl that he has
tested positive for HIV. She was caught completely off guard. Utter shock. However, she
immediately begins to comfort and console him. They sat quietly on the sofa and talked. During
this conversation Cheryl learned that a prisoner spat on Duane while working. According to
standard procedure, as an employee of the facility, Duane was required to be tested for HIV
(blood test). Needless to say, this was a sleepless night for both of them. Duane managed to hold
it together the next day when he returned to work. Cheryl went to work as well knowing that
she also needed to be tested.
Cheryl (Duane accompanied her) went to the local health department to be tested
approximately two weeks later. Rapid testing was not available at that time, so there was a one
to two week waiting period for the results. Upon receiving the results, it was determined that
Cheryl is HIV positive (+) For her, this is confirmation of the symptoms she was experiencing
that something was amiss from a physical perspective. Confirmation, yet time for a long pause.
Duane and Cheryl are living in Anderson and have recently found out that they are
both positive. Life changing for sure. So many questions and too few answers. The fear of the
unknown was legitimate. They are in survival mode from one day to the next. Daily thoughts
at the time consisted of, “not letting family and friends know, the secrets, If I have a dental
appointment do I have to let them know, since they will have to take precautions?” Living with
the reality of “What if ?” Awakening one morning yet not knowing whether or not today would
be their last. The strength, the power of a virus that is invisible to the naked eye.
The stigma. Living in Anderson which was a small city at the time and not
wanting people to know. The health department conducted the testing, provided results and
subsequently dropped the ball there. Now what? A doctor or doctors are needed. Who? Where?
Can this person or persons be trusted?
In a short period of time they chose a physician located 40 minutes from Anderson.
You ask why so far away, the STIGMA! There was no desire to come into contact with anyone
whom they knew. In the early to mid 90’s, media portrayal of the virus was horrible. People were
portrayed as lepers had been. There was so much shame associated with the virus; rejection and
ostracism. The thought of being “found out” was stressful by itself.
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There was little to no confidentiality. Imagine walking into a doctor’s office with an
appointment. As your name is called, you are asked which clinic you are going to. For example,
if your response is “ID” (Infectious Disease), people within hearing distance begin making all
kinds of assumptions. Incidents similar to this one occurred at various facilities. There may be
a policy regarding Patient Right to Privacy (HIPPA), but what happens if a relative or someone
you know works in this establishment? So much for confidentiality.
From a medical perspective their experiences were like a rollercoaster ride. Though
they were under the care of a physician, this individual was not a specialist. The initial treatment
plan for both was AZT (Zidovudine also known as Azidothymidine). AZT is an antiretroviral
medication used to prevent and treat HIV/AIDS. There was no cocktail at the time. They
were on this medication for close to two years. They were temporarily getting better but not
significantly. Over a period of time, both were affected negatively while taking it. Cheryl
experienced fevers, nausea, yeast infections and an extremely low blood count several times. She
also experienced blood loss. Duane experienced many symptoms as well, with the most severe
being difficulty with balance and a brain infection which came close to taking his life.
Both Duane and Cheryl were in and out of the hospital numerous times. The most
serious being Duane’s brain infection and Cheryl having pneumonia which is common in people
with HIV or AIDs. Pneumocystis Pneumonia (PCP) is still the most common opportunistic
infection which occurs more often or is worse in people with weak immune systems.
In spite of numerous hospital visits, they both continued to work. However, they also
began discussing leaving SC and returning to NC, which was home for both of them. While
still in SC, they made the decision to get married. Yes, they were in a committed relationship
and had been for some time, but there was the underlying sense that according to Cheryl, “No
one else would want them.” Prior to moving, a lot of decisions needed to be made. Since they
had missed a lot of work, a burning question was whether or not there was a need to disclose any
information. Neither Duane nor Cheryl had informed their parents at this point. When and
how were they to be informed?
Cheryl took the lead on breaking the news to her mother through a telephone
conversation. Her mother was very encouraging and supportive. Prior to this conversation, she
did not understand why there was a need to relocate to NC since they were settled into jobs
and communities where they were. However, in talking with Cheryl, there was enlightenment
as to the frequent doctors and hospital visits. This was the ‘aha moment’ for her mother. There
is nothing like a mother’s love. Cheryl’s father on the other hand showed no emotion and never
spoke with her about her positive status. This was not by any means a display of rejection but
rather his normal response to most family matters. Cheryl has 12 siblings and her mother
informed them in her own time and manner of Duane and Cheryl’s status. Duane’s parents and
sibling were encouraging and supportive as Cheryl’s mother had been.
Before leaving Clemson, Cheryl was hospitalized again. This time she was placed
in isolation because it was believed that she might have Tuberculosis (TB). The word spread
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like wildfire! Her colleagues at Clemson went into panic mode because they had been in her
presence. TB is also an opportunistic infection which occurs more often in people and being
more severe in those with a weakened immune system. Did Cheryl have TB? No!
Cheryl decided to leave Clemson on disability. The filing process was initiated in
Human Resources. In the midst of all of the paperwork, her diagnosis was disclosed. Cheryl
knew some of these people due to the type of work she was doing. Therefore, she also knew that
they were talking behind her back. Where was the confidentiality in all of this? There was none,
or very little.
Cheryl has always been an individual to speak the truth. With this experience she
preferred that people speak directly to her as to what was going on, as opposed to talking behind
closed doors. It took a significant amount of time before she felt the freedom to be open, unveil,
be unashamed and share her truth.
The move was to Fayetteville to live with Duane’s parents. Three or four of Cheryl’s
siblings drove down to assist with the move. There was no rejection, fear, isolation or negativity
from either family.
Leaving SC was an excellent choice. While in Fayetteville, they are able to spend
quality time with Duane’s family in addition to a sense of normalcy. From the medical stand
point, Duane and Cheryl began their care in the Duke University hospital system. No more
general practitioners, but instead doctors specializing in infectious diseases. Unfortunately, the
drive to Durham was even longer, being an hour as opposed to 40 minutes. Cheryl no longer
feels like a guinea pig. While in Anderson it was, “Let’s try this, or this”. She was adamant
about her healthcare and was her own advocate. Healthcare played a huge role in the decision
to return to NC and the availability of receiving treatment from specialists. She never felt as
though she was discriminated against or ostracized while being treated. However, the issue of
confidentiality was also prevalent at Duke.
Cheryl eventually realized that being on disability was a crutch after about a year. Her
ultimate trust and confidence had to be in God, that He would take care of her and supply all of
her needs. Cheryl admittedly had no relationship with Christ prior to the diagnosis. This was
her “Thorn in the flesh”. She further states, “It definitely did not happen overnight.”
Cheryl and Duane are in Fayetteville for close to two years. Throughout this time,
they see God at work in their lives. They are feeling better and are experiencing a calmness that
was nonexistent for some time. A home became available in Durham, so this move was made. A
new location, new jobs and resettling in. Cheryl loved her job (working as an accountant) and
slowly began becoming active in her community and taking a class or two as well. She became
so wrapped up in work, that she without realizing it at the time began ignoring self-care. There
were a few times on the job that a supervisor spoke to her about an assignment, and Cheryl’s
thinking was, “Why are you so concerned about this project when I am dealing with living with
HIV on a daily basis?” She did not participate in any support groups. She was frustrated and
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at times upset and began projecting these feelings onto others. During this time, Duane began
utilizing drugs. Initially, Cheryl was naïve as to what was going on. Totally oblivious. However,
this behavior was temporary. God began nudging Cheryl that it was time to surrender. She
needed to talk, had to talk. The Bible verse, Psalms 81:10(NIV), I am the Lord your God who
brought you up out of Egypt. Open wide your mouth and I will fill it, was placed on her heart.
She meditated on this verse and begun to live it. She found her voice and began opening up to
people. She shared her story with people one-on-one, during church services and events, and
begun attending and participating in HIV related activities.
A lot has changed over the years. Cheryl’s love for the Lord and His truth continues
to blossom. Duane’s drug use continued. Cheryl did not believe there was a correlation between
the HIV and drug use. To the best of her knowledge, the usage began a few years after his
diagnosis. She is, however, unsure as to whether or not he initially began using drugs as a coping
mechanism. Duane and Cheryl eventually divorced as a result of his drug usage and infidelity.
Duane died in 2014.
Cheryl remarried 10 years ago and she and her husband live in Mebane, NC. She
informed him of her HIV early on in their relationship (prior to getting married). Cheryl’s
marrying someone who is HIV negative means that they use condoms every time they engage
in intercourse. Beyond this, HIV is not an issue for them. She was wrong in believing that
no one else (besides Duane) would want her. Someone else definitely wanted to be with her.
She understandably experienced negative thoughts about herself following the diagnosis. For
example, that she was tainted.
Her treatment plan currently consists of a one pill cocktail, Atripla, which is taken
once daily. The cost of this medication is $3200 per month. Cheryl receives her medication free
of charge. She has also been on an STD medication for approximately 25 years. Due to immune
system changes, an individual who is HIV positive, can receive a diagnosis. This has happened
with Cheryl in the past. However, her viral loads are currently non-detectable and have been so
for 15 years. Praise moment!! Her viral loads are tested annually.
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Hewlett, L.S. (1967). Title of work. Location: Publisher.
Book (editor):
Roberts, N.M. (Ed.). (2001). Book title. Location: Publisher.
Chapter in an Edited Book:
Hewlett, L.S. (1999). Title of chapter in book. In N.M. Roberts (Ed.), Title of book.
(pp. xxx-xxx). Location: Publisher.
Journal Article (print):
Hewlett, L.S., Evans, A. E., & Belfar, S. F. (in press). Title of article. Title of Periodical,
volume xx(number x), (pp. xxx-xxx).
Journal Article, more than seven authors
Allison, D. G., Bartolivich, E. H., Connolly, F. I., Davidson, G. J., Edwards, H. K.,
Franklin, I. L., . . . Zastrow, A. C. (2007). Title of article. Title of Periodical, volume
xx(number x), (pp. xxx-xxx).
Journal Article (electronic):
Justin, A.A. (2001). Title of on-line article. Title of Periodical. Retrieved day, month,
year from http://www....[rest of source url address]
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Newspaper Article (print):
Schwartz, J. (1993, September 30). Obesity affects economic, social status. The
Washington Post, pp. A1, A4.
Newspaper Article (electronic):
Brody, J. E. (2007, December 11). Mental reserves keep brain agile. The New York
Times. Retrieved from http://www.nytimes.com

VI. Special Manuscript Preparations
JHSH regularly includes sections dedicated to special types of manuscripts. Such sections
include:
Book , Film, or Other Reviews
Special Technical Reports, Scholarly Reflections, or Professional Summaries
Literary Works
Manuscripts for review and reports generally must follow all author requirements. However,
such manuscripts require careful adaptation depending upon the nature of the manuscript, its
intention, its place within the JHSH edition, and other factors. The adaptation of requirements
for reviews and reports is subject to the direction and approval of the Editor. The Editor may
delegate the same to the Senior Associate Editor.
Literary works submitted for publication must meet the highest standards for each specific
literary genre. The requirements for literary works are subject to the direction and approval of
the Editor. The Editor may delegate the same to the Senior Associate Editor.

VII. Graphics Requirements
All graphics must be submitted within the individual manuscript at the end of the manuscript
itself. With each figure or graphic, a short, explanatory caption must be provided. The caption is
to be placed appropriately.
Where they are to be placed within the manuscript are to be indicated in a centered directions
such as:
Figure 1 inserted here.
In addition to placing the graphic at the end of the manuscript, each is to be sent as a separate
file in high resolution as a JPEG, TIFF, PNG etc. If the graphic is a Table created in MS Word,
it is to be provided additionally as a separate graphic file that ensures that text and other
elements are spaced and formatted correctly. During publication processes, first authors are to
remain available for the publishing house to contact them for additional refinements for graphic
elements. JHSH Editorial Leadership and the publishing house are not responsible for errors in
graphics that should have been overseen and corrected by the actual authors.
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VIII. Authorship
The naming of authors must conform with the “Ethical Considerations in the Conduct and
Reporting of Research: Authorship and Contributorship” of the International Committee of
Medical Journal Editors (http://www.icmje.org/ethical_1author.html). Authorship may only
be ascribed to those individuals who personally, actually and substantively contributed to the
actual writing of a manuscript, its design, conceptual development, or its academic or professional
scholarship. Honorary authorship by virtue of one’s position within one’s institutional
organizational structure (e.g., Department Chair) is not permitted at any time or for any reason.
Authors are permitted to list other individuals as contributors in the Author Note when relevant
and appropriate. However, information about contributors must be brief and relevant.
Authors submitting manuscripts must apprise the Editor immediately if controversies exist
concerning authorship or other related issues. JHSH cannot take responsibility for mitigating
author disputes or related controversies. If an author dispute is discovered and claimed after
publication, JHSH and Intellectual Property Counsel have the right to direct retractions, errata,
or other corrections in future JHSH editions in accordance with pertinent laws, regulations,
federal requirements, or academic standards. These actions and others may be taken in the event
of research misconduct.

IX. Responsible Conduct of Research Standards
Authors must adhere to all standards regarding research integrity and the responsible conduct
of research. JHSH strictly adheres to requirements regarding research misconduct, namely
falsification, fabrication, and plagiarism. Any allegation of research misconduct is immediately
referred to the Editor, who will immediately refer the matter to the JHSH Intellectual Property
Counsel. JHSH will support all requirements and processes for such matters to their conclusion.
Articles involving human subjects or animal research must indicate appropriate IRB or IACUC
protocol determinations, reviews and approvals with dates. Authors must cite the approved
protocol numbers. Any information relative to these important areas must be placed within the
Author Note. When there may be questions regarding whether data/materials are determined to
involve either human subjects research or research exempt from human subjects regulations, the
text must clearly indicate who has made such determinations and the date of determination. It is
the right of the Editor and Senior Associate Editor to ensure that all such matters comply with
requisite ethical standards, regulations, laws and requirements.
Similarly, authors must disclose relevant conflict of interest information where applicable (or the
lack thereof ). Any information relative to this area also must be placed within the Author Note.
All questions regarding these areas and other matters related to academic, research, or
professional ethics are to be referred directly to the Editor or Senior Associate Editor.

X. Intellectual Property Information
JHSH is a peer reviewed publication of international renown. As such, it upholds and complies
with all requirements regarding the protection of intellectual property and copyrights as
applicable. JHSH adheres rigorously to United States norms for publications and responsible
authorship. JHSH furthermore honors the academic standards and expectations of other
international peer reviewed publications.
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When an author’s manuscript is accepted for publication, authors must sign author agreements
and comply with JHSH directives. One such area is to ensure that the JHSH respects the work
of authors especially if it is derived from previous efforts. Therefore, all authors must disclose
such factors and work with the Editor and Senior Associate Editor for the preservation of all
intellectual property and copyright issues. JHSH will not publish any materials whose authors
have not completed author agreement and copyright release requirements.
The following underscores information summarized previously. Questions concerning the
information below and its applicability to specific cases are to be referred to the Editor and
Senior Associate Editor.
Once an author submits a manuscript, the author is not permitted to have that work under
simultaneous consideration by any other publisher or organization. Similarly, if an author
submits a proposal for future manuscript development and the proposal is accepted, then the
proposal and its subsequent manuscript cannot be submitted elsewhere. If by chance an error
has been made in these regards, the author must obtain from the other publisher or publishers
a clear release and submit this to the Editor and Senior Associate Editor for consideration. If an
author wishes to have a previously submitted manuscript or already accepted proposal published
by another organization, the author must submit a formal request to the Editor. Permission is
needed before finalization.
In addition, unless there is clear justification and only with the written permission of the
previous publisher, JHSH will not accept manuscripts that have been published elsewhere, or
that will be published prior to appearing in JHSH. Authors must inform the Editor and Senior
Associate Editor of such matters at the time a manuscript is submitted. Such matters must be
acknowledged in the Author Note.
Similarly, if an author’s manuscript is based upon one’s thesis or dissertation, the author must
inform the Editor and Senior Associate Editor regarding copyright ownership. If the copyright
for the thesis or dissertation is owned by anyone other than the author, such as the degree
granting institution of higher learning, the author must obtain and submit to the Editor and
Senior Associate Editor a copyright release and permission to publish from the copyright owner.
Until the matter of copyright is completely processed and resolved successfully, the author’s
manuscript cannot be published in the Journal.
General Copyright Guidance: Unless expressly agreed to by JHSH, the copyright (i.e.,
ownership) of the material belongs to JHSH itself and its publishers. Other arrangements
may be made (e.g., exclusive or non-exclusive licenses) but must be proposed by the author
at the time of submission. If a contributor prepared the submission in the scope of his or her
employment, the employer must assign its rights, or the author must be able to prove that the
employer has already ceded copyright back to the employee (e.g., through an institutional
copyright policy). Government employees will be required to obtain publication clearance
approvals in accordance with agency procedures for works prepared as a part of their official
duties. Proof of government clearances will be required. Students submitting material from
a dissertation or other academic work in development should check with their institution to
confirm ownership. All authors must obtain permission for the use of any material owned by
others, including tables, figures, graphs, charts, drawings, photographs and other illustrations,
and digital media works.
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Regarding Reproduction and Copying for Private Use: JHSH encourages copying
and reproduction of information appearing in its editions so long as such copying and
reproduction is strictly limited to non-commercial educational and personal use. Any other
use must be under specific agreement. In every case, JHSH and the original author must be
prominently acknowledged as the source of the material. Furthermore, if an article were to
be used for widespread educational classes via on-line forums (e.g. MOOC), permission of
the Editor and Senior Associate Editor is required to ensure that no commercial use will be
tolerated after on-line use. Any use in on-line courses must also, as mentioned above, credit
the original author and JHSH.

XI. Contact Information
Manuscripts and/or concept proposals for articles are to be sent directly to
dhodge@tuskegee.edu.
If needed, call the Tuskegee University National Center for Bioethics in Research and Health
Care at (334) 724-4554.
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